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RESUMO 

Simulação em Tempo-Real de Processos da Cadeia de Abastecimento 
Suportados por Big Data num Contexto de Indústria 4.0 

A natureza complexa e dinâmica das Cadeias de Abastecimento expõe estas redes a eventos 

disruptivos, com consequências difíceis de quantificar. Para evitar tais problemas, a simulação pode ser 

usada, pois permite considerar a incerteza e a dinâmica destes sistemas. Adicionalmente, estes sistemas 

abrangem vários processos, com as respetivas fontes a gerarem dados com volumes e velocidades cada 

vez mais elevados. Estes dados podem conferir o nível de detalhe necessário para os modelos de 

simulação, justificando a necessidade de tecnologias Big Data para estes problemas. 

Esta tese analisa o caso real de uma Cadeia de Abastecimento de componentes eletrónicos para 

automóveis e propõe um Sistema de Suporte à Decisão suportado por um Big Data Warehouse e por um 

modelo de simulação, estando esta integração alinhada com a Indústria 4.0. O primeiro armazena e 

integra dados de várias fontes e o segundo reproduz movimentações de bens e trocas de informação a 

partir destes dados, incorpora riscos e permite analisar o seu impacto. 

Os resultados da tese revelaram que, apesar da organização, onde se inseriu a tese, possuir 

condições tecnológicas (como sistema de informação de suporte) e processos de referência, diversos 

problemas de dados foram observados. A simulação é usada para detetar e colmatar alguns destes 

problemas, pois as incoerências foram identificadas devido às necessidades inerentes à utilização da 

simulação. A identificação dos problemas neste ambiente de excelência sugere a relevância do trabalho 

e que outros projetos podem passar por problemas equivalentes. Assim, é proposta uma classificação 

para os problemas, servindo como marco para futuros projetos semelhantes. Ultrapassados os 

problemas nos dados, a simulação é usada para suportar a tomada de decisão, permitindo: (1) correr 

simulações usando os dados armazenados; (2) incorporar riscos ao permitir que disrupções sejam 

disparadas durante a simulação, ou que distribuições estatísticas sejam aplicadas para modelar 

variabilidade na oferta ou na procura; (3) adaptar o modelo de simulação a alterações nos dados, em 

tempo-real; (4) carregar o estado do sistema real a partir dos dados, para analisar intervalos específicos, 

sem se ter de esperar que a simulação chegue ao início do intervalo que se pretende analisar; (5) e 

permitir que a simulação corra para além do intervalo de tempo considerado nos dados armazenados, 

adicionando, assim, capacidades preditivas aos modelos de simulação. 

Palavras-chave: Big Data, Cadeia de Abastecimento, Indústria 4.0, Riscos, Simulação. 
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ABSTRACT 

Real-Time Simulation of Supply Chain Processes Supported by Big Data in an 
Industry 4.0 Context 

The dynamic and complex nature of Supply Chains exposes these networks to disruptive events, 

which have consequences that are hard to quantify. To avoid such problems, simulation may be used, 

as it allows the uncertainty and dynamic nature of systems to be considered. Furthermore, such systems 

comprise several processes, with the respective sources generating data with increasingly high volumes 

and velocities. This data can add the required level of detail to the simulation models, hence paving the 

way for the development of simulation models in Big Data contexts. 

This thesis analyzes the real case of an automotive electronics Supply Chain and proposes a 

Decision-Support System, supported by a Big Data Warehouse and a simulation model, with this 

integration being aligned with Industry 4.0. The first stores and integrates data from multiple sources and 

the second reproduces movements of goods and information exchanges from such data, incorporates 

risks and allows their impact to be analyzed. 

The results of this thesis revealed that, albeit the organization, where this thesis was inserted, 

has technological conditions (e.g., information system) and reference business processes, several data 

problems were observed. Simulation is used to detect and bypass some of these issues, since those 

incoherencies were only identified by the needs inherent to the use of simulation. The identification of 

such issues in this excellence environment suggests the novelty of this research and that similar projects 

may experience equivalent problems. Hence, a classification of the identified data issues is proposed, 

serving as a milestone for future similar projects. Having bypassed such data issues, simulation is used 

to support the decision-making, allowing to: (1) run simulations using the stored data; (2) incorporate 

risks either by allowing users to fire disruptions in runtime, or by applying statistical distributions to model 

variability in supply or demand; (3) adapt the simulation model in real-time to eventual data changes; (4) 

load the real system’s state from the data to analyze specific time slots without having to wait for the 

simulation to reach the time to start the analysis; (5) and allow the simulation to run beyond the time 

considered in the stored data, adding, thus, predictive features to the simulation models. 

Keywords: Big Data, Industry 4.0, Risks, Simulation, Supply Chain. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Summary  

This chapter starts by giving a brief overview of the application domain in which this 
doctoral thesis aims to advance the state-of-the-art (SOTA), namely risk management 
in Supply Chains (SCs). Thereafter, the motivation that thrived this thesis is approached 
with a focus on giving a short introduction over the complexity of the problem at hand, 
with the main objectives of this thesis being addressed afterwards. Thereafter, a brief 
institutional framework background is provided followed by the research methods 
employed in this doctoral thesis. This chapter ends with the description of the 
organization of this document. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Supply Chains and Risk Management 

SCs are complex and dynamics networks, comprised of entities such as suppliers and customers, 

wherein material and information exchanges occur, driven by demand and supply interactions. Several 

activities take place in these networks, such as manufacturing, warehousing and transportation. 

Ultimately, organizations in these networks aim to fulfil customers’ orders at a minimum cost, whilst 

improving their competitiveness [1]. 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) plays a relevant role in managing SCs. To ensure its efficiency, 

Levi et al. [1] emphasized three different aspects of SCM. Firstly, the need for delivering products 

according to customers’ requirements, thereby, in some SCs, it may be necessary to account for 

suppliers’ suppliers and customers’ customers. The second aspect emphasized by the authors is related 

with reducing total costs throughout the entire SC. This includes, but is not limited to, transportation and 

inventory costs. Finally, the authors also emphasized the importance of integrating all agents in the SC. 

These aspects are of utmost importance, since SCs evolve over time, wherein relationships between 

entities, such as customer demand, supplier capacity, among others, may abruptly change with possible 

negative consequences. 

The highly stochastic nature, inherent to SCs, originates risks, caused by uncertain events and 

variability, which may cause SC disruptions, leading to a decrease in the involved entities’ service level 

[2]. To handle these types of problems, Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) emerged as a recent 

discipline [3], [4]. Usually, these events originate from either the customer or the supplier end of the SC. 

For instance, customers’ demand variability may originate situations in which production is insufficient, 

leading to orders not fulfilled, or situations where materials are stocked, because they are no longer 

required by customers. Products in end-of-series phase are especially problematic, because they may 

need to be scrapped. Furthermore, events that are rare but have considerable negative impacts may also 

occur. These events can be of short-term (e.g. transportation delay) or of long-term nature (e.g. 

earthquake that affects the production of a supplier) and may jeopardize crucial SC activities, such as 

production, which, in its turn, may also lead to customers’ orders unfulfillment and hence negatively affect 

the SC. At this point, it should be noted that, due to the inherent characteristics of a SC, a disruption in 

a given supplier, for instance, may have considerable repercussions along the SC and even in its multiple-

tier customers. 
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 Motivation 

Risks and uncertainties in SCs apply and are particularly heightened in the automotive industry, 

due to the characteristics subjacent to these SCs, since car manufacturers need to comply with very strict 

security norms for their products, while still providing high levels of product customization, required by 

increasingly strict end customers [5], [6]. In fact, Masoud et al. [6] postulate that the automotive industry 

is one of the most considerable sectors in employment and economic value. Furthermore, a production 

breakdown in the automotive industry may lead to an economic loss of more than $100 million per day, 

as stated by Kırılmaz et al. [7]. At the same time, an ordinary car is comprised of roughly 5 000 parts 

and entities interoperating in these SCs need to comply between them, in order not to jeopardize the 

entire chain [7]. 

To streamline SC processes, the automotive industry has incorporated concepts such as just in 

time, a pull philosophy concerned with demand-driven production, aiming to reduce overall wastes, 

namely with inventory levels [6], [8]. Indeed, the adoption of these concepts results in low inventories on 

the one hand, but high vulnerability on the other [9], because available materials may not be sufficient to 

cover eventual disruptions. To deal with these eventual failures, entities in these SCs tend to adopt safety 

stock approaches, to ensure material buffers in case of disruptions. However, establishing proper safety 

stock levels is also a complex task, because, on one side, low safety stocks can lead to eventual stockouts, 

whilst the opposite can result in overstock, leading to further unnecessary warehouse costs. 

Another typical characteristic of automotive SCs is that materials are supplied by a single source, 

exposing manufacturers to specific suppliers, thereby posing a disruption danger for the entire SC [8]. 

One example of such dependency was provided by Matsuo [10] and Park et al. [11], who described the 

consequences of an earthquake that occurred in March 2011, which damaged the Tohoku Pacific 

Coastline, causing severe damage to factories in that zone of the globe, also affecting other companies 

around the globe, including zones not affected by the earthquake, such as Bosch Car Multimedia, in 

Portugal. According to Matsuo [10], the majority of the consequences were related with the fact that, all 

the first-tier suppliers purchased the same materials from the same factories, which were severely 

damaged by the earthquake. Moreover, it took several months for the affected companies to fully recover 

to normal production rates. With the provided example, it becomes evident that solutions to assess 

impacts of certain types of events on the SC, such as the one described, are required. This way, 

companies would be able to adopt preventive actions, rather than reactive ones, which happens in the 

case at hand, with high costs involved. 
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Yet, these solutions are complex to be devised, mainly due to the complexity of the system at 

hand, i.e., due to the size and complexity of the SC in analysis. In fact, during 2017, Bosch Car Multimedia 

Portugal, in Braga, accounted more than 5 000 part numbers supplied by more than 400 suppliers 

resulting in more than 200 000 material receipts. This highly dynamic SC produces a vast quantity of 

data, which, if properly analyzed, can bring benefits to the organization. 

Simulation plays a relevant role in assessing risks in SCs, due to its benefits in dealing with the 

variability and the uncertainty associated to these types of systems. However, one of the major 

disadvantages of simulation concerns with dealing with the development phase and data input methods. 

According to Tiwari [12], the use of analytics, including simulation methods, in SCs is not new. However, 

with the advent of Big Data, new opportunities for the conjunction use of Big Data and such analytics 

methods, e.g. simulation, is highlighted. In particular, the authors stress the importance of such duo in 

predictive and prescriptive analytics, with simulation being used in the former to predict future events and 

in the latter to enhance alternative decision-making. 

In their turn, Zhong et al. [13] outlined the current movements on the application of Big Data for 

SCM. According to the authors, the increasing volume of data in the several SC sectors is a challenge 

that requires tools to make full use of the data, with Big Data emerging as a discipline capable of providing 

solutions for analysis, knowledge extraction, and advanced decision-making. Thus, the ability to use such 

structures to provide data to simulation models, allowing the latter to include data from several sources 

relevant for the problem, should be considered. Moreover, simulation models must adapt to eventual 

changes (e.g. new suppliers for a given material), thus the ability to adapt to these changes in real-time 

should be considered by such simulation models. Such features are aligned with the Industry 4.0 (I4.0) 

movement, adopted at Bosch Car Multimedia Portugal. 

At Accenture, a report based on a comprehensive research with executives and procurement 

experts was elaborated [14]. This report explored in depth the challenges and opportunities that today’s 

organizations face in their procurement processes, thereby foreshadowing how digital technologies can 

revolutionize the procurement process in the next 5 to 7 years. According to the study, organizations are 

likely to develop the capability to not only use and maintain clean internal data, but also to incorporate 

Big Data structures, thus allowing analytics to be performed on these datasets. The ultimate goal will 

consist in the analysis of materials’ supply, price, risk management and others. Furthermore, these types 

of Big Data structures will ultimately evolve to a point in which it will be possible to recommend decisions 
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and opportunities for procurement to capitalize on. Other consulting companies have also proposed 

similar reports, e.g. Deloitte [15]1 and DHL [16]2. 

 Objectives 

Alluded to the abovementioned, the main purpose of this thesis is to propose, implement and 

validate a simulation model, aiming to model SCs of the automotive industry sector, including the one of 

Bosch Car Multimedia Portugal. Such simulation model must be supported by a Big Data Warehouse 

(BDW) that makes available vast amounts of relevant variables, feeding the simulation model and 

providing an analytical environment for decision-support, hence enabling Big Data Analytics (BDA) 

methods to be employed. Thus, it should be possible to use such tool to estimate relevant Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) and analyze problems related with the associated SC (e.g., safety stock, 

impact of disruptions). To accomplish this purpose, this thesis addresses the following Research 

Objectives (ROs). 

RO1 Review the SOTA surrounding the main concepts and problems addressed in this work, 

identifying the main gaps and open issues in literature; 

RO2 Design and implement a Big Data Warehousing system, oriented towards the SC problem 

at hand, integrating the required variables and processing capabilities; 

RO3 Develop a real-time simulation model, supported by the implemented Big Data 

Warehousing system (see RO2). This model should allow the simulation of the current status of 

the SC, in order to estimate impacts of SC risks in specific performance indicators. Furthermore, 

the proposed simulation model should also allow for alternative scenarios and indicators to be 

studied, thereby supporting a decision-making tool. Finally, the proposed simulation model should 

be able to adapt itself to new scenarios in real-time, by automatically updating to possible changes 

in the system (e.g., new suppliers, plant’s and suppliers’ locations), thus being able to use in 

real-time the data provided by the BDW. This means that users do not need to make any 

adjustments to the model, since the simulation model would be able to automatically adjust itself 

to these changes, as long as they are represented in the BDW; 

RO4 Propose different forms of presenting the simulation results. The following is a list of such 

ways, which are not mutually exclusive: 

                                                 
1 Available online at:   
2 Available online at:   

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/operations/articles/procurement-transformation-charting-the-course.html
http://www.dhl.com/en/about_us/logistics_insights/dhl_trend_research/trendradar.html#.W6pH0mhKg2w
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RO4.1 Running the simulation model with different parameters values allows decision-

makers to test different scenarios. For instance, decision-makers may be interested in 

knowing the impact of increasing the probability of a given event, thus allowing the correct 

assessment of the associated SC risk; 

RO4.2 Rather than running simulation scenarios from the beginning until the end, which 

is the traditional simulation approach, decision-makers may be interested in focusing 

their analyses in specific time slots. For this end, it would be necessary to load, from the 

BDW, the status of the system in the time slot in question, and thereafter start the 

execution from the loaded initial status. This way, it becomes possible to analyze different 

future scenarios, from short to long-term durations; 

RO4.3 Running the simulation from its start until the end, subject to different 

parameters, produces vast volumes of data, which thereafter may be object of statistical 

analysis; 

RO4.4 For decision-makers, it may be useful to interact with the simulation model in 

runtime, rather than the traditional approach in simulation, which consists in running the 

models with predefined parameters and analyzing the outputs. This could be achieved 

by allowing users to trigger specific types of events and observe their consequences on 

the model. For instance, it would be possible to create an event (e.g. transportation delay) 

at a specific time and place, and assess its impact. For this interactive simulation, the 

model should be executed at medium or low speed, allowing the introduction of these 

events. 

RO5 Propose an approach to allow the simulation model obtained in RO3 to run based on 

statistical distributions. This poses a challenging task, as different random distributions may be 

required for the multiple material – supplier combinations. 

 

Bearing the abovementioned objectives in mind, the following Research Questions (RQs) can be 

stated: 

RQ1 Can a Big Data Warehousing system be designed and implemented, oriented towards SC 

problems (e.g., safety stock, assessment of disruptions) in automotive SCs? 

RQ2 Can KPIs of the SC under study be accurately estimated through simulation? 

RQ3 Can the use of a BDW improve the reliability of the simulation model, in comparison to 

traditional simulation approaches, which consist in using random distributions? 
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RQ4 Can simulation improve the knowledge extraction process usually performed by 

traditional BDA approaches? 

RQ5 Can simulation results be presented to decision-makers in such a way that they can 

anticipate future problems in due time, avoiding reactive and costly actions and thus improving 

the organization’s performance indicators (see RO3)? 

 

 Institutional Framework 

The Robert Bosch GmbH organization comprises several business sectors, such as Industrial 

Technology, Energy Technology and Mobility Solutions. In its turn, each sector is divided in multiple 

divisions. For instance, Mobility Solutions comprises Chassis Systems Control, Electrical Drivers, Car 

Multimedia and others, with the Bosch plant located in Braga, Portugal, being part of the Car Multimedia 

division. Thus, the main business of the plant is the production of automotive electronics. 

This doctoral thesis is developed in the frame of the Advanced Engineering Systems for Industry 

(AESI) doctoral program, in partnership between Bosch Car Multimedia plant in Braga, Portugal, and the 

University of Minho. The main purpose of the AESI is for students to work with leading innovation and 

technological developments in advanced engineering systems for industrial organizations. 

Thus, this doctoral thesis was developed in the organization’s facilities and its main objectives 

were both dictated as the result of a match between the organization’s needs and the researcher’s skills 

and background. In fact, the thesis itself was integrated in an innovation project, funded by Bosch’s 

Central Purchasing corporate function. 

Furthermore, the AESI doctoral program is highly targeted towards I4.0 concepts. Likewise, 

Bosch is also highly involved with I4.0, which ensured the alignment of this doctoral thesis with such 

technological movement. 

 Research Method 

The research methodology adopted for this doctoral thesis is Action Research, firstly proposed by 

Lewin [17] for social sciences and later applied by the remaining knowledge fields. As Saunders [18] and 

Coughlan [19] postulated, it is a methodology strongly linked to research in action, rather than research 

about actions, like what happens with other research methodologies, meaning that it is a methodology 

concerned with solving real organizational issues. Because of this, researchers are highly involved in the 

research, together with members of the organization, over a matter of genuine concern to all participants. 
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Action Research is also characterized by being a process of iterative nature, which considers the following 

actions: 

 Establish objectives given the current organizational context (Action 1). Since this thesis is 

conducted in a company of the Bosch organization, the establishment of its objectives was 

aligned with the needs of the organization. For this reason, a broad theme was firstly assigned, 

which consisted in simulation of SC processes supported by Big Data technologies. Thereafter 

and since this thesis is part of a real innovation project, some potential pilot projects were firstly 

defined, through workshops, group sessions, interviews and others. Eventually, the main project 

was defined, resulting in the establishment of specific goals and purposes for the innovation 

project and for this thesis, thus ensuring their alignment. 

 Diagnose actions to take (Action 2). After establishing the goals, the main logistic processes of 

the organization have to be studied, including the analysis of the data sources. To achieve this, 

interviews, observations, benchmarking and other methods should be considered, in order to 

study the most relevant processes and data sources for the problem at hand. Moreover, a 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR) approach should be employed to review the literature 

surrounding the most critical themes of this doctoral thesis; 

 Planning actions to take (Action 3). With the diagnosis conducted in the previous phase, the next 

actions to take are planned; 

 The actions planned in the previous step are taken (Action 4). This may include the development 

of prototype data models, simulation models and others. 

 Evaluate the actions that were taken (Action 5). The results of the taken actions are assessed, 

returning afterwards to Action 2, in order to diagnose further actions, hence repeating the process 

until the established goals are fulfilled. 

 

Being an iterative process, the research continues with at least two iterations, i.e., it is not 

expected that the problem is solved with the first action. Furthermore, as Saunders [18] and Coughlan 

[19] postulated, this iterative process is intended to create theory that brings change to the organization 

wherein the research is being conducted. In other words, the achieved results with this research should 

be able to have clear implications in the organization, promoting change in it. Eventually, when the 

problem is solved, theory surrounding the adopted problem can be identified, through learned lessons, 

which become the basis for next researches, thus advancing the current SOTA. 
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 Document Structure 

This thesis is divided in six chapters. This first chapter presented the background, framework and 

motivation for this thesis, while also emphasizing the objectives that were imposed to this thesis. The 

remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. 

 Chapter 2: Concepts Background 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide to the reader a background of the main areas adjacent 

to this work. Thus, as this thesis is aligned with I4.0, this chapter starts by providing definitions and 

concepts related with this technological and innovation movement. The next two sections provide 

concepts and the basic elements of the two main knowledge areas associated to this thesis: Simulation 

and Big Data, respectively. 

 Chapter 3: State-of-the-Art 

Chapter 3 analyzes the literature surrounding the main topics addressed in this thesis. Thus, this 

chapter starts by describing the review methodology that was followed. Next, section 3.2 addresses the 

main definitions related with risks in SCs, while also proposing a classification of such risks. A list of 

research directions for simulation in the scope of I4.0 is also provided in section 3.3, as a result of 

reviewing simulation studies that can be related with this technological and innovation movement. In its 

turn, section 3.4 reviews studies related with the use of structures to store, integrate and provide data to 

simulation models, regardless of the application domain. Section 3.5 reviews studies that reported the 

use of structures to store and integrate data applied to SCs. Finally, section 3.6 reviews studies related 

with the use of simulation to deal with risks in SCs. The main limitations of the review process that was 

adopted in this chapter are outlined in section 3.7. 

 Chapter 4: Supply Chain Simulation Supported by Big Data 

Chapter 4 comprises the main steps that were conducted to develop the artifact addressed in 

this thesis, comprised of a BDW and a simulation model. Thus, the chapter starts by describing the 

system being analyzed. Thereafter, the development phases of the solution and the framework that was 

defined for such development are discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The fourth section of 

this chapter addressed the main steps to implement the designed Logistics BDW, namely: a description 

of the analyzed data sources; the data profiling phase; the intermediate dimensional modeling, the 

Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) jobs that extract data from the sources, transform it and load it to the 

BDW with the defined schema for the Hive tables; the interactive dashboards that can be created using 

the integrated data stored in the BDW; and the data views that partially materialize the OLAP (Online 

Analytical Processing) cube, creating the views required to fulfill the simulation data needs. In its turn, 
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the fifth section comprises the steps conducted to develop the simulation model. The section addresses 

the modeling approach to thereafter discuss the validation process and describe how the main KPIs were 

implemented. This section is complemented with section 4.6, which provides a discussion of the data 

sources that were required by the simulation but could not be obtained, as well as other data issues that 

were found, while also highlighting the conducted approaches to bypass them. 

 Chapter 5 Results 

To allow the simulation model to meet the objectives imposed to this thesis, despite starting from 

a valid simulation model, further modeling steps were required. Thus, chapter 5 discusses the main 

achieved results that can be withdrawn from the proposed artifact, while also highlighting these additional 

modelling steps that were required. The chapter ends with an overview section that summarizes the 

presented results, while also providing answers to the objectives imposed to this thesis. 

 Chapter 6 Conclusions 

Chapter 6 discusses the main conclusions of this thesis, while also identifying the main results 

and scientific contributions, and limitations of the developed work. In addition, future research directions 

are also highlighted in this chapter. 

 

Apart from the six chapters that comprise the main body of this thesis, this document also 

comprises the list of bibliographic references and a set of appendixes which aid to complement the 

information that is discussed throughout the thesis’ main document. 
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CHAPTER II: CONCEPTS BACKGROUND 

Summary  

In this chapter, the fundamental concepts required for a better understanding of the 
content of this doctoral thesis will be covered. Thus, next section focuses on introducing 
I4.0, followed by simulation, with a special focus on its several alternative methods. 
Thereafter, Big Data is introduced, by providing definitions and related concepts, 
including the specific data structure that is adopted to work in a Big Data context: a 
BDW. 

Chapter Contents 

 Industry 4.0 .................................................................................................................................. 12 

 Simulation .................................................................................................................................... 14 

 Big Data ........................................................................................................................................ 24 

 Resulting Publications: 

 L. M. S. Dias, A. A. C. Vieira, G. A. B. Pereira, and J. A. Oliveira, “Discrete simulation software ranking — A top list of the 
worldwide most popular and used tools,” in Winter Simulation Conference, 2016, pp. 1060–1071. 

 A. A. C. Vieira, L. M. S. Dias, M. Y. Santos, G. A. B. Pereira, and J. A. Oliveira, “A Ranking of The Most Known Freeware 
and Open Source Discrete-Event Simulation Tools”, Submitted: European Modeling and Simulation Symposium, 2019 
(accepted for publication). 
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2. CONCEPTS BACKGROUND 

 Industry 4.0 

Since its beginnings, industry has suffered several paradigms shifts, which are labelled as 

industrial revolutions [20]. The first occurred when water, steam power and mechanics started to become 

standardized, in the end of the 18th century. The second emerged with the use of electricity, which enabled 

the advent of concepts such as mass production, at the beginning of the 20th century. Later, around the 

1970s, came the digital era, which triggered the shift to the third industrial era, which is, in fact, arguably 

still ongoing, as the transition to the fourth industrial revolution is not yet complete. 

Ultimately, industry will enter its fourth era and hence the term “industry 4.0”. The term 

originated from the German expression “industrie 4.0”, which became known in 2011, when an 

association of the same name promoted an idea aiming to enhance the competitiveness of the German 

manufacturing industry. In its turn, the German government supported this idea, by announcing that 

industrie 4.0 would be part of its “High-Tech Strategy 2020 for Germany” initiative, aiming at 

technological innovation leadership [21]. Thereafter, the term was adopted in Europe as “industry 4.0” 

[20]. Other zones of the globe also adopted their own projects, focusing on technological innovation, e.g. 

United States and China. Notwithstanding, the German program is the one with more capital investment 

[22]. 

The integration of the physical world and its virtual copy in cyberspace, through Cyber-Physical 

Systems (CPS), and the Internet of Things (IoT) are some of the pillars of I4.0. By implementing these 

concepts, the smart factory will be a reality [20], [21]. Thus, I4.0 can be considered an agenda, and, to 

achieve it, some of the mandatory steps are: a paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized, semantics 

between machines, modularity, interoperability between systems and information virtualization [20]. 

According to Lasi et al. [20], there are some triggers for the rise of I4.0 that can be identified, 

namely the need for a decrease in development and innovation periods and the need for the “batch size 

one”, i.e., the chase for product customization. Ensuring this demands higher resource efficiency, 

flexibility and decentralization. On the other hand, the authors also stressed some of the expected 

technology advancements. Firstly, the increase in use of mechanization and automation in several 

industrial processes. Secondly, advancements in the digitalization are also expected, since large amounts 

of data are being retrieved from manufacturing tools and can support functions of control and analysis 

that need to be explored. Lastly, the authors also emphasize the role of miniaturization, since increasingly 
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powerful computers are being installed on fewer space with the expansion of embedded and ubiquitous 

computing. 

In I4.0, six principles can be distinguished, regarding its development and deployment. The first 

is the interoperability among systems, people and information, since these interchange data with different 

formats, through the IoT and Internet of Services (IoS). These should enable real-time decision-making, 

consisting in the second principle. The gathering and analysis of data should focus not only on internal 

processes, but also on external. The third principle regards with virtualization of information. CPS must 

be able to virtualize a copy of the real world and monitor objects existing in the surrounding environment. 

Thus, information of surroundings is easily reachable. CPS should also be able to work independently – 

fourth principle – paving the way for more flexible systems, albeit conflicting goals should still be delegated 

to higher hierarchical levels. Lastly, the fifth and sixth principles respectively concern with being able to 

rapidly react to customer demand changes, by efficiently connecting people with production devices using 

IoS, whilst being able to rapidly change the production accordingly to new market needs [23]. Based on 

the abovementioned principles, I4.0 becomes possible, due to technological advances, namely in the 

following areas [23]–[26]: 

 IoT: Networking physical objects (e.g. vehicles or machines) using embedded electronic devices, 

thus enabling collection and exchanging of data, through CPS; 

 Big Data: In I4.0, data is generated by several sources, at high rates, volumes and in different 

formats. Such data needs to be processed, in order to retrieve added-value information from it; 

 Mobile and Augmented Reality (AR): Mobile devices with reliable and inexpensive positioning 

systems, allowing the representation of real-time positioning and the use of AR. These can be 

applied to many different areas, such as: identification and localization of materials or containers; 

 Additive Manufacturing or 3D (Three Dimensional) Printing: Mass customization and 

reconfigurable production to reduce production time and costs; 

 Cloud: Cloud-based manufacturing allows the utilization of reconfigurable CPS in production lines, 

allowing optimal and fast reaction to demand changes; 

 Cybersecurity: With all the data interchanges that are expected to occur, the organization’s 

interests must be protected. Thus, one of the major challenges for the success of I4.0 lies in the 

security and robustness of Information Systems (ISs). 

 

Several fields of knowledge can contribute to I4.0. Examples include, but are not limited to: 

robotics, materials, ISs, informatics, manufacturing and simulation [21], [27]. 
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 Simulation 

This section starts by providing definitions and concepts related with simulation. Next, a brief 

history of simulation is provided, followed by a description of the simulation approaches and its main pros 

and cons. Finally, some software tools are also addressed. 

2.2.1. Definitions and Concepts 

According to Shannon [28], simulation is: 

“the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with this 

model for the purpose either of understanding the behavior of the system or of evaluating 

various strategies (within the limits imposed by a criterion or set of criteria) for the 

operation of the system” 

 

In his turn, Banks [29] defined the term as: 

“the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time. Simulation 

involves the generation of an artificial history of the system and the observation of that 

artificial history to draw inferences concerning the operating characteristics of the real 

system that is represented. Simulation is used to describe and analyze the behaviour of 

a system, ask what-if questions about the real system, and aid in the design of real 

systems. Both existing and conceptual systems can be modeled with simulation.” 

 

As provided, for Banks, simulation involved the creation of an “artificial history” of a system, 

whilst Shannon referred to it as a model which allows to understand the behavior of a system, in order to 

draw inferences concerning either the real system or conceptual systems that do not necessarily exist. 

The purposes of simulation may go from understanding the system, to conduct what-if analysis or design 

new systems, as both authors corroborated. Many other definitions are available in literature, although 

they should get the reader to similar insights. The above definitions of Banks and Shannon also agree on 

the existence of a model that described the behavior of a system, therefore, understanding these two 

concepts is also important. 

In light of this, a system, in accordance to Jay Forrester’s [30] definition, is: 

“A grouping of parts that operate together for a common purpose.” 
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It is interesting to note the similarity between Jay Forrester’s definition and the one provided by 

Google3: 

“a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism or an interconnecting network; 

a complex whole.” 

 

Thus, considering the above definition, a system, in a simulation study, consists in the real 

problem being analyzed. Usually, this is done by conducting simulations on a computer and using a 

model, which was defined by Banks [29] as follows: 

“A model is a representation of an actual system. Immediately, there is a concern about 

the limits and boundaries of the model that supposedly represent the system. The model 

should be complex enough to answer the questions raised, but not too complex.” 

 

Nowadays, these models are built using simulation software (e.g., Arena or AnyLogic), but this 

has not always been the case, as will be discussed in the next subsection (subsection 2.2.2 discusses 

the history of simulation). With the provided definitions, it should be possible to perceive what simulation 

is, in a broad way. Notwithstanding, it is also important to understand what simulation is not, at least in 

the scope of this thesis, as many techniques, approaches and even games loosely use the word 

simulation. Yet, these should not be compared to the type of simulation that is employed by this doctoral 

thesis. In fact, just searching in the Internet for simulation games, for instance, should retrieve thousands 

of results, which clearly are not related with the type of simulation method employed in this thesis. Another 

example of what simulation is not, consists in calculation programs, or sets of formulas. For this example, 

please consider bank or credit simulations, insurance simulations, election results simulation, simulation 

of reforms, and the list goes on. Indeed, if most people were asked what simulation is in their opinion, 

probably some of these examples would be the answer. In truth, even some researchers use the word 

simulation for approaches that cannot be compared to the method applied in this thesis. Thus, it becomes 

mandatory to understand what differs all these examples from the type of simulation dealt with by this 

thesis. In light of this, the following is a list of the basic elements that all simulation models include [29], 

[31]: 

 Simulation clock - A simulation model considers the passing of time, with the use of a variable 

generally referred to as simulation clock. This variable keeps track of the current simulation time, 

distinguishing between past event and those that will occur in the future; 

                                                 
3 Search in Google ( ) for “system definition”. 

https://www.google.pt/
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 System state variables - The simulation model must be able to represent a given system, as 

well as its variations through time. These system variations are represented via state variables 

that capture the properties of a system at a given period of time; 

 Events list - As simulation time advances, several events take place that change the state of the 

system being analyzed. The simulation model must be able to keep track of the future events 

list that will take place, in order for the simulation model to run more efficiently; 

 Random numbers generator - A simulation model is of stochastic nature, which means 

that it must incorporate random numbers generators, so that it is possible to simulate a given 

system under different levels of uncertainty. Different types of random numbers generators may 

be used; 

 Ending conditions – Whilst a simulation model can keep endlessly running, often, ending 

conditions are set, in order to specify the number of events to schedule. Usually, these conditions 

are set by means of a simulation run length, however, other conditions can be set, e.g., Boolean 

conditions; 

 Statistics recording – The simulation model must be able to keep track of statistics of what is 

happening during the simulation runtime. These statistics can later be used for reporting; 

 Reporting – The simulation model must be able to present results from the statistics recorded 

during the simulation run length and present these results in the form of reports. This way, 

modelers or users, can extract useful information from the provided reports; 

 Entities – An entity is created and moves through the system, executing several instructions 

until they are destroyed. Depending on the simulation paradigm used, entities can have variables 

of their own and make independent decisions; 

 Resources –These are seized by entities that want to perform a given activity. Entities use the 

resource for a given time interval and afterwards release it. For instance, a worker, serving 

persons at a bank, may be modeled as a resource, since customers have to wait on a queue for 

their turn; 

 Queues – When entities cannot seize the intended resource, they have to wait in queues for said 

resource to be available. 

 

Having set the boundaries of what is considered simulation in the scope of this thesis, next 

subsection discusses about the history of this technique. 
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2.2.2. Short History of Simulation 

The origins of computer simulation can be traced back to the 1950’s, in accordance with 

Robinson [32]. In fact, the basic foundations were settled around this decade, with some still being applied 

today, even though simulation programs were written with machine code [32]. These models were 

efficient to execute, however only accessible to few specialists [33]. It was also around this time that the 

main modeling methods – Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) and System Dynamics (SD) – appeared (more 

concerning this in subsection 2.2.3, starting in page 18). 

It was with the introduction of programming languages, around the 1960’s, that the potential of 

developing simulations was greatly enhanced. In fact, this led to the appearance of the first simulation 

software, e.g.: SIMSCRIPT and SIMULA. According to Robinson [32] it was also in this decade that the 

first models with animation appeared. 

In the 1970’s, the evolution that was taking place in the previous decade accentuated, always 

accompanying the evolution of computing technology. The first software specially designed for animation 

purposes started to appear, with the launch of SEE-WHY. Animation in simulation, thus, started to gain 

more importance [32]. 

It was in the 1980’s that the first commercial simulation software started appearing. WITNESS, 

HOKUS, GENETIK and ProModel were some examples. This was heightened by the proliferation of 

computers in organizations, which allowed them to use simulation in their daily business. Such software 

provided user interfaces that allowed basic blocks of code to be combined to create higher level 

mechanics [33]. 

The 1990’s brought the ever-increasing power of computers, the personal computer, the 

widespread use of the Windows Operating System (OS), the World Wide Web and the price decrease of 

computers in general. All these empowered the use of simulation in industry, academics and individuals. 

Plus, experts that had programming skills could use them to create simulation model generators of large 

scale systems. The Windows OS, in its turn, contributed by allowing a common interface for simulation 

users [32], [33]. According to Robinson [32], it was also around this time that simulation software started 

providing integration with other software (e.g., Microsoft Excel) and direct links with external databases 

(DBs). Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) also started appearing around this decade [34]. 

During the 2000’s some of the mentioned changes in the previous decade continued to impact 

simulation. Furthermore, 3D animation started to be fully available in commercial software, with some 

even offering Virtual Reality (VR) capabilities, e.g. SIMIO (Simulation Modelling based on Intelligent 

Objects). 
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Nowadays, simulation is one of the most widely used technique to deal with operations 

management in manufacturing and business processes [35]. Its application may go from internal logistics 

problems [36], [37] to production lines [38], among many others. Moreover, this decade is surely to bring 

interesting challenges and improvements to the simulation community, especially in the brink of the I4.0 

revolution that is upon us. More details on the contributions that are expected to thrive from simulation 

for this revolution are provided in section 3.3 (see page 47). 

2.2.3. Simulation Modelling Paradigms and Approaches 

As Banks [29] indicated, simulation approaches can be divided in continuous and discrete. In 

the former, the dependent variables are represented as continuum functions of time, by aggregating 

entities of the system rather than treating them individually. An example of such approach is the unload 

of an oil tanker; the oil is treated as a continuum flow. Conversely, in discrete simulation, the dependent 

variables change at only discrete points in time and entities are not aggregated. Material arrivals, orders 

placed to customer and machine status change are some examples of discrete systems. 

To what concerns the modelling method or technique, it is well accepted in the simulation 

community that it can be divided in three different approaches: DES, SD and ABS. See Jahangirian [35] 

for a review of simulation approaches applied to manufacturing and business real world problems. DES 

is arguably the most mainstream method applied by the simulation community. It models the flow of 

entities through a given system, as a series of discrete events in time, where each one occurs at a given 

instant in time, resulting in changes to the state of the system. 

To develop a DES model, several paradigms can be employed, e.g.: process- (or entity-), event- 

and activity-driven [29], [31]. These use the basic elements addressed in subsection 2.2.1 (see page 14) 

as the main modelling tools, with each one favoring certain elements, depending on the approach. Yet, 

nowadays, this paradigm distinction is somewhat blurred as most available simulation tools apply all of 

them. For instance, events and processes are clearly present in tools such as Arena and SIMIO. 

Apart from the abovementioned paradigms, others can still be identified. For instance, data-

driven paradigm started emerging with the advent of mechanisms to introduce data into the simulation 

models, through direct links with external DBs and/or spreadsheets. This paradigm consists on having 

the data specify the actions to be performed on the model [39]. In its turn, in the object paradigm - 

highly disclosed in publications using SIMIO [40], [41] - every element (e.g., entities) is modeled as an 

object, thus, they have their own functions and state variables. In fact, the model itself may be considered 

an object, hence allowing to use it in other models. 
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As already indicated, it was around the 1990’s, that ABS started appearing. In it, agents may be 

perceived as entities that are autonomous, in the sense that they follow a set of predefined rules, while 

pursuing their own goals, and interacting with other agents and their own environment. In fact, whilst in 

DES the focus is on modelling how entities flow through processes or activities, in ABS the focus is on 

the interactions between entities, or agents, and their surroundings [42]. According to Taylor [42], an 

ABS model is comprised of three main aspects that form the system in analysis: 

 a set of autonomous agents; 

 a set of relationships that determine how each agent interacts with each other and with the 

environment itself; 

 the environment variables that define how agents should react to it. 

 

Taylor [42] also identified the following main characteristics of agents: 

 self-contained, modular and uniquely identifiable - attributes allow agents to be distinguished 

between themselves and modular refers to the boundaries that have to exist between agents. 

Agents are also independent; 

 autonomous and self-directed – the agent evolves independently in its environment and thus 

determines its own decisions; 

 an agent’s state changes over time – similarly to a system’s state in DES, an agent’s state in 

ABS also changes with the simulation time. This agent’s state consists in a set of its own variables 

that characterize it; 

 an agent is social – an agent has dynamic interactions with other agents that may influence their 

behaviors; 

 

With the provided characteristics, it is easy to understand that an ABS model requires more 

computational resources than a traditional DES. Such aspect may justify the appearance of ABS only 

around the 1990’s, with the rise of computational power. 

Siebers et al. [34] reported an interesting discussion concerning the issue of whether ABS had 

replaced DES in the simulation community. Later, Brailsford [43] did a similar report of a discussion that 

took place as a response to the previous one, in which the idea that ABS had replaced DES was refuted. 

In fact, this topic still remains relevant. 

Both the discussion of Siebers et al. [34] and Brailsford [43], in their core, suggest that both 

methods can be used for the same problems. Notwithstanding, at the end of those discussions, Siebers 
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et al. [34] and Brailsford [43] agreed, that the problem should not be which simulation method to apply, 

but rather to study the problem itself and hence apply the most convenient one. It is, therefore, reasonable 

to assert that these two methods have more in common than what separates them. 

Siebers et al. [34] and Brailsford [43] also pointed out the main barriers for a more 

comprehensive adoption of ABS in the simulation community. According to them this resides in the lack 

of teaching of ABS and the lack of commercial tools (SIMIO and AnyLogic are arguably the only examples) 

in comparison to non-commercial (e.g., Repast and NetLogo), which, in addition, usually require the 

modeler to have knowledge in programming languages. In fact, it is interesting to note that, for instance, 

SIMIO vendors consider their tool to be DES while still offering ABS features, which they refer to as 

intelligent agents. AnyLogic is another tool which offers the possibility of combining not only DES and 

ABS, but also SD. Thus, if more solutions that apply both DES and ABS start appearing, it is expected 

that the differences between the two methods starts to blur. Another barrier pointed out by the authors 

consisted in the need for visually interactive modelling approaches to allow those not familiar with 

programming languages to develop ABS models. The authors also stated that DES is much more popular 

than ABS, due to the high number of DES tools available in the market. This statement was indeed 

empirically observed by Jahangirian [35], who ranked DES in first, SD in second, combined approaches 

in third and ABS in fourth of the most used simulation methods in real-world manufacturing and business 

problems. 

Conversely, the difference between SD and the remaining methods is sharper. SD was introduced 

in the 1950’s by Professor Jay Forrester from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It is focused on 

understanding the nonlinear behaviors of systems over continuous time [44]. The method focuses on 

flows, which make stocks accumulate and deplete. Thus, the focus is not on entities (like DES and ABS) 

and not in reaching a detailed value, but rather to reach a relation between variables. For instance, SD is 

useful to reach conclusions such as: if variable A increases, variable B will decrease. Two main elements 

can be distinguished in SD: 

 Flows – define the quantity of a flow that travels from an origin to a destination; 

 Stocks – accumulate and deplete, as flows travel in and out of stocks. 

 

All in all, DES, ABS and SD consist in different approaches or views of the same system being 

modeled. Figure 1 illustrates one example per simulation approach for modelling a signalized traffic 

intersection. 
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Figure 1: Example of a system and the approaches of the different simulation methods to model it. 

As the figure illustrates, SD mainly considers aggregated values, over continuous time. The model 

is created with a system-level or macro view. Hence, the results are displayed as stocks increasing and 

decreasing. Thus, as the figure shows, the vehicles attempting to cross the intersection are modeled as 

a stock, whilst the flows in and out of such stock will result in changes to such stock. In addition, the 

capacity of the intersection must be known a priori and is not an output of the simulation, which is in 

contrast to the remaining approaches. Hence, SD is often used to understand the relation between 

variables and understand the behavior of nonlinear systems. 

On the other hand, since DES and ABS consider disaggregated values over discrete time periods, 

the elements considered in the creation of the model have more detail. As a consequence of this, the 

results allow other types of conclusions to be withdrawn. For instance, to determine the adequate number 

of resources and transporters to consider in a distribution problem. Furthermore, this greater diversity of 

elements allows richer animations. In the examples of DES and ABS, it is possible to verify that the 

behavior of entities is modeled, thus both approaches employ a micro view. Nevertheless, there are some 

differences between both approaches. 

In DES, the modeling approach centers on the process being modeled, wherein entities flow on 

a common process, hence having a centric view. In this model, only one process exists, where several 

entities are flowing, each one executing a block, hence advancing the state of the system at discrete time 

periods. 

In ABS, several processes are executed by individual entities, which act on their own and each 

one may execute different processes, depending on their surroundings, hence advancing their own state, 
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as well as the system’s state, in discrete time periods. For instance, some vehicles are evaluating the 

signal of the traffic lights, whereas others are evaluating the distance to the vehicle ahead, to determine 

if they have to slowdown. The result is a simulation that efficiently matches what is observed in a real 

system. Such aspect can be verified by examining the spaces between vehicles on the queues, as it is 

possible to notice that some are accelerating, at their own rates, while others are decelerating (as the 

vehicle ahead has not started the acceleration process). While this phenomenon could also be achieved 

with DES, a strong conviction remains that it would demand more effort from the modeler. 

As simulation models start employing both DES and ABS, it seems that the increasing 

computational power allowed practitioners to take the window of opportunity of the more recent ABS 

approach. In fact, in the past, this also occurred with other features, such as with the appearance of 

visual interactive modeling approaches, better animations and others. Nowadays, with the advent of Big 

Data and Artificial Intelligence concepts, it seems reasonable to assert that the next window opportunity 

that simulation practitioners need to capitalize concerns with the use of these technologies in simulation 

models. Hence, using the available Big Data and Artificial Intelligent algorithms to confer actual 

intelligence to the agents considered in simulations, would allow simulation models to consider not only 

the individual behavior of agents, but also to observe their actions when they gain “intelligence”. 

2.2.4. Pros and Cons of Simulation 

Authors tend to agree on the main benefits associated with simulation. For instance, according 

to Banks [29], Fowler [33] and Popovics [45], some of the main benefits associated to simulation include: 

ability to simulate years of a real system in a much shorter time; ability to study different components of 

a system and their interactions; better understanding of the system in analysis, benefiting all stakeholders; 

study alternatives without incurring in unnecessary risks, costs and danger; monitor and control the 

system; solving complex problems; decision-making; and others. 

In his turn, Banks [29] also identified drawbacks of simulation, namely: the model development 

requires training for beginners; sometimes simulation results are hard to interpret; model development 

can be time consuming and expensive due to licensing. 

2.2.5. Simulation Software 

Many commercial options exist (e.g., SIMIO, FlexSim). Moreover, there are also some freeware 

and open source possibilities (e.g., SimPy, JaamSim, JavaSim). In addition, several studies compared 

simulation tools considering different factors. 
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Hlupic and Paul [46] and Hlupic [47] developed a survey on the use of simulation software of 

academic and industrial users, to verify if users were satisfied with the tools they used and in which ways 

could it be improved. Abu-Taieh et al. [48] reviewed 56 simulation tools to find answers for several 

aspects, e.g.: modelling approach, reporting tools, programming language used, type of animation, 

approach (i.e., continuous, discrete or dynamic) and the area of application. 

In their turn, Dias et al. [49] compared a set of tools based on their popularity on scientific 

publications, social networks, Winter Simulation Conference (WSC) and other sources. According to the 

authors, the criterion that was used should not be the only one applied when selecting a simulation tool, 

otherwise new tools, better than existing ones would never get their market share. However, a positive 

correlation may exist between popularity and quality, since best tools have a greater chance of being 

more popular. Figure 2 shows the ranking presented in Dias et al. [49] and Figure 3 shows a similar 

ranking for open source and freeware simulation tools. 

 

Figure 2: Ranking of commercial simulation software based on popularity (retrieved from [49]). 

It can be seen that Arena obtained the best classification, with SimCAD Pro, GPSS (General 

Purpose Simulation System) World, SLX + Proof 3D and ShowFlow obtaining the worst classifications. 

The remaining tools are closely ranked, suggesting that three clusters can be identified: one ranges from 
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position 10 to 15, the second ranges from position 6 to 9, and the third ranges from position 2 to 5. The 

good classification of SIMIO – the most recent tool of the ranking - is also noteworthy. This is further 

emphasized by the fact that it was developed by the same team behind Arena [41], [50]. 

 

Figure 3: Ranking of freeware/open source simulation software based on popularity. 

Concerning Figure 3, it can be seen that SimPy ranked first place, followed by JSIM, with the 

podium ending with JaamSim. A reference should be made to Cloudes, which, to the best of the authors’ 

knowledge, is the only open source tool on this ranking that allows users to work on the cloud. Despite 

this interesting feature, the poor classification of this tool concerns with the lack of presence in academy, 

namely: in WSC, review papers and selected Digital Libraries (DLs), namely Google Scholar, Scopus and 

Science Direct. Khronos DES and Jadesim were the tools ranked in the last places. 

 Big Data 

In this section, some fundamental concepts surrounding the Big Data knowledge area are 

addressed. In this regard, first, some definitions and concepts about Big Data are given. Next, BDWs are 

described as data structures to work under Big Data contexts, focusing on the main steps to develop such 

structures. Thus, concepts related with improving the performance of such systems in Big Data contexts 
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(e.g., partitions, buckets) are not considered as this is out of the scope of this thesis. Finally, BDA is 

addressed in the last subsection. 

2.3.1. Definitions and Concepts 

In accordance with an IBM4 report from 2012, the amounts of data that are everyday generated 

in the world doubles every two years. According to the same source, this totalizes approximately 2.5 

exabytes (2.5 × 109
 gigabytes) of data generated every day. In the same year, Microsoft [51] also 

suggested that, at the time, there were already twice as much bytes of data as liters of water in the world’s 

oceans. Zikopoulos and Eaton [52] pointed out that by 2020 the amount of the data stored in the world 

will rise to 35 zettabytes (3.5 ×  1013 gigabytes). In its turn and according to the study of Data Never 

Sleeps [53], which was cited by Forbes [54], around 90% of the data that exists in the world was created 

in the last two years. 

These listed figures surely point to the need of storing these vast amounts of data, but also 

suggest the need for strategies and processing tools able to extract additional knowledge from this data. 

This capacity has increasing importance for organizations, since they would be able to extract knowledge 

from not only data created by their sensors, machines, software, among others, but also from other 

external sources, e.g., social networks, web pages, every-day electronic devices and others, to get 

information regarding customers’ expectations, for instance [52]. Thus, if this relevant source of 

knowledge is well used, the benefits for organizations may be considerable [55]. 

To achieve this, traditional approaches used to store, process and analyze data become very 

limited, making it impossible to extract knowledge in useful time [56]–[58]. Because of this limitation, 

other alternatives started to emerge, hence the appearance of Big Data solutions, concepts, technologies 

and approaches [59]. Big Data is a very recent concept. In fact, as asserted by Ularu et al. [60], despite 

being firstly used in the 1970’s, only after 2008 it started to gain considerable space in literature. 

Alluded to the described novelty of Big Data, there is still not yet a consensual definition for this 

term [61]. Thus, Table 1 provides some of the available definitions of Big Data, both from researchers 

and from internationally well-known organizations. 

Table 1: Big Data definitions. 

Source Quoted Citation 

Definitions from Literature 

Jacobs [62] “Big Data refers to a data set which collects large and complex data that is 

hard to process using traditional applications.” 

 

                                                 
4 Available online at:   

https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/solutions/big-data
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Source Quoted Citation 
Cuzzocrea et al. [56] “Big Data refers to enormous amounts of unstructured data produced by high-

performance applications (…). Data stored in the underlying layer of all these 

application scenarios have some specific characteristics in common, among 

which we recall: (i) large-scale data, which refers to the size and the 

distribution of data repositories; (ii) scalability issues, which refers to the 

capabilities of applications running on large-scale, enormous data repositories 

(i.e., big data, for short) to scale over growing-in-size inputs rapidly; (iii) 

supporting advanced ETL processes from low-level, raw data to somewhat 

structured information; (iv) designing and developing easy and interpretable 

analytics over big data repositories in order to derive intelligence and extract 

useful knowledge from them.” 

 

Madden [63] “… it means data that’s too big, too fast, or too hard for existing tools to 

process.” 

 

Ward and Barker [64] 

 

“Anecdotally big data is predominantly associated with two ideas: data storage 

and data analysis. Despite the sudden interest in big data, these concepts are 

far from new and have long lineages. (…) “Big” implies significance, 

complexity and challenge. Unfortunately the term “big” also invites 

quantification and therein lies the difficulty in furnishing a definition.” 

 

Dumbill [65] “Big Data is data that exceeds the processing capacity of conventional 

database systems. The data is too big, moves too fast, or does not fit the 

structures of your database architectures. To gain value from this data, you 

must choose an alternative way to process it.” 

 

Definitions from other sources 

Gartner Information Technology 

Glossary [66] 

“Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety information assets 

that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing that 

enable enhanced insight, decision making, and process automation.” 

 

Microsoft [51] “Term increasingly used to describe the process of applying serious 

computing power - the latest in machine learning and artificial intelligence - to 

seriously massive and often highly complex sets of information.” 

 

Dijcks [67]5 “Big Data is the derivation of value from traditional relational database driven 

business decision making, augmented with new sources of unstructured 

data.” 

 

IBM [68] “Big data is a term applied to data sets whose size or type is beyond the ability 

of traditional relational databases to capture, manage, and process the data 

with low-latency. And it has one or more of the following characteristics – high 

volume, high velocity, or high variety. Big data comes from sensors, devices, 

video/audio, networks, log files, transactional applications, web, and social 

media - much of it generated in real time and in a very large scale.“ 

 

                                                 
5 Available online at   

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/big-data-for-enterprise-519135.pdf
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As can be seen, there are several definitions available in literature, provided by different authors. 

Moreover, these also reveal that there is not yet a consensus over a widely-accepted definition of the Big 

Data concept. In fact, due to this ambiguity, often, Big Data is defined by stating some of its characteristics 

[61]. In this regard, Zikopoulos and Eaton [52] proposed the 3 V’s model (Figure 4) which incorporates 

the main characteristics of Big Data, in view of the authors. 

 

Figure 4: The 3 V’s of Big Data (retrieved from [52]). 

Volume concerns the magnitude of the data that is generated by all data sources. It expects that 

the amount of data is very big and in increasingly higher sizes. These data sources usually include raw 

and very detailed data, implying more volume to analyze. 

Velocity encloses not only the rate at which data is created, but also at which it must be 

analyzed. The speed at which data is being produced is directly responsible for the volume of data. In Big 

Data contexts, it is necessary to analyze the data in almost real-time, so the duration of extraction and 

analysis of the data has to be very short. 

The last one is variety, which refers to the heterogeneity of data, since it is not possible to control 

the format in which data is extracted. Thus, data can be either structured, semi-structured or 

unstructured. Structured data usually concerns relational DBs or spreadsheets, while semi-structured 

data can be, for instance, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and unstructured data can be audio, video 

or images. 

While also adopting the 3V’s model, Krishnan [58] proposed three additional concepts for 

characterizing Big Data. Figure 5 depicts those characteristics [58]. 
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Figure 5: Additional characteristics of Big Data according to Krishnan [58] (retrieved from source). 

As represented in the above figure, Ambiguity holds for the lack of metadata information to 

associate the high amounts of data (volume) and its high heterogeneity (variety). For instance, the letters 

M and F in a dataset may refer to gender (male and female) or weekdays (Monday and Friday), pointing 

out the relevance of metadata. 

Viscosity intersects volume and velocity, because it represents the resistance to flow in the 

volume of data. It can also be understood as the latency in the data flows. This can occur due to business 

rules or just to technology limitations, for instance. 

Finally, Virality manifests itself between velocity and variety, because it measures and describes 

how fast data can be shared in a network. It can be seen as the rate at which the data spreads and how 

often it is picked up and repeated. For instance, retweets are a good way to follow a certain topic or trend. 

Despite the acceptance of the 3 V’s model in the community, with time, other characteristics, or 

V’s, started to gain importance in the area of Big Data. Chandarana and Vijayalakshmi [69] proposed the 

5 V’s model, which included the three initial V’s plus value and veracity. Figure 6 depicts these 

characteristics. 

 

Figure 6: The 5 V's of Big Data according to Chandarana and Vijayalakshmi [69] (adapted from source). 
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Veracity refers to the need to manage data with different levels of precise and imprecise data. 

Due to velocity, often, there is no time to treat and clean the data. Thus, there is a need for veracity which 

consists in mechanisms for dealing with the generated data, so that when data is processed, no decisions 

are based on wrong data. 

In its turn, Value represents the end goal of Big Data, i.e., knowledge extracted from data. Thus, 

value and competitive advantage are obtained for organizations which retrieve useful information from 

stored data [69]. 

Finally, Khan et al. [70] suggested the 7 V’s model, which included the 5 characteristics of the 5 

V’s model of Chandarana and Vijayalakshmi [69] plus validity and volatility. Figure 7 illustrates the 7 V’s 

model in the view of Khan et al. [70]. 

 

Figure 7: The 7 V's of Big Data according to Khan et al. [70] (adapted from source). 

Khan et al. [70] distinguished veracity from Validity, by suggesting that the latter refers to 

accurateness and correctness of data, whilst the former is related to the completeness of data. As 

asserted by the authors, data may not have any veracity issues, but still be not valid if not properly 

understood. In fact, according to a survey conducted by Forbes6, data scientists spent approximately 60% 

of their time in cleansing their data before being able to proceed with any useful analysis. 

Lastly, Volatility concerns with the decision of how long data should be stored, when can it be 

considered historical, or even when data is no longer useful. These decisions should be aligned with 

organizational goals and carefully pondered. 

                                                 
6 

  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/03/23/data-preparation-most-time-consuming-least-enjoyable-data-science-task-survey-says/#7223d7086f63
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/03/23/data-preparation-most-time-consuming-least-enjoyable-data-science-task-survey-says/#7223d7086f63
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In their turn, Wu et al. [71] presented the HACE theorem which describes the four main 

characteristics of Big Data, in the view of the authors, i.e., Heterogeneous, Autonomous, Complex and 

Evolving. According to them, the heterogeneous characteristic is concerned with the high volume of 

data represented by heterogeneous and multiple dimensions, since different data sources may use their 

own data schemas and/or protocols. Furthermore, data sources are also autonomous, in the sense 

that they are able to generate and collect information without relying on any centralized control. Lastly, 

the two remaining characteristics are the complexity and evolving nature of the ever-growing Big Data 

sets. As the data grows, new patterns may be revealed, which have to be identified and analyzed. 

By the provided definitions and characteristics, it is possible to assume that Big Data 

characterizes an environment or context in which the data generated is huge and needs to be managed 

and processed in order to extract useful knowledge. In light of this, it is hard to quantify a well-accepted 

threshold to a Big Data context. Therefore, many times this value is defined as the volume that exceeds 

the capacity of traditional tools to process the data [63], [72]. With the lack of a broadly accepted definition 

and the constant appearance of new characteristics (see below7 an example that refers to the 10 V’s of 

Big Data), it is expected that a definition of Big Data is dependent on how Big Data technologies will evolve 

with time [61]. 

2.3.2. Big Data Warehousing 

Operational DBs were the mainstream until the mid-1980’s. These DBs store operational data, 

which is involved in daily management processes, such as purchases or sales. In this type of DB, data 

models are usually drawn using normalization mechanisms so that the physical DB is optimized for 

inserting, updating or deleting records, ensuring the consistency of the data while saving storage space 

[73], in what is known as typical OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) systems. 

Meanwhile, organizations started requiring fast and comprehensive access to information for 

enhanced decision-making, which can be accomplished by Decision Support Systems (DSS). As a 

consequence of this, OLAP systems, such as Data Warehouses (DWs) [73], started appearing. According 

to Golfarelli and Rizzi [73], a DW is a collection of methods, techniques and tools that support data 

analysis and help in decision-making. The main difference between a traditional operational DB and a DW 

is that the latter is oriented towards analytics, with a subject-oriented and non-volatile repository. Plus, 

the focus is on improving the performance of the system in terms of response time, thus data is 

                                                 
7   

https://tdwi.org/articles/2017/02/08/10-vs-of-big-data.aspx
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sometimes denormalized to improve the performance, which results in additional storage space being 

required [74]. 

Notwithstanding, DWs are no longer capable of dealing with today’s world of Big Data contexts. 

Distributed data generated from web contents, social networks (e.g., Twitter) and mobile devices is now 

also important for organizations, not being limited to data from their OLTP systems. However, traditional 

relational data models are less effective and efficient to work with files of formats such as videos, images 

and other types of unstructured data. These constraints paved the way for a new type of structure capable 

of dealing with this new Big Data context, to continue providing organizations with analytical and DSS 

capabilities [75], [76]. 

In an attempt to propose other approaches for Big Data contexts, different types of solutions have 

been proposed and implemented. As Costa et al. [75] and Costa and Santos [76] suggest, some 

considered implementing DWs in NoSQL (Not only SQL) DBs, albeit these solutions are only scaling OLTP 

systems (see [77] for a comparison of NoSQL engines). Eventually, SQL (Structured Query Language) on-

Hadoop8 emerged as a more efficient solution for Big Data environments [55], [75], [76], [78]. 

Santos et al. [23] presented a Big Data system architecture implemented in Bosch Car 

Multimedia in Braga, Portugal, which supports the I4.0 technological movement followed by the 

organization in question. The developed Big Data system integrates data from several business processes, 

like customer quality claims, making possible the analysis of several KPIs in this area and was 

implemented in the Hadoop ecosystem. Nodarakis et al. [79] extracted hashtags from large scale tweets 

and classified them into different sentiments, in a parallel and distributed manner, using the same 

ecosystem. The authors also conducted experimental evaluations to prove their solution is efficient, robust 

and scalable, therefore being appropriate for Big Data contexts. Kv and Kavya [80] also used Hadoop to 

analyze trends of e-commerce web traffic logs. Grover and Kar [78] summarized existing Big Data tools, 

including the Hadoop ecosystem and others, such as HPCC (High Performance Computing Cluster). 

Hadoop is an ecosystem based on the MapReduce programming model and the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS). Several systems are included in it, such as Hive, Impala and others, 

which are used for different tasks required under Big Data contexts. Hive, is a DW software for Big Data 

environments, which has its own query language: the HiveQL (Hive Query Language). Thus, a DW 

developed in Hive can be seen as a BDW, being a flexible, scalable and highly performant system that 

uses Big Data techniques and technologies to support mixed and complex analytical workloads (e.g., 

streaming analysis, ad hoc querying, data visualization, data mining and simulations) [81]. 

                                                 
8 Official web site available at:   

https://hadoop.apache.org/
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Almeida and Bernardino [82] compared the performance and scalability of two DB engines: 

MySQL (SQL family) and Hive over Hadoop (NoSQL family), concluding that the former is best suited for 

transactional systems, since its performance did not improve with the increase of resources. Conversely, 

Hive presented considerable gains for larger datasets, due to the MapReduce algorithms reducing the 

data to be analyzed in smaller jobs, which are distributed by different data nodes. 

Costa et al. [75] evaluated and discussed adequate data modelling techniques and organization 

strategies for Hive-based DWs in Big Data environments. In this work, the authors concluded that, in Big 

Data environments, fully denormalized tables outperform tables in the dimensional format, following the 

star schema design pattern. Furthermore, the authors also concluded that adequate data partitioning 

strategies showed a clear reduction in the query execution time. 

Costa and Santos [76] presented an approach to design and implement BDWs in smart cities, 

which was developed with real data collected from the city of Lisbon, Portugal. The results show that the 

followed approach provided an analytical system for the data stored and processed in the system. 

As already indicated, BDWs differ from DWs in many aspects, having, for instance, more flexible 

schemas than traditional relational ones [83]. In fact, in BDWs it is not necessary to create a dimensional 

data model. Notwithstanding, it can be beneficial, because: (1) it allows a better understanding of the 

data, organizational processes and relevant KPIs to include in the BDW; (2) it ensures the inclusion of all 

the relevant data, making sure that no important attributes were excluded; (3) and it helps in the definition 

of the Hive tables to use [84]. Agreeing with the importance of data modeling even in Big Data contexts, 

Santos and Costa [85] proposed a set of specific rules to automatically migrate between a traditional data 

processing environment to a Big Data one. The results obtained by the authors showed the applicability 

of these rules and their relevance for data modeling in Big Data environments. In fact, as Costa and 

Santos [61] postulated, although NoSQL DBs are schema-free, which implies fewer concerns at the 

beginning of the collection phase, at some later stage, several data management applications have to be 

considered, in order to transform data into structured models that allow data manipulation and analysis. 

For the mentioned reasons and given the similarities, the development phases of a DW should be 

analyzed, which, according to Kimball and Ross [86], can be summarized as depicted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: DW basic elements according to Kimball and Ross [86] (adapted from source). 

The first element is the operational data sources, where the data used to load and refresh the 

DW is stored. The second element is the staging area and comprises the activities that take place between 

operational source systems and the data presentation area. In the words of Kimball and Ross [86], it is 

like a kitchen where raw food products are transformed into a meal. It includes a repository where the 

raw data stages while being cleaned and transformed, until it is ready to be sent to the DW and to be 

queried. Concretely, the activities that take place in the staging area include: data extraction from its 

sources; data cleaning (e.g., errors correction, conflict resolution, null values treatment); load the 

transformed data to the DW; and periodic refreshes of the DW. In the data presentation area, data is 

organized, stored and can be queried by users. Data is divided by Data Marts, which store data regarding 

different subjects. 

The final element of a DW system is the data access tools. This comprises a variety of capabilities 

and applications provided to users to leverage the presentation area for analytical decision making. Thus, 

this area accesses data in the presentation area and its components may comprise simple ad hoc query 

tools, other sophisticated data mining applications or even analytical dashboards. 

Usually, there are two different approaches when designing and developing a DW system: the 

Inmon’s top-down [87] and the Kimball’s bottom-up [86]. The first consists in designing the DW as a 

centric system capable of responding to the queries of all stakeholders. In its turn, the Kimball’s method, 

starts by developing individual Data Marts and then combines them, using the bus matrix, into a single 

centric DW. In this work, the Kimball’s method is adopted because it is an incremental approach in which 

Data Marts can be iteratively implemented, which is useful specially for a project of this complexity. Figure 

9 illustrates the main steps in the Kimball’s approach. 
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Figure 9: The main DW development phases of the Kimball's approach (adapted from source) [86]. 

Apart from the identified development phases, others may be identified, such as technical 

architecture design, deployment, DW growth management, maintenance and Business Intelligence (BI) 

application design. Yet, the main development phases of a DW can summarized as depicted in the above 

figure. 

1. Business Requirements Definition 

An early requirements elicitation phase ensures that the end result is aligned with the 

stakeholders’ expectations. In this regard, concerning requirements elicitation in DW projects, three 

approaches can be distinguished: supply-, user-, and goal-driven. 

The supply-driven approach, also known as data-driven [88], is a bottom-up iterative 

approach, in which the user requirements are ignored in the first iteration. It consists in solely analyzing 

the operational data sources, assuming it is possible to completely derive the DW conceptual model from 

the DB schemas of the data sources. In the subsequent iterations, the user requirements are usually 

considered. This approach is simpler and cheaper (in time and money) than other approaches, because 

it only depends on the DW designer’s skills and on the data complexity [88]. Yet, some barriers to 

implement this approach can be identified. For instance, if there are many data sources, deriving the DW 

conceptual model can become a very complex task. Furthermore, the lack of documentation, or domain 

experts, can also increase the complexity of interpreting the data schemas. 

The user-driven approach is a bottom-up approach similar to the requirements elicitation 

phase in software development projects [88], [89]. In this approach, several types of sessions or 

interviews are conducted with specialists of different areas, to elicit the requirements. This is a complex 

task, because it demands that the views of individuals with different perspectives of the same problem 

and different sensibilities are combined. Thus, this approach can become time expensive, since users 

rarely share a common and clear view of the goals and involved processes. One of the main benefits of 

this approach is that users are highly involved. According to Golfarelli [88], there are risks in only applying 

this approach, since users may change their positions in a company, or even leave the company itself, 

increasing the difficulty in analyzing the data. 

The goal-driven approach [89] consists in sessions with top-managers, to identify 

organizational goals. Thereafter, the different visions are merged to obtain a view of the global 

requirements. In comparison to the user-driven approach, in goal-driven approaches there is no risk of 
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obsolete schemas, since the probability of identifying the most relevant indicators is higher. Since this 

approach starts with obtaining a view of the global set of requirements, it is often considered a top-down 

approach. 

Guo et al. [90] proposed a methodology which combines the goal-, data- and user-driven 

approaches but data sources are identified as a consequence of the requirements identified with top-

management (goal-driven), without considering the user’s perspective (user-driven). The authors applied 

their proposed methodology to a real case study and identified the main benefits. First, it ensured that 

the DW reflected the long-term strategic goals. It also raised the acceptance among users, by ensuring 

that the DW is flexible enough, since it includes different perspectives. 

Salim and Ibrahim [91] also proposed a methodology for the identification of the requirements 

for the DW, where the identification of relevant top managers to consider for this phase is the result of 

the interviews conducted with users. In this study, the authors emphasized the need to ensure that quality 

aspects are properly incorporated at the requirements level in the DW development, to minimize the risk 

of failure. 

Kaldeich and Sá [92] started by applying data-driven to define the AS-IS system, followed by the 

users’ approach to define the TO-BE system, culminating in the validation with the goal-driven approach. 

According to the authors, their proposal allows the organizational processes to be included in the DW 

system. 

Maté et al. [93] firstly elaborated strategic goal models from business plans to define business 

goals and trace the respective indicators. Thereafter, the decision-makers’ and business’s goals are 

matched, thus ensuring that all decision-makers are contributing towards the goals of the enterprise and 

that no business goals are overlooked. According to the authors, their approach allows: the DW 

requirements to be validated against the business process, the identification of non-aligned goals; a long-

term BI strategy; the participation of decision-makers in identifying business goals; to evaluate if decision 

makers are analyzing the indicators related with business goals. 

Jovanovic et al. [94] presented a method for iteratively creating DW designs. The data needed for 

each requirement was interpreted. Then, incrementally, the schemas are updated to satisfy the entire set 

of requirements. According to the authors, their method was the first to consider dimensional schemas 

and ETL constructs together. 

Vieira et al. [84] proposed a requirements elicitation methodology for BDW projects and applied 

it to a real case study in a company of the automotive industry. According to the authors, this was the 

first study to propose a methodology for requirements elicitation in Big Data contexts. 
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2. Dimensional Modeling 

This phase consists in developing a dimensional model of the problem. This model is 

comprised of fact tables and dimension tables linked between them. 

A fact table is the primary table of a dimensional model, which stores all the numerical (and 

possibly some Boolean) performance measurements of the business. According to Kimball and Ross 

[86], a fact table stores business measures in the sense that each row includes information of a fact that 

occurred for a given business process that is being analyzed. A dimension contains the textual 

descriptions by which fact tables can be analyzed, thus complementing the information stored in these. 

The Kimball’s approach, also known as the Four-Step Dimensional Design Process, can be 

summarized in the following four main steps: 

 Business Process Selection: 

According to Kimball and Ross [86], a business process is a business activity performed in an 

organization, e.g.: materials purchasing, orders shipment. The business measurement processes that 

users want to analyze will determine which business processes are more relevant to include in the DW. 

 Declare the grain: 

A grain specifies what a fact table stores. Furthermore, it conveys the level of detail associated 

with a specific fact table. 

 Choose the dimensions that apply to each fact table row: 

Assign dimensions to fact tables in order to have completely described facts. 

 Identify facts: 

Identify the numeric values to include in the fact tables. Furthermore, facts that belong to different 

grains must be in a separate fact table. 

 

Figure 10 depicts an example of a dimensional model for a DW designed to store historical data 

of sales of products in a store. The below figure uses the crow’s foot notation to describe the relationships 

between the tables included in the data model, namely: DIM_Date, DIM_Store, DIM_Product, 

DIM_Promotion and FT_Sales (DIM stands for dimension and FT for fact table). 

Since the data model considers a store which sells products, the fact table stores numerical 

values, which can later be used to quantify the metrics of such business. Thus, the quantity that is sold 

(Quantity), its cost (Cost), the profit earned by this sale (Profit) and possible applied discounts (Discount) 

are examples of variables that could be included in a fact table. As can be seen, the data stored in the 

fact table is of the thinnest granularity, so that later value aggregation operations may be performed, e.g., 
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average sales per month, type of product with more discounts. In its turn, the textual description values 

of the facts are stored in the dimension tables. In this regard, other types of information could have been 

included e.g., the employee that sold the product or to which customer was it sold to. 

 

Figure 10: Example of a dimensional model. 

Finally, it should be noted that this data model is a star schema, which is the simplest and most 

used style for modeling a data mart. It consists in having a fact table and the associated dimensions 

surrounding it. Other schemas, like snowflake or constellation, exist, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Examples of star, snowflake and fact constellation schemas. 
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As can be seen, the main difference between the star and the snowflake schemas consists in the 

latter having normalized dimensions. In its turn, fact constellation schemas consist in more than one fact 

table sharing one or more common dimensions, which are referred to as conformed dimensions [86]. 

3. Physical Design 

This phase consists in defining the physical structures, including setting up the DB environment 

and appropriate security. As previously mentioned, even in Big Data contexts (in which DBs can be 

schema-free) the requirements elicitation phase is important to define the structure of the tables to use 

in the Big Data environment. For instance, Hive uses tabular concepts, like traditional relational DBs, 

while also maintaining extensibility and flexibility, which are inherent to the Hadoop ecosystem. Thus, in 

a Big Data context, the requirements elicitation and the dimensional modeling phases are important to 

define the structure of the Hive tables to create in this phase. 

4. ETL Design and Development 

According to Kimball and Ross [86], ETL is one of the most challenging steps in a DW project, 

comprising roughly 70% of the total time. This consists in preparing the data to be stored in the structure 

defined in the previous phase, thus transforming it so that data is ready to be analyzed and queried. Other 

alternatives to ETL process exist, such as ELT (Extract, Load, and Transform), in which data is first loaded 

into the target system and only thereafter the required transformations are performed. It should be 

stressed that ETL processes are also common in Big Data contexts. 

2.3.3. Big Data Analytics 

As illustrated by Figure 8 (see page 33), it is possible to assign privileges to some tools to access 

data stored on a DW. Similarly, in Big Data contexts, it is also possible to assign these privileges to tools 

that will use the data repositories in a BDW, aiming to extract useful knowledge and new insights from 

the Big Data structures, employing what is referred as BDA. These procedures can be performed by 

applying statistics, machine learning algorithms, econometrics, simulations, optimizations, or other 

methods to help organizations make better decisions [56]. Wang et al. [95] referred to this term as Big 

Data Business Analytics (BDBA). 

In accordance with Wang et al. [95], BDA or BDBA can be divided in three categories: descriptive 

analytics, predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics. The first can be seen as analytics to provide 

information about what happened. Conversely, predictive analytics involves the use of several types of 

algorithms to discover explanatory and predictive patterns in data, thereby, trying to accurately project 

future events, through the analysis of data. In its turn, prescriptive analytics aims to use methods such 
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as simulation to achieve new insights regarding outcomes for new scenarios of what may happen in 

certain circumstances, aiding in suggesting decisions and mitigating risks [95]. 

According to Chen et al. [96], the mentioned methods differ from traditional BI, in the sense that 

BDA allows information to be extracted from data using different methods, while BI uses the data, after 

having been analyzed, to help in the decision-making process, allowing organizations to improve its day-

by-day activity. Thus, it can be concluded that BDA and BI are related, in the sense that, analytics is what 

allows valued knowledge to be retrieved from Big Data repositories, using statistics, simulations, machine 

learning algorithms and others, whereas BI tries to present available data so that information can be 

retrieved, most commonly in the form of pivot tables, interactive dashboards and reports. Despite the 

differences which can be established between the two concepts, Chen et al. [96] referred to them as 

Business Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A) [23] and established the history that can be traced regarding 

the evolution of this concept. 

According to Chen et al. [96], BI&A 1.0 was originated with the advent of Relational Database 

Management Systems (RDBMS), and DW systems. This concept relied in tools for data extraction, 

transformation and loading, e.g. ETL, to obtain information, from data. In fact, most of current industries 

use RDBMS to manage their data. Even so, the era of BI&A 1.0 further evolved with OLAP, also designated 

as analytical cubes, which helped in analyzing and visualizing performance indicators. Techniques like 

clustering and data mining were applied in BI&A 1.0. 

BI&A 2.0 emerged with the Internet and the World Wide Web. In this era, organizations were able 

to present their business processes online, thus allowing direct interaction with customers. This era is 

characterized by vast amounts of unstructured data generated through IP-specific user searches and logs 

that are gathered with cookies and server logs. This requires data to be examined, thus emerging the 

need for data collection and analytical opportunities. In fact, as Chen et al. [96] stated, BI&A 2.0 requires 

the integration of techniques like text mining, web mining, social networks analysis and others, with 

existing BI&A 1.0 systems [96]. 

In its turn, BI&A 3.0 emerged with the dissemination of mobile devices used in our daily life, such 

as mobile phones, tablets, equipment with RFID (Radio Frequency ID), barcodes, radio tags and others. 

Thus, this paradigm shift in BI&A triggered the need for BDA to work with ever increasing amounts of 

data [96]. 
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CHAPTER III: STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Summary  

This chapter starts by describing the review methodology that was applied in the SOTA. 
Next, concepts related with risks in SCs are discussed, to retrieve definitions and 
classifications for risks, which will be used throughout this thesis. Next, given the 
alignment of this thesis with I4.0, the next section reviews the role that is expected for 
simulation in this innovation agenda, to propose directions for which simulation studies 
should focus in order to comply with I4.0. Then, given the theme of this doctoral thesis, 
it is important to review the SOTA surrounding the concepts of simulation in Big Data 
contexts, Big Data in SCs and simulation of risks in SCs, which is done in the following 
fourth to sixth sections, separately. Thus, section 3.4 reviews studies that use data 
storage structures to support simulation models, regardless of the systems being 
analyzed. Section 3.5 reviews studies that reported the use of structures to store and 
integrate data and applied them to SCs. Finally, section 3.6 reviews studies related 
with the use of simulation to deal with risks in SCs, regardless of the existence of data 
storage structures to support them. Afterwards, section 3.7 concludes this chapter by 
outlining the main limitations of the review process that was adopted in this chapter. 
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3. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

 Review Methodology 

Traditional review approaches do not follow rigorous methodology guidelines, to ensure relevant 

and replicable findings [97]–[100]. According to Kitchenham [98], [99], the main rationale for 

undertaking a SLR is precisely to establish methodological guidelines for a review process. For Fahimnia 

et al. [101], a SLR differs from traditional reviews, since a replicable, scientific and transparent process 

is employed. In it, all the steps and elements are described, e.g., exclusion criteria and Search Query 

(SQ), thus reducing possible bias in the selection of studies and respective analysis. In fact, in a SLR all 

retrieved documents are analyzed [102]. According to Oliveira et al. [97], a SLR increases the chances 

of success in an exploratory survey. Tranfield et al. [100] stated that a comprehensive and unbiased 

literature search is the main difference between a SLR and a traditional review [97]. However, as 

corroborated by Kitchenham [98], [99], SLRs require considerably more effort than traditional reviews. 

As postulated by other authors [101]–[107], a SLR comprises the following steps: plan the SLR; 

conduct the devised plan; and report the results. The first step consists in identifying the need for 

conducting the SLR, leading to the formulation of ROs and/or RQs. The review protocol is also devised in 

this step, in which the stages of the review are established; in this case, to devise the protocol, directions 

from other SLRs were collected. Finally, the protocol is evaluated before executing it, in which pilot reviews 

were conducted, to cement fundamental elements, such as SQs and selection criteria, thus reducing 

eventual bias. The second stage consists in conducting the SLR and the last stage consists in reporting 

the devised protocol and the achieved findings. 

Each section of this chapter applied a SLR to review different subjects. While some elements of 

each SLR may vary, the main ones were equal. Thus, Figure 12 shows the protocol followed in the SLR 

employed in each section. 

Scopus, Web of Science Science Direct ACM were the selected DLs These were 

chosen in pilot reviews, in which DL were added until the number of new relevant papers was residual. 

IEEE Xplore was not used, because it has a limit of Boolean terms and the SQ employed in some 

sections could not comply with this constraint. 
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Figure 12: Illustration of the review protocol followed in this chapter. 

Only papers published after 2008 were considered. The reason for this choice is concerned with 

the emergence of concepts such as Big Data and I4.0, e.g., Big Data started gaining space in literature 

around this year, as corroborated by Mathur et al. [108]. Lastly, from existing simulation methods, only 

DES and ABS are considered in this review. Thus, SD is excluded, as it runs in continuous time and not 

in discrete events and is mostly used to analyze the interactions between the variables of complex systems. 

The goals of each review section are listed in Figure 13. Section 3.7 analyzes the limitations of 

the review methodology. Next section did not apply a SLR methodology, since its only aim is to provide 

background concepts and definitions related with SCRM. 

 

Figure 13: Organization of the main sections of the SOTA chapter. 

Section 
3.3

•Review studies that use simulation the context of I4.0 to provide directions that require further 
contributions.

Section
3.4

•Review studies that use simulation with structures to store and integrate data.

Section
3.5

•Review studies that use structures to store and integrate data applied to SCs.

Section
3.6

•Review solutions that use simulation to address risks in SCs.
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 Risks in Supply Chains 

Nowadays, SCs operate under two dimensions: uncertainty and complexity [2]. This nature has 

been further enhanced by currently adopted industrial practices (e.g., just-in-time, shorter product life 

cycle). On one hand, this makes modern SCs leaner, greener, with fewer material buffers; on the other 

hand, this also exposes organizations to disruptions when certain events occur [9]. These events result 

in unanticipated and unpredictable consequences, which affect the performance of individual entities of 

a SC and other entities with relationships with the affected one, possibly including several SCs [101]. As 

Sodhi et al. [109] asserted, consequences can come in revenue, reputation and others, with several 

examples being reported in literature, e.g.: 

 a Taiwan earthquake in September 1999 caused the supply shortage of DRAM chips, which 

resulted in Apple loosing many clients [2]; 

 a fire at a semiconductor plant in 2000 caused Ericson to lose $2.34 billion [109]; 

 the September 11 attacks in 2001, which halted several trucks loaded with components at 

Canadian and Mexican borders, caused Ford to close 5 plants for several days after all air traffic 

was suspended [109], [110]; 

 a fire in 2006 caused Dell to recall 4 million laptop batteries made by Sony [109]; 

 the 19 million toy recalling of Mattel in 2007, since they were covered with lead paint and some 

had magnets that could harm children if swallowed [109]; 

 the 9.0-magnitude Tohoku earthquake followed by a tsunami, which led to the nuclear crisis that 

occurred in Japan in 2011 and costed $72 million profits per day to Toyota [10], [101], [111]; 

 the Thailand flood in 2011 affected computer manufacturers that were dependent on hard discs 

and other automotive companies [110], [111]; 

 other examples include labor holidays, cyber-attacks, delays, among others. 

 

As the above list demonstrates, the impact of such events may be enormously negative in several 

ways. Thus, companies require tools to allow them to anticipate or mitigate such consequences. Despite 

this, few companies have succeeded in taking actions to smooth these negative impacts [9], [101], [112]. 

Disruptive events are rare, unpredictable and have great impact on the performance of SCs [101]. 

Due to these characteristics, organizations struggle to deal with them, as decision-makers lack information 

about the SC network and environment, hence being unable to predict where and when such events will 
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take place, as well as how much impact will they deliver. This nature is known in literature as 

uncertainty, as the following definition, provided by Vorst and Beulens [113, p. 5], certifies: 

“Uncertainty refers to decision making situations in the supply chain in which the decision 

maker does not know definitely what to decide as he is indistinct about the objectives; 

lacks information about (or understanding of) the supply chain or its environment; lacks 

information processing capacities; is unable to accurately predict the impact of possible 

control actions on supply chain behavior; or, lacks effective control actions (non-

controllability)”. 

 

The uncertainty surrounding the possible outcomes of such events, portrays an exposure to what 

literature refers to as risks [114]. As Ghadge et al. [9] postulate, risk and uncertainty are interchangeably 

applied in literature. The authors asserted that the main difference between these concepts is that 

uncertainty is immeasurable, since organizations lack certainty concerning a given occurrence, whilst a 

risk is measurable, since it is the possible outcome of an uncertainty that, in fact, occurred. Concerning 

definitions for risks, many can be found in literature. For instance, Zsidisin [115] stated: 

“the probability of an incident associated with inbound supply from individual supplier 

failures or the supply market occurring, in which its outcomes result in the inability of the 

purchasing firm to meet customer demand or cause threats to customer life and safety”. 

 

As can be understood, the scope of this definition is limited to the supplier perspective of a SC. 

An equivalent definition was provided by Ellis et al. [116, p. 3]: 

“an individual’s perception of the total potential loss associated with the disruption of 

supply of a particular purchased item from a particular supplier”. 

 

Jüttner et al. [117, p. 4] proposed the following definition, which puts the scope on all the SC, 

with the authors further arguing that it can be applied not only to materials but also to information: 

“any risks for the information, material and product flows from original supplier to the 

delivery of the final product for the end user”. 

 

Other definitions of risks in SCs with a scope on all the SC can be found in [118], which focuses 

on the negative impact that these risks entail, and in [119], which highlights the impact on the value-

added of any activity in the SC. Thus, from these definitions, risks can be interpreted as events that may 
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occur at any part of the SC (uncertainty), causing negative impact on it, in many possible ways. 

Accordingly, by reviewing definitions of other authors, Ho et al. [111] provided the following definition: 

“the likelihood and impact of unexpected macro and/or micro level events or conditions 

that adversely influence any part of a supply chain leading to operational, tactical, or 

strategic level failures or irregularities”. 

 

Ho et al. [111] argued that, depending on the authors, these risks can be classified in different 

ways. The authors reviewed several of such classifications, including: internal or external; operational or 

disruption; and others. Internal risks are those that consist in uncertainty in customer demand, supply, 

production or distribution, whilst external concerns natural disasters, such as floods or hurricanes and 

economic crises. The authors identified that the operational or disruption classification is equivalent to 

the internal or external classification, concluding that some authors give different but equivalent 

classifications to risks. Some of the reviewed studies also classified risks in three different ways, 

distinguishing between risks internal to firms (e.g., process risks or available capacity) and external to the 

firm but internal to the SC (e.g., uncertain customer demand) and environmental/external (e.g., natural 

disasters). After reviewing such studies, the authors provided their risks classification framework, which 

is henceforth adopted throughout this thesis, as it provides a greater level of detail in classifying risks, 

and was derived after a thorough review of existing literature in SCRM. The authors considered the 

following classification: 

 Macro risks: events very rare with severe consequences to SCs, generally consisting of risks of 

natural order (e.g., weather-related or earthquakes) or man-made (e.g., terrorist attacks, political-

related), which have origin outside the SC. 

 Micro risks: events that occur due to relationships between entities of the SC. These types of 

risks can be further divided in: demand, manufacturing, supply and infrastructural. 

Manufacturing risks refers to the events that take place within a firm. Demand and supply risks 

refer to those that occur at the customer or supplier-ends of a SC, respectively. Infrastructural 

risks comprise those that ensure the functioning of the SC, e.g.: transportation, financial or 

information. 

 

The ultimate goal of SCRM, as postulated by Colicchia and Strozzi [2], can be seen as the ability 

to create robust and resilient SCs, lessening its vulnerability to risks. Robust means that a SC is able to 

maintain its state unchanged, or nearly unchanged, when exposed to disruptions, without having to adapt 
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to the new adverse conditions, whilst resilient means that the SC is able to survive to these disruptions 

and adapt to a new stable state [2]. Two additional concepts linked to these and to SCRM, are flexibility 

and agility, which are closely interchangeable, but in essence mean the ability of a SC to take preemptive 

measures to react in a faster way, without any cost in performance [120]. 

Despite the view of Colicchia and Strozzi [2] concerning the goal of SCRM, Fan and Stevenson 

[9] argued that there is no consensus in literature concerning a definition of this term. In light of this, Ho 

et al. [111] also reviewed existing definitions to reach a common one. As a result of this, the authors 

proposed the below definition: 

”An inter-organisational collaborative endeavour utilising quantitative and qualitative risk 

management methodologies to identify, evaluate, mitigate and monitor unexpected 

macro and micro level events or conditions, which might adversely impact any part of a 

supply chain”. 

 

As an alternative, Fan and Stevenson [9] also reviewed the literature and provided the following 

definition [9]: 

“The identification, assessment, treatment, and monitoring of supply chain risks, with 

the aid of the internal implementation of tools, techniques and strategies and of external 

coordination and collaboration with supply chain members so as to reduce vulnerability 

and ensure continuity coupled with profitability, leading to competitive advantage”. 

 

This definition identifies four stages in SCRM. The first is risk identification, which, concerns 

recognizing future uncertainties, categorizing them and managing them proactively. This stage also 

includes the identification of drivers for risks. 

The second stage consists in assessing risks by using data or personal judgement. This 

assessment can be classified as quantitative or qualitative and may also involve prioritization of risks, 

using different strategies (e.g., risks with more impact or easier to mitigate) or establishing relationships 

between risks, since these are rarely isolated. In other words, risks may lead to the appearance of other 

risks [9]. 

The third stage is risk treatment, which comprises risk mitigation, acceptance, avoidance, 

transfer and sharing. Mitigation consists in reducing a risk to an acceptable level, both in probability of 

occurrence and in its consequences. Acceptance is the act of organizations not taking any action to deal 

with risks under a certain threshold of impact. Avoidance seeks to eliminate events likely to produce risks. 
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Transfer occurs when the responsibility for a certain risk is assigned to a third party. Finally, risk sharing 

consists in sharing risks so that several parties can benefit from this strategy [9]; for instance, when 

suppliers increase capacity when their customers’ orders increase. The last stage is risk monitoring, 

which should be continuously performed [9]. 

Despite being an active and emergent research topic, Tang [121] reviewed quantitative models 

applied to SCRM, including simulation, and classified them in supply, demand, product or information 

management. In their turn, Sodhi et al. [109] noted the shortage of empirical research regarding SCRM. 

The same conclusion can be found in [101]. Sodhi et al. [109] also emphasized the importance that such 

methods can have when applied to real industrial cases, thereby, the importance of them not being limited 

to an academic perspective. An MIT Scale Network [122], found that 60% of the surveyed managers 

either do not work on SCRM or do not consider their practices to be effective, which is the result of a lack 

of frameworks to guide them, as suggested in the study. The same survey also showed that the 

percentage of companies reporting loss in their incomes due to SC disruptions increased from 28% in 

2011 to 42% in 2013, hence emphasizing the need for tools to proactively manage risks in SCs. 

 Simulation in an Industry 4.0 Context 

The purpose of this section is to propose directions for simulation studies in the context of I4.0. 

Thus, first, studies that address the expected role for simulation in this industrial revolution were reviewed, 

in order to identify its most relevant features. Thereafter, the current progress of such features in industrial 

problems is analyzed. 

The structure of the SQ used to obtain papers is detailed in Table 2. As can be seen, keywords 

related with simulation and I4.0 were used. Regarding the former, several related keywords were used, 

including the name of some well-known tools, to avoid retrieving studies not related with the topic, since 

there are many techniques that are labelled as “simulation” by authors, as Jahangirian et al. [35] noted. 

Table 2: Structure of the SQ used to find papers that identify relevant simulation features for I4.0. 

Keywords related 
with simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND "simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete event 
simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR ("simulation" AND 
("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" OR "extendsim" OR 
"simio" OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 
 

 AND 
 

Keywords related 
with I4.0 

("industry 4.0" OR "industrie 4.0" OR "fourth industrial revolution" OR "factory of the 
future" OR "Cyber-Physical Systems" OR "Internet of things" OR “digital manufacturing”) 
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After obtaining the relevant papers, others were added by doing backward (search in the 

references of relevant papers) and forward search (search papers that referenced the relevant papers). 

The complete search process can be consulted in [123]. 

Turner et al. [27] focused on the benefits that VR can bring to simulation projects in I4.0 contexts, 

since it enables the visualization of smart factory operations, easing the validation process. According to 

Chong et al. [22], VR will be the key technology for the factories of the future. The need for visualization 

features of simulation solutions to be used in I4.0 is shared by other authors [20], [21], [124]. In their 

turn, Brettel et al. [125] and Posada et al. [126] emphasized the need to virtualize and visualize SC 

networks. 

Turner et al. [27] also discussed the importance of real-time simulation, namely in linking to Big 

Data sets. The same is corroborated by Kagermann, et al. [21], who further stressed the visualization of 

SC networks and the need to interact with physical objects, creating a model which overlaps reality data 

and simulation data in real-time. 

The real-time keyword, in simulation literature, is often associated to automated data input into 

the simulation model [127]. However, there are also some authors that consider the real-time keyword 

to englobe also the ability to automatically generate simulation models, as is the case of Fowler and Rose 

[33]. The need for data input automation capabilities was also indicated by Lasi et al. [20] and Ferro et 

al. [124]. Turner et al. [27] also suggested that simulation solutions should help decision-makers reach 

optimum solutions for complex problems and automatically apply them in the field, by communicating 

and exchanging data with the required systems, or machines. 

Having analyzed the mentioned studies, the simulation aspects that can contribute to I4.0 are 

listed below, with Table 3 showing the list of simulation features mentioned by each of the reviewed 

studies. 

 Automated data exchange: the ability of a simulation model to automatically receive data 

from a source (e.g., machine) or store data somewhere; 

 Automatic model generation (or update): In an I4.0 context, factories are very dynamic, 

requiring frequent and fast changes, hence the need to ensure that simulation models can be 

automatically updated; 

 Visualization: The ability to visualize the behavior of complex systems, which can be done in 

3D, by immersing users in VR, or with the integration with AR. 
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Table 3: Highlighted simulation features for I4.0 per reviewed paper. 

Author(s) [reference] Data 
exchange 

Model generation Visualization 

Lasi et al. [20]    

Kagermann, et al. [21]    

Turner et al. [27]    

Brettel et al. [125]    

Posada et al. [126]    

Ferro et al. [124]    

 

As can be seen, all studies mentioned visualization. Yet, for some practitioners [128], [129], and 

some simulation tool vendors [130], the importance of animation in simulation is still arguable, as Akpan 

et al. [131] verified. The remaining aspects (data exchange and model generation), had already been 

suggested by other authors, such as Robinson [32], Fowler and Rose [33] and Hollocks [132]. Fowler 

and Rose [33] identified what, in their opinion, were the grand challenges for simulation. According to 

them, grand challenges are those that are difficult, probably solvable and its solution should contribute 

to a considerable impact to the community. The authors proposed an alternative way to generate 

simulation models, which consists in developing sets of submodels that can be shared by modelers and 

connected to create simulation models. Indeed, according to Hollocks [132], since the earliest days of 

simulation, there was an interest in creating means to make modelling more rapid and reliable. Initially, 

this led to the creation of simulation languages, which was followed, by generators. 

Figure 14 shows the simulation features that are expected to contribute to I4.0, according to the 

reviewed studies. The progress of such features is reviewed afterwards. 

 

Figure 14: Illustration of the main simulation features that contribute to I4.0. 

 Visualization 

Table 4 shows the structure of the SQ used to find papers related with visualization features in 

simulation. 
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Table 4: Structure of the SQ used to find papers related with visualization features in simulation. 

Keywords related with 
simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND "simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete 
event simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR 
("simulation" AND ("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" 
OR "extendsim" OR "simio" OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 
 

 AND 
 

Keywords related with 
visualization features 

("2D" OR "3D" OR "two dimensional" OR "three dimensional" OR "virtual reality" 
OR "augmented reality") AND ("animation" OR "visualization" OR "visualize" OR 
"visualize" OR "display") 

 

Akpan and Brooks [128] stated some benefits of visualization, e.g.: new insights in system 

analysis, better modelling, validation and communication with stakeholders. Motivated by the lack of 

empirical evidence showing the benefits of 3D animation over 2D (Two Dimensional), Akpan and Brooks 

[129] verified if the performance of modelers can be influenced by these types of visualization in spotting 

errors, understanding of the system, generation of ideas for improving the system and model 

acceptability. The authors concluded that 3D animation enhanced all except the ability to generate ideas 

for improving the system, albeit the authors emphasized this could be due to the complexity of the system 

used in the experiment, since it was very simple. 

In a posterior survey, the same authors [128] assessed the main benefits and drawbacks of 2D 

and 3D animation. The authors concluded that the main drawback of 3D displays is the increase in time 

of the model building phase. The main benefits were very similar to the general advantages of animation, 

regardless of the type of display [129]. This indicates that 3D enhances the general benefits of 2D 

animations [128]. 

Another type of animation that is starting to receive attention from the simulation community is 

VR. Turner et al. [27] analyzed literature and provided a discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of VR 

in simulation, concluding that it is expected that this technology will be able to further improve the benefits 

of 3D animation. However, some of its limitations include the high monetary and computational costs 

involved and the additional expertise required to use this technology. According to them, VR will inevitably 

become the main form of animation in simulation, albeit at the moment, the technology still must mature, 

and production costs need to decrease. Examples of simulation models in VR environments were provided 

by Ghani et al. [133], Petti et al. [134] and Oyekan et al. [135]. 

Bijl et al. [130] presented a tool which employs game technology for visualization in simulation. 

The authors compared the animation performance of their tool with AnyLogic, Arena, SIMIO, FlexSim and 

Enterprise Dynamics. The authors argued that simulation tools’ vendors have the technology to improve 

the animation capabilities of their software, albeit they are still skeptical about their benefits. 
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Akpan and Shanker [131] synthesized the potential benefits and costs associated with modelling 

and simulation in 3D and VR. The authors also conducted a literature review of existing evidence of the 

influence of 3D and VR in simulation. They concluded that, indeed, 3D and VR improve several tasks in 

simulation modelling. Table 5 shows the type of visualization considered by the reviewed papers. 

Table 5: Simulation visualization types analyzed by reviewed papers. 

Author(s) [reference] 3D AR VR 

Akpan and Shanker [131]    

Bijl and Boer [130]    

Akpan and Brooks [128]    

Akpan and Brooks [129]    

Ghani et al. [133]    

Petti et al. [134]    

Oyekan et al. [135]    

 

As the above table shows, all reviewed papers considered either 3D visualization or VR in their 

studies. On the other hand, none of the reviewed studies considered AR. 

 Automated data exchange and model generation in simulation 

Table 6 shows the structure of the SQ used to find papers related with data input in simulation 

and Table 7 shows the structure of the SQ used to find papers related with simulation model generation. 

Table 6: Structure of the SQ used to find papers related with data input features in simulation. 

Keywords related with 
simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND "simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete 
event simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR 
("simulation" AND ("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" 
OR "extendsim" OR "simio" OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 
 

 AND 
 

Keywords related with 
data input methods 

("real time" OR "automatic" OR "automation" OR "automated" OR "interoperability") 
AND ("data input" OR "input data" OR "data gathering" OR "data collection" OR 
"simulation data" OR "data acquisition" OR "data exchange") 

 

Table 7: Structure of the SQ used to find papers related with simulation model generation in simulation. 

Keywords related 
with simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND "simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete 
event simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR 
("simulation" AND ("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" 
OR "extendsim" OR "simio" OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 
 

 AND 
 

Keywords related 
with the generation 
of simulation models 

((("automatic creation" OR "automatic generation" OR "automatically create" OR 
"automatically generate") AND "simulation") OR ("automatic model" AND ("creation" 
OR "generation")) OR ("automatic simulation model" AND ("generation" OR 
"creation"))) 
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Data input in simulation is considered the most critical and time-consuming phase in simulation 

projects, ranging from 40 to 50% [45], [127], [136]. Input data management, according to Skoogh et al. 

[136], includes around 80% of manual involvement, due to lack of interoperability between applications. 

A broad description of the main problems related with data input was given by Skoogh et al. [136]. Some 

of these examples include: low quality data, difficulty in identifying available data sources and others. Due 

to this, Jahangirian et al. [35] verified that 50% of the analyzed studies did not use real data, which could 

result in a reduced stakeholders interest. Skoogh et al. [136] considered four types of data input and 

labelled them as indicated below. An equivalent classification was given by Robertson and Perera [137], 

[138]. 

 Methodology A – Data is manually entered in the simulation model; 

 Methodology B – Data is manually entered in spreadsheets; 

 Methodology C – Data is automatically stored in intermediary data sources; 

 Methodology D – Direct link to data sources. 

 

The first requires data to be processed and analyzed, which is time-consuming, since the data 

may be spread in different parts of the model. In addition, data may come from multiple sources, which 

enhances problems related with mistyped values [136]. 

Methodology B uses manually populated external data sources. Whilst this overcomes some of 

the problems with the first method, since data is now centralized in a separate application (e.g. Excel 

spreadsheet), which eases the use of data in the simulation model, the data still is manually collected. 

This is the most popular method and is used by 80% of the participants in the survey of Skoogh et al. 

[136]. Rodriguez [139] developed an interface for data collection for simulation models. According to the 

author, the solution can be used on any area of application, albeit the author agrees that the manual 

interaction required to collect data is a drawback. Vieira et al. [36], [140] used Excel spreadsheets to 

input data into automatically generated simulation models of warehouse systems. The generator is 

applicable to SIMIO and was demonstrated in a case study. Krenczyk [141] used data imported to XML 

files and used it to automatically generate simulation models in Enterprise Dynamics. 

Methodology C is an automatic version of the previous method, which is typically achieved by 

using external DBs. Skoogh et al. [136] considered that this method could be advantageous, in 

comparison to the D methodology, in what concerns the security of data, since it avoids interoperability 

issues between the systems sharing the data. 
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The fourth method consists of creating a direct link between the simulation model and the data 

sources. This also consist one of the grand challenges for simulation, in the vision of Fowler and Rose 

[33]. According to the authors, the major blockers for the adoption of this method are the lack of 

interoperability between data sources and simulation models, as abovementioned, as well as the lack of 

the required simulation data being stored in such sources. In their turn, Barlas and Heavey [127] 

proposed the below classification for data input automation. 

 Methodology 1 – Data is automatically stored in intermediary data sources; 

 Methodology 2 –Data is automatically retrieved from Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) code; 

 Methodology 3 – Data is automatically retrieved by developed applications 

 Methodology 4 – Standards to automate data interchanges; 

 Methodology 5 – Direct integration between simulation model and data sources. 

 

The first method consists of using automatically updated data sources, like the C methodology of 

Robertson and Perera [137], [138] and Skoogh et al. [136]. Dias et al. [37] proposed a tool to 

automatically generate simulation models in Witness, aiming to optimize different types of processes and 

layouts. The tool retrieves data from a DB, which, in its turn, retrieves information from spreadsheets and 

other systems, e.g. ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning). Another example was provided by Barlas et al. 

[142]. 

The second consists of using PLC, which are used to control manufacturing processes. In a PLC, 

several types of data can be stored, e.g. machines layout. Popovics et al. [143], [144] used data obtained 

from PLC to retrieve data and control logic, in order to automatically build the simulation model of 

machines in a production line. 

The third method of Barlas and Heavey [127] consists of using developed applications, which are 

used for several purposes, e.g.: distribution fitting. Skoogh et al. [145] presented a tool, which automates 

several critical and time-consuming phases of data collection in simulation projects, namely: 

transformation of raw data to simulation data and distribution fitting. Afterwards, the obtained simulation 

data is stored in a DB. The authors used a case study to validate their proposal, claiming to have achieved 

a time reduction of 78%. Another developed application was presented by Barlas et al. [146], which 

extracts data from several data sources, analyses it and stores it in a format that is applicable to several 

simulation tools, in a single automated process. The authors tested the tool in a case study of a production 

line. In their turn, Haraszkó and Németh [147] developed an automatic simulation model generator in 

Plant Simulation, where input data may come from a DB. Popovics et al. [45] proposed a framework that 
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automatically builds simulation models and applied a standard for automated data input and output 

between the simulation model and data sources such as Excel and XML files. The framework included 

validation methods, which consisted on statistically comparing the results obtained by simulation runs 

with the ones provided by the data interfaces. 

The fourth method consists of using interoperable data interfaces or translators between the 

simulation model and other applications, by using defined standards to interchange data. Lee et al. [148] 

compared such standards, e.g., CMSD (Core Manufacturing Simulation Data) and OAGIS (Open 

Applications Group Integration Specification). Bloomfield et al. [149] implemented a solution, which 

generates a simulation model of a production line in ProModel. The authors tested the solution in two 

case studies. The first, aimed to automatically generate the simulation model with data of the production 

assembly and the second considered data interoperability between the translator and the simulation 

application. The authors developed a translator to allow data exchange between a simulation software 

tool and a manufacturing system. The translator uses an XML file to extract relevant data from the 

manufacturing system and then a schema to parse the data to the required format, allowing its 

interpretation by the simulation tool. The authors considered that the main benefits from this solution 

were the decreased time to develop the simulation model and the elimination of human error in data 

input. In their turn, Lee et al. [148] presented a case study, in which the CMSD was used to exchange 

data in job shop simulation models created in Enterprise Dynamics, Plant Simulation and Arena. 

The fifth method consists of a direct integration of the simulation model with data sources, thus 

eliminating the need for any intermediate artifact and enabling real-time configuration with up-to date 

data, without effort. According to Barlas et al. [127], only 3% of the participants in their survey 

implemented this approach, albeit 38% stated their wish to apply this approach in the following years. 

Roeder [38] developed, in SIMIO, a fully automatic production line simulation model generator with full 

integration with an ERP and a Manufacturing Execution System (MES). However, little information 

regarding this is provided by the author. Table 8 shows the list of papers regarding data input automation 

and generation of simulation models. 

Table 8: Information of relevant papers for data automation and generations of simulation models. 

Author(s) [reference] Data input method Automatic 
generation 

Problem 
domain 

Simulation 
tools used 

Skoogh et 
al. [136] 
method 

Barlas and 
Heavey [127] 
method 

 

Vieira et al. [36] B NA Yes Internal 

logistics 

 

SIMIO 
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Author(s) [reference] Data input method Automatic 
generation 

Problem 
domain 

Simulation 
tools used 

Skoogh et 
al. [136] 
method 

Barlas and 
Heavey [127] 
method 

 

Dias et al. [37] C 1 Yes Internal 

logistics 

 

Witness 

Roeder et al. [38] D 5 Yes Production 

 

SIMIO 

Popovics et al. [45] C 3 Yes Production Plant Simulation 

EasySim 

 

Vieira et al. [140] B NA Yes Internal 

logistics 

 

SIMIO 

Krenczyk [141] B NA Yes Production Enterprise Dynamics 

 

Popovics et al. [143] 

 

D 2 Yes Production Plant Simulation 

Popovics et al. [150] 

 

D 2 Yes Production Plant Simulation 

Popovics et al. [144] 

 

D 2 Yes Production Plant Simulation 

Haraszkó and Németh 

[147] 

 

C 3 Yes Production Plant Simulation 

Bloomfield et al. [149] 

 

D 4 Yes Production ProModel 

Rodriguez [139] 

 

B NA No Several Arena 

Barlas et al. [142] 

 

C 3 No Production ManPy 

Skoogh et al. [145] C 3 No Production Enterprise Dynamics 

 

Barlas and Heavey [146] 

 

C 3 No Production ManPy 

Lee et al. [148] D 4 No Production Enterprise Dynamics 

Plant Simulation 

Arena 

 

Skoogh et al. [136] NA NA NA NA NA 

 

Barlas and Heavey [127] NA NA NA NA NA 

 

From the reviewed papers, three concerned systems related with internal logistics and the 

remaining focused on job shop systems. In addition, most considered a single problem domain, with only 

one being applicable to several domains. This indicates a high focus of researchers and practitioners in 
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a single type of problem, possibly disregarding the remaining. For instance, SC problems, which were 

highlighted by Kagermann et al. [21], were not addressed by any of the reviewed papers. 

Only four studies used applications (e.g. Microsoft Excel) to provide data to the simulation model, 

with the remaining using some type of direct link between model and data sources, with developed 

applications being the most common approach. Regarding the automatic generation of simulation 

models, it is possible to see that 61% of the reviewed solutions considered some type of generators. It is 

also noteworthy that none of the reviewed studies addressed modularity, as a way to automatically build 

simulation models and the ability to share the submodels between different generators. This had already 

been stated by Fowler and Rose [33] as a grand challenge in simulation. 

Alluded to the above discussion, a Research and Development (R&D) agenda for simulation, 

in the scope of I4.0, can be set, corresponding to existing gaps in literature that were identified. In this 

regard, the following R&D items can be highlighted. 

 R&D Agenda Item #1: simulation as an instructive tool 

Simulation can be used to illustrate the dynamics associated to business and processes of 

organizations. Moreover, it can be used as an instructive tool, in order to increase the confidence level, 

leading to a faster dissemination of these businesses and process dynamics, in industry. Nowadays, 3D 

animation is becoming increasingly adopted by available tools and the advantages of this type of 

animation over the more traditional 2D are well-known, with VR potentially improving such benefits [27], 

[129]. These instructive tools, equipped with simulation features, such as VR integration and the ability 

to test alternative scenarios, can have considerable advantages, especially in an I4.0 context, 

characterized by the dynamics of business. 

 R&D Agenda Item #2: Assessing the added-value of I4.0 through simulation 

The benefits of simulation when applied to industrial problems are well-known and the literature 

covering them is vast. In these studies, simulation is commonly used to quantify several KPIs. It is also 

claimed that the implementation of I4.0 concepts leads to many benefits. Nevertheless, no study, to the 

best of the author’s knowledge, has yet tried to use simulation to precisely and accurately quantify the 

difference in added-value, before and after the materialization of I4.0 in a real case study. 

 R&D Agenda Item #3: Reusable submodels 

In light of increasingly more complex problems and with the need to reduce the modelling phase 

duration, Fowler and Rose [33] proposed two alternative ways to achieve this. The first consists in defining 

automatic simulation model generators of specific systems, for each organization. However, this 

configures a too tailored solution, as the generated models would probably be applicable to a unique 
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problem. An alternative would be to define broad simulation submodels [151] that can then be used by 

less tailored generators. In a sense, this corresponds to the normal evolution that can be witnessed in 

simulation, since modelers went from writing programming simulation code to creating models using 

building blocks, which are equivalent to several code lines incorporated in a single block, hence easing 

the development phase. This brings additional benefits, such as the ability to reuse and share submodels. 

 R&D Agenda Item #4: Digital twin through simulation 

One of the aims of I4.0, it to reach the so-called digital twin, a real-time digital representation of 

the entire factory. Simulation can contribute to this, where automation of data exchange and automatic 

model generation are two essential features. Furthermore, these factory’s digital representations could 

be enhanced with the ability to test scenarios in real-time and other types of analysis that simulation 

provides. One approach to do this could be related with the above R&D item, i.e., to use reusable 

submodels that constitute parts of a system, which, in their turn, could be linked to other submodels, 

forming the parent model, which represents the factory. Whatever the approach to achieve this goal, no 

studies regarding this issue were found. 

 R&D Agenda Item #5: Supply chain real-time simulation 

From the reviewed solutions, it was noted that most solutions concerned production problems. 

Yet, other types of problems also require attention. In fact, as indicated by Kagermann et al. [21] and 

corroborated by Zhong et al. [13] and Tiwari et al. [12], one of such types of problems is SCs. Due to 

their high levels of uncertainty and variability, simulation seems to be the most effective technique to 

address it. Moreover, in the context of I4.0, there is a need for the visualization of these complex networks, 

hence the need for advanced visualization features, such as 3D or VR. The ability to have real-time 

capabilities should also be emphasized, as it would allow the eventual changes in these dynamic 

environments to be automatically reflected in the simulation model. Furthermore, such systems usually 

operate in Big Data environments. Thus, it would also be important to include such technologies in the 

SC real-time simulation model. 

 R&D Agenda Item #6: simulation using Big Data 

One of the consequences of the implementation of I4.0, is the Big Data being generated. This 

data stores additional detail which should be incorporated in simulation models. To achieve this, Big Data 

techniques can be of great importance. Despite this, the need and lack of such studies in literature has 

been reported [13], [21]. This is corroborated by Wang et al. [95] who stated that albeit Big Data will 

make modelling and simulation more difficult to perform, as the volume of data to use in the simulation 

also increases, it can provide additional insightful analysis. 
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From the six main R&D topics that were identified in this literature review, this doctoral thesis is 

related with and aims to build on the theory related with some of such topics. The most obvious 

contribution is related with the last two R&D items, which concern using simulation to model SCs in real-

time and developing simulation models in Big Data contexts. These aspects correspond to the main 

purposes of this doctoral thesis. Yet, this doctoral thesis also builds upon the first R&D item, as the ability 

of using advanced animation features in the proposed SC simulation model is also a requirement. 

 Simulation in Big Data Contexts 

The purpose of this section is to review literature concerning the use of simulation and structures 

to store and integrate data in Big Data contexts, to identify for what purposes these were used. Table 9 

shows the structure of the SQ that was used. 

Table 9: Structure of the SQ used to find papers related with the use of simulation in Big Data contexts. 

Keywords related 

with simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND “simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete event 

simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR ("simulation" AND 

("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" OR "extendsim" OR "simio" 

OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 

 

 AND 

 

Keywords related 

with data storage  

“Data Warehouse” OR “Big Data” 

 

The SQ is divided in keywords related with simulation and others related with structures to store 

and integrate data, with the “Data Warehouse” keyword being included, due to the similarities of 

developing DWs and other structures used in Big Data contexts. Regarding the keywords related with 

simulation, the ones used in the previous section were also applied here. Table 10 shows the number of 

papers obtained per DL. 

Table 10: Papers per DL regarding simulation in Big Data contexts. 

DL Number of retrieved papers 

Scopus 21 

Web of Science 9 

Science Direct 3 

ACM 48 

Total obtained 81 
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DL Number of retrieved papers 

Duplicate papers 12 

Published before 2008 24 

Non-research articles 5 

Total analyzed 40 

 

First, the title, abstract and keywords of all papers were analyzed, to exclude the not related ones. 

Afterwards, their full-text was analyzed, to identify the relevant ones. 

Bottani [152] proposed a Simul8 model of the logistic movements in a warehouse. It allowed to 

observe the impact of RFID in a warehouse, including the data that would be generated by such 

identification tags e.g., expiry date and type of component. This data was collected and stored in a DW, 

which, in its turn, was used to extract information from the simulation results. The authors emphasized 

the use of the DW structure to derive value-added information from the simulation results. 

Gupta et al. [153] proposed an ExtendSim model that allowed to simulate different query 

workloads in a DW, to analyze its performance objectives. According to the authors, the workload was 

managed by considering query scheduling, admitting and executing, while also allocating resources to 

meet the performance objectives. This way, it was possible to experiment workload schedulers without 

trying them on the real DW. 

Advocating that typically used commercial tools present simulation results as averages that mask 

important aspects of the transient behavior of the system, Ehmke et al. [154] developed a DW that stored 

and allowed OLAP functionalities on the obtained simulation results. Thus, it was possible to extract value-

added information from the simulation results. The simulation model was developed in Plant Simulation 

and the authors showed the benefits of such approach in a real case study which considered 

transportation scheduling, operational procedures, among other aspects. 

Postulating that effective data cleaning produces considerable savings, since bad decisions can 

be taken based on bad data quality, Li and Joshi [155] proposed a model to help practitioners determine 

the best cleaning strategies. The authors used ProModel to test two different cleaning approaches. 

According to the authors, DES allowed them to better understand the interactions among data cleaning 

approaches and the produced results, which could not have been effectively achieved with other methods. 

Nageshwaraniyer et al. [156] proposed an Arena model of the operations in a coal mine, in which 

a DW provided data to a simulation model. The simulation outputs were also stored in the DW for further 

analysis and reporting and, according to the authors, this approach allowed the best parameters of the 

system to be determined. 
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As postulated by Kugu et al. [157], data mining methods allow information to be extracted from 

data sets. However, when a DW is new, there may not be enough data stored. Grounded on this, the 

authors developed an ABS model, which aimed to generate enough data for the DW, hence allowing data 

mining methods to be applied. 

Truong and his co-authors [158]–[160] proposed a framework which can be used for ABS models 

dealing with high volumes of data. The simulation model uses data stored in a DW, which combines real 

data from the system and also results from previous simulation experiments. Hence, the framework allows 

typical data aggregation and analysis of the simulation outputs. According to the authors, their framework 

would not be suitable for simulation models dealing with small amounts of data, due to the considerable 

time required to implement such framework, which deals with different applications, namely: the DW, the 

ABS models and the BI applications. In [159], Truong et al. used this framework and proposed a way to 

automatically calibrate simulation models, i.e., the process of tuning model parameters, so that the 

reliability of the simulation model increases. According to the authors, despite the positive results, they 

did not succeed in implementing the calibration approach in their framework. 

Rabe and Dross [161] proposed a framework comprised of a DW and a DES model. The purpose 

was to predict the outcomes produced by changes in the logistics network of a company. The DW provided 

KPIs for OLAP analysis, while a copy of such DW was created to store simulation results. These results 

were then used as reward criteria for reinforcement learning algorithms, which were employed in the 

simulation. 

Having concluded the review of the obtained studies, Table 11 summarizes the main findings. 

The reviewed studies show that most papers were published in conferences, with only 3 being published 

in journals. Interestingly, it also shows that only DES methods were applied until 2012, from which ABS 

started to be more employed. Furthermore, the table also summarizes the usages that are given to the 

conjunction use of simulation and the DW, from which three can be highlighted: (1) use OLAP to extract 

additional information from simulation results stored in a DW; (2) use the DW to feed data to the 

simulation model; and (3) use the DW to store simulation results. Apart from these, other usages were 

also identified, namely: use simulation to test different workload schedules for a DW or different data 

cleaning strategies and use simulation to generate data to apply data mining algorithms. Finally, from the 

studies reviewed in this section, no study was found applying their methods in Big Data contexts, since 

all authors used traditional DW structures. Even so, it is possible to retain the identified conclusions from 

this literature review section, given the similarities between working with DWs and with certain Big Data 

structures, such as BDWs. 
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Table 11: Summary of the extracted information from relevant papers for the literature review of studies using simulation and structures to store and integrate data. 

Author(s) 
[reference] 

Year Source 
Simulation 

Method 
Simulation 

Tool 
Simulation and DW usage 

Bottani [152] 2008 Journal of Theoretical and Applied Electronic 
Commerce Research 

DES Simul8  OLAP of simulation results 

 

Gupta et al. [153] 2009 International Conference on Extending 
Database Technology: Advances in Database 
Technology 

DES ExtendSim  Simulation of different workload schedulers for a DW 

 

Ehmke et al. [154] 2011 Computers in Industry DES Plant 
Simulation 

 OLAP of simulation results 

 

Li and Joshi [155] 2012 Journal of Organizational Computing and 
Electronic Commerce 

DES ProModel  Simulate different data cleaning strategies for a DW 

 

Nageshwaraniyer et al. 
[156] 

2012 Industrial and Systems Engineering Research 
Conference 

DES Arena  DW feeds the simulation model with data 

 Simulation results sent to the DW 

 

Kugu et al. [157] 2012 International Conference on Neural Information 
Processing 

ABS NA  Simulation used to generate data for data mining algorithms 

 

Truong et al. [158] 2013 ACM International Conference Proceeding 
Series 

ABS NA  DW feeds the simulation model with data 

 Simulation results sent to the DW 
Truong et al. [159] 2014 International Conference on Agents and 

Artificial Intelligence 
ABS NA 

Truong et al. [160] 2016 International Conference on Nature of 
Computation and Communication 
 

ABS NA 

Rabe and Dross [161] 2016 Winter Simulation Conference DES SimChain  DW feeds the simulation model with data 

 Simulation results sent to the DW 
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 Big Data in Supply Chains 

The purpose of this section is to review literature concerning SC processes analyzed by existing 

structures to store and integrate data in Big Data contexts. Given this goal, the SQ presented in Table 12 

was defined. Regarding the keywords related with data storage structures, the ones used in section 3.4 

were also applied here. Furthermore, the same review process of the previous section was followed in 

this one. Table 13 shows the number of papers obtained per DL. 

Table 12: Structure of the SQ used to find papers using data storage and integration structures in SCs. 

Area of actuation “Supply Chain” 

 

 AND 

 

Keywords related with data storage “Data Warehouse” OR “Big Data” 

 

Table 13: Papers per DL regarding data storage and integration structures applied to SCs. 

DL Number of retrieved papers 

Scopus 159 

Web of Science 28 

Science Direct 9 

ACM 7 

Total obtained 203 

Duplicate papers 7 

Published before 2008 96 

Non-research articles 27 

Without full text 16 

Total analyzed 57 

 

Gonzalez et al. [162] proposed a DW, which stores material movements between warehouses, 

which are spread across the world. These readings are stored as movement graphs comprising locations 

and time spent at location. Furthermore, aggregation rules are used based on the gateways that different 

locations may have in common. According to the authors, this approach is more efficient in terms of 

storage, cube computation and query processing in comparison to traditional DW approaches. 

Roller and Engesser [163], [164] used fuzzy classification and pattern recognition methods, 

supported in a DW, with a focus on improving the quality of forecast demand, in order to synchronize the 
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supply and demand predictable variability. In their work, the ETL phase of the DW extracts data from 

production plans, supply quantity of distributed production plans, forecast and actual product sales, and 

provides such data to the intended methods. The authors argue that the proposed approach allows 

demand forecast, aggregated planning of demand, and synchronization of supply and demand variability 

of the quantities of distributed production planning to be efficiently managed. 

Kraus and Valverde [165] proposed a DW design to support forensic analytics, to detect frauds 

using the analyzed data. The authors considered SC processes, such as parts produced, returned and 

sold, inventory snapshots, movements and shipments. 

Stefanovic [166] combined a DW, data mining and other approaches, to predict the performance 

of the SC according to different established performance indicators. According to the authors, the results 

provide accurate performance indicators projections, hence providing insights into emerging trends, 

opportunities and problems. 

Zhong et al. [167] presented an approach to retrieve knowledge from frequently used trajectories 

by analyzing massive RFID readings from shop floor logistics movements data. The authors implemented 

a DW, which considered the data from these RFID readings and established several cuboids with this 

data. Thereafter, the cuboids were linked, in order to improve the information granularity and to reduce 

the volume of the dataset. Thus, spatial-temporal trajectories for the operators and machines on the shop 

floor could be qualitatively evaluated. 

Stefanovic [168] proposed a data mining application to provide accurate inventory management 

decisions. A DW, with data related with actual sales and the storage duration of materials in the 

warehouse, was considered. According to the authors, when tested with the real data, the results 

suggested that the presented predictive model demonstrated excellent accuracy for up to two weeks of 

forecasting. 

Arguing that better performance measurement systems are needed for SCs, Stefanovic and 

Stefanovic [169] proposed a system comprised of a Performance Measurement web portal and a DW. 

According to the authors, the proposed system allows proactive actions and fosters the improvement of 

SC processes. 

Table 14 shows the list of SC processes considered by the reviewed papers. The study of Kraus 

and Valverde [165] is the one which considered more SC processes. Gonzalez et al. [162] and Zhong et 

al. [167] focused their studies in analyzing movements in, out and within warehouses, hence 

corresponding to internal logistics. Lastly, while Kraus and Valverde [165], Roller and Engesser [163], 

[164] and Stefanovic [166], [168] were the only studies that considered data from customers’ orders, 
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the two former studies were the only ones that considered data from orders to suppliers. Despite the 

findings reported in this section, it is also noteworthy that, similar to what was observed in the previous 

section, no study applying their methods in a Big Data context was identified. This lack of studies had 

already been addressed by [170]. 

Table 14: List of SC processes considered by reviewed papers. 

Author(s) [reference] Year SC processes considered by the DW 

Gonzalez et al. [162] 2010  Parts sent to the warehouse; 

 Parts retrieved from the warehouse; 

 

Roller and Engesser [163], [164] 2013 and 2019  Production plans of plants; 

 Supply variability; 

 Forecasted sales and actual sales; 

 

Kraus and Valverde [165] 2014  Parts produced; 

 Parts ordered; 

 Actual sales; 

 Inventory snapshots; 

 Parts sent to the warehouse; 

 Parts retrieved from the warehouse; 

 Parts returned; 

 Shipment of parts. 

 

Stefanovic [166], [168] and 

Stefanovic and Stefanovic [169] 

2014, 2015 and 2011  Actual sales; 

 Time parts are stored in warehouse. 

 

Zhong et al. [167] 2015  Warehouse movements; 

 Parts sent to the warehouse; 

 Parts retrieved from the warehouse; 

 

 Simulation of Risks in Supply Chains 

The purpose of this section is to review literature related with simulation methods to deal with 

risks in SCs. Thus, the first subsection presents the detailed review plan followed in this section. Second 

subsection presents the review and the corresponding findings. Finally, the identified gaps are discussed 

in the last subsection. 
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3.6.1. Review Plan 

The literature targeted by section 3.6 is denser than the one considered in the previous sections, 

as identified in the pilot reviews for this section. Because of this, to enhance the quality of the review, 

specific RQs and exclusion criteria were considered, which are discussed in this subsection. Thus, the 

following RQs were defined. 

 What simulation tools and methods are used in existing solutions that assess the impact of 

risks in SCs? 

 

 What are the industry sectors being analyzed by existing simulation solutions that assess the 

impact of risks in SCs? 

 

 What simulation experiments are conducted to assess the impact of risks in SCs? 

Simulation experiments entail two concepts: (1) parameters that set scenarios with conditions in 

which a simulation model runs and (2) KPIs that quantify the performance of such scenarios. Thus, to 

properly answer this RQ, the parameters and KPIs that were used by the relevant papers need to be 

identified. Furthermore, it is also important to identify the risks that were considered by such studies. For 

this purpose, the classification of risks provided by Ho et al. [111] was used (cf. page 45 in section 3.2), 

namely: demand, supply, manufacturing and infrastructural. Thus, this RQ can be broken down to the 

following: 

 What types of risks are considered by existing SC simulation solutions? 

 What parameters are used in simulation experiments to assess the impact of risks in 

SCs? 

 What KPIs are used to assess the impacts of risks in SCs? 

 

 What SC topologies are studied by existing simulation solutions that assess the impact of risks 

in SCs? 

For this RQ, it is necessary to analyze the number of SC stages considered in the relevant papers, 

to understand the complexity of the analyzed networks. Furthermore, the number of entities in each stage 

and their role on the SC, as well as the number of Raw Materials (RMs) and Finished Goods (FGs) must 

also be analyzed. 
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 Are existing simulation solutions that assess the impact of risks in SCs coping with the I4.0 

agenda? 

As a result of the literature review conducted in section 3.3, the most important features for a 

simulation solution to comply with the I4.0 agenda are: advanced visualization, data input automation 

and capability to automatically create or update simulation models. Furthermore, it was also found that 

coupling simulation and Big Data technologies to address SC problems consists in one of the most 

relevant directions for simulation in an I4.0 context. Hence, this RQ can be broken down to the following. 

 What types of visualization are used by simulation solutions that assess the impact 

of risks in SCs? 

 What data input methods are used by existing simulation solutions that assess the 

impact of risks in SCs? 

 Do existing simulation solutions that assess the impact of risks in SCs provide features 

to automatically update or generate simulation model? 

 

The structure of the SQ defined for this section is presented in Table 15 and Appendix A lists the 

SQ used in each DL, since each DL uses its own query operators. As the table shows, the SQ was divided 

in three parts. The first, clearly identifies the target area of actuation of this SLR, i.e., SC. To further 

narrow the search results, keywords related with simulation were added, as well as other context 

keywords, which refer to the analysis of risks in SCs. In fact, a similar strategy was adopted by Fahimnia 

et al. [101] in their SLR. Regarding the keywords related with simulation, the strategy adopted for sections 

3.3 and 3.4 was also applied here. 

Table 15: Structure of the SQ used to find papers related with using simulation to deal with risks in SCs. 

Area of Actuation “Supply Chain” 

 

 AND 

 

Keywords related 

with simulation 

(("intelligent agents" AND "simulation") OR "agent based simulation" OR "discrete event 

simulation" OR "stochastic simulation" OR "process simulation" OR ("simulation" AND 

("promodel" OR "arena" OR "flexsim" OR "simul8" OR "witness" OR "extendsim" OR 

"simio" OR "plantsimulation" OR "anylogic" OR "simprocess"))) 

 

 AND 
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Keywords related 

with risks in SCs 

("time to recovery" OR "recovery time" OR "interruption" OR "variation" OR "volatile" OR 

"volatility" OR "fluctuate" OR "fluctuation" OR "flexible" OR "flexibility" OR "agile" OR 

"agility" OR "resilient" OR "resiliency" OR "resilience" OR "robust" OR "robustness" OR 

"risk" OR "vulnerability" OR "vulnerable" OR "procurement" OR "inventory management" 

OR "stock management" OR "safety stock" OR "safety inventory" OR "disruption" OR 

"supply failures" OR "demand" OR "uncertainty" OR "uncertain" OR "impact" OR "orders 

fulfillment" OR "orders unfulfillment") 

 

The following three search phases were defined for this SLR: 

 Fast-Filtering Phase (FFP): Analyzing the year, source channel, type and check for duplicate 

papers to select those that proceed to the next search phase; 

 Initial Selection Phase (ISP): Analyze the title, abstract and keywords, in order to determine 

if the paper is related with topic; 

 Final Selection Phase (FSP): Analyze the full-text of the papers to select the final set of 

relevant papers. 

 

Table 16 lists the defined exclusion criteria grouped by search phase. This SLR only considered 

international peer-reviewed journals, with one exception for the WSC, due to its notoriety among the 

simulation community (NJW criterion) [97]. Lastly, non-research articles, such as editorial notes, are not 

considered (NRA criterion). 

Table 16: Exclusion criteria for the papers obtained with the SQ presented in Table 15. 

Search Phase Criterion Description 

FFP 

Duplicate Article (DA) Duplicate papers obtained from different DLs 
 

Out of time frame (OTF) Papers published before 2008 
 

Not Journal or WSC (NJW) Papers not published in a peer-reviewed journal or in WSC 
 

Non-Research Article (NRA) Paper is not a research article. 

ISP Not Relevant (NR) The topic is not relevant for this SLR 

FSP 

Without Full Text (WFT) Without access to the full-text version of the paper 
 

Not Target Simulation Method 
(NTSM) 
 

The simulation method applied is not DES or ABS 
 

Out of Scope (OOS) Paper is not related with the topic of this SLR 
 

Not Focused on the Performance 
of the SC (NFP) 
 

Paper does not quantify the performance of a SC with ABS 
or DES 
 

Not Focused on Risks in the SC 
(NFR) 

Paper does not use DES or ABS to assess the impact of 
risks in the performance of the SC 
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The FFP is deterministic, in the sense that it is based on verifications on the metadata downloaded 

from the DLs, e.g. verify the publishing year of the paper. On the other hand, the other two search phases 

are subjective, because they rely on the researcher’s judgment to determine if the paper is, or not, 

excluded. To reduce bias related with this, papers were only excluded in the ISP when it was safely 

concluded that the paper was not related with the SLR topic. Otherwise, the paper proceeded to the FSP, 

in order to analyze its full content. Thus, a conservative conduct was adopted. 

Some papers excluded by ISP could also have been excluded by FSP, e.g., when it was possible 

to determine, in the ISP, that the method was not DES or ABS, the paper could be excluded. The NTSM 

exclusion criterion concerned the method used in the paper, i.e., papers that did not use DES or ABS 

were excluded. In its turn, OOS excluded papers not related with the topic of this SLR. This exclusion 

criterion is important because in the ISP some papers may be considered related with the topic, but after 

analyzing its full text, a different judgement may be done. NFP was applied to papers that focused on 

KPIs not related with SCs or did not do quantitative analysis. Finally, NFR excluded papers that despite 

assessing the performance of SCs, did not focus on risks. 

3.6.2. Results Analysis 

The results of this SLR are discussed in this subsection. Thus, first, the included papers are 

reviewed, followed by the answer to the RQs. See Appendix B for the list of papers included and see 

Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E and Appendix F for analysis of the included papers per year, source, 

countries and authors, respectively. Table 17 shows the number of obtained papers per DL and Figure 

15 depicts the number analyzed in each search phase. As can be seen, 1 474 papers were obtained and 

analyzed. 

Table 17: Number of retrieved papers per DL. 

DL Number of retrieved papers 

Scopus 653 

Web of Science 433 

Science Direct 122 

ACM 266 

total 1 474 
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Figure 15: Number of papers analyzed in each search phase. 

As the figure shows, in the FFP: 339 papers were excluded, as they were published before 2008; 

380 were duplicate; 31 were not research papers; and 280 were not published on journals or on WSC. 

The ISP resulted in the exclusion of 157 papers. In the FSP: 18 papers were excluded since the full-text 

could not be obtained; 5 were not related with the topic; 27 did not use DES or ABS; 68 did not quantify 

the performance of the SC; and 74 did not focus on the assessment of the impact of risks on the SC, 

leaving a total of 93 included papers, which comprised papers from all the considered DLs, strengthening 

the importance of selecting multiple DLs for a comprehensive SLR. 

3.6.2.1. Discussion 

In the review that follows, the studies are grouped by the type of risk that was considered. To this 

end, the risks classification of Ho et al. [111] was considered. 

1. Risks in demand 

Longo and Mirabelli [171] presented a DES model which does not comprise the flow of entities 

like most traditional discrete-event approaches. The authors considered that using entities in this type of 

systems requires extensive computational resources. Thus, the modelling approach of the authors 

focused on generating events to model the SC activities. The authors used inventory level and fill rate as 

main KPIs. Figure 16 shows a 2D view of the simulation model presented by the authors. 
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Figure 16: Animation of the simulation model reported in [171]. 

Chen et al. [172] developed an algorithm to schedule the operations at a clinical trial, with the 

aim of improving its performance. The simulation model was developed in WITNESS and used to test the 

solution provided by the algorithm, by quantifying its exposure to variability induced by different levels of 

demand, by assessing the customers’ service level, holding cost and leftover cost. 

Vidalakis et al. [173] developed a DES model in Simul8 of the construction industry focusing on 

the impact of demand variability on the transportation time and overall profit. Their results suggested 

that, for scenarios with low demand, high inventory resulted in considerable profit. Conversely for 

scenarios with high demand, high inventory resulted in low profit. 

Şenyiǧit [174] proposed an optimization model to determine the best suppliers for each 

component of a given Bill of Materials (BOM) and to set supply quotas for each component. The authors’ 

heuristics were assessed by a ProModel simulation model and compared under different demand 

variations and target service level, by quantifying their total costs with: purchasing, production, fixed 

operations, transportation and lost sales. The authors applied their solution to a real case of the Turkish 

furniture industry characterized by being a single-product SC with 4 echelons. 

Smew et al. [175] argued that in hybrid push-pull SCs, firms at the initial stages operate in push 

and the others operate in pull, which leads to a non-optimum SC performance. Based on this, they 

assessed the impact that different production control strategies under demand variation levels, have on 

the performance of a SC, based on lost sales and inventory level tradeoffs. 
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Zolfagharinia et al. [176] used Arena to model a reverse SC by considering the demand patterns 

of products characterized by having low demand levels at the beginning and end of its life-cycle. The 

authors compared the SC with one and two warehouses for returned products and considered several SC 

costs as KPIs. 

Brandenburg et al. [177] proposed an Arena simulation model, to study the performance of SCs 

when low life-cycle products are created. Their model considered transportation and inventory costs, 

service level and replenishment lead time as KPIs. The authors tested two different SCs designs under 

the described circumstances and studied their behaviors under short- and long-term demand variabilities. 

To study the consequences that demand variability has on the production stages of SCs, 

Gansterer [178] proposed a simulation model in AnyLogic that simulates different demand levels for 

different production planning algorithms, aiming to effectively use the available resources and to satisfy 

the demand. The authors considered a SC with 5 manufacturing stages, supplied by a single source and 

receiving variable demand from a customer. The proposed algorithms were evaluated according to the 

obtained service and inventory level, in response to different demand levels. 

According to Grewal et al. [179], most of existing simulation-optimization approaches dealing with 

SC uncertainty, start by running some kind of optimization model to establish scenarios, which are 

thereafter evaluated through simulation. The authors proposed an alternative approach consisting of using 

simulation to assess the performance of a SC for a given set of decision variables. Afterwards, the 

optimization model considers the obtained outputs to determine another set of decision variables to 

incorporate in the simulation model, in a second iteration. The process is repeated until the set of decision 

variables that maximize or minimize a defined objective function is met. The authors evaluated the 

performance of a SC under symmetric and asymmetric demand, based on the following KPIs: inventory 

level, service level and backorder waiting time. The authors found that under seasonal demand, both 

holding costs and maximum storage capacity can be reduced through dynamic reorder point adjustment. 

Peirleitner et al. [180] proposed an ABS model in AnyLogic to evaluate the inventory costs that 

resulted from different target service levels. Results from a genetic algorithm and from the simulation 

were obtained and compared. According to the authors, the stochastic and dynamic effects, proper of 

simulation approaches, led to an average cost reduction of 11%. 

Sha and Srinivasan [181] evaluated the impact of demand variability in a chemical SC using ABS. 

In their case study, shutdowns in plants usually occur due to poor transportation policies, which results 

in plants having excess work load, whilst others having shortage, leading to customers’ orders 
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unfulfillment. After using simulation in their work, the authors concluded that different fleet sizes and 

routing policies can have considerable impact on the performance of the SC. 

Cannella et al. [182] developed an ABS model to compare the bullwhip effect of demand impulses 

introduced in serial and divergent (or arborescent) SCs. The obtained results suggested that demand 

impulses in the customer’s orders result in the same bullwhip effect in both serial and 

divergent/arborescent SCs. 

Dumetz et al. [183] proposed a framework for production policies in SCs characterized by having 

several products produced from a common RM. The authors tested these policies under different demand 

levels. The obtained results suggest in which circumstances the tested policies should be used. 

Ponte et al. [184] evaluated the impact that inventory management and different forecast 

methods have on the demand variation propagation upstream the SC. The obtained results provided 

evidence that the efficiency of each inventory model in reducing the bullwhip effect upstream the SC 

depends on its position on the network. 

Meng et al. [185] considered the case study of an airport SC, on which RMs are stored to serve 

as replacements for damaged pieces of airplanes when accidents occur. Since the stored materials are 

mainly used when these events take place, managing their inventory levels becomes an even more 

relevant and complex task. Hence, the authors proposed a simulation model to compare scenarios which 

established different conditions for the return of surplus materials to suppliers. The conditions tested by 

the authors consisted in criteria for quantity and total time stored and they used total costs and service 

level as KPIs. Moreover, different inventory management models were proposed and exposed to different 

levels of demand and accident occurrence time. 

Pacheco et al. [186] proposed an inventory control policy, which consisted in using a dynamic 

reorder point. Using different demand levels, the authors used simulation to test the performance of their 

policy, by assessing the obtained values for the occurrence of bullwhip effect, stockouts, and customer 

service level. The authors considered a real case of a mono product SC of the cosmetic industry sector. 

The authors concluded that the new policy avoids propagation of uncertainty through the SC levels, 

mitigates the bullwhip effect and stockouts, and increases the customer service level. 

Cruz-Mejia et al. [187] proposed a simulation model to assess the performance of a SC of the 

delivery of products ordered by Internet. Three demand scenarios were tested by the authors: higher 

than, lower than and as expected. The KPIs that the authors used were the delay of orders and the 

percentage of delayed orders. 
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2. Risks in manufacturing (internal) operations 

Schmitt and Singh [188] proposed an Arena simulation model to help a company of the consumer 

packaged goods industry sector assess its exposure to production failures. The simulation model could 

also be used to proactively test the impact that different inventory levels may provide on the fill rate. 

Blanco et al. [189] developed a DES model in Arena of a SC, in which a manufacturer produced 

4 types of low cost Intel products to an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The model allowed to 

trigger disruptions in manufacturing operations and set its recovery time, as well as different safety stock 

levels. To assess their impact, fill rate, order delivery date compliance, stock covers, manufacturing lead 

time and orders delivered were considered. The authors concluded that the simulation model helped to 

illustrate some trade-offs better than alternative approaches. 

Elleuch [190] proposed an Arena simulation model to quantify the impact of production failures 

in a real case of the pharmaceutical industry. The authors considered different levels of risks in several 

activities that take place on a drugstore and assessed its impact in terms orders filled, time in system of 

drugs and budget. The authors also proposed five steps for companies of the same sector to manage 

similar risks. 

3. Risks in supply 

Rong et al. [191] proposed a simulation model do assess the impact of ordering policies on SCs 

under supply risks. Asserting that the reverse bullwhip effect occurs during and immediately after supply 

disruptions, the authors developed a simulation model in Snyder to quantify the impact of the bullwhip 

and reverse bullwhip effects, concluding that the human behavior creates an additional variability layer 

under supply disruptions. Hence, modeling operational disruptions needs to take human reactions into 

account, which introduces new challenges for designing and managing flexible SCs. 

Samvedi and Jain [192] proposed a simulation model which aimed to assess the impact of supply 

disruptions. The authors concluded that there is a relation between costs experienced at a level in the SC 

and its distance from the original disruption point. 

Prasannavenkatesan [193] used a simulation model, developed in WITNESS, to test the solutions 

provided by an optimization model, which aimed to determine sourcing strategies for a real case of a 

company of the polymer industry. According to the authors, the algorithm provided good solutions, but 

these implied a trade-off between procurement costs and supplier reliability. Thus, simulation played an 

important role in quantifying the total procurement costs and orders’ fulfillment in the tested scenarios. 

Figure 17 depicts a snapshot of the WITNESS simulation model. 
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Figure 17: Animation of the simulation model reported in [193]. 

Avegliano and Cardonha [194] proposed a hybrid SC simulation model (both DES and ABS). The 

authors were interested in studying the effects that stockouts produce along the network. According to 

the authors, the out of stock effects propagate in time, resulting in demand forecasting errors, leading to 

further potential out of stock events. 

Xiang et al. [195] developed a simulation model in SIMIO to demonstrate that allocation strategies 

of orders to suppliers and the balancing of their production loads can improve the performance of the 

SC. They considered a real case of a SC of injection molding parts and considered the On Time Delivery 

(OTD) as the main KPIs. The authors found that production load equilibrium not only guarantees the 

orders’ OTD, but also promotes the performance of suppliers. 

Keramydas et al. [196] developed a simulation model in Arena to quantify the disruptions caused 

by supplier failures, by considering the existence of an emergency supplier, which enabled dual-sourcing 

in these circumstances. The performance was assessed by quantifying the holding, ordering and 

backordering costs for RMs and FGs. The findings of their study consisted in the identification of 

thresholds, above which adding more capacity to suppliers did not result in further savings. 

Fornasiero et al. [197] and Macchion et al. [198] proposed a SIMIO simulation model, which 

assessed the impact of orders’ size in the SC performance. In [197], Fornasiero et al. based their 

experiments on orders’ size, lead time variation and supplier scrap rate to test the impact on the delivery 

time to customer, customer order quality and inventory costs. Later, Macchion et al. [198] assessed the 

impact of orders’ size, inventory management policy, suppliers’ lead time, quality on inventory level and 
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order lead time. Fornasiero et al. [197] applied their model to a the fashion industry, whilst Macchion et 

al. [198] applied it to a SC of the footwear industry. In both studies, the authors reported that their models 

could retrieve data from the company’s ERP. 

Osorio et al. [199] developed a simulation model in AnyLogic of the Colombian National Blood 

Bank Network. The authors considered a SC in which blood donators arrive at a site and are afterwards 

processed, in order to retrieve the intended blood components. The authors varied the arrival rate of 

donators and assessed the response of the SC in terms of number of stockouts, number of expired units, 

production costs, stockout costs and costs with expired units. According to the authors, the developed 

simulation approach allowed them to improve the performance of the blood SC in study. 

4. Risks in infrastructural (information) 

Sarac et al. [200] studied the impact that RFID technologies can have in a linear SC comprised 

of one manufacturer, distributor and retailer. The authors concluded that the benefits of implementing 

RFID depend on the type of product and investment time. 

Munoz and Clements [201] developed a simulation model in ExtendSim, to evaluate if sharing 

information increases the performance of members of a SC, which did not comprise any production stage. 

The authors assessed the impact that different levels of information delay have on the fulfilled orders and 

lost sales. The authors argued that technologies that improve the flow of information, such as RFID, 

improve the monitoring and management of inventory levels at all echelons of the SC. Moreover, the 

authors found that, as the delay of information sharing increased, the number of unfilled orders also 

increased, hence concluding that information delays are even more crucial than material delays in what 

concerns negative impacts to lost revenue. 

Walsh et al. [202] proposed a simulation model, in PlantSimulation, to compare scenarios in 

which contracts managed the information shared between the SC agents. The modeled SC comprised 

one supplier, manufacturer, OEM and end customer. One of the contracts that was modeled by the 

authors consisted in the buyer being able to update the original order to the supplier throughout its 

contract duration. The authors concluded that this type of information sharing decreased the bullwhip 

effect and inventory levels and increased the orders’ fulfillment rate. 

Lee et al. [203] proposed a simulation model to test scenarios with and without RFID to quantify 

the impact of this technology in a manufacturer-retailer SC. According to the authors, their study provided 

a comprehensive view and new insights on the potential benefits of RFID in inventory reduction and 

service level improvement. 
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Mishra et al. [204] proposed a DES model to assess the improvement when cooperation occurred 

between retailers to avoid stockout occurrences. The authors emphasized that the observed trade-offs 

can be mitigated by using multiple approaches. 

Wadhwa et al. [205] noted the reduced number of simulation studies to validate the perception 

that information transparency and cooperation are beneficial for firms. Hence, the authors proposed a 

simulation model to study the impact of different information sharing strategies in the performance of a 

SC, through the assessment of service times, shortage time and fill rates. The authors found that 

cooperation initiatives improve service time. However, when individual SC entities prioritize their local 

stock management, limited improvement in the overall SC performance was observed. 

Haouari et al. [206] considered a SC with a printers manufacturer and analyzed the effects that 

different information sharing mechanisms produced on the SC performance in terms of total time to 

deliver the product after receiving an order, number of late orders and number of delivered orders. The 

authors concluded that RFID reduced cycle times, increased yield and created unbalanced processing 

times. 

Datta and Christopher [207] investigated the role of information sharing mechanisms in reducing 

uncertainty in SCs. The authors concluded that a centralized information structure without widespread 

distribution of information and coordination is not effective in managing uncertainty of SCs, even with 

increased frequency of information flow. They also concluded that central coordination of material flows 

with information sharing across the different members reduces the impact of uncertainty. 

Dev and Shankar [208] tested the impact of different information sharing strategies between 

echelons of the SC. The model was developed in Arena and the authors used several KPIs, such as the 

average cycle times between orders, their due dates, average fill rates and average inventory levels. 

Durowoju and Chan [209] developed a simulation model in Arena to quantify the impact of 

information perturbations in the performance of a SC, by observing the backlog, holdings and ordering 

costs. The authors found that the retailer experienced the highest impact in the SC, as a result of such 

perturbations. 

Mishra and Chan [210] proposed a simulation model in Arena, with the goal of evaluating the 

impact of postponement of SC activities, information sharing and cooperation in the SC. Fill rate, mean 

service time, mean shortage time and the ratio between goods delivered to customer and those still in 

the firm’s distribution, were the considered KPIs. The results of the authors provided directions for the 

attenuation of adverse impacts accruing from demand amplification (Bullwhip effect) in the form of 

inventory levels by appropriately adopting family-based dispatching rules. 
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Chan and Prakash [211] presented a simulation model in Arena to study the impact of horizontal 

and vertical collaboration on the performance of two SCs. The authors assessed the response of KPIs 

such as holding, backorder and ordering costs to the variation of target inventory levels. The authors 

concluded that, since individual SC members have more liberty to make decisions in vertical collaboration, 

this type of collaboration outperformed the horizontal one. 

Dev et al. [212] proposed a simulation model in Arena to compare different dispatching rules in 

a case study of the automotive industry sector, which outsources some of its production to other plants. 

The authors experimented on these rules and on the demand variability and induced aspects such as 

errors to the forecast, concluding that proper dispatching rules may mitigate the effects of demand 

amplification. 

Mejjaouli et al. [213] proposed an Arena model to evaluate the impact of RFID in the industry of 

perishable products, by considering a SC comprised of one producer and two customers. The authors 

used holding, transportation and lost sales costs and filled rate for this assessment and concluded that, 

despite the benefits of RFID, those were limited, which, in the authors’ view, may be related with the scale 

of the SC. 

Sun et al. [214] proposed hypotheses concerning the relation between human behavior and the 

performance of SCs. The authors assessed these hypotheses through a questionnaire, from which 

empirical threshold values were extracted and incorporated in an ABS model. After running the 

parameterized model, the authors concluded that the role of information sharing is proved to be efficient 

for cost saving. 

Sauvageau and Frayret [215] used NetLogo to develop an ABS model of a recycle of waste paper 

SC. The authors analyzed several procurement and production policies and assessed the performance of 

the SC with and without contract flexibility between suppliers and the manufacturer. Their simulation 

model included market interactions to enable the control of price forecast accuracy. According to the 

obtained results, it is due to this market agent that flexible contracts have no considerable impact on the 

performance of the SC, since the contract prices are aligned with market prices. 

Yu et al. [216] used simulation to assess the impact that cloud computing can have in SCs, by 

fostering collaboration between SC members. Three types of collaboration scenarios were compared, with 

the authors concluding that the performance of the SC was improved in all scenarios, in different 

magnitudes. 

Birim and Sofyalioglu [217] proposed a simulation model in Arena to quantify the impact of VMI 

(Vendor Managed Inventory) in SCs. The authors simulated the SC with and without VMI and, also, with 
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financial incentives to use VMI. Such incentives consisted of making the buyer pay a bonus to the supplier 

when the order conditions were met and by making the supplier pay a penalty cost for each backordered 

item. Their research was applied to a real case of a heating equipment producer and the authors observed 

that, in all experimented scenarios, the manufacturer’s demand was always fulfilled and that their 

proposed improvement to the VMI approach outperformed the traditional one. 

5. Risks in infrastructural (transportation) 

Martagan et al. [218] developed a ProModel model of a distribution network comprised of 

sources, ports and destinations. The authors used queue length on the distributors and transportation 

lead time as KPIs and tested different reroute strategies, which caused demand fluctuations in some 

nodes of the SC. 

Haidari et al. [219] used Hermes to develop a simulation model of the vaccine industry, in which 

different number of transportations were considered. By analyzing the orders’ fill rate obtained by the 

experiments, the authors concluded that the number of transportations affected the warehouse 

occupation and the vaccine availability. 

Assi et al. [220] proposed a simulation model in Hermes, to verify if removing a regional store 

stage from the considered vaccine SC, in Niger, could considerably affect the SC performance. The 

authors tested different number of transporters and concluded that, indeed, removing the mentioned 

stage from the vaccine SC could result in a reduction of the total logistics costs in US$ 0.01, per 

administered dose. 

Israel et al. [221] presented a simulation model, developed in SIMIO, of the electric actuators 

industry sector. The authors wanted to propose a method to integrate information provided by the 

company’s Intelligent Maintenance System into the operational planning of the SC. The proposed method 

was evaluated under transportation lead time disruptions, with the authors concluding that their method 

revealed to be beneficial under the tested scenarios with uncertainty associated. 

According to Ivanov [222], the ripple effect is a SC concept related with the occurrence of low-

frequency disruptions which cause high impact along the SC network, which are usually associated with 

supply or transportation disruptions. Ivanov [222] developed a SC simulation model using AnyLogistix, a 

software solution that is part of the AnyLogic company. The author used the simulation model to analyze 

the impact that the ripple effect, in the form of transportation disruptions, has on the performance of the 

SC. Figure 18 shows a screenshot of the simulation model. 
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Figure 18: Animation of the simulation model reported in [222]. 

6. Risks in infrastructural (financial) 

Cheng et al. [223] used GBSE (General Business Simulation Environment) to assess the 

performance of a SC with three stages, by quantifying the transportation and holding costs, and the orders 

delivery time. Different production strategies (namely, make-to-order, make-to-stock and postponement), 

forecast accuracy levels and special transportation costs, were tested. Figure 19 shows a snapshot of the 

simulation model. 

 

Figure 19: Animation of the simulation model reported in [223]. 

Schwede et al. [224] developed a SC simulation model of the automotive industry using OTD-

NET. The purpose was to use the tool to help in entering in emergent markets. 

Shahi and Pulkki [225] proposed an AnyLogic simulation model to study a forest management 

unit, which comprises saw logs supplying a sawmill. The model allowed the authors to estimate the 

ordering, holding and shortage costs. 
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Zhang et al. [226] developed an ABS model in Repast, in which a biomass SC comprised of 500 

farmers, 10 brokers and 1 plant producer of electricity was considered. The authors tested a SC 

configuration, consisting of having a villagers’ committee-cooperative to ensure the negotiation of the 

feedstock price with the plant. Simulation experiments were performed with different SC patterns (with 

and without the proposed cooperative committee), different values for feed-in tariffs and subsidies, and 

opportunity costs. In its turn, supply quantity and the plant’s profit were the main KPIs. The authors 

concluded that the proposed pattern can considerably increase the SC performance. Similarly, Zhang et 

al. [227] proposed a biomass SC simulation model in which the authors added the shipping distance in 

their experiments and evaluated the performance in terms of supply quantity, plant’s profit and orders’ 

price. 

Cha-Ume and Chiadamrong [228] proposed a new lateral transshipment policy, which consists 

in redistributing stock among stocking points in an echelon. The authors compared the performance of 

two SCs: one with the proposed policy and another with other existing policies. SC profit was the only KPI 

and the tested scenarios were based on different shortage and transshipment costs. The results allowed 

the authors to conclude which transshipment policy performed better for the tested decision variables. 

7. External risks 

Lee et al. [229] developed the i-DRuM framework, which was used to simulate the occurrence of 

a category 2 hurricane and assess its impact on a SC, where suppliers provide water and meals ready to 

eat, and distributors supply different locations. The purpose was to evaluate the impact of the hurricane 

in the availability of the goods in certain locations. With this research, the authors identified improvement 

opportunities for disasters response planning. Figure 20 shows a snapshot of the simulation model. 

 

Figure 20: Animation of the simulation model reported in [229]. 

Amini et al. [230] developed an ABS model to test the impact of positive and negative word of 

mouth and sale strategies when innovative products appear in competitive markets. A SC with 3 000 

consumers was considered and profit was the KPI. The authors suggested that it is critical to consider 
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the impact of negative word of mouth when choosing sales policies, otherwise additional negative impacts 

may arise. 

Wu et al. [231] investigated the effect of stockout durations in the performance of a SC, by 

considering the response of end consumers to the availability of products in two retailers. The market 

share was also considered by the authors, who concluded that the threshold levels for stockout duration 

for manufacturers and retailers are different. 

Iakovou et al. [232] proposed an Arena model of a humanitarian SC, which consisted of a supplier 

providing goods to a distributor, which responds to the demand of aid beneficiaries. Since the region of 

the case is characterized by having political instability, this results in the occurrence of events disruptive 

to the SC. Thus, the authors analyzed this impact in total SC costs, while also verifying the trade-offs of 

contracting an alternative supplier. The authors asserted that their proposed methodology determined the 

optimal emergency contracted capacity that ensures the feasibility of the implemented emergency-

sourcing strategy in the long term. 

Negahban et al. [233] used Repast to develop an ABS model which considered word of mouth in 

a network of 3 600 consumers, when a manufacturer launches a new product to the market. For this 

simulation study, the authors used profit and number of lost sales as KPIs and employed different 

production planning and volume flexibility strategies. The authors concluded that, contrarily to what would 

be expected, profit increased for low flexibility levels for some production planning strategies. They also 

reported scenarios with high profit and number of lost consumers, thus challenging the common 

understanding that high profits correspond to fewer lost customers. 

Sahoo and Mani [234] developed a simulation model in ExtendSim of a SC of the biomass 

industry. The SC comprised a producer and farmer of biomass and suppliers, which transported the RMs 

to the plant, which stored or processed them for later bioenergy production, to deliver heat and electricity 

to customers. The simulation model used a direct connection to a DB, which, among other operational 

data, stored weather data, which was used to test the exposure of the SC to KPIs such as: quantity 

produced, inventory levels, transportation quantity, transportation costs and handling cost. This research 

concluded that total delivered cost can be reduced by avoiding high inventories and by considering reverse 

logistics, while considerably improving weather related delays and machine utilization rates. 

Rosales et al. [235] investigated the impact of stockout occurrences in a SC. The authors 

developed an ABS model, in which the demand and brand loyalty of 1 000 consumers was modeled. The 

authors observed that consumers “remembered” the stockout occurrences, which led to a brand loyalty 

reduction after each occurrence. 
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8. Miscellaneous risks 

Wang et al. [236] developed an ABS model to study the impact of RFID on the inventory 

replenishment in a SC of the LCD industry. The authors compared the performance based on the total 

SC inventory costs and inventory turnover rate, which consists in the ratio between sales and inventory 

costs. The authors concluded that RFID decreased the total inventory costs in 6.19% and increased the 

inventory turnover rate in 7.60%. They also suggested that the limited benefits are related with the work 

in process in the plants of the SC. Figure 21 shows a snapshot of the simulation model. 

 

Figure 21: Animation of the simulation model reported in [236]. 

Choudhury et al. [237] developed a simulation model to quantify the total SC costs with and 

without a Retailer Managed Inventory policy. The authors concluded that, as the end item demand 

variance increases, the benefit of sharing information increases. 

Schmidt [238] developed a simulation model to compare the performance of a SC under different 

forecast methods. The authors concluded that although sharing information reduced inventories, it may 

also lead to lower service levels. 

Jinhui Wu and Closs [239] developed a simulation model in Arena and applied it to a real case 

of the computer and electronics industry sector, characterized by being a SC with activities such as 

recycling, remanufacturing, or remarketing, which adds risks to this type of SC, since the quantity of 

materials to be reused is not certain. The authors focused on studying the effects of purchasing strategies 

(proactive and reactive), postponement strategies to deal with customer demand, supply lead time and 

other contingency factors, on the performance of the SC. The KPIs were the total costs related with the 

SC activities and the orders’ fill rate. The authors concluded that while a proactive purchasing strategy 

reduced the SC cost, it also negatively affected the service level, thus noting that multiple SC KPIs should 

be used, to avoid misleading conclusions. 

Chan and Chan [240] developed an ABS model to study the effects of demand and supply 

uncertainty in the performance of a SC. The authors proposed flexible and adaptable purchasing 
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strategies, having concluded that there is a trade-off in selecting the adaptability and flexibility 

mechanisms subject to the suppliers’ capacity utilization. 

Finke et al. [241] developed a simulation model of the construction industry to study the impact 

of supply and manufacturing failures. The authors stressed that their model is being used at the company 

for planning and execution of project management. 

Lee and Farahmand [242] developed a simulation model in ProModel to mitigate uncertainties 

in demand and transportation activities of a SC. The authors concluded that the demand orders’ size 

impacted more the performance than the shipping size. 

Bottani and Montanari [243] presented a simulation model, developed in Simul8, to examine the 

influence that reorder policy, number of echelons, demand sharing and level of demand have on the 

demand variability and SC costs. The authors concluded that all the parameters affected the performance 

of the SC in different magnitudes. 

Thierry et. al [244] developed LogiRisk to verify the effects of production capacity, information 

sharing and stock covers on the performance of a SC, through the quantification of demand variability 

and costs with: production release, capacity acquisition, stockholding and stockouts. The authors found 

that sharing forecast has a positive influence in reducing demand variability, whilst it also induces risks if 

it is difficult to control internal parameters, such as: stock covers and capacity variation. 

Vidalakis et al. [245] applied simulation to the construction industry, where transport activities 

take place from a supplier to the construction site. The authors considered demand and transportation 

risks and concluded that logistic costs are related with the levels of material demand and number of 

vehicle movements. 

Sun et al. [246] proposed an ABS model to study the propagation of bankruptcy, which originates 

from horizontal competition. Different topologies and types of contracts between SC entities (e.g., quantity 

flexibility contracts) were experimented, while the occurrences of bankruptcy and its propagation were 

used as KPIs. The authors concluded that the considered types of contracts mitigated the considered 

risks. 

Chatfield and Pritchard [247] developed an hybrid (DES and ABS) model of a SC which considers 

the return of excess goods. Different ways of sharing information, transportation lead time and demand 

variability were considered, and the impact on the demand variability throughout the SC stages was 

quantified. The authors concluded that existing presumptions in literature, suggesting that returns will be 

negligible, if the customer’s demand mean is greater than its standard deviation, did not hold. They also 
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verified that allowing returns in SCs resulted in larger bullwhip effects and that the level of transportation 

lead time variance impacted the bullwhip effect. 

Dev et al. [248] assessed the impact of different supply lead time, demand, inventory polices and 

information sharing mechanisms on the performance of different SC designs. The authors assessed the 

impact of these parameters using average fill rate as KPIs and concluded that high variations of supply 

lead time negatively impact the performance and that uniform inventory policies should be employed 

among partnering echelons of a SC. Lastly, the authors asserted that the benefits of sharing information 

between partnering echelons comprise tradeoffs which must be pondered. 

Vlajic et al. [249] studied the impact of supply and transportation disruptions in a real case of a 

company of the meat-processing industry, by introducing a vulnerability index, which measured the SC 

exposure to risks. The authors used profit as the KPI. 

Chern et al. [250] used simulation to model a real recycle SC. These SCs comprise collectors, 

disassemblers, remanufacturers and redistributors, which, respectively, collect products to be 

remanufactured, disassemble parts to be remanufactured, and redistributes the remanufactured 

products. The authors modeled two products and were interested in analyzing the SC profit in response 

to the inventory management, supply quantity, production cost, holding cost and unfilled order cost. 

Dev et al. [251] proposed a simulation model to test scenarios which consisted in applying 

disturbances to information sharing, inventory review strategy, lead time, inventory control policy and 

demand variability. Different SC designs were tested, allowing the authors to identify the operational 

enablers with high driving power, which should require maximum attention when configuring a SC, as the 

authors postulated. 

Dev et al. [252] proposed a simulation model to study the effects of several parameters on the 

performance of a SC, namely: policies for information sharing, SC configurations (which warehouses 

supply which retailers), demand patterns, inventory policies and supply lead times, with filled orders being 

the only KPI. The authors concluded that supply lead time had the greatest impact on the SC 

performance. 

Iannone et al. [253] developed a simulation model to verify the possibility of reducing stocks and 

maintain the service level for a pharmaceutical SC. For this purpose, the authors tested different demand 

levels, ordering and stockout costs, among other parameters and obtained cost savings of up to 7%. 

Furthermore, the authors found that the savings were influenced by variations in stockouts and ordering 

costs. 
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Tan et al. [254] proposed an ABS model, to study four SC topologies under different values of 

supply and demand variability. According to the authors, it was possible to identify the effective SC 

topology that mitigates the disruptions in cause. Figure 22 shows a screenshot of the simulation model. 

 

Figure 22: Animation of the simulation model reported in [254]. 

Knoblich et al. [255] used simulation to assess the performance of a SC, of the semiconductor 

industry, under three types of forecasted demand, different types of contracts to manage inventory, 

information sharing between suppliers and manufacturer and different types and levels of order flexibility. 

The authors concluded that asymmetrical flexibility boundaries perform better than symmetrical ones. 

Postacchini et al. [256] tested the performance of a SC of the healthcare sector in Arena. 

Specifically, they tested the response of service level, stock levels and demand variation, by setting 

different demand levels, reorder policies, target service level, number of transporters and transshipment 

policy. According to them, the introduction of transshipment policies provided important improvements. 

In addition, they also identified the best inventory policy to reduce the bullwhip-effect. 

Shaltayev et al. [257] developed a simulation model to test the impact of several parameters on 

the performance of a SC of perishable products, under uncertainty from both ends of the SC (supply and 

demand). They experimented on: supply and demand variability, targeted service level, ratio between 

supplied quantity and number of retailers, number of suppliers, and ratio between the numbers of retailers 

and suppliers. The authors considered the transaction cost and service level as KPIs and concluded that 

increasing the number of suppliers up to four improved the inventory availability and lowered the 

transactional costs. However, increasing the number of suppliers beyond four did not result in further 

improvements in the SC performance. 

Mueller et al. [258] proposed a SC model of the vaccines industry in a low-income country. The 

authors wanted to evaluate the impact of introducing demand forecast, warehouse and transportation 
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capacity, transportation frequency, as well as different population sizes. The authors concluded that by 

implementing demand forecast and by increasing the storage capacity and transportation frequency, the 

vaccine availability increased and the logistics costs per dose lowered up to 34%. However, when the 

demand forecasting system was implemented without increasing the storage capacity and transportation 

frequency, the vaccine availability decreased. 

Meng [259] used ABS to study the effects of vertical and horizontal competition in a SC. The 

authors conducted experiments concerning different types of contracts and coordination between SC 

entities, the impact of product price, service level and demand variability. The main conclusion was that 

the combined simulated contracts had no considerable impact on the SC performance with coordination. 

Chiadamrong and Piyathanavong [260] used simulation to model an agricultural SC, to determine 

the best SC design that maximized the SC profit under uncertainty related with transportation time, 

production capacity and customer demand. Results of simulation and of the optimization model were 

compared in multiple iterations. 

Dev et al. [261] used Arena to study the demand variability, manufacturing lead time and reorder 

policies in a SC with manufacturing and remanufacturing activities. The authors suggested that there is 

a trade-off between the studied decision variables, while also reporting that remanufacturing activities 

reduced the bullwhip effect. 

Wang et al. [262] developed a simulation model of the precast construction SC, to evaluate the 

impact, in its performance, of different probabilities of disruptions, quality of ordered materials, production 

quality, production machine failures and transportation failures. The authors used the following KPIs: 

production time, supply order lead time, orders filled, delayed orders, labor costs, remanufacturing costs, 

maintenance costs, delivery costs and holding costs. The authors concluded that failure of production 

machines had the highest impact on the performance of the SC. 

Jeong et al. [263] presented a simulation model to quantify the impact of failures with different 

probabilities of occurrence, in a SC with three echelons. Additional experimented parameters included 

the time to recover from disruption and the existence of backup inventory. Regarding KPIs the authors 

considered fill rate, backordering and holding costs. The obtained results suggested that, as the failure 

probability increased, the inventory level management ceased to be the most effective measure to mitigate 

risks in the tested conditions. 

3.6.2.2. Findings 

The discussion provided in this part of the document focuses on answering the imposed RQs (see 

subsection 3.6.1, page 64). The following provides such discussion. 
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 What simulation tools and methods are used in existing solutions that assess the impact of 

risks in SCs? 

Table 18 lists the tools, methods and respective number of papers. DES was the most used 

method, followed by ABS. This is partially due to the studies that used Arena, since it only allows modelers 

to use DES, while AnyLogic, which allows users to use both DES and ABS, was the second ranked tool. 

One possible justification for the simulation community’s Arena adaptation, among others, may be 

concerned with the time in market of a tool. In light of this, Figure 23 shows the year of release and the 

number of papers of each tool. The respective source of information is displayed in Appendix G. 

Table 18: Number of papers per simulation tool and respective simulation method. 

Tool ABS DES Hybrid NA Total 

AnyLogic 2 3 1  6 

Arena  30   30 

AutoMod  1   1 

ExtendSim  5   5 

GBSE  1   1 

GPSS  1   1 

HERMES  3   3 

Jadex 1    1 

LogiRisk  1   1 

NetLogo 2  1  3 

OTD-NET  1   1 

PlantSimulation  2   2 

ProModel  3   3 

Repast 4    4 

SIMIO  4   4 

Simul8  3   3 

BaseStockSim  1   1 

software 1 1  2 4 

Swarm 2    2 

Witness  1   1 

not specified 7 8 1  16 

total 19 69 3 2 93 
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Figure 23: Year of release and number of included papers for each simulation tool. 

As the above graph shows, despite AnyLogic, SIMIO and Repast being more recent than Arena, 

these tools already succeeded in being accepted and disclosed among the simulation community. It 

should be noted that HERMES is not a general-purpose simulation tool and that SIMIO and AnyLogic allow 

users to combine DES and ABS, portraying another benefit in comparison to Arena, for instance. 

Moreover, SIMIO was developed by the same team that developed Arena [41], therefore it is expected 

that some users may migrate to this tool. This also seems to indicate that ABS had less papers than DES 

because ABS tools, or the hybrid ones, are more recent than DES tools, due to the computational power 

required by ABS models. 

 

 What are the industry sectors being analyzed by existing simulation solutions that assess the 

impact of risks in SCs? 

The first thing to consider is that not all included papers considered a real case. In fact, it was 

observed that here is a great balance between papers that considered real SCs and those that did not, 

with roughly 51% considering hypothetical SCs, which suggests the difficulty in portraying the complex 

and dynamic behavior of SC networks in a simulation model. Regarding the analysis per industry sector, 

it should be noted that some authors may not consider a real case, but still consider an industry sector, 

since the modeled operations represent such sector. Figure 24 shows the number of papers per industry 

sector, divided by papers that considered a real case and those that did not. 
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Figure 24: Number of papers per industry sector. 

Different names may be used for a sector. Thus, they were grouped as follows: 

 Manufacturing: electronics, automotive, semiconductor, footwear, recycle manufacturing, 

furniture products, electric actuators, other specific manufacturing operations and manufacturing 

of other equipment. 

 Consumer goods: consumer packed, perishable and agricultural goods. 

 Chemical: paper and paper remanufacturing, polymer, pharmaceutical and healthcare drugs, 

cosmetic and other products requiring chemical operations. 

 

As Figure 24 shows, the manufacturing, consumer goods, chemical and construction sectors 

obtained more included papers. Notwithstanding, in the consumer goods case, most of the papers did 

not consider a real case. On the other hand, all the papers that focused on the chemical industry used a 

real case. Furthermore, if only real cases were considered, the manufacturing sector would be the one 

with more papers. 

 

 What simulation experiments are conducted to assess the impact of risks in SCs? 

As discussed in subsection 3.6.1, to analyze the simulation experiments that were performed in 

the included papers, it is important to verify the types of risks and the parameters and KPIs used in the 

experiments. Figure 25 depicts a pie chart with the percentage of risks considered by the included papers, 

with the classification of risks suggested by Ho et al. [111] (see section 3.2 in page 43) being considered. 

The first thing to notice is that all the considered types of risks were found in the included papers. 

Furthermore, information and demand risks were the types of risks more analyzed, totalizing 56% of the 

papers, with external risks being the less analyzed. 
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Figure 25: Pie chart with percentage of risks considered by the included papers. 

Regarding the analysis of experiments, the relations between its parameters and KPIs should be 

analyzed, to provide additional insights. Figure 26 depicts such details. 

 

Figure 26: Relation between most used parameters and KPIs in the experiments of the included papers. 

On the left side of the figure, the parameters are represented, and the KPIs are on the right side. 

Each relation is represented with a line, whose width is proportional to the number of papers that used 

the parameter and KPI in question in the experiment. Plus, the colors were assigned to each parameter, 

to ease their visual distinction. Lastly, it should be noted that only the parameter-KPI relations that 

occurred five or more times are represented in this figure. Appendix H shows the complete view of the 

same figure. 

Additional considerations of the approach followed to group the parameters and KPIs used in this 

figure are provided in Appendix I. Some of the parameters are not related with any type of risks (e.g. SC 

design), because all parameters were recorded, even those that were not used to study any particular 

type of risk. Thus, despite information risks being the type of risk more considered, demand variability 

was the most considered parameter. This happens because the information risks were analyzed by using 
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several parameters, e.g.: information delay and information disruption. Demand variability is also the 

most comprehensive parameter, since it was used in conjunction with all KPIs, except for production 

costs. Regarding the KPIs, fill rate and holding costs were the most used KPIs, with the former being also 

the most comprehensive, since it was used by all parameters, except for service level. Finally, the figure 

also shows that the most used parameter-KPI relations were demand variability with fill rate, demand 

variability with holding costs and information sharing with fill rate. 

 

 What SC topologies are studied by existing simulation solutions that assess the impact of risks 

in SCs? 

Characteristics such as number of stages, entities per stage and number of RMs and FGs should 

be analyzed, to provide an adequate answer to this RQ. Thus, Figure 27 shows the distribution of the 

number of papers per number of production stages. The complete list of SC topologies can be consulted 

in Appendix J. 

 

Figure 27: Number of production stages used by the set of included papers. 

As the figure shows, four studies considered one production stage with the associated distribution 

stages and the vast majority of papers considered two or three stages. As shown in Appendix J, most of 

the SCs with three stages consider the traditional supplier, manufacturer and retailer/customer, with one 

of the extremities of the SC being disregarded in the papers that considered two stages. 

The analysis of the number of RMs and FGs per included paper shows that 38% considered 

linear SCs with only one entity in all production stages. Moreover, only 17% considered more than ten 

entities in at least one of the stages and this percentage drops to 4% concerning SCs with three stages. 

Regarding the manufacturing industry sector, the percentage of linear SCs increases to 42%, whilst the 
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percentage of SCs with ten or more entities in at least one stage decreases to 11% and only one paper 

was found in these circumstances on a SC with three stages. 

Table 19 shows the number of RMs (left) and FGs (right), and the respective number of included 

papers, while Appendix K shows the number of RMs and FGs for each included paper. As can be seen, 

only 6% considered more than one RM and FG and the maximum number was respectively 16 [178] and 

30 [180]. 

Table 19: Number of RMs (left) and FGs (right) and the respective number of occurrences. 

Number of RMs Number of papers 

0 69 

1 10 

2 2 

3 6 

5 1 

6 2 

8 1 

10 1 

16 1 
 

Number of FGs Number of papers 

0 30 

1 35 

2 6 

3 11 

4 3 

5 1 

6 2 

12 2 

19 1 

20 1 

30 1 
 

 

 Are existing simulation solutions that assess the impact of risks in SCs coping with the I4.0 

agenda? 

As discussed in section 3.3, for a simulation solution to cope with I4.0, three main features need 

to be ensured, namely: advanced visualization, automated data input and automatic model generation or 

update. Table 20 shows the number of included papers per type of visualization and simulation tool. 

Table 20: Number of papers per simulation tool and type of visualization provided. 

Simulation tool 2D 3D Not provided Total 

AnyLogic 2  4 6 

Arena   30 30 

AutoMod   1 1 

BaseStockSim   1 1 

ExtendSim   5 5 

GBSE 1   1 

GPSS   1 1 

HERMES   3 3 
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Simulation tool 2D 3D Not provided Total 

Jadex   1 1 

LogiRisk   1 1 

NetLogo   3 3 

not specified 1  15 16 

OTD-NET   1 1 

PlantSimulation 1  1 2 

ProModel   3 3 

Repast   4 4 

SIMIO   4 4 

Simul8   3 3 

software 1  3 4 

Swarm   2 2 

WITNESS 1   1 

Total 7 0 86 93 

 

As the table shows, most papers did not use any type of visualization, with only 7 papers 

presenting 2D animation [171], [193], [222], [223], [229], [236], [254] despite the features offered by 

currently available simulation tools and despite the increasing importance that is being given to animation 

features, especially in I4.0 [27], [125], [126]. 

Figure 28 shows the number of included papers per type of data input, using the classification 

provided by Robertson and Perera [137], [138] (see section 3.3). Manual data input (A) was the most 

applied method, with 80 papers. Even so, 13 papers divided by B and C methodologies [171], [172], 

[184], [188], [189], [197], [198], [210], [218], [223], [224], [234], [241] still used some type of data 

input automation. 

 

Figure 28: Number of included papers per type of data input automation. 
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Regarding the ability to generate simulation models or automatically update them, it was found 

that roughly 95% did not mention any type of model generation. The conducted analysis suggests that 

the reviewed studies were specially focused in the problem at hand and disregarded the importance of 

ensuring that their solution maintained its applicability if the system was changed. 

The analysis up to here provided verified the application of the simulation features separately. 

However, when observing all features together, it can be observed that only 3% mentioned features to 

generate parts of the simulation model and used either B or C data input automation methods. On a 

different perspective, no study with 3D visualization features was found. Thus, the answer to the RQ in 

analysis is that no paper that uses simulation methods to quantify the impact of risks in the performance 

of SCs, and copes with the I4.0 movement, was obtained with this SLR. 

3.6.3. Literature Gaps 

Section 3.6 reviewed studies that used simulation to assess the impact of risks in SCs. With the 

obtained findings, it was possible to identify gaps which are summarized in this subsection. In this regard, 

the following figures can be highlighted: 

 51% considered hypothetical SCs, hence they did not consider a real SC; 

 38% considered linear SCs, i.e., one entity in each production stage; 

 83% considered ten or less entities in all production stages; 

 84% considered either only RMs or only FGs, or considered one of each; 

 6% considered more than one RM and FG. 

 

The figures suggest that authors considered SCs of small scales. Indeed, in some cases, the 

real SC may be of small scale, but the figures actually show that authors tend to approach SCs of reduced 

scales, which contradicts the general knowledge that SCs comprise complex networks of considerable 

scale. This can be due to authors trying to simplify the problem at hand, limiting the SC scope, or it can 

also be due to technological limitations, e.g. related with the simulation tools. 

Another major gap concerns the absence of papers aligned with I4.0, namely on its main pillars, 

in a simulation perspective: visualization, data input automation and model generation [123]. This was 

mainly due to the disregard of visualization features. In fact, while 3% considered real-time features 

(either some kind of data input automation and model generation or automatic updates), none of these 

presented or mentioned any advanced visualization (e.g., 3D). This happened even though these 

visualization features are used in many commercial simulation tools and also despite the fact that many 

authors recognize its importance, especially in an I4.0 context [27], [125], [126]. One possible 
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explanation for this resides in the findings suggesting that Arena was the most used tool. In this tool, the 

visualization is developed separately and after the development of the model logic, thus requiring extra 

modelling efforts, whilst in other tools, such as SIMIO, the visualization and the logic are developed at the 

same time. 

It was also observed that data was mostly manually entered, with the use of spreadsheets being 

used by seven papers and external DBs by six. As Jahangirian et al. [35] and Pires et al. [264] postulated, 

whilst simulation has been widely used to model SC processes, feeding these with transactional data has 

not been extensively explored. In fact, the potential benefits of Big Data to SCs are widely recognized 

[12], [13], [21], thus, providing data input automation, from Big Data structures, to simulation models 

could be very fruitful. Even so, no paper was identified using both technologies together. 

Regarding the experiments conducted by the included papers, it was found that only 5% 

considered external risks. Thus, more cases considering these risks are required. 

 Limitations of the Review Methodology 

The SLR methodology was applied throughout the review sections of this chapter and its benefits 

were discussed in section 3.1. Notwithstanding, the followed SLR protocol is not flawless and its 

limitations are addressed in this section. 

First, the adopted SQ needs to select (ideally) all relevant papers related with the topic. To ensure 

this, the mentioned trials of pilot reviews that were conducted before the SLR was initialized, helped in 

improving the efficiency of the SQ. Furthermore, the search for other literature review papers, e.g. [101], 

provided SQs for similar reviews, which helped in improving the SQ. 

The size of the SQ used in section 3.6 was also a limitation, which lead to the exclusion of the 

IEEE Xpress DL, since it limits the number of Boolean operations per SQ. Even so, the utilization of the 

remaining DLs should mitigate this limitation. 

Other limitations include errors that may occur throughout the review process, e.g., decide if a 

paper is related with the topic by reading its title, abstract and keywords. To attenuate these, a 

conservative approach was adopted (e.g., proceed a paper to the next search phase when in doubt), as 

well as the repetition of the process to ensure no bias occurred. Despite the identified limitations, it is a 

strong conviction that the findings are solid and based on a rigorous and replicable literature review 

process. 
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CHAPTER IV: SUPPLY CHAIN SIMULATION 
SUPPORTED BY BIG DATA 

Summary  

This chapter is organized in six sections. The first describes the SC that is considered 
in this thesis, providing a better understanding of the size and complexity of the 
problem in analysis. Next section describes the main development phases that were 
conducted, including the study of relevant SC processes and the data requirements 
elicitation. Section 4.3 provides an overview of the defined framework for this thesis. 
In its turn, the next two sections describe the development of the BDW and the 
simulation mode, including the validation of the latter. The last section covers the 
approaches adopted to maintain the coherence of the simulation model, due to the 
data issues that were identified. 
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4. SUPPLY CHAIN SIMULATION SUPPORTED BY BIG DATA 

 Supply Chain Characterization 

This thesis applies to the Bosch plant at Braga, Portugal. Like traditional automotive SCs, this is 

a dynamic, complex and big SC. Thus, the data used in this doctoral thesis only applies to this plant. 

Figure 29 shows the location of all suppliers (top image), suppliers from Europe (bottom left image) and 

from Portugal (bottom right image), and Figure 30 shows the countries and the number of suppliers per 

country, which supplied materials to the Bosch Braga plant, during 2017. 

 

Figure 29: Location of all suppliers: world (top), Europe (bottom left) and Portugal (bottom right) view. 
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Figure 30: Geographic location, number of suppliers, different materials provided and number of shipments per suppliers. 
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The above figure shows the countries from where the suppliers are located. The label in each 

country represents the number of suppliers from that country. Furthermore, the lines that were placed 

between these countries and Portugal (country, where the Braga plant is located) represent the number 

of different material incoming shipments, while the width of these lines is proportional to the number of 

shipments. In addition, the color of each country is associated to the number of different RMs that 

suppliers from that country supply to the Braga plant. A total of 7 246 RMs were supplied to the Braga 

Bosch plant in 2017 and, as the figure shows, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, China, Taiwan 

and Malaysia are the countries that supply more different RMs. 

Also suggested by the above figure, the Braga plant received materials from 434 suppliers located 

in 31 different countries all over the world, especially from Europe and Asia, with Germany (209 suppliers) 

and Netherlands (10 suppliers) having more suppliers and more shipments, from Europe, and Malaysia 

(16 suppliers), Taiwan (13 suppliers), China (12 suppliers), Hong Kong (11 suppliers) and Singapore (7 

suppliers) having more shipments from Asia. These suppliers shipped a total of 218 848 deliveries. 

Figure 31 illustrates a summary of the main material and information flows that occur in this SC 

system. The alphanumeric codes represented in the figure are used in the plant’s ERP, which is SAP 

(Systems, Applications and Products), to refer to the respective elements or events depicted in the figure. 

As the below figure depicts, to comply with final customers’ orders, the Braga plant places orders 

to its suppliers, which later culminate in the associated arrivals. The SAP code associated to an order 

arrival is the 902 code, as the figure shows. Most of these arrivals occur within the scheduled date. 

However, some suppliers provide the orders before the scheduled data. In these situations, these 

materials are stored in a special warehouse until the scheduled date is met, as the below figure depicts. 

This way, Bosch is not responsible for these materials, hence the plant does not incur in excessive 

warehouse costs related with storing and managing the materials that arrived before the contracted date. 

On the other hand, there are situations which may potentially result in orders not arriving in time 

for production. Such situations may include incorrect logistics planning, supplier delays and others, which 

may originate material shortages, hence jeopardizing the organizations’ competitiveness. To bypass this, 

special freights are scheduled, which are usually faster but also have considerably higher associated 

costs. 
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Figure 31: Summary of material and information flows of the SC system. 

When orders arrive to the plant within the scheduled delivery date, or when the delivery date of 

orders stored in the Pendings Warehouse is reached, materials go through an order examination, where 

the contents are examined to assess their quality and if the order requirements were met. Afterwards, 

the respective materials are put in the respective storage type, e.g. boxes or pallets, in the respective 

quantities, to be stored in the warehouse, which has the 815 SAP code. The warehouse is divided in two 

main storage locations: 102 and 108, both storing RMs, but the former typically being used for electronic 

components, while the latter for other bulkier materials. In its turn, each storage location is divided in 

multiple bins, wherein each one can only store a type of material and a type of storage unit (e.g., box), at 

the same time. When materials are sent to the warehouse, they are always allocated to an empty storage 

bin. It should be noted that all material movements originate a Transfer Order (TO) in the plant’s SAP 

system. 
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Figure 31 also shows that the production is divided in two main areas: MOE2: Automatic Insertion 

(with SAP code MO2), where the main electronic components are produced; and MOE1: Final Assembly 

(with SAP code MO1), where the FGs are produced, using electronic RMs stored in the warehouse (from 

either storage location) and also other components produced in MOE2. Finally, when production in MO1 

finishes, materials are ready to be delivered to final customers. 

Notwithstanding, Figure 31 also shows that besides these main material movements, others also 

exist for different destination locations, such as: DEV, DEP, 821, 888. These represent movements for 

quality inspection, reworks and other similar activities required to ensure the quality of the final product. 

It is important to consider these movements, as they represent materials temporarily not available to be 

transferred to production. As can be observed in Figure 31, these movements are represented with 

bidirectional arrows, as the materials are later transferred back to another bin of the warehouse, or back 

to the production, depending on the situation. 

The storage locations depicted in Figure 31 (102, 108, MO1, MO2, 888, 821, DEV, DEP), 

represent the main movements that occur in the plant. However, there are many other storage locations, 

most of them used for quality inspection, rework and similar tasks. Appendix L shows a matrix with all 

existing movements, with rows representing source locations and columns representing the respective 

destinations. The numbers represented in each cell are the number of movements registered during 

2017, for the corresponding movement. The rows and columns are sorted by the respective total number 

of movements. As Appendix L shows, the storage locations represented in Figure 31 correspond to the 

ones with more occurrences, with the remaining ones representing temporary transfers to and from the 

locations where reworks, quality inspection and other similar tasks take place. 

Apart from analyzing data related with TOs, it was important to interact with process experts to 

understand the internal logistic movements of the plant. For instance, it was conveyed that if materials 

go to production and are thereafter sent to quality inspection (or other temporary locations), later, they 

are not returned to the warehouse, being directly returned to production. These indications are important 

in order to later define the data structures to use in the simulation. 

 Proposed Approach 

This section describes the main phases of this doctoral thesis. These are illustrated in Figure 32, 

as an activity diagram. Each of the main depicted phases are below described. 
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Figure 32: Development phases of this doctoral thesis. 

 Study Supply Chain Processes 

SC activities may differ between companies, geographic locations, businesses, industry sectors 

and others. Thus, it was mandatory to start this thesis by studying the processes associated to the SC at 

hand. For this purpose, interviews and trainings with process specialists were helpful to gain insights 

about them. Internal documents were also analyzed. Furthermore, as addressed in section 1.4, this thesis 

was integrated and aligned with a real innovation project being developed at the same plant. Therefore, 

this phase was complemented with group sessions, such as workshops, focus groups and brainstorm 

sessions, to study the relevant SC processes. 

 Data Requirements Elicitation 

As already addressed in subsection 2.3.2, to develop a BDW, despite being in a Big Data context, 

where data models are not usually a main concern in terms of providing an overall and integrated view 

of the data, it is still important to start by analyzing the data requirements of the BDW system, namely its 

elicitation. This was done by applying user-, goal- and data-driven approaches in conjunction, in order to 

have all the relevant perspectives. It should be noted that this was continuously done throughout the 

development phase in successive iterations, as depicted in the above figure, and described in more detail 

in [84]. By conducting this step in this project, the following major benefits were achieved, as corroborated 

by previous studies [75], [85]: 

1. Better understanding of the data, organizational processes and relevant variables to 

include in the BDW and in the simulation model; 

2. Making sure that no important data is excluded; 

3. Helped in the definition of the BDW data model, namely the Hive tables to use. 

 Big Data Warehouse and Simulation Model Development 

This phase comprised the development of the BDW Hive table’s data schemas and the simulation 

model itself. Regarding the former, it comprises the data profiling phase, so that the quality of the data is 
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assed, and the ETL process as major phases. It was also necessary to setup the Big Data ecosystem and 

connect the simulation model to this data source. Since these Hive tables feed the required data by the 

simulation model, their data schemas are defined in accordance. After developing the simulation model, 

it is important to validate it, so that the results provided by it are trustworthy. 

 Simulation Experiments 

After validating the simulation model, it can be used as a decision-support tool by managers. With 

such artifact, users can use it to test the behavior of the SC system and its reaction to different risks, e.g. 

supplier failures. 

 

 Proposed Framework 

For the development of this doctoral thesis, a framework was defined, which also describes the 

main software used for several purposes and the main data sources and SC processes analyzed. Such 

framework is depicted in Figure 33. 

As illustrated in the lower level of the below figure, the first step considered the identification of 

the relevant SC processes and their analysis. Purchase orders, material receipts, production 

consumptions and master data were some of the main SC processes that were considered. 

To manage these processes, organizations usually use their own tailored software, ISs, ERP and 

others. As these systems generate data while users interact with them, they also comprise the data 

sources used for this project. To retrieve the intended data from these systems, it is possible to export 

data from them to different types of raw files. Bosch’s Central Purchasing corporate function also provides 

a relational DB, named DALI (Information Technology-Environment Data AnaLytIcs), which stores data 

from SAP transactions, as will be described afterwards. 

The ERP used at Bosch is SAP, thus most of the data related with these processes is stored in 

this ERP. In it, users execute Transaction Codes (TCs), in order to visualize the intended data. To retrieve 

the intended data, it is possible to export it to different types of raw files, e.g. CSV (Comma-Separated 

Values). Some of the stored data is concerned with transaction events, e.g., logistic movements, purchase 

orders and others, for which SAP does not maintain historical data. To bypass this problem, the DALI DB, 

used at Bosch, saves data for some of these SAP transactions in different relational tables. This DB stores 

not only logistics data, but also data of other departments, e.g. production and purchasing. Yet, not all 

transactions are currently being stored, as this is still a work in progress, meaning that data tables are 

regularly being added. 
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Figure 33: Proposed framework to develop the BDW and the simulation model. 

iStar (Integrated Special Transport Approval and Reporting) is a software that was developed at 

the Braga plant and is used to schedule and manage special freights, when it is verified that the delay of 

suppliers may originate production stoppages. Finally, the OTD report records all arrivals to the plant, 

while the Microsoft Access DB records the early arrivals. The SupplierDB is a Microsoft Excel file which 
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stores data related with the plant’s suppliers. These data sources are analyzed in more detail afterwards. 

Apart from the sources depicted in the above figure, others were considered and analyzed throughout the 

project, but were eventually excluded for varied reasons, which is discussed in more detail at the end of 

subsection 4.4.6. 

To collect data from these data sources, the traditional ETL approach was followed, meaning that 

data is collected, the necessary data transformations are performed and, thereafter, data is sent to the 

staging area, namely to the HDFS system. The Talend software was used for this task. The same software 

was used to create the Hive tables, with their data-schemas’ structure being identified in the data 

requirements elicitation phase, as previously discussed. These tables are created using the files that were 

stored in the HDFS. Moreover, some tables were created in a later stage, as it will be later described. For 

the work, the Bosch Big Data cluster, located in Hildesheim, Germany, was used. 

Using the Hive tables, different purposes can be achieved, e.g.: ad hoc querying using Impala, 

data analytics and visualization using Tableau and feed data to simulation models. In the case of this 

thesis, the SIMIO simulation tool was used. It should also be noted that the simulation model itself may 

generate files containing simulation results. These files may be subject to ETL jobs, like what happened 

to the raw files extracted from the selected data sources, to create additional Hive tables with these 

results, enabling further data analysis and integration of these results in the analytical dashboards or even 

in the simulation model, which was the case with this thesis, as will be later discussed. Finally, using 

HiveQL queries (or software such as Talend), it is also possible to create additional Hive tables that are 

required by the simulation model. Typically, these operations involve executing joins between tables, 

which is a costly operation that should be done at this stage, and not by the simulation model itself, which 

would be a very demanding task to achieve during the simulation run. 

 Big Data Warehouse 

Following the framework described in the previous section, this one describes the steps 

conducted to develop the BDW used to feed data to the simulation model. Thus, firstly, the selected data 

sources will be described. Thereafter, some of the problems that were found and cleaned in the data are 

presented. Afterwards, the dimensional modelling is discussed, culminating in the schemas of the Hive 

tables. Once these schemas are defined, it was possible to develop the respective ETL jobs, which are 

thereafter discussed. Having created the Hive tables, it is possible to create interactive dashboards that 

allow users to explore data and analyze business indicators. Finally, the concept of OLAP cube is followed 

to materialize some views, as these showed to be relevant to the simulation data needs. 
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4.4.1. Selected Data Sources 

The following is the list of data sources that were included in the BDW. 

4.4.1.1. /RB04/YL1_ORD_EXT: TC with Bosch orders to suppliers [SAP TC] 

This was the only TC that had to be directly extracted from SAP as a CSV file, since its data was 

still not available in DALI. This data source stores data related with Bosch orders to its suppliers. It is also 

referred to as Waterfall transaction, as it allows the definitive orders to be analyzed, in an environment in 

which orders are dynamically being updated, according to the established rules. The following attributes 

were selected to include in the BDW: 

 Supplier: Supplier identification (ID) number; 

 ReleaseTransmissionDate: Date of an order placed to a supplier; 

 Material: Reference of the material that is ordered; 

 DeliveryDate: Scheduled delivery date; 

 ScheduledQuantity: Scheduled order quantity; 

 OrderUnit: Measure unit of the ordered quantity. 

 

4.4.1.2. LFA1: Master data related with suppliers [DALI/SAP DB table] 

This DALI DB table stores master data related with all suppliers of all Bosch plants. Thus, it was 

necessary to filter the table to get only the suppliers of the Braga plant. The following attributes were 

selected: 

 Supplier: Supplier ID; 

 Country: Country of the supplier; 

 Name: Name of the supplier; 

 City: City of the supplier. 

 

4.4.1.3. Supplier DB [Microsoft Excel file] 

Apart from the suppliers’ data of SAP, another Excel file exists, in which additional supplier data 

is stored. From it, the following attributes were selected: 

 Supplier: Supplier ID; 

 Forwarder: Responsible for delivering the materials to the plant; 

 DeliveryType: Type of transportation used by the forwarder. 
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 DeliveryTransitTime: Duration to get the order from supplier; 

 Consignment: Flag indicating if supplier works under consignment policy with the Braga plant, or 

not. 

 

4.4.1.4. Countries [Microsoft Excel file] 

This Excel file was created and not extracted from any other data source. The purpose of this file 

is to contain the information of all countries, where the existing suppliers are located at. The attributes 

created for this file were the following: 

 ISO3166_2Dcode: Country code with 2 characters, following the ISO 3166 standard; 

 Name: Name of the country; 

 Continent: Name of the country’s continent; 

 Continent_alt: Name of the country’s continent, not distinguishing between South and North 

Americas; 

 Latitude: Latitude of the country; 

 Longitude: Longitude of the country. 

 

4.4.1.5. Cities [Microsoft Excel file] 

This Excel file was created and not extracted from any other data source, like was the case of the 

previous data source. The purpose of this file is to store data for all cities, where the existing suppliers 

are located at. The attributes created for this file were the following: 

 Name: Name of the city; 

 Latitude: Latitude of the city; 

 Longitude: Longitude of the city. 

 

4.4.1.6. LTAP: Transfer Orders of material logistic movements [DALI DB table] 

Logistics movements, e.g., material arrivals, materials sent to production, and others, are 

managed by TOs. Historical data of TOs is stored in the LTAP DALI DB table and the following attributes 

were selected for the BDW: 

 TO: TO number; 

 Material: Reference of the material that is moved; 

 StockCategory: Category of material, e.g. available, quality, returned, blocked; 
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 SpecialStockIndicator: Type of special stock of material, e.g.: consignment, VMI; 

 SourceStorageType (VLTYP SAP code) and DestinationStorageType (NLTYP SAP code): Code that 

specifies the storage location from where and to where a material is moved, respectively; 

 SourceStorageBin (VLPLA SAP code) and DestinationStorageBin (NLPLA SAP code): Code that 

specifies the storage bin of the storage location from where and/or to where the material is 

moved; 

 GR: Goods Receipt (GR) ID for shipments of materials to the plant; 

 GRdate: Date of the GR; 

 ConfirmationDate: Date of the TO confirmation; 

 PickConfirmationDate: Date of the TO pick; 

 MaterialStorageType: Type of storage in which the material is stored, e.g., boxes, pallets or others; 

 MainMeasureUnit: Main unit of measure of the material; 

 SourceTargetQuantity: Target quantity required from source; 

 ActualSourceQuantity: Actual quantity moved from source; 

 DestinationTargetQuantity: Target quantity required at destination; 

 DestinationActualQuantity: Actual quantity moved to destination; 

 AlternativeMeasureUnit: Alternative unit of measure of material; 

 AlternativeSourceTargetQuantity: Target quantity required from source (in alternative unit of 

measure); 

 AlternativeActualSourceQuantity: Actual quantity moved from source (in alternative unit of 

measure); 

 AlternativeDestinationTargetQuantity: Target quantity required at destination (in alternative unit 

of measure); 

 AlternativeDestinationActualQuantity: Actual quantity moved to destination (in alternative unit of 

measure). 

 

4.4.1.7. MBEW: Master data related with material price [DALI/SAP DB table] 

This DALI DB table comprises the master data of all materials of the Bosch organization. 

Furthermore, three other DALI DB tables storing other materials’ master data exist, being this one related 

with the materials’ price information. The attributes selected from this data source were the following: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 PriceControlIndicator: Flag used to calculate the price of the material; 
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 ValuationClass: Type of material, i.e., if it is a FG, RM, sample, among other types; 

 StandardPrice: Standard price of the material. Used to calculate holding costs; 

 PriceUnit: Price per unit of material; 

 FuturePrice: Estimated future price of the material. 

 

4.4.1.8. MARA: Master data related with material dimensions [DALI/SAP DB table] 

This DALI DB table is related with materials’ dimensions. The following attributes were selected 

from this data source: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 MaterialGroup: Group of material; 

 BaseMeasureUnit: Base unit of measure of the material; 

 WeightMeasureUnit: Base unit of measure of weight of the material; 

 Volume: Volume of the material; 

 Length: Length of the material; 

 Width: Width of the material; 

 TotalShelfLife: Shelf life of the material; 

 Height: Height of the material; 

 BOMlevel: BOM level of material. 

 

4.4.1.9. MARC: Master data related with material lead times and other procurement variables 

[DALI/SAP DB table] 

This DALI DB table is related with materials’ type and other procurement variables static data. 

The following attributes were selected from this data source: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 StateOfMaterial: State of material, e.g., prototype, discontinued, valid, and others; 

 ABCindicator: ABC (Activity-Based Costing) classification of the material; 

 CriticIndicator: Flag that specifies if the material is critical or not; 

 TotalTimeOnPlant: Time that the material spends, since arriving to the plant until it is ready to be 

shipped to the customer; 

 SupplierScrapRate: Supplier scrap rate; 

 ClientScrapRate: Customer scrap rate; 
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 TimeToGetFromSupplier: Time required to get the material from the supplier, since it is ordered; 

 SafetyTimeIndicator: Indicates if the material has a safety time defined; 

 SafetyTime: Safety time of the material; 

 ProductionTime: Production time of the material; 

 TransportationTime: Transportation time of the material; 

 SpecialStockIndicator: Material procurement type, e.g., consignment; 

 ProcurementType: Specifies with more detail the type of procurement defined by the 

SpecialStockIndicator; 

 SafetyStock: Specifies the safety stock of the material; 

 MRPcontroller: Code of the controller of the material; 

 LotSizeCode: Lot size code of the material, which is used for procurement calculations; 

 PlanningCalendarCode: Planning calendar code of the material; 

 MaxTimeOnWarehouse: Maximum time that the material may be stored on the warehouse; 

 CostCenterCode: Specifies the cost center code of the material. 

 

4.4.1.10. MAKT: Stores material descriptions [DALI/SAP DB table] 

This DALI DB table is related with materials’ descriptions. The following attributes were selected 

from this data source: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 Description: Material description. 

 

4.4.1.11. OTD report: All material receipts from suppliers not in consignment nor VMI [Microsoft Excel 

file] 

Apart from the already addressed data sources, the Braga plant also uses other systems, namely 

addressing the arrival of materials to the plant, managed by the “OTD report”, which stores data related 

with all the arrivals of materials provided by suppliers. The following attributes were selected from this 

data source: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 Supplier: Supplier ID; 

 GR: ID for shipments of materials to the plant; 

 DatePartArrival: Date on which the material arrived at the plant; 
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 DatePartOrder: Scheduled delivery date; 

 Score: Score assigned to each shipment of a supplier, evaluating the order, by verifying if date, 

quantity and other requirements of the order were followed; 

 Quantity: Quantity that arrived at the plant. 

 

4.4.1.12. Pending DB: Material receipt before scheduled data [Microsoft Access DB] 

The orders that arrive to the plant before the scheduled date are stored in a Microsoft Access DB 

named “Pendings DB”. Despite arriving early to the plant, the date that is thereafter stored in the “OTD 

report” corresponds to the scheduled data, since Bosch did not incur in any warehousing costs while the 

materials were stored in the Pendings warehouse. The attributes selected from this data source were the 

following: 

 Material: Material reference; 

 CreationDate: Date on which the Pendings DB register was created; 

 BeginPendingDate: Date on which the controller started to manage the register; 

 EndPendingDate: Date on which the controller ended the register; 

 EnterPredictedProcurementDate: Date on which the material was supposed to arrive to the plant; 

 CloseSystemDate: Date on which the register was closed in the system; 

 ProcurementStatus: Status of the material, e.g., to scrap, to enter plant; 

 Motive: Motive that originated the Pendings DB register; 

 Supplier: Supplier ID; 

 PendingNumber: ID of the Pendings DB register; 

 PLKZ: Specifies whether additional actions for the transporter are required; 

 Quantity: Quantity that arrived at the plant; 

 NumberOfPallets: Number of pallets that arrived at the plant; 

 NumberOfBoxes: Number of boxes that arrived at the plant; 

 Price: Total warehouse costs of storing the materials in the pendings warehouse. 

 

4.4.1.13. iStar: Software used to manage special freights [Software] 

The data concerned with these special freights is stored in the iStar software. Thus, to extract 

data from this software, it was exported to a CSV file. The following attributes were selected from this data 

source: 
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 Material: Material reference; 

 Supplier: Supplier ID; 

 Description: Description of the cause that led to the creating a special freight; 

 Forwarder: Forwarder responsible for the special freight; 

 DeliveryType: Type of transport, e.g., sea craft, aircraft; 

 BusinessUnits: Bosch division for which the materials apply; 

 CenterCostCode: Cost center code responsible for the special freight; 

 CreationDate: Date on which the special freight register was created; 

 ActualDate: Date on which the special freight register was closed in the software; 

 TargetDate: Date on which the special freight is estimated to arrive; 

 ModificationDate: Last modification date to the special freight register; 

 Price: Total cost of the special freight; 

 PaidPercentage: Percentage of the cost that is responsibility of the Braga plant; 

 Distance: Total distance of the special freight; 

 Type: Specifies whether the special freight is related with inbound or outbound material 

shipments; 

 iStarID: Unique ID of the special freight register. 

 

4.4.2. Data Profiling 

Once the data sources and the respective attributes are selected, it is necessary to analyze their 

data, in order to detect possible transformations that need to be done in the ETL process. In this 

subsection, the analysis that was done to some of the selected attributes during this phase will be 

illustrated. Table 21 shows the number of rows per data source that have null dates and the respective 

attribute. 

Table 21: Number of rows with Null values in date attributes, per data source. 

Data source Attribute Total rows Rows with null date Percentage 

TO PickConfirmationDate 6 514 402 6 285 969 96,49% 

OTD OrderDate 607 229 806 0,13% 

Pendings BeginPendingDate 5 540 47 0,85% 

Pendings EndPendingDate 5 540 64 1,16% 

Pendings EnterPredictedProcurementDate 5 540 64 1,16% 

Pendings CloseSystemDate 5 540 118 2,13% 
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The first thing to notice is that most rows extracted from LTAP DALI table have null dates in the 

PickConfirmationDate attribute. However, the date attribute that corresponds to the occurrence of a TO, 

as analyzed with the user specialists, is the ConfirmationDate, which does not have null values. 

It is also interesting to notice that some, though a very small percentage (0.13%), of the OTD 

rows do not have an order date. This indicates that in some cases it is not possible to associate a received 

order with an order date, which may be related with orders being constantly updated. 

Lastly, out of the five date attributes from the Pendings data source, only one has values for all 

extracted rows (the remaining attributes have some percentage of null values). Furthermore, it is also 

possible to see that, similarly to the previous case (tracking an order date for a received order in OTD), it 

was also not possible to track a scheduled order date for 1,16% of the extracted rows of the Pendings DB 

(EnterPredictedProcurementDate). 

Table 22 shows the number of rows with null values in numerical attributes, per data source. As 

can be seen, the Distance attribute is the one with more null values, while the Pendings data source is 

the one with more numeric attributes with null values. 

Table 22: Number of rows with null values in numerical values, per data source. 

Data source Attribute Total rows Rows with null date Percentage 

iStar Distance 6 785 2 879 42,43% 

Pendings Quantity 5 540 2 0,04% 

Pendings NumberOfPallets 5 540 10 0,18% 

Pendings NumberOfBoxes 5 540 10 0,18% 

Pendings Price 5 540 84 1,52% 

 

Still regarding numerical values, another interesting aspect to note, is that 55% of materials have 

a standard price of 0, as the data stored in the MBEW DALI table shows. According to the conducted 

interviews, this is a case of data that is not maintained in SAP for all materials. 

Figure 34 shows the number of occurrences of the DeliveryType attribute of iStar, which 

represents the type of transportation, e.g. aircraft or sea craft. The values depicted in the below figure 

were handwritten in the software by users. This can be seen in some of the values of this attribute, e.g.: 

“Airfreight” and “Air Cargo”; “A”; “B”; “---”; “Truck”; “Bus”; “FAST”; “Hand Carry”; and others. 
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Figure 34: Number of occurrences of each DeliveryType attribute value from the iStar data source. 

Table 23 shows a sample of values for the City attribute of LFA1 DALI DB (suppliers’ master data) 

and the respective number of occurrences. As can be seen, despite these values being originated from 

SAP, there is still ambiguity on some of their values, e.g.: “Munich“, “München“, “MÜNCHEN“, 

“Munchen“, “Muenchen“ and ”MUENCHEN”. Furthermore, there are also values for which it is 

impossible to determine the true city name, e.g.: “x”; “h”; “0”; “*OFFEN / OPEN*” and “EU”. 

Table 23: Sample of values of the City attribute of suppliers' master data and the number of occurrences. 

City Total rows City Total rows 

x 1 h 1 

U.S.A. 1 GB 1 

TP.HCM 104 EU 1 

SUNGAI PETANI, KEDAH 56 BAYAN LEPAS, PENANG 163 

Munich 3 AS 1 

München 1119 £ód¼ 2 

MÜNCHEN 17 ?STANBUL 503 

Munchen 3 , 1 

Muenchen 413 *OFFEN / OPEN* 56 

MUENCHEN 364 0 1 

ISTANBUL 710 <blank> 343 
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Table 24 and Table 25 show the analysis to the values of the Material attribute of iStar. It should 

be noted that the same attribute, on the Pendings and OTD data sources, denotes the same problems 

here presented. The remaining data sources, since the material is not entered by users, do not present 

similar problems. 

Table 24: String analysis of the values in the Material attribute of iStar. 

String analysis Total rows 

number of uppercase characters 6 037 

number of lowercase characters 4 341 

minimum characters 2 

maximum characters 163 

minimum words 1 

maximum words 11 

 

The above table shows that the materials’ reference contains both uppercase and lowercase 

alphanumeric characters. Furthermore, the maximum number of characters per value ranges from 1 to 

163, albeit RMs should have 10 characters and FGs should have 13 characters, and the maximum 

number of words is 9. This happens, because users can use this field in the data sources to insert more 

than one material per entry. This originates situations in which the quantity inserted by some users for a 

given row is the sum of all specified materials, whilst for others it is the quantity of each material. Table 

25 shows examples of the text entered by the users in the iStar software. 

Table 25: Examples of material values entered in iStar (equivalent problems in OTD and Pendings). 

Material reference example Total rows Material reference example Total rows 

0263.731.023-5EF 15 8613010179 110 

0236374540002/40102 2 8637102545 31 

75133500866VW 4 severa 2 

75133500586vw 4 SEVERAL 12 

8637102545, 86377103543 2 Several 4 

8637.101.591, 8637.102.545 2 several 431 

NA 18   

 

In the above table, it is possible to see some additional problems regarding the text entered in 

iStar, OTD report and in the Pendings DB. As can be seen, some users use dots to separate the characters 

that comprise a material reference, e.g. 8637.102.543, while others do not. Furthermore, other 
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characters may be added to a part number, e.g.: “0263.753.004-01” and ”026375100601/00701”, 

with their meaning differing even between users of these sources. Other examples may also be seen in 

this table. 

This subsection identified some problems that were identified at this stage of the work. These 

data problems are handled during the ETL process, as explained next. 

4.4.3. Dimensional Modelling 

As already addressed, the dimensional modeling helps in the design of the schemas of the Hive 

tables to use. Thus, before developing the jobs that extract the data from the sources, transform the data 

(to correct the identified quality problems) and load the Hive tables, the dimensional modeling was used, 

which comprised the 4-steps approach of Kimball [86], explained in subsection 2.3.2 (see page 30). In 

this regard, five different processes were selected for this project, which ensure the grain with the highest 

level of detail. The selected business processes are next described. 

 Bosch orders to suppliers (Waterfall TC); 

 Bosch orders that arrive to the plant before the scheduled date (Pendings DB); 

 Special freights scheduled to avoid material shortages (iStar); 

 Suppliers orders delivered to the Bosch plant (OTD report); 

 TOs of Logistic movements (TO); 

 

For these processes, different dimensions can be identified, as the BUS matrix depicted in Figure 

35 illustrates. As already explained in subsection 2.3.2 (see page 30), dimensions are tables which store 

the textual descriptions of facts stored by fact tables, thus complementing the latter with contextual 

information stored in former. The below matrix shows which dimensions are associated to each business 

process. 

 

Figure 35: BUS matrix of the identified business processes and the respective dimensions. 
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The use of a Date dimension in DWs is common, since it allows navigation through the fact tables. 

This also comprises one of the main differences between DWs and other operational systems, because 

in DWs, typically, data rows are not updated, hence storing vast amounts of historical data. Therefore, 

Date dimensions can retrieve facts that occurred at a given period in time, adding calendar context to 

that fact, or business indicator. In this example, the Date and Time dimensions are separated, because 

not all the data sources register the time of a given fact, e.g., it is not relevant to know the time at which 

an order was placed, since knowing the date is enough. The Date and Time dimensions are also 

designated as conformed dimensions, since they will be shared by more than one fact table, as the above 

bus matrix shows. 

Another conformed dimension is the Material, which is considered by all the business processes. 

Also, the Supplier dimension is present in all business processes, except for the TOs, since these are 

related with the movements occurring in the plant, e.g. to the warehouse and to production. The last 

conformed dimension is GR, which is present in both the OTD and the TO business processes and is 

related with assigning an ID number to the arrivals of materials to the plant. Furthermore, this dimension 

is also a degenerate one, since it does not consider any descriptive attributes, i.e., its only attribute is the 

ID number itself that is included as a foreign key in the fact table. Apart from this degenerate dimension, 

three others exist: TO_ID, which is the ID number of each TO; iStarID, which is the IDID number of an 

iStar register; and NumeroPendente, which identifies a register in the Pendings DB. 

The remaining dimensions are associated to only one business process. The Bin dimension stores 

context data related with the bins, from where and where to materials are moved. The StockTypes 

dimension stores data related with the type of procurement of the material and the type of storage where 

the material being moved is stored. The MeasurementUnits and OrderMeasurementUnits dimensions 

store data related with the measurement units of the materials being transferred and the orders to 

suppliers, respectively. It should be noted that these dimensions where not used together, as the Waterfall 

data source only uses the main measurement unit, while the LFA1 DALI data table data source considers 

both this and the alternative measurement unit. Thus, using a single dimension table to store these would 

result in the rows referring to the Waterfall process having multiple null values for the alternative 

measurement unit. 

The Forwarder dimension stores context data related with the transporters’ names and mode. It 

should be noted that regular material arrivals sent from a given supplier are always done by the same 

forwarder, while in a special freight this may not be the case, due to the urgency of the transportation. 

This can be seen in Figure 36, showing the resulting dimensional model of the DW. Finally, the 
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iStarDescriptions dimension stores the descriptions that originated the special transportation, the 

Business_CenterCostCode stores data related with the business unit to which the material applies and 

the respective center cost code of the manager responsible for the part number, and the 

PendingsStatus_Motives dimension stores data related with the motives that originated the early arrival 

and its current status. 

Before designing the dimensional model, it is necessary to identify the facts to be analyzed, i.e., 

to add additional measures to the fact tables. It should be noted that these measures were added after 

interviewing involved stakeholders, in a continuum process, as depicted in Figure 32. Thus, the measures, 

described in Appendix M were added. After concluding the dimensional model, and before starting to 

develop the ETL jobs, the dimensional model depicted in Figure 36 was proposed. 

As the below figure shows, the model corresponds to a constellation schema, since five fact tables 

exist with their respective dimensions, some of them being shared between different stars. Nevertheless, 

the model depicted in the below figure considers that master data, such as materials’ ABC classification, 

does not change with time, as it was not possible to obtain historical data for some processes. 

In Big Data environments, performing joins is costly in terms of performance. A fortiori, simulation 

models running in Big Data environments, should also avoid such operations, as they would result in 

excessive computational resources being wasted. Also, the work of Costa and Santos [81] showed that 

fully denormalized models in Big Data contexts perform better than data models based on star schemas. 

Because of this, the Hive tables to use in the simulation were completely denormalized. This means that 

the data for each Hive table would correspond to the facts and the respective textual descriptions stored 

in the dimension tables so that the performance is enhanced, albeit with considerable data redundancy, 

hence high storage space is required. 

This way, it is possible to have each data row representing a logistic movement, whether internal 

or external. With this approach, the activities of an entity are stored in a single data row (in the case of 

external movements, all activities of an entity, starting from placing the associated order to the supplier, 

until its later arrival to the plant), not being necessary to search for any value in another table, thus 

enhancing the performance of the simulation model. Moreover, it allows to have immediate references to 

attributes or characteristics of an entity, e.g.: supplier location, safety stock, storage bin location, time 

and quantity to go to production. For instance, the date of an order to a supplier is stored in the same 

data row, as well as the material in question, its quantity, the time the supplier takes to fulfill the order 

and the date of arrival to the plant. Figure 37 depicts the main difference between the approach used in 

this thesis and the traditional approach, common in traditional Data Warehousing projects. 
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Figure 36: Proposed dimensional model. 
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Figure 37: Difference between traditional DW approach and the Big Data approach used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 38: Star schemas that can be identified in the proposed dimensional model. 

As can be seen, all data is denormalized in a single Hive Big Data table. Therefore, since in this 

case 5 fact tables were defined for the 5 business processes, 5 Hive tables can be distinguished, as 
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depicted in Figure 38. To define the data schemas of the Hive tables, the star schemas depicted in the 

above figure were used, by completely denormalizing the data of the fact tables and the respective 

dimensions and, thereafter, creating the associated Hive table. Next section describes the ETL jobs 

developed to achieve this task, starting from the extraction of the raw data, to the required 

transformations, and the creation of said Hive tables. 

4.4.4. Extract, Transform and Load Process 

The next step was to conduct the ETL process, which consists in extracting data from the sources, 

make the necessary transformations and load it to the respective Hive tables. Thus, for all the data 

sources, data from 2017 was extracted, with the exception of the orders to suppliers (Waterfall), for 

which data for 2016 and 2017 was extracted. 

The ETL process includes several jobs, which require connections to HDFS and/or Hive when 

data is manipulated in the Bosch’s cluster. As previously mentioned, HDFS is used as the staging area 

and Hive as a repository for the BDW. Appendix N shows the components that establish the proper 

connections to Hive and to the HDFS, in which the text was blurred due to security reasons. Figure 39 

shows the job developed to extract raw data from the OTD report, make the necessary transformations 

and load it to HDFS. 

 

Figure 39: ETL job for the OTD report. 

The job is comprised of four components, each one executing a function (e.g., the “Send to 

HDFS” component sends the data it receives to HDFS), where it is also necessary to define the metadata 

each component works with, i.e., the type of data of each attribute. The job starts by retrieving data from 

the OTD report and, thereafter, the necessary transformations are performed, using the Java programing 

language, in the “Transformations” tMap component. Afterwards, the “Normalize per material” 

tNormalize component creates a new data row, for each material, separated by specific characters in the 

OTD report. Similar jobs were developed for the iStar and Pendings data sources, as shown in Appendix 

O, as well as for the Excel file that was created storing data of the countries and cities of all suppliers, 

including their codes and geographic coordinates. Figure 40 shows the ETL job developed to extract data 

from the data sources with material information, join them in a single file and send it to HDFS. 
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Figure 40: ETL job used to create a file with all data of all materials. 

The tOracleInput components extract data from specific DALI DB tables. Since the Material 

dimension integrates data from four DALI tables (MARA, MARC, MBEW and MAKT), these were joined by 

material reference (using the tMap component), before being sent to HDFS and after performing the 

necessary data transformations. Figure 41 depicts the job used for integrating the data sources with data 

of suppliers. 

 

Figure 41: ETL job used to create a file with all data of all suppliers. 

The above job extracts the data from two created Excel files with data from countries and cities, 

data from the LFA1 DALI data table, and from the Supplier DB Excel file, and joins it into a single file. 

Thereafter, the file is uploaded to HDFS. 

The data of the LTAP DALI table (material movements), was extracted using the tOracleInput 

component (see Appendix P) to multiple CSV files, since the data was too big to be extracted in a single 

attempt (the size of the data managed while developing the BDW is discussed afterwards). Figure 42 
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shows the job used to retrieve data from these multiple CSV files and unite them in a single file, which is 

then sent to the HDFS. 

 

Figure 42: ETL job to unite the extractions from the LTAP DALI table in a single file and send it to HDFS. 

The folder that contains the extractions is specified in the first component. Thereafter, the job 

iterates through the multiple extracted CSV files and unites them using the tUnite component. Afterwards, 

the necessary transformations in the output file, storing all the extracted data from the LTAP DALI table, 

are conducted, before sending the file to the HDFS. The corresponding job can be seen in Appendix P. 

The same approach was followed to extract data for the orders to suppliers, however, in this case, the 

extraction files were retrieved by running the respective SAP TC (specified in subsection 4.4.1), and not 

using any job, since this data is not stored by DALI. 

After extracting the data and sending it to the HDFS, the data was normalized to a single file, as 

was discussed in subsection 4.4.3, and used to populate the Hive tables. Figure 43 shows the job created 

to normalize the data from the OTD report with the data from the suppliers and materials and send the 

result to HDFS. 

 

Figure 43: ETL job to join the data of the OTD report with the data of the materials and suppliers’ files. 

As can be seen, the job uses data previously stored in HDFS, regarding the data from the OTD 

report, the suppliers and materials, and performs the respective join operations to obtain a fully 

denormalized data file. The result is thereafter sent to the HDFS. Equivalent jobs were developed for the 

remaining four files (Pendings, Special freights, Waterfall and TOs) and can be consulted in Appendix Q. 

Lastly, it is necessary to create the corresponding Hive tables and populate them with the 

denormalized files. In this regard, Figure 44 shows the job which is executed for this end, for each 

denormalized file. 
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Figure 44: Job used to create a Hive table and load it with the associated HDFS file. 

As can be seen, the job first creates the corresponding Hive table, using the tHiveCreateTable 

component (left component in Figure 44). In this component, it is necessary to define the data schema 

of this table. Finally, the data from each denormalized file is loaded to the respective Hive table, using 

the tHiveLoad component (right component in Figure 44). After performing this procedure for each 

business process of this SC system, five Hive tables loaded with the respective data are obtained, which 

can be used for several purposes, including data visualization and simulation. 

Having concluded the ETL process and now having a complete view over the managed volume 

of data, Figure 45 illustrates such volume. In addition, it also summarizes the ETL process described in 

this subsection. 

 

Figure 45: Summary of the volume of data managed in the ETL process. 

As can be seen, the TOs TC (LTAP DALI DB table) was the one which produced more data. 

Another interesting aspect is related with the volume of data that the data sources used to manage the 

arrivals to the plant generated, in comparison to the respective files that were sent to HDFS (as a result 
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of the ETL process) – whilst the OTD report and the Pendings DB resulted in smaller HDFS files, the iStar 

resulted in a larger HDFS file. This is related with the data operations that were performed by the jobs, 

e.g.: some rows were filtered because they were associated to parts of years other than 2017; some rows 

are associated to materials which could not be determined; some rows were duplicate (with the 

tNormalize component), because they were associated to registers with several materials entered in the 

corresponding field. 

4.4.5. Interactive Data Visualization 

This subsection discusses the elaboration process of interactive dashboards, which were 

developed in Tableau and use the data stored in the BDW, to allow users to visually interact with the data. 

Thus, in this subsection, the dashboards are presented and the information that can be obtained from 

them is discussed. Such dashboards are interactive, because, apart from allowing data to be visualized, 

users may also do actions such as hover, select or drill down, which filter the data being displayed. 

Appendix R addresses an interactive dashboard developed to analyze data related with special 

freights, which was also analyzed in [84]. In its turn, Figure 46 provides a similar dashboard, which also 

shows the cause of each special freight. 

 

Figure 46:Dashboard with the geographic location of the occurrence of special freights and their causes. 

The top left section of the dashboard displays the geographic distribution of the suppliers that 

originated the special freights. In its turn, on the top right section, a pie chart represents the percentage 

of their causes. Finally, the bottom section shows a treemap, which displays information related with each 

supplier and whose size of each rectangle is associated to the total costs with special freights from each 

supplier. 
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Figure 47 shows the result of clicking in Portugal, which filters the pie chart and the treemap. By 

analyzing the obtained visualization, it is possible to see that the cause for most special freights of 

materials supplied from Portugal is the incorrect logistics planning, with roughly 52%. 

 

Figure 47: Dashboard with the geographic location of the occurrence of special freights and their causes (filtered by 
country). 

This dashboard only allows data from one business process (special freights) to be analyzed, 

albeit it is possible to analyze several in the same dashboard. Figure 48 shows another example of a 

dashboard, which allows data from the OTD, Pendings (early arrivals) and special freights, to be analyzed. 

The dashboard displays the total costs with special freights and early arrivals, and the average 

OTD score for all suppliers of each country, with the bars being associated to costs, the circles to the 

average OTD score and the size of the circles representing the number of received orders. The dashboard 

shows that, on average, suppliers from Malaysia are the ones with the worst performance in terms of 

OTD, since considerable orders were received, but with an average OTD score near 20%. Germany also 

provided considerable orders, but with an average score above 50%. Suppliers from Belgium provided the 

highest average OTD score, but with few orders. 

In the top section, it is possible to filter the data by date or by country or supplier. As an alternative, 

the plus sign near the country column allows to drill down on the data by adding the detail of the suppliers 

per country. To do this, it was necessary to create a hierarchy with country and supplier, in Tableau. 

Figure 49 shows the result of filtering the data by country, and by drilling down to add the supplier detail. 
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Figure 48: Interactive dashboard with several indicators related with the arrival of materials. 

 

Figure 49: Interactive dashboard with several indicators related with the arrival of materials (filtered by country and drilled 
down to the supplier detail). 
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Despite the higher level of detail, the costs with early arrivals are still not visible, since they are 

much smaller than the costs with special freights. Figure 50 shows the result of filtering the data by date. 

In its turn, Appendix S shows a similar dashboard, which also allows the total costs with special freights 

and early arrivals, as well as the average OTD score, to be analyzed, but by materials’ safety time and 

ABC classification. 

 

Figure 50: Interactive dashboard with several indicators related with the arrival of materials (filtered by country and date and 
drilled down to the supplier detail). 

Figure 51 shows another dashboard which allows data related with special freights, early arrivals 

and OTD score to be analyzed and visualized. On the bottom section, this information is provided per 

supplier in a bars chart. On the top section, the information is provided per material, using a treemap. 

The data can be filtered by date, material, supplier or country, using the parameters located above the 

treemap. Alternatively, different materials from the treemap can be selected, which filters the bars chart. 

Finally, between the treemap and the bottom section, it is possible to switch between indicators, which 

updates the bottom section of the dashboard. 
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Figure 51: Interactive dashboard that allows to switch between several indicators related with the arrival of materials. 

 

Figure 52: Interactive dashboard that allows to switch between several indicators related with the arrival of materials (filtered 
by material). 
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Figure 52 shows the same dashboard filtered by a material that is provided by three suppliers: 

one from Portugal and two from Germany. In its turn, in Figure 53, the indicator was switched to average 

costs with special freights. The same figure also shows the data that appears, when the mouse hovers 

over a given treemap rectangle. In this case, it is possible to see, for instance, the forwarder responsible 

for the special freight, the materials’ ABC classification and other data. 

 

Figure 53: Interactive dashboard that allows to switch between several indicators related with the arrival of materials (filtered 
by material, switching between indicator and hovering over data). 

The last dashboard discussed in this subsection allows to visualize data related with the arrivals 

of orders, and the associated orders placed to suppliers. Figure 54 shows such dashboard. In the top 

section, there is a treemap which provides information per material and, when clicked, filters the bottom 

section, as depicted in Figure 55. 

As can be seen, the bottom section now displays the lead time observations for the selected 

material. The lead time that was ordered and the one that actually occurred are distinguished by color 

and both values are the result of subtracting the order and arrival dates (of the OTD Hive table) to the 

date of the orders to suppliers (from the Waterfall Hive table). As can be seen, the real lead time is very 

similar to the one that was ordered to the supplier in cause. However, in some cases, it is possible to see 

some differences, i.e., both real lead times higher than the ordered one and the reverse. The negative 
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real lead time registered at the beginning of the year can be explained by orders that do not arrive to the 

plant, as will be discussed in subsection 4.4.6. 

 

Figure 54: Interactive dashboard of data related with orders to suppliers and the respective arrivals. 

 

Figure 55: Interactive dashboard of data related with orders to suppliers and the respective arrivals (filtered by material). 
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Lastly, the size of the actual lead time is proportional to the number of interactions that occurred 

with this supplier. Such interactions can be due to order changes or repeated orders, which is one of the 

problems that was observed during the study of the SC processes, which was discussed in section 4.2 

(see Figure 32 in page 102). The highest number of interactions with suppliers occurs at the beginning 

and end of the year, possibly corresponding to the periods, when there is a high concern in storing enough 

materials to face the production needs during the holiday season. 

This subsection provided some dashboards which are possible to use to visually interact with the 

stored data. Such dashboards provide exploratory analysis of the data, thus allowing new information to 

be obtained. Furthermore, they also allow business indicators to be analyzed in a clear and interactive 

way. 

4.4.6. Materialized Views 

The ETL process described in subsection 4.4.4 was used to develop one Hive table for each 

major SC process considered in this thesis. This culminated in some dashboards that are possible to 

create for data visualization, some of which were illustrated in subsection 4.4.5. However, in order to use 

the data stored in these tables in the simulation model, some DB views over the Hive tables were used 

to create additional Hive tables, which are discussed in this subsection. 

This approach allows to combine facts and descriptive values, hence integrating business 

processes in a single table. This way, the originally created Hive tables can continue to be used for 

reporting, while the additional tables are modeled according to the simulation model development 

approach, and not the reverse. In short, this corresponds to a partial materialization of an OLAP cube, 

creating the views required to fulfill the simulation data needs. This concept is analyzed in detail by Correia 

et al. [265]. 

Such data views were performed at this phase, since they are also the result of analyzing the 

data in the BDW, while, at the same time, developing the simulation model, in order to determine its data 

requirements. Lastly, these views are also important, since they allow to filter the data that cannot be 

used in the simulation, due to additional data quality issues, which are discussed in section 4.6. Thus, 

Figure 56 depicts the integration between the initially created Hive tables and the DB views, in order to 

obtain the final Hive tables used in the simulation model. 

In the below figure, three types of tables are depicted with different format layouts: on the left 

end, the Hive tables, which resulted from the ETL jobs described in subsection 4.4.4; on the right end, 

the Hive tables used in the simulation; and, between these two sets, a third set. In its turn, this third set 

can be divided in three layers.
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Figure 56: Data views used to meet the simulation needs.
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The first layer resulted from the need to aggregate the facts that occurred in the same period for 

the OTD, Waterfall, iStar and Pendings DB registers. This was necessary for the reasons next discussed. 

First, OTD registers may refer to the same material, which arrived from the same supplier in the same 

day, in different tranches. This would later affect join operations of OTD registers with iStar and Pendings 

DB registers, since new data rows of the two latter data sources could be added, thus duplicating registers 

in the join operations. In fact, registers of iStar and Pendings DB are regularly updated by creating new 

registers rather than updating the corresponding row. Thus, grouping these rows for retrieving only the 

rows corresponding to the latest modification data is necessary. Finally, if this was not done, the 

simulation would be loaded with extra unnecessary efforts to handle multiple entities. Thus, to achieve 

this, the HiveQL1 to HiveQL4 (from Figure 56) were used for creating the respective Hive tables, which 

were loaded to the BDW. Listing 1 shows the HiveQL code used to aggregate data from the special freight 

registers. 

1  CREATE TABLE SF_AGG AS 
2  SELECT RES.price_optimated, RES.material_no__concat_, RES.TARGET_DATE, 

RES.cust__suppl__id 
3  FROM ( 
4        select istar.* 
5        from ( 
6              select type_short, price_optimated, material_no__concat_, target_date,  

            cust__suppl__id, modifieddate_hour 
7              from specialfreights 
8              group by type_short, price_optimated, material_no__concat_,target_date,  

            cust__suppl__id, modifieddate_hour 
9        ) istar 
10        inner join ( 
11              select  material_no__concat_, target_date, cust__suppl__id,  

            max(modifieddate_hour) alvo 
12              from specialfreights 
13              WHERE type_short='IN' 
14              group by target_date, cust__suppl__id, material_no__concat_ 
15        ) groups 
16        on istar.target_date = groups.target_date and istar.cust__suppl__id =  

      groups.cust__suppl__id and istar.material_no__concat_ = groups.material_no__concat_  
      and istar.modifieddate_hour = groups.alvo 

17        where istar.type_short='IN' 
18  ) RES 

  

Listing 1: HiveQL script used to aggregate arrivals (HiveQL3 from Figure 56). 

The first subquery, named istar, groups the special fright registers by material, supplier, freight 

price, type of freight (incoming or outgoing), target date of arrival and modification date. However, special 

freight registers may be updated, causing the same register to appear many times in the data, but with 

different modification dates. Thus, the selected values are obtained for the latest modification date, using 

the max() function. Thereafter, an inner join is performed using these values, to obtain the remaining 

selected values. This operation was necessary, because some special freights registers may be updated 

in the same date, e.g. special freight price was changed. The HiveQL used to aggregate the Pendings DB 
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registers, the OTD registers and the orders to suppliers (Waterfall transaction) can be consulted in 

Appendix T. 

Regarding the second layer of tables, it was necessary to join the data of the special freights with 

the Pendings and the OTD registers, thus the table “OTD_SF_P” was created. It should be noted that it 

is not possible to know with certainty the OTD register that a given special freights refers to, because the 

TargetDate attribute is the estimated date of arrival, thus not being possible to know if the freight actually 

arrived at the scheduled date. Yet, since this is the closest possible approximation, this value was used 

to perform the join operation. In fact, it was only possible to join 34,6% of the special frights registers with 

an OTD register, whilst for the Pendings the percentage was 46,6%. This results in roughly 1% of OTD 

registers that were, in fact, special freights or early arrivals, but, due to the mentioned problem, are stored 

as on-time arrivals. Conversely, the EnterPredictedProcurementDate attribute of the Pending DB can be 

used in the join operation with the OTD registers, as it corresponds to the ordered arrival date. The HiveQL 

used to join all the registers related with all arrivals is shown in Listing 2. 

1  create table otd_sf_p as 
2  select * 
3  from otd 
4  left join specialfreights istar 
5  on otd.supplierid = istar.cust__suppl__id and otd.materialnumber = 

istar.material_no__concat_ and otd.arrivaldate = istar.target_date 
6  left join pendings pend 
7  on otd.supplierid = pend.fornecedor and otd.materialnumber = pend.material and 

otd.arrivaldate = pend.dataprevistaentradaprocurement 
  

Listing 2: HiveQL script used to join the OTD, iStar and Pendings DB registers (HiveQL5 from Figure 56). 

As can be seen, the material and supplier attributes were also used in the join operations. This 

way, it becomes possible to, in a single row, have the data of the OTD report and know if the register 

corresponds to an early arrival or a special freight. 

Thereafter, the data on the “OTD_SF_P” table was joined with the information of the “WF_AGG”, 

in order to have, in the same table, all the attributes of an order, since it is placed to a supplier, until it 

arrives to the plant, allowing the simulation to run without having to search for any value. In light of this, 

Figure 57 shows the number of orders placed and the number of material arrivals per month in 2017. 

As the figure shows, on some periods of the year, a considerable number of orders is placed, 

whereas the number of arrivals remains roughly constant throughout the year. The huge number of orders 

is related with the lack of information and communication between the supplier side and the Bosch plant, 

causing planners to place repeated orders or make multiple order changes. This was, in fact, one of the 

issues identified in the phase of studying SC processes (see Figure 32 in page 102). 
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Figure 57: Number of orders and arrivals per week. 

Creating entities for each of these orders would cause performance problems in the simulation 

model, as there would be periods of the year where the model would be loaded with entities that would 

never reach the Braga plant. Therefore, the solution for this was to join the data of the orders and arrivals 

using a full join operation, hence the model can be set to run with the orders that do not arrive to the 

plant or without them. The HiveQL script used to join the Waterfall registers to the registers of the OTD 

(which had already been joined with the iStar and Pendings DB registers) is shown in Listing 3. 

As can be seen, the full join operation is performed between the aggregated orders to suppliers 

(“WF_AGG”) and the aggregated arrivals (“OTD_SF_P”), using the supplier, material, delivery date (from 

the WF_AGG) and the order date (from the “OTD_SF_P”) attributes. Regarding the former, a prior Group 

by statement had to be performed, in order to retrieve the date of the first order released to each supplier 

regarding a given material and a delivery date. Lastly, since the joined Hive tables have many attributes 

in common, the coalesce() function was used, which returns the first argument, unless it has a NULL 

value, in which case the second argument is returned. Hence, no repeated attributes were selected. 

When performing this full join operation, two problems needed to be handled. The first is related 

with the location of the suppliers. As was discussed in subsection 4.4.2, some cities could not be 

determined from the extracted raw data. In these cases, as the below listing shows, the location of the 

countries was used. 
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1  create table WF_OTD_noID as 
2  select fj.* 
3  from ( 
4        select coalesce(wf.vendor, OTD.supplierid ) supplierid, 
5        coalesce(wf.transport_mode, OTD.transport_mode ) transport_mode, 
6        coalesce(wf.forwarder, OTD.forwarder ) forwarder, 
7        coalesce(wf.consignment, OTD.consignment ) consignment, 
8        coalesce(wf.country, OTD.country ) country, coalesce(wf.city, OTD.city ) city, 
9        if( 
10              coalesce(wf.city_latitude, OTD.city_latitude ) == -1, 
11              coalesce(wf.latitude, OTD.latitude ), 
12              coalesce(wf.city_latitude, OTD.city_latitude ) 
13        ) city_latitude, 
14        if( 
15              coalesce(wf.city_longitude, OTD.city_longitude ) == -1, 
16              coalesce(wf.longitude, OTD.longitude ), 
17              coalesce(wf.city_longitude, OTD.city_longitude ) 
18        ) city_longitude, 
19        coalesce(wf.continent, OTD.continent ) continent, coalesce(wf.continent_alt, OTD.continent_alt ) continent_alt, 
20        if( 
21              release_transmission_date IS NULL, 
22              if( 
23                    otd.precopendente is null, 
24                    cast(date_add(otd.arrivaldate, -45) as date), 
25                    cast(date_add(otd.time_datacriacao, -45) as date) 
26              ), 
27              if( 
28                    otd.arrivaldate is null, 
29                    release_transmission_date, 
30                    IF( 
31                          otd.precopendente IS NULL, 
32                          IF( 
33                                otd.arrivaldate <= release_transmission_date, 
34                                cast(date_add(otd.arrivaldate, -45) as date), 
35                                release_transmission_date 
36                          ), 
37                          IF( 
38                                otd.time_datacriacao <= release_transmission_date, 
39                                cast(date_add(otd.time_datacriacao, -45) as date), 
40                                release_transmission_date 
41                          ) 
42                    ) 
43              ) 
44        ) release_transmission_date,  
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45        coalesce(wf.material, OTD.materialnumber ) material, 
46        coalesce(wf.MAABC, OTD.MAABC ) MAABC, coalesce(wf.KZKRI, OTD.KZKRI ) KZKRI, coalesce(wf.SHFLG, OTD.SHFLG ) SHFLG, coalesce(wf.SHZET, OTD.SHZET )  

      SHZET, coalesce(wf.EISBE, OTD.EISBE ) EISBE, coalesce(wf.MATKL, OTD.MATKL ) MATKL, coalesce(wf.MHDHB, OTD.MHDHB ) MHDHB, coalesce(wf.STPRS,  
      OTD.STPRS ) STPRS, coalesce(wf.PEINH, OTD.PEINH ) PEINH, 

47        coalesce(wf.delivery_date, OTD.ORDERDATE ) IntendedDeliveryDate, 
48        coalesce(wf.delivery_transit_time, -1) delivery_transit_time, 
49        coalesce(otd.quantity, -1 ) quantity, 
50        coalesce(otd.arrivaldate, cast(to_date(from_unixtime(unix_timestamp('00010101', 'yyyyMMdd'))) as date) ) arrivaldate, 
51        coalesce(otd.precopendente, -1) PendingPrice, 
52        coalesce(otd.time_datacriacao, cast(to_date(from_unixtime(unix_timestamp('00010101 01:01:01', 'yyyyMMdd HH:mm:ss'))) as timestamp) )  

      PendingArrivalDate, 
53        coalesce(otd.price_optimated, -1) iStarPrice, 
54        ((otd.time_datacriacao <= release_transmission_date) or (otd.arrivaldate <= release_transmission_date) or (release_transmission_date IS NULL))  

      CreatedOrderDate 
55        from ( 
56              Select MIN(release_transmission_date) release_transmission_date, delivery_date, material, vendor, transport_mode, FORWARDER, CONSIGNMENT,  

            COUNTRY, CITY, city_latitude, city_longitude, latitude, longitude, continent, continent_alt, MAABC, KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL,  
            MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH, delivery_transit_time 

57              FROM WF_agg AGG 
58              GROUP BY DELIVERY_DATE, MATERIAL, VENDOR, transport_mode, FORWARDER, CONSIGNMENT, COUNTRY, CITY, city_latitude, city_longitude, latitude,  

            longitude, continent, continent_alt, MAABC, KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH, delivery_transit_time 
59        ) wf 
60        full join otd_sf_p otd 
61        on wf.vendor=otd.SUPPLIERID AND wf.material=otd.materialnumber AND wf.delivery_date=otd.orderdate 
62  ) fj 

  

Listing 3: HiveQL script used to join the orders (“WF_AGG table”) and the arrivals (“OTD_SF_P”) in the same Hive table (HiveQL6 from Figure 56). 
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The second is related with the date of orders, as there were orders with an arrival date prior to 

the order date, as well as NULL order dates after joining the tables. This was also observed in the raw 

data, as by comparing the intended delivery date and the date of the order (from the Waterfall data 

source), roughly 0,8% (6 760 of 843 828 rows) were intended to be delivered before the order being 

placed. A possible justification for this resides on lost orders, meaning that new orders are placed with 

wrong order dates. Alternatively, it could also be due to orders that arrived to the plant, but the respective 

order register was not recorded, so they are created at the moment of the arrival. 

The solution for this problem was to create a fictional order date for these cases (see line 54 in 

Listing 3). Indeed, 28,3% of the order dates had to be created, although the majority were related with 

null order dates (27,84%). In fact, an experiment was conducted, which consisted in joining arrivals of 

2017 with the orders of only 2017 (without orders from 2016) and the total percentage of obtained null 

orders was 37,65%. Thus, the orders of 2016, only reduced the total fictional orders in around 10%. 

The last table of the second layer of auxiliary tables represents the ones that were created to 

assign unique ID numbers. These numbers are useful for the simulation model, because they allow to 

create arrays to store data for these elements. The selected data sources already have unique ID numbers 

for its materials, suppliers and bin locations in the warehouse. However, these references cannot be used 

in the simulation model, because: (1) the materials’ reference and the bin locations include alphanumeric 

characters, which does not allow a direct reference to an array position in the simulation model; (2) some 

ID numbers do not start in the number 1, thus using these to reference array positions would result in 

multiple array positions not being used. Thus, the “bins_102” and the “bins_108” were created to assign 

an ID for each bin in the respective storage location of the warehouse, and the “RMs”, “Suppliers” and 

“Countries” assign an ID number to each material, supplier and country, respectively. See Listing 4 for 

the HiveQL script that assigns an ID to each country and Appendix U for the HiveQL scripts that assign 

an ID number to each bin, material and supplier. 

1  create table countries as 
2  select row_number() over() id_country, * 
3  from ( 
4        select distinct country 
5        from WF_OTD_noID 
6  ) ids 

  

Listing 4: HiveQL script used to create an ID for each country (HiveQL11 from Figure 56). 

Using the SELECT DISTINCT statement, a list of all countries is obtained. Next, the row_number() 

over() statement assigns a number to each country. The over() statement is mandatory to be used with 

the row_number() statement and specifies data partitions from which the row numbers count is restarted, 
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which, in this case, is left blank. The HiveQL scripts that assign an ID number for the other elements used 

a similar approach. 

Finally, the data of the TOs was divided in four tables: (1) movements to the 102 storage location 

(“to102”); (2) movements out of the 102 storage location (“OutOf102”); (3) movements to the 108 

storage location (“To108”); and (4) movements out of the 108 storage location (“To108”). This way, the 

movements were divided per type and storage location, which eases the simulation model development. 

Listing 5 shows the HiveQL script used to filter the movements of materials to the 102 storage location. 

1  create table To102 as 
2  select bins.id_bin, nlpla, MATNR, RMS.id_matnr, NISTM, toconfirmation, MAABC, KZKRI, 

SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH 
3  from TOs102 
4  left join Bins_102 bins 
5  on bins.bins = TOs102.nlpla 
6  left join rms 
7  on rms.rm=matnr 
8  WHERE NLTYP = '102' 

  

Listing 5: HiveQL script used to filter all movements to the 102 storage location (HiveQL14 from Figure 56). 

As can be seen, the left join operations were used to assign the respective ID numbers to the 

bins and materials. The equivalent to the movements to the 108 storage location and out of the storage 

locations 102 and 108 can be consulted in Appendix V. The same was done to the “WF_OTD_noID” 

(created with the HiveQL shown in Listing 3), to create the “WF_OTD_SF_P_final”, through the HiveQL 

shown in Appendix U. 

Finally, the “Suppliers_RMs” was created, which specifies the suppliers of each material, as well 

as their information, e.g., country and material safety stock. This table is important to run the model 

based on random distributions, as will be later described. 

Having concluded the development of the BDW and the data modelling according to the 

simulation model requirements, it is possible to analyze the number of attributes that were considered in 

this thesis. In this regard, Table 26 shows the total number of attributes that were analyzed, among the 

data source included in the BDW, the total included in the BDW and in the simulation model. 

Table 26: Total attributes analyzed, selected for the BDW and used by the simulation. 

 Data sources Total attributes 

analyzed 

Selected for 

BDW 

Selected for 

simulation 

Created Data sources Countries 6 6 6 

Cities 

 

3 3 3 

Other included data sources DALI DB 1 632 113 25 

Supplier DB 48 5 5 
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 Data sources Total attributes 

analyzed 

Selected for 

BDW 

Selected for 

simulation 

OTD 26 7 6 

iStar 34 16 4 

Pendings 23 15 7 

Waterfall 

 

28 6 6 

Excluded data sources Needs 3 3  

PILUM 51 21  

 Total 1 854 195 62 

 

As can be seen, more than 1 800 attributes were analyzed, while roughly 200 were included in 

the BDW. However, as indicated in the beginning of this subsection, while developing the simulation 

model, several data issues were identified (these issues are discussed in section 4.6) and culminated in 

the use of 62 attributes in the simulation. 

The largest analyzed data source was DALI, which comprises several data tables, wherein some 

of the analyzed tables were completely excluded. Furthermore, among the excluded data sources, two 

can be distinguished. Needs is a data source which stores the production’s material needs for the future. 

This would be interesting in order to get a forecast of the materials. However, no historical data for this 

source was found. Nevertheless, since the respective Hive table was created, it is ensured that historical 

data for this source can now be stored. Finally, PILUM (Purchasing Integration Lean and Unified 

Management) stores data regarding the final customers’ orders and the actual fulfilled orders. However, 

for security reasons, only a data sample of less than a month and not for all materials was provided. 

Finally, it should be noted that other data sources were also analyzed, but were not stated in this table, 

as their analysis did not culminate in any data sent to the BDW, for varied reasons. 

 Simulation 

In this section, the main steps conducted to develop the simulation model are described. 

Thereafter, the simulation model is validated taking into consideration several aspects. Furthermore, since 

the model is fed with real industrial data from the BDW, the metrics that can be obtained from such BDW 

are also used in the validation process. Finally, the main KPIs defined for the simulation model are 

described. 
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4.5.1. Simulation Model Development 

SC systems comprise flows of external and internal logistic movements. Thus, the type of entity 

flowing in the simulation model represents both mentioned types of material movements, i.e., both orders 

to suppliers - and the respective material arrival - and material transfers that occur within the plant (e.g., 

store materials in the warehouse or send them to production). Figure 58 and Figure 59 show the objects 

responsible for creating the entities of this system. The “CreateSupplierOrders” Source object is 

responsible for creating orders to suppliers, while the remaining four Sources are used to create TOs to 

and out of the 102 and the 108 storage locations, respectively. These objects are part of the only physical 

object that comprises the simulation model, which is also the model that sets the location of the plant, in 

Braga, Portugal. 

 

Figure 58: Properties of the “CreateSupplierOrders” object. 

 

Figure 59: Properties of the “CreateTO_to108” object. 
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Both figures show SIMIO objects on the left side, while on the right side, the properties of the 

selected object (highlighted in green) are displayed. From the displayed properties (right side of both 

figures), the following can be stressed: 

 Entity Type: defines the type of entity created, which is an order. As both figures show, the same 

type of entity is created, regardless of the type of movement (internal or external) - these were 

differentiated using appropriate symbols; 

 Arrival Mode: defines the mode for creating entities. By default, they are created following a 

random distribution, which is the traditional approach in simulation projects. However, since the 

simulation model runs with data fed by the BDW, this mode was changed to Arrive Table. Thus, 

it was necessary to bind the SIMIO tables to the tables of the BDW; 

 Arrival Time: defines the column (of the table specified in the previous property), where the stored 

date values are used to create entities. In the case provided in Figure 58, it was the column 

referent to the dates of the orders to suppliers, while, in the case of Figure 59, it was the column 

with the date of the TOs; 

 Entities Per Arrival: defines how many entities are created in each arrival. In this case, a Boolean 

expression was used, which allows the model to stop entities being created using the data on the 

BDW and change to entities created with statistical distributions, as will be discussed afterwards. 

Thus, when the model runs using the Big Data, each arrival corresponds to the creation of one 

entity; 

 Row Number: defines the data row assigned to each created entity. Both the data and the 

simulation model were modeled so that each row corresponds to a different entity. Thus, each 

created entity is associated to the row that trigged its creation, meaning that they retain the 

attributes of this row, as their own; 

 Created Entity: defines the process that is executed by each entity when created, hence modeling 

the activities of the created entity, according to the data stored in the respective Hive table. As 

Figure 58 and Figure 59 show, a process is executed for orders to suppliers, while different 

processes are executed for the TOs. In fact, in the case of TOs, each Source object represented 

in Figure 59 executes a different process, since the entities created by these objects are 

associated to different Hive tables, as explained in subsection 4.4.6. Thus, when orders are 

placed to suppliers, the process depicted in Figure 60 is executed. 
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Figure 60: Process executed to model orders being placed to the respective suppliers. 
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These processes are executed by tokens, which is a SIMIO concept that executes the processes, 

in place of the entities. It is possible to have several tokens executing the same process, in parallel, 

allowing actions to be performed simultaneously. As Figure 60 shows, the token starts by making some 

assignments to the created entity, related with the associated data row. Thereafter, using the “Go to Free 

Space” Transfer step, the entity is transferred to Free Space, which allows entities to freely move in an 

orthogonal tridimensional space, without requiring a link or connection between objects. However, the 

movement of entities needs to be modeled, which adds complexity to the development. On the other 

hand, this approach allows the model to automatically adapt to changes in the data, as will be discussed 

in the next chapter. 

When in Free Space, the entity executes the “Place order” Travel step, sending the entity to the 

location of the supplier. This movement represents the act of placing an order to a supplier, allowing the 

visualization of orders being placed. This movement was modeled to occur at a very high speed and its 

duration is considered when setting the total order lead time. When arriving at the location of the supplier, 

the token executes a series of Decide steps, responsible to model the disruption scenarios (discussed in 

next chapter). Finally, the token verifies if the entity has a valid transit time (higher than 0), which is used 

to set the total order lead time, calculated with the “Set lead time” Execute step. This calculation is 

discussed in more detail in subsection 4.6.2. 

Next, the token verifies if the associated order was delayed and calculates its arrival date 

deviation, verifying if a special freight was necessary. Finally, it is verified if the geographic location of the 

respective supplier was affected by any disruption. This verification is applied at the end of the process 

to allow the calculation of the disrupted orders’ lead and transit times, before occurring a disruption. If 

the geographic zone is not affected, the token executes the Execute “Produce and ship” step, which 

models the production and shipment of the order back to the plant, depicted in Figure 61. 

In similar way to the former process, this also starts by making some verifications related with 

the disruptive scenarios. Thereafter, the process executes the “Interruptible lead time” Delay step, which 

makes the entity stop, at the supplier location, during the specified lead time (minus the transit time), 

which was defined in the former process. This Delay step is set to interruptible so that the associated 

orders can be interrupted, using disruptive events. Finally, the token enters a series of verifications which 

set the travel mode of the order back to the plant and, using the “Go to plant” Travel step, the shipment 

is initialized. When the token finishes executing the Travel step, it will execute the “Leave Free Space” 

Transfer step, which allows the order to enter the “BrgP_Entrance” TransferNode, depicted in both Figure 

58 and Figure 59. 
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Figure 61: Process executed to model the production and shipment of orders to the Braga plant. 

As described in section 4.1, when material shipments arrive to the plant, they are queued before 

being stored in the warehouse, e.g. for quality inspection. This was modeled by creating three data 

structures, as depicted in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62: Types of logistic movements and how they were implemented in the simulation model. 
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Using these data sources, it becomes possible to model the orders that are queued before being 

stocked in the warehouse, using the “stock_GRbuffer” array. When TOs to the warehouse occur, the 

respective materials are removed from this buffer and stored in the matrix data structure of the respective 

storage location. The data structures associated to the storage location were defined as matrices because 

a dimension is required to specify the material stored in a bin (row of the matrix) and a second dimension 

is required to save the associated quantity. In its turn, when TOs out of the warehouse occur, if the 

destination is not the production, the materials are sent back to the buffer array (“stock_GRbuffer” array). 

Figure 63 represents the process executed when TOs to the 102 storage location occur. 

 

Figure 63: Process executed when TOs to the 102 storage location occur. 

The above process starts by making some initial assignments related with the values obtained 

from the respective table row, e.g., quantity and material moved. Next, if the destination bin is empty and 

if the required quantity exists in the source bin, the token stores the quantity in the respective matrix. 

After these operations, the associated entity is destroyed. Figure 64 shows the process executed when 

TOs out of the 102 storage location occur. The equivalent process for the TOs to and out of the 108 

storage location are depicted in Appendix W. 

This process starts by subtracting the moved material quantity from the respective matrix, to sum 

it to the buffer array (“stock_GRbuffer”) or send it to production, i.e., either to the MO1 or MO2 Servers, 

depicted in Figure 58 and Figure 59, which model the production of the plant. The edited properties of 

these objects are described below. 

 Initial Capacity: capacity of the production, i.e., the maximum number of entities that can be 

processed at the same time; 

 Processing Time: time to process the materials. 
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Figure 64: Process executed when TOs out of the 102 storage location occur. 
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When the entities finish the respective production, they are destroyed, hence ending the flow in 

the system. The main steps to develop the simulation model have been discussed in this subsection. 

Notwithstanding, more processes and steps were created to meet the ROs of this thesis, which will be 

discussed in the remaining parts of this chapter, as well as in the next chapter. 

4.5.2. Model and Data Validation 

In this subsection, the validation of the simulation model is discussed. This step is essential in 

any simulation model development, as its end goal is to reach a simulation model that accurately 

represents the system being modeled, so that the retrieved results from it are trustable. This way, the 

confidence in the simulation model increases and users are thus confident on the obtained results [45], 

[266]. Some of the main techniques used to validate simulation models have been proposed by Sargent 

[266], and were more recently cited by Popovics et al. [45]. 

As one of the objectives of this thesis is to use the simulation model to reproduce the historical 

data stored in the BDW, from the many existing validation techniques, those that can be applied in the 

context of this objective are discussed in this subsection. Some of the techniques cannot be applied in 

this context, such as comparing simulation outputs with outputs from other models, hence those 

techniques are not used in this validation process. Sargent [266] first suggested animation as a technique 

to validate the model, in order to visualize the operational behavior, as the system’s state evolves 

throughout simulation time. In this regard, the following three activities can be emphasized as the main 

moments of the simulation model: 

 Orders being placed to suppliers; 

 Orders being processed by suppliers; 

 Orders being sent to the Braga Bosch plant. 

 

Figure 65 depicts the moment, when orders are placed to suppliers. As can be seen, the model 

runs in a 3D world map, integrating a Google Earth view. The blue triangle-shaped entities represent 

entities being placed to suppliers. The name of the countries represented below each entity represents 

the country where the supplier is located. The figure also shows some circles placed north of Portugal. 

The yellow ones represent orders that have already been placed to the respective suppliers. It should be 

noted that the location of these entities represents the location of the supplier, as stored in the BDW, with 

a small deviation, whose purpose will be explained in subsection 4.6.2. Among the yellow entities, one 

depicted in blue can be seen, which represents an order that was placed, but according to the data, did 

not result in any arrival to the plant, as was addressed in subsection 4.4.6. Finally, the numbers above 
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each yellow entity represent the number of days remaining for the order to be shipped to the Braga plant. 

This number decreases as the simulation clock advances in time. When it is time to ship the order, the 

symbol of the order changes to the respective transport type and their speed is also adjusted to the 

transportation lead time represented in the BDW. In some cases, the lead time has to be estimated, as 

will be discussed in subsection 4.6.2. 

 

Figure 65: Orders being placed to suppliers. 

Figure 66 shows a view over suppliers from Europe, which are processing orders for the Braga 

plant. In this figure, it is possible to see some orders that are placed to the respective suppliers, but do 

not culminate in an arrival to the Braga plant (blue circles). 

 

Figure 66: Orders being processed by suppliers. 
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In its turn, Figure 67 shows the moment when suppliers finish to process the respective orders 

and ship them to the Braga plant. Some of the orders being shipped are highlighted in this figure. As can 

be seen, the symbol of these entities was changed to the respective delivery type, i.e., aircraft, sea craft 

or truck. Furthermore, their labels show the time in which the orders were shipped to the Braga plant. 

 

Figure 67: Orders being sent to the Braga Bosch plant. 

Sargent [266] also suggested testing situations for which the outputs are not known, e.g., testing 

the model to extreme conditions or stochastic variability, to verify if the outputs are according to the 

expectations, or if there are considerable discrepancies, being important to verify such outputs with the 

involved stakeholders. These scenarios correspond to the disruptions that were modeled. Thus, they will 

not be covered in this subsection, as they will be thoroughly discussed in next chapter. 

Likewise, the importance of comparing outputs of the simulation with either known values from 

the real system, easily calculated values, or historical data, were also stressed by Sargent [266]. Alluded 

to this, Figure 68 shows the quantity of materials received, ordered and consumed per week, as obtained 

from the simulation outputs. 
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Figure 68: Total quantity of materials ordered, received and consumed per week. 

The above figure shows that the quantity of materials consumed suffers few changes throughout 

the year, with some production decreases observed in some periods of the year, albeit with an 

interestingly slight tendency to increase the quantity of materials sent to production, possibly indicating 

the growth of the plant. Conversely, the fluctuation of orders received and being placed are more 

accentuated. A similar conclusion can be withdrawn from Figure 69, which illustrates the total 

consumption orders per week, i.e., the total number of material movements to production. 

 

Figure 69: Number of consumption orders per week. 

The above figure shows the number of production orders increasing throughout the first months 

of the year, to later decrease around summer, followed by new increases until the winter stoppage; these 
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periods represent holiday seasons of the plant. In its turn, Figure 70 shows the number of material 

shipment arrivals and orders placed to suppliers per week. 

 

Figure 70: Number of orders placed and arrivals per week. 

A comparison can be established between Figure 70 and Figure 57 (page 136, subsection 4.4.6), 

since both represent the number of orders placed and the number of orders that arrive to the plant per 

week. However, Figure 57 was obtained by querying the data stored in the BDW, while Figure 70 plots 

the outputs obtained from running the simulation model fed with data stored in the BDW. Thus, the main 

differences that can be observed by comparing both figures are justified by the following: (1) orders that 

would arrive to the plant after the beginning of the simulation (1st of January 2017) but should have been 

placed before this starting date are not created; (2) the simulation model considers some fictional order 

dates, as was discussed in subsection 4.4.6. 

It should be noted that it was ensured that all the measures here discussed were obtained from 

the simulation model and from the BDW and compared. In fact, this also consists in one of the validation 

techniques proposed by Sargent [266] and the model could not be considered as validated when the 

results obtained from both approaches were exactly the same. 

The model was also validated through multiple discussions and meetings with process experts, 

in a validation technique named as face validity by Sargent [266]. This was of particular relevance, since 

it allowed to understand some exceptions that appeared when working with more detail with the data. 

Interestingly, these interactions also allowed to discover some problems and limitations with the data 

being used, which are thoroughly discussed in subsection 4.6.2. 
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4.5.3. Performance Metrics 

In this subsection, the main KPIs used to assess the performance of the simulation scenarios will 

be described. In this regard, the literature review analysis conducted in chapter 3 suggested that service 

level is among the most used KPIs in problems of this domain. Notwithstanding, from the conducted 

interviews with managers, it was found that service level is not measured at the Braga plant. Thus, also 

during these interviews, it was agreed that the following KPIs should be used: 

 Holding costs: Corresponds to the cost of holding the stock in the warehouse. It is the result of 

multiplying, for each material, the stock level by the material’s standard price, thus being 

estimated at the plant using the below expression ( 1 ). 

 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  ∑(𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑀𝑛 ∗  𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑛 ∗ 9%)

𝑛

1

 ( 1 ) 

with 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑛 being the average price of all materials, since 55% of the materials have 

a standard price of 0, as mentioned in subsection 4.4.2. Thus, this expression considers that the interest 

rate is 9%, which corresponds to the standard value applied at the Bosch plant. 

 Stock level: Stock level of the warehouse. At the Braga plant, the stock utilization is measured 

according to the percentage of occupied storage bins. However, as will be thoroughly analyzed 

in subsection 4.6.2, the TOs data is either not complete, or not completely correct, which 

demanded a redesign of the approach to model the warehouse. Thus, to calculate the stock level, 

the total quantity of all materials in the warehouse was used for this KPI; 

 Costs with special freights: The cost of scheduling a special freight. As mentioned in 

subsection 4.4.1 the price of a special freight may be assigned to a batch of materials, not being 

possible to determine the price of a specific material. Because of this, the average price of all 

freights was used whenever a new one was scheduled. 

 

From the literature analysis, it was concluded that the main KPIs used to assess the performance 

of SCs under risks are the following: bull-whip effect, customers’ orders fill rate, holding cost, inventory 

level, transportation costs and service level. However, due the lack of data related with some of these 

metrics, as will be discussed in section 4.6, transportation costs and the bull-whip effect were not used. 

In their place, and to the KPIs agreed with managers from the plant, the following were added: 
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 Production orders fill rate: represents the fill rate of production orders; 

 Production utilization: Average utilization of both MO1 and MO2 SIMIO Servers (see Figure 

58 and Figure 59); 

 OTD deviation: Since the valid simulation model results in the orders arriving to the plant at 

the dates specified in the data, this KPI will specify the deviation between the actual arrival date, 

registered during the simulation, and the arrival date stored in the BDW, caused by order delays 

or failures. 

 Simulation Model Coherence 

While developing the simulation model, some data problems were faced, which needed to be 

handled, in order for the model to maintain its coherence. Some of these issues concern data that could 

not be obtained for varied reasons, while other issues are related with data that is incomplete or wrong. 

Thus, this section first describes the data sources that could not be obtained, identifying their potential 

benefits. Last subsection discusses the main issues found in the available data and the adopted 

approaches to bypass such problems, while also describing the approaches adopted for the missing data 

described in the first subsection. 

4.6.1. Missing Data Sources 

Sometimes data related with relevant business processes cannot be used in a project, with 

reasons for such lack of data including: data not covering all the selected time frame; historical data of 

said processes is not stored by the organization; no access to sensitive data, which is sectorized in 

different departments. This subsection discusses some of the processes which should be used by similar 

simulation projects, albeit could not be used for this project for varied reasons. These have consequences 

on the final conceived solution and need to be carefully analyzed, to determine what kind of measures 

can be taken to lessen their impact on the quality of the final solution. Thus, for some of these missing 

data sources, solutions were found which are described in this subsection, while also discussing their 

cons. The implementation of these workarounds is thereafter provided in subsection 4.6.2. The 

identification of the business processes here discussed were the result of the study of the SC processes, 

as described in section 4.2 (see Figure 32 in page 102). The following provides such discussion. 

 Historical Stock 

Historical stock data would provide the contents of the warehouse at a given time period. A fortiori, 

it could also constitute the initial stock at the beginning of the simulation. In fact, the TC lx03 allows to 

consult the current stock level. However, historical data from this transaction is not stored, therefore, it 
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could not be used. Hence, alternative approaches to estimate the stock values at the beginning of the 

simulation need to be analyzed. These alternative approaches are described in subsection 4.6.2. 

 Historical Master Data 

Certain attributes change with time at different paces, e.g. supplier’s travel mode, material’s 

standard price or ABC classification. Indeed, at the Braga plant, the material’s safety time is reviewed 

every three months and the material’s standard price is reviewed every year. Thus, the current values 

were obtained from SAP (through the DALI DB), however, the historical changes could not be considered. 

 Customers’ Orders 

To properly assess the impact of customers’ orders variability, the quantity of each ordered FG 

by end customers, as well as the respective delivered quantity are crucial. This is an information that 

could not be provided by the Logistics Department, as it is considered sensitive purchasing information, 

which is out of the access of the Department, since it is solely responsible for providing RM needs to the 

production. To bypass this lack of data, such needs can be considered, which are stored in the LTAP data 

source. However, this approach is limited in some ways. First, as observed in field observations and 

registered during interviews, it is common for RMs to be required by production, only to remain stored in 

supermarkets, waiting hour or even days to be produced. Second, the consequences of customer’s order 

variability cannot be efficiently measured, as it is substantially different to change the order quantity of a 

certain RM than changing the order quantity of a FG, which is comprised of critic and not-so-critic RMs. 

Third, a shortage of a RM which is used in a relevant number of FGs should have a greater negative 

impact than the shortage of a material which is used in few FGs. Such difference is hardly felt if the scope 

only considers the RMs. This, in fact, leads to the next item of missing data sources. 

 Bill of Materials 

The BOM establishes a relation between RMs and FGs, specifying the quantity of each RM 

involved in each FG, possibly involving several BOM levels. While BOM generate huge amounts of data, 

especially considering that they can change with time, it is the researcher’s conviction that it would only 

be necessary to include the final BOM level of each RM, i.e., the FG where each RM is involved, not being 

necessary to specify all the BOM levels. This would reduce the amount of data, as it would not specify 

the materials involved in producing the intermediate components. 

It is known that the plant produces roughly 1 500 FGs. It is also known that automotive plants 

dealing with electronic components usually deal with RMs that are used in several FGs [10]. In addition, 

at the Braga plant, sometimes, alternative BOM exist, which specify alternative equivalent RMs that can 

be used in the production of a FG (e.g., when facing material shortages), while still maintaining the quality 
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of the produced good. Thus, it is expected that, even by reducing the data by only considering the last 

usage BOM level of each RM, the amount of data would still be considerable. Due to this excessive data 

and its dynamic nature, BOM of some products are handled by individual departments responsible for 

their own production, which consists in the main difficulty for obtaining this data source for all FGs 

produced at the plant. 

 Production Capacity 

It is important to properly assess the production capacity of the Braga plant, in order to determine 

if the plant can meet the increased customers’ orders. In fact, the plant’s production capacity is relevant 

not only for this, but also to measure the average utilization of the production. To bypass this lack of data, 

the TOs to the production can be used as a reference to the production utilization throughout a given time 

frame. This utilization can thus be used to obtain the maximum production capacity of the plant. However, 

this approach assumes that the maximum utilization of the production, in the time frame of the data 

stored in the BDW, is, indeed, the maximum production capacity of the plant, which may not be the case. 

Furthermore, this approach also requires the production time to be known, which leads to the next item. 

 Production time 

Without this data, it would not be possible to determine the production capacity. To bypass this, 

field observations can be done to verify adequate production times, namely in what concerns the order 

of magnitude, since it would not be possible to collect the production times of all materials. Possible 

workarounds for this lack of data include measuring the time difference between materials sent to 

production and the retreat of the respective FG from production or measure the time between each type 

of RM sent to production to produce the same FG. However, both approaches would require the BOM. 

 Production Plans 

It is also important to stress the importance of production plans. Sometimes, alternative plans 

can be considered when facing material shortages, or increased customers’ orders. For instance, 

consider that a given supplier fails on its material deliveries, resulting in shortage of materials to produce. 

It should be relevant to verify if it is possible to reschedule the production, in order to produce other FGs 

in advance, pushing the production of the lacking materials forth in time. Thus, to properly assess these 

situation, alternative production plans’ data would also be required. 

 Suppliers’ Visibility 

A lack of SC visibility was also noted while working on the thesis. While efforts were being made 

to develop new software to use in conjunction with their suppliers, the fact is that regarding data of 

supplier, such as: production capacities, production times for each material and others, is still missing. 
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In fact, even suppliers’ data that is supposedly available is sometimes not well maintained, as is the case 

with travel mode, as discussed in subsection 4.4.2. This is important, because, when faced with 

disruptions, organizations may try to react by several means, such as trying to place the disrupted orders 

to alternative suppliers. However, these alternatives may have several other constraints on their side, e.g.: 

their second-tier suppliers cannot meet their demands or were also disrupted; their capacity is not enough 

to meet the new orders. Thus, having complete data of the SC, rather than just the plant’s processes 

would be necessary. Regarding the suppliers’ production time, this lack of data can be bypassed by 

considering the total lead time of each order. This analysis is provided in subsection 4.6.2. 

 

Considering the described lack of data, some conclusions can be withdrawn. First, although the 

lack of customers’ orders and BOM led to the definition of an approach to bypass this lack of data, it also 

led to a reduction in the scope of the problem. Indeed, the problem cannot be thoroughly analyzed from 

the supplier end of the chain until the customer end, leading to a view which is limited to the production 

of the plant. While it is true that the production is triggered by the customers’ orders, this approach entails 

the previously discussed disadvantages. This is also backed by the lack of SC visibility (e.g., multi-tier 

suppliers, supplier capacity). While the ROs of this thesis are not harmed, as its academic and industrial 

novelty remain solid, the scope is thus shortened by not considering the listed missing data sources, 

culminating, in fact, in a view similar to the Logistics Department where this research was held. 

4.6.2. Data Estimation 

This subsection identifies the issues of the data used in the simulation model. Such data needs 

to be coherent, so that the resulting simulation model also produces a coherent and valid simulation. 

Thus, the following is the description of problems found in the data and how these issues were bypassed, 

as well as the approach conducted to bypass the missing data sources that had been previously discussed 

in subsection 4.6.1. 

 Customers’ orders 

As discussed in subsection 4.6.1, data for the customer’ orders could not be obtained. However, 

such data is crucial since the end goal of a SC is to fulfill the customers’ needs. Thus, to bypass this lack 

of data, the production’s orders were used as the demand that stimulates the simulated SC to operate. 

Such orders are part of the TOs data source, as movements that occur to the production. 

 Date of orders to suppliers 

As discussed in subsection 4.4.6, it was not possible to find the dates of roughly 27,8% of the 

orders, while, on the other hand, roughly 0,5% of the orders had to be changed, since they were ordered 
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after the arrival of the material. This was observed, even though the data considered orders of 2016 and 

2017, whilst the arrivals comprised the year of 2017. In fact, if the year of 2016 is excluded from the 

data, the percentage of orders that had to be changed only rises about 10%. When discussing this issue 

with the process experts the explanation that arose for this concerned with suppliers that operate under 

special circumstances with the plant, e.g.: VMI. Therefore, as provided in subsection 4.4.6, this was 

solved by subtracting a constant value to the arrival date. 

 Suppliers’ location 

As discussed in subsection 4.4.2, some values of the city attribute were not used, due to the 

quality of such data. Thus, whenever a city value was unavailable, the country’s location was used. 

Furthermore, in order to visualize all orders sent the same location (city or country), a small deviation to 

these coordinates was applied. This ensures that all entities can be seen during the simulation run. It 

should be noted that these location changes do not affect the simulation results, as the distance between 

the source and destination locations are considered when calculating the order lead time. 

 Travel mode 

Some data rows do not have a travel mode specified, because the corresponding supplier is not 

included in the Supplier DB. Because of this, some rules were implemented to obtain a travel mode for 

the associated order. Figure 71 shows the implemented rules in a flow chart view. 

 

Figure 71: Implemented approach to define the travel mode when data was not available; executed in the “Set travel mode” 
Execute step, depicted in Figure 61. 
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Firstly, entities associated to special freights are always associated to the air travel mode. The 

figure shows that for suppliers located in Africa, America or Oceania and travel times higher or equal to 

15 days, the sea travel mode was used. For the same locations, but travel durations inferior to 15 days, 

materials are sent via aircraft; for the remaining locations and transportation durations higher or equal to 

10 days, the sea travel mode was used; for lower durations, the travel mode was set to air or truck, 

whether the transportation duration had to be estimated or not, respectively. 

To decide on these implemented rules, the data sources were consulted, and the views of 

business process experts were considered. Nevertheless, these rules only affect the animation of the 

model, since they only determine the symbol used for the entity, thus not affecting the transportation 

duration, neither the obtained results. 

 Transit and lead times 

As discussed in subsection 4.4.2, some transit times cannot be applied, as they would preclude 

the arrival of orders at the date specified in the BDW. Hence, in order to correct this issue, both the transit 

time and the lead time values were estimated whenever these situations occurred. Moreover, these 

problems were handled in conjunction as, in fact, transit time can be considered as a part of the total 

lead time. Figure 72 illustrates the implemented approach to solve these issues. 

 

Figure 72: Implemented approach to bypass the transit and lead time issues; executed in the “Set lead time” Execute step, 
depicted in Figure 60. 

As the above figure depicts, first, it is verified if the data row assigned to the entity specifies a 

transit time. If not, it is estimated based on the transit times of other suppliers from the same country; a 

discrete distribution is assigned based on the percentage of suppliers for each existing transit time (from 

suppliers of that country). Afterwards, it is verified if the entity is associated to an early arrival or an on-

time arrival, verifying if the transit time, in both cases, allows the associated entities to arrive to the plant 

at the date registered in the data. If the durations are adequate, the corresponding lead time is associated 
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to the entity. Otherwise, the lead time and transit time values are adjusted to allow the entity to arrive to 

the plant at the date specified in the data. It should be noted that this approach does not influence the 

simulation results as the total lead time remains the same, since the entity arrives always at the arrival 

date specified in the data. Conversely, if the entity is associated to an early arrival, the previous steps are 

repeated, but this time using the early arrival date, instead of the arrival date. 

 Transfer orders 

As described in section 4.1, material TOs to the warehouse aim to occupy an empty storage bin. 

Hence, this storage strategy implies the following two premises: 

 when a material is moved to a bin, the bin is empty before this transfer occurs; 

 when a material is moved out of a bin, the material needs to have been previously stored in the 

same bin. 

 

However, while running the simulation model, several cases in which these premises were not 

respected could be observed. Figure 73 shows a sample of an extraction of movements in and out of the 

“5A 0104-01” storage bin from the Hive table with all TOs, i.e., before performing the data views to 

separate this table in the four Hive tables used in the simulation. 

 

Figure 73: Sample of an extraction of movements to and out of the “5A 0104-01” storage bin. 

Line Material Source Storage 

Location

Source bin Destination 

Storage Location

Destination 

Bin

Quantity TO Time

#1 E 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 80 2017-01-06 16:53:36.0

#2 E 102 E1 0803403 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-06 20:06:02.0

#3 E 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 0 2017-01-07 07:41:01.0

#4 E 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 100 2017-01-07 08:15:59.0

#5 E 102 I2 1502705 108 5A 0104-01 60 2017-01-07 15:43:29.0

#6 E 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 60 2017-01-08 13:37:36.0

#7 A 102 K2 2003106 108 5A 0104-01 320 2017-01-08 15:34:49.0

#8 A 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 320 2017-01-09 20:46:49.0

#9 F 102 K2 2003106 108 5A 0104-01 320 2017-01-09 22:12:31.0

#10 F 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 320 2017-01-10 01:46:34.0

#11 C 102 E2 0701107 108 5A 0104-01 80 2017-01-10 05:14:31.0

#12 C 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 80 2017-01-10 18:55:41.0

#13 E 102 J1 1800503 108 5A 0104-01 180 2017-01-10 22:05:31.0

#14 C 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 180 2017-01-11 05:02:26.0

#15 C 102 H2 1300804 108 5A 0104-01 120 2017-01-11 09:07:34.0

#16 G 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 120 2017-01-12 20:41:20.0

#17 G 102 H2 1300804 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-12 23:37:30.0

#18 C 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 100 2017-01-13 01:58:21.0

#19 G 108 5A 0104-01 922 TR-ZONE 100 2017-01-13 05:39:13.0

#20 A 922 TR-ZONE 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-13 05:39:13.0

#21 H 102 E2 0800806 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-13 05:39:13.0

#22 B 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 100 2017-01-13 06:17:27.0

#23 E 102 J2 1701204 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-13 14:01:03.0

#24 C 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 100 2017-01-13 14:45:42.0

#25 H 102 J1 1801002 108 5A 0104-01 480 2017-01-13 17:19:14.0

#26 H 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 480 2017-01-17 00:01:28.0

#27 H 102 J1 1701602 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-17 06:55:09.0

#28 D 108 5A 0104-01 922 TR-ZONE 100 2017-01-17 06:55:09.0

#29 C 922 TR-ZONE 108 5A 0104-01 100 2017-01-17 06:55:09.0

#30 C 108 5A 0104-01 MO1 PVB104 100 2017-01-17 07:46:22.0
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As can be seen, the first movements follow what is expected, since materials E, A, F and C (lines 

1 to 12) are stored in the bin before being consumed. However, from line 13 onwards, some problems 

can be seen. First, in line 13, material E is stored, but the next consumption is material C, which had not 

been previously stored. The same happens in lines 15 and 16, and 17 and 18; in lines 15 and 16, the 

material G is consumed, albeit material C was last stored in the same bin. Next, in lines 20 to 22, the 

materials A and H are stored, without being consumed, and, later, material B is consumed, without being 

previously stored. These issues are repeated in lines 23 and 24, and 27 and 28. 

Since simulation allowed to discover these problems in the data, it would also be interesting 

to use it to understand the scale of these problems. Thus, the simulation model was used to record the 

percentage of movements that do not represent the storage strategy of the plant and the obtained results 

can be seen in Figure 74. 

 

Figure 74: Percentage of TOs not consistent with the storage strategy followed at the plant. 

Whenever a new TO was created, if the material in question was not found on the respective 

source or destination storage bin, depending on the type of movement (in or out of a given bin), the 

number of failed TOs was increased; the figure represents the associated percentage. It should be noted 

that this percentage was only registered after the first failed move to each bin, since at the beginning of 

the simulation it was not possible to know the contents of each bin, due to the lack of historical stock 

data, already addressed in subsection 4.6.1. 

As Figure 74 shows, the percentage maintains the same level throughout the year, with the 

exception of a particular day at the end of the year, in which all 19 movements failed. Conversely, the 

number of failed movements to the warehouse, on average, is higher throughout the analyzed year. 
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After trying to understand this problem with process experts two main justifications arose. The 

first is that not all movements are registered. The second is that movements are registered with a wrong 

date. For instance, a material movement may occur, but it is not immediately registered (or is created 

with a wrong date), hence movements appear in the wrong order. Due to this problem, the strategy to 

model the warehouse had to be changed. Thus, the strategy described in subsection 4.5.1 (see Figure 

62) was updated to the one depicted in Figure 75. 

As can be seen, in this new approach, the buffer that had been created to store materials 

temporarily removed from the warehouse, or which have not yet been stored in the warehouse, will be 

used to model the warehouse itself. It should be stressed that, apart from this alternative, a multiproduct 

strategy was also modeled, which consisted in allowing several materials to be stored in the same bin, 

which still resulted in TOs of materials not consistent with this strategy. 

 

Figure 75: Types of logistic movements and how they were implemented in the simulation model (updated from Figure 62). 

Having changed the approach to the one here addressed, the processes that modelled the 

movement of materials from the warehouse to production were replaced by the one depicted in Figure 

76. 

The process starts by verifying if the production is operational and if the user specified a 

probability to increase the production order’s quantity. If the order quantity was changed, it is updated 

with the Assign “update demand” step. Thereafter, the token verifies if there is enough quantity in stock, 

in which case the token may have the associate order wait (with the Wait step) until the quantity is 

replenished, or destroy it (with the Destroy step), depending on what the user specified in the model 

parameters. The unfilled orders are updated with the Assign “disrupt order” step. If there is enough 

quantity in the warehouse, the quantity is removed and sent to production. 
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Figure 76: Process responsible for storing materials in the warehouse. 

With this new approach, the “OutOf102” and “OutOf108” Hive tables (see Figure 56) could not 

be used and two additional tables were created, which exclusively include material movements to 

production. Listing 6 shows the HiveQL script used to create a table with only the movements from the 

102 storage location to production. The equivalent to the 108 storage location is shown in Appendix V. 

1  create table 102_toProduction as 
2  select * from outof102 where nltyp = 'MO1' or nltyp = 'MO2' 

  

Listing 6: HivelQL used to filter movements from the 102 storage location to production (HiveQL18 from Figure 56). 

 Initial stock 

As discussed in subsection 4.6.1, it was not possible to obtain historical stock data. Therefore, 

to bypass this lack of data, the simulation model was run without considering any stock method and the 

average, standard deviation and other aggregation values were calculated for all materials and stored in 

a Hive table. Afterwards, in new runs, several expressions and approaches were considered which use 

the previously calculated aggregation values, in order to set the initial stock for each material. This way, 

the simulation is “learning”, or “teaching itself”, the stock to use. Thus, the following approaches to 

calculate the stock for each material were considered: 
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𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 ∗  𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 ( 2 ) 

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 ∗  𝐿𝑇 ( 3 ) 

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 ∗  𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ( 4 ) 

𝑆𝐹(𝑆𝐿) ∗  √𝐿𝑇 ∗ 𝑆𝐷(𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑)2 + 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑
2  ∗ 𝑆𝐷(𝐿𝑇)2  ( 5 ) 

with 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑, average consumed quantity; 𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠, average time between orders to suppliers; 

𝐿𝑇, average supplier lead time; 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, safety time; 𝑆𝐹(𝑆𝐿), safety factor for service level, which in this 

case was considered to be 99,9%, based on a normally distributed demand, thus obtaining the value 3,9; 

𝑆𝐷(𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑), standard deviation for consumed quantity; 𝑆𝐷(𝐿𝑇), standard deviation for lead time. 

Expression ( 5 ) was obtained from literature and, as suggested by Ruiz-Torres and Mahmoodi 

[267], it is one of the most commonly used methods for the safety stock calculation. In fact, the stock at 

the start of the simulation can be seen as the safety stock for each material. The same method was also 

analyzed by Schmidt et al. [268] in their review of safety stock calculation methods. However, as noted 

by Ruiz-Torres and Mahmoodi [267], the expression is often implemented under the assumption that the 

normal distribution represents the demand during lead time. According to the same authors, many studies 

(see [267] and the references therein) demonstrated that the normal distribution is not the best 

distribution to use, paving the way for other expressions. This problem, in fact, remains as one of the 

hottest and more complex research topics in the field, as noted by the cited authors. Finally, to the above 

approaches, the following ones were also considered: 

 A: Sum of all consumptions; 

 B: Quantity difference between all consumptions and all arrivals; 

 C: Sum of all consumptions until the first arrival of each material; 

 No initial stock. 

 

Figure 77 shows the evolution of the stock for each implemented method. The figure shows the 

stock approaches correspondent to expressions ( 2 ) to ( 5 ) with dashed or dotted lines, and the remaining 

four approaches with continuous lines. 

Regarding this latter set, it can be seen that approach A results in a high stock level, which is 

related with the nature of the approach, which makes the simulation start with all the quantity of materials 

that will be consumed throughout the year, already in stock. Conversely, approach B is the result of the 

difference between all consumptions and all arrivals. However, as the graph shows, the stock indeed 

decreased, albeit with the cost of some unfilled orders (2%), which can be justified by the arrival of some 
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materials later than expected (volatile demand or lead time). The last approach of the first set shows that 

it is not enough to consider the quantity consumed until the first arrival, as the number of unfilled orders 

considerably increases, in comparison to the previous approaches (30%). Lastly, the graph also includes 

a scenario without initial stock, culminating in 59% of unfilled orders. 

 

Figure 77: Evolution of the stock level using different approaches. 

In their turn, expressions ( 2 ) to ( 4 ) returned considerably lower initial stock, albeit with equally 

considerably unfilled orders percentage (respectively 44%, 44% and 45%). It is interesting to note that all 

approaches, except for expression ( 5 ) and approach A, tend to the same stock level, although all, except 

approach B, obtained the highest percentage of unfilled orders. 

In sum, obtaining a method or an expression to calculate the optimum safety stock is very 

complex, as corroborated by Ruiz-Torres and Mahmoodi [267] and Schmidt et al. [268]. In fact, this could 

be observed by analyzing the stock methods here provided. With all the pros and cons above discussed, 

it is certainly an arguable decision, however approach B and C and expression ( 5 ) can be emphasized. 

The former resulted in the second lowest unfilled orders percentage, albeit method A cannot be selected 

for disruption scenarios, since it would never result in unfilled orders, as it starts the simulation with the 

exact stock that will be required during the year. In its turn, expression ( 5 ) is one of the most adopted 

calculation methods in literature [267], [268] and resulted in less unfilled orders than the remaining 

calculation methods. 

 Production time, capacity and utilization 

To obtain the production capacity of both MOE1 and MOE2, the number of capacity units of the 

SIMIO objects used the model these production units was set to infinity and the results were plot in Figure 

78. Furthermore, the scenario that was run for this task considered that all production orders were 
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satisfied. It should be noted that, besides recording the number of units in the production, it was also 

necessary to establish a production time duration, which is also lacking, as discussed in subsection 4.6.1. 

Thus, a production time, which is given by the normal distribution with average of 0,5 hours and standard 

deviation of 0,05 hours, was considered. This duration was estimated with field observations and 

interviews with process experts. Note that, as the scope of the SC system was reduced (due to the lack 

of BOM and customer’s orders) a considerable impact of such production time on the performance of 

the system is not expected. In fact, higher values were tested, for up-to an average of 6 hours with a 

standard deviation of 0,5 hours, with similar obtained results. 

 

Figure 78: Utilized capacity units of MOE1 and MOE2 per week. 

As the above figure shows, the maximum capacity units of MOE1 and MOE2 is respectively 201 

and 127. This is the required number of capacity units, in order not to originate queues in the SIMIO 

Servers. The figure also shows the overall capacity units for both MO1 and MO2 production units, which 

is 240. Thus, when the capacity of these objects is set to these values, the average capacity utilization 

can be obtained. 
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CHAPTER V: RESULTS 

Summary  

Having described the main steps conducted to develop the BDW and the simulation 
model, it becomes possible to use the developed artifact to retrieve results, namely the 
ones imposed to this thesis. However, to achieve those results, further modelling steps 
were required. Thus, in each section of this chapter, such additional modeling steps 
are firstly described and, thereafter, the results themselves can be presented and 
discussed. In this regard, section 5.1 discusses the modeling approach conducted to 
develop a real-time simulator; section 5.2 describes the approach developed to load 
the state of the system from the BDW; section 5.3 shows how supply and demand 
risks can be considered in the developed simulation model; section 5.4 analyzes 
interactive simulation, which allows users to incorporate risks during runtime; section 
5.5 describes the proposed approach to estimate statistical distributions and their 
parameters, to allow the simulation to run based on random distributions, hence 
allowing future scenario projection; section 5.6 discusses the data issues found in this 
thesis and proposes categories for such issues; last section summarizes the work by 
providing answers to the objectives and questions of this thesis. 
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5. RESULTS 

 Real-Time Supply Chain Simulation 

As mentioned by Barlas and Heavey [127], a real-time simulation is capable of automatically 

retrieving data from its sources. For Fowler and Rose [33], one of the main pillars of a real-time simulator 

is its ability to automatically build models without users’ interactions. Regarding the solution conceived 

for this thesis, indeed the BDW is not refreshed in real-time (neither was this a RO), which can, in part, 

be justified by the high security norms followed by the organization and the selected data sources (e.g. 

SAP). Because of this, the raw data extraction still has to be manually done. However, in what concerns 

the simulation model, it is possible to verify that it is capable to automatically retrieve (and store) data 

from (or to) the BDW and adapt to changes in the data, or to new data, without any manual intervention. 

Thus, concerning the simulation part of the global developed artifact, its real-time can be justified. 

Even considering the above justification for the real-time feature of the simulation part of the 

solution, the real-time capability of the overall solution is also arguable. In fact, the most solid and 

common use given to this term comes from other domains that typically react in seconds or its subunits. 

Indeed, the solution conceived for this thesis does not match the real-time, as it is seen by those 

standards. However, in industrial contexts, namely in SCs, the universally used planning and strategic 

temporal unit is the week and working with smaller time units may result in unnecessary and excessive 

computational resources. In this regard, in fact, the path the data takes, from its sources to its usage by 

the simulation, including results display, can be done in a much shorter temporal scale than a week, by 

making use of all the elements that were developed in the scope of this thesis, e.g. ETL jobs, HiveQL 

views. On the other hand, there is still a manual step, which consists in extracting data from the sources. 

In this way, the meaning to the real-time term here applied concerns with the ability of the solution 

to automatically retrieve data from the BDW (which is the only data source of the simulation model) and 

adapt the model (e.g., different suppliers or plant location) to match what is stored in the data. 

Thus, this section shows and explains how this could be achieved. In light of this, the automatic 

connection to the BDW is automatically achieved by setting up the necessary connections between the 

simulation software and the Big Data cluster of the organization. Thereafter, it is necessary to create 

tables in SIMIO and connect them to each Hive table of the BDW, so that the data stored in these tables 

can be managed as normal data tables. In its turn, to ensure that the simulation model can automatically 

adjust to changes in the data, some modeling approaches were crucial, which are listed below. 
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 Avoiding physical objects 

Reducing the number of physical objects that are placed in the model ensures that when the data 

changes or new data is added there is no need to update the model, since, in this case, the only physical 

object that comprises the model is the location of the Braga plant. This way, the system logic is stored in 

the data, and the processes (which were described in sections 4.5 and 4.6) allow each entity to retrieve 

its own characteristics from the data and react accordingly. As the only physical object consists in the 

plant itself, it can be dragged to any location, which sets the new plant’s location. 

 Using Free Space Movement 

In most simulation tools, entities travel between objects or locations using some type of 

connector. However, SIMIO offers the Free Space Movement feature, which allows entities to freely move 

in an orthogonal tridimensional space, without requiring a link or connection between objects. To achieve 

this, the movement of entities needs to be modeled by other means, which adds complexity to the 

development. As all activities of an entity are saved as its characteristics, it knows the locations to where 

it needs to travel. Thus, in the processes it is possible to model these movements using the appropriate 

building blocks. 

To demonstrate that the model is capable of automatically updating to new data, the data was 

changed, in order to exclude all suppliers from Europe and concentrate them in countries from America, 

Asia and Africa (to be easier to verify the differences from the real data); most of these fictional suppliers’ 

locations considered new countries that are not listed in the original data. Moreover, the object referring 

to the Braga plant was also moved to Luanda, Angola. Figure 79 shows the model during runtime, which 

considers the above described changes to the data. 

 

Figure 79: Automatic adaptation of the simulation model to data changes in the BDW, consisting of a new plant’s location 
and new suppliers’ locations. 
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As the figure shows, the model could automatically adjust to the new data, without any 

intervention. Furthermore, the figure also shows entities traveling to the new plant’s location, to deliver 

orders that had been previously placed to the fictional suppliers. 

 Loading the State of the Supply Chain 

Typically, in simulation models of SC systems, the simulation time is considerably high, to capture 

the lasting activities that take place, e.g.: shipment and production. Moreover, the considerable number 

of generated entities and the Big Data usually involved, contributes to increase the elapsed time required 

to run a simulation (several minutes, or even hours, as will be later shown in section 5.5). However, in 

some situations, decision-makers may be interested in analyzing specific time slots, albeit they still need 

to wait considerably time to reach the intended simulation time. Likewise, if their focus of analysis is in 

the beginning of the simulation, the state of the system is not completely retrieved from the BDW when 

the simulation starts its run, e.g., some orders could have been placed before the initial date of the 

simulation run and therefore will not be considered by the simulation. In light of this problem, this section 

discusses the solution implemented for this, which consisted in allowing the user to load the status of the 

SC system, according to the selected date to initiate the simulation run. 

In a normal run, the simulation would only create orders that are placed after the start date. 

However, at that date, there may be orders that are in transit, or under supplier lead time, which would 

be ignored. Thus, it is necessary to search the Hive table with all orders to suppliers, for rows that 

represent orders in these situations and include them in the simulation. Figure 80 shows the process that 

was created to achieve this. 

 

Figure 80: Process executed to load the state of the model from the BDW, at the start of simulation run. 
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The process starts by executing the Search “Orders to suppliers” step, which searches the 

mentioned Hive table, looking for rows referring to orders that should arrive to the plant after the 

simulation start date, but whose orders to suppliers were placed before the simulation start date. For 

each row meeting the specified condition, the process continues by executing the Create “Create order” 

step, which creates one entity for each found data row and associates the created entity to the respective 

row. Thus, it is possible to make assignments to the order according to the table row associated to it. 

Next, the Travel “Go to location” step sends the created entity to the location of the supplier and calculates 

the remaining lead time in the next Assign step. Finally, the Execute “Produce and ship” step executes 

the process depicted in Figure 61 (page 146), allowing the entity to continue the normal process flow. 

Apart from the above discussed, it is also necessary to calculate the stock at a given date. As 

discussed in subsection 4.6.1, this would ideally be achieved with historical stock data. However, with 

the lack of such data, apart from setting the initial stock, it is also necessary to calculate the stock changes 

that occurred until the specified start date. The process depicted in Figure 80 does this, first, by executing 

the Search “Stock: arrivals” step and, second, by executing the next two Search steps. The first step 

searches the table with orders to suppliers for the orders which arrived at the plant before the simulation 

start date and adds the associated quantity to the stock. Thereafter, the second set of Search steps 

searches the tables with data of the production orders (one step refers to the 102 storage location and 

the other refers to the 108) and subtracts to the stock, thus calculating the stock at a given day. Figure 

81 shows the state of the system on the 1st of April being loaded. 

 

Figure 81: Illustration of the state of the system being loaded from the BDW. 
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As can be seen, when the model starts, there are already entities in the respective suppliers’ 

location, in contrast to running the model without loading the state of the system, where the simulation 

starts without orders on the suppliers’ end; the stock is also loaded through the calculations above 

described and was validated through a HiveQL query. Furthermore, the transit and lead times of each 

order are updated, thus ensuring that, the orders will arrive at the plant at the arrival date specified in the 

BDW; the orders that have their lead time reduced with this approach will travel at considerably higher 

speeds, in order to reach the plant in the intended date. 

 Incorporating Risks in Simulation 

This section comprises both supply and demand risks, each one analyzed in one subsection. As 

these experiments are subjected to values returned by random distributions, it is important to consider a 

given number of replications (which will use different random seeds), thus attenuating the differences 

provided by such random distributions. In this regard, 10 replications were executed for these scenarios. 

However, it should be noted that, to obtain valid statistical results, the number of replications that is 

required should be object of analysis, which is not conducted in this section, as the purpose is solely to 

demonstrate the possibility of using the developed tool to achieve results of the modeled SC system under 

disruption scenarios. 

5.3.1. Supply Risks 

To analyze this type of risk, a variable delay was applied to the lead time of all orders placed to 

suppliers, by considering a triangular distribution with a minimum of 0 days (no delay), mode of 2 days 

and maximum of 5 days. This way, all orders will either arrive at the date specified in the BDW, or later, 

allowing the impact of such delay to be analyzed. The opposite to this would be to analyze the orders that 

arrive before the schedule date. However, as explained in section 4.1, these cases do not have a 

considerable impact on the plant, as the plant does not incur in excessive warehousing costs for storing 

these materials in the dedicated Pendings warehouse. 

As depicted in Figure 60 (see page 144), this lead time variation is calculated with the Assign 

“set delay time” step and added to the delay time with the Assign “add delay time” step. Thereafter, the 

Decide “in OTD?” step verifies if the order surpasses in more than 1 day the original arrival date and if it 

is necessary to schedule a special freight for the order. Figure 82 shows the number of arrivals per day, 

illustrated with a green-red color scale for supplier delays of 0 to 5 days, respectively, with Appendix X 

showing the variation of the obtained results. 
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Figure 82: Number of arrivals per day and the respective arrival delay time. 

The above figure shows that the delay of the orders varies between 0 and 5 days, with 2 days of 

delay being the most common case, which is in accordance to the distribution used to set the supplier’s 

delay time. To analyze the impact that such delays could have on the performance of the plant, Figure 

83 shows the total special freights costs and the total number of unfilled orders that these delays 

originated. It should be noted that these results were obtained using expression ( 5 ) (page 165) to set 

the stock at the beginning of the simulation. 

 

Figure 83: Total special freights costs and number of unfilled orders due to the supplier's delay time. 

As can be seen, the total cost with special freights was 60 000 000 € with considerable unfilled 

orders still occurring. It should be noted, however, that the total supplier lead time is the result of the 
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difference between the arrival date of the order to the Braga plant and the date at which the same order 

was placed to the supplier minus the transportation duration (as discussed in subsection 4.6.2). Such 

fact increases the impact that is observed in this analysis. For instance, a supplier may have the ordered 

material in stock, but does not ship it to the plant, otherwise it would arrive earlier than scheduled, 

resulting in a bad OTD score and in the materials being stored in the Pendings warehouse, which has 

costs associated. Thus, with the adopted approach to calculate the lead time of such order, it is assumed 

that the order is in production until it is shipped to the Braga plant, while in this situation, in fact, the 

supplier kept the material in stock until the right moment to ship the order. I.e., when delays occur, 

suppliers probably have buffers of materials to face such disruptions, which cannot be verified, due to 

the lack of data from the suppliers’ side. Notwithstanding, as the results show, despite this lack of data 

from the suppliers, the tool still allows to verify the possible analysis that could be done with more and 

better data. 

5.3.2. Demand Risks 

To analyze this type of risks, a triangular distribution with a minimum of 0%, a mode of 30% and 

a maximum of 100% of increase of the original production’s orders quantity was considered. Figure 76 

(see page 164), showed this implementation, which was achieved with the Assign “update demand” step, 

which applies a variation in the production’s order quantity. Figure 84 shows the impact on the stock by 

applying this variability to the production orders, as well as the associated total number of unfilled orders 

per week. 

 

Figure 84: Stock level and total number of unfilled orders per week for normal demand and increased demand scenarios. 
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The figure shows the stock level decreasing and the number of unfilled orders increasing 

throughout the simulation run, which is an expected behavior. Around September, the number of unfilled 

orders considerably increases, suggesting that material buffers that existed in stock where sufficient to 

fulfill some of the increased production’s ordered quantity, during the first months of the simulation. 

However, eventually, such buffers ended, resulting in an increase of the number of unfilled orders. Thus, 

this analysis shows the impact of increasing the production’s ordered quantities without applying any 

reactive measures, e.g. in scheduling new orders to suppliers to face such increased demand. Such 

reactive measures where not applied, as the production capacity of such suppliers is not known, i.e., no 

data was obtained for such element, as discussed in subsection 4.6.1. 

This analysis considered the initial stock being calculated with expression ( 5 ) (page 165). 

Furthermore, like the experiments of subsection 5.3.1, these results also show that, despite the lack of 

data from the suppliers, the tool still allows to verify the possible analysis that could be done with more 

and better data. 

 Interactive Simulation 

In this section, it will be discussed how the model can be used interactively, i.e., instead of 

incorporating risks based on statistical distributions (discussed in section 5.3), the disruptive events here 

considered are triggered by actions of the user. On this note, two scenarios are here considered, in 

different subsections: (1) event halts the production of the plant during a given time period; and (2) event 

disrupts suppliers in a given geographic location, during a given time period. 

5.4.1. Manufacturing Risks: Disruptive Event in the Plant’s Production 

In this experiment, the performance of the system, when an event stops the production of the 

plant, will be assessed. SIMIO allows the user to place buttons, which when clicked trigger specific events. 

In their turn, those events trigger the execution of processes. The great advantage of these buttons is that 

they allow the user to click them at the desired simulation time and any number of times, without pausing 

the model. Figure 85 shows the process that is executed when a button is clicked and halts the production 

of the plant during a specified time, resuming it afterwards. 

 

Figure 85: Process executed to stop the production during a given interval and resume it afterwards. 
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The Fail “Halt production” step stops the Servers that model the production of the plant (see 

Figure 58 in page 142 and Figure 59 in page 142). Thereafter, the Delay step holds the token during the 

disruption time, before executing the last step, which resumes the production of the halted Servers. Figure 

86 shows the obtained results for a scenario (1) without any disruptive event; (2) with a disruptive event 

lasting 1 day (3) and 5 days. The disruption events were fired on the 9th of December, as it was around 

this date that the production was higher, as Figure 78 (page 167) showed. 

 

 

Figure 86: Utilized production capacity units in the disrupted scenarios (top); and respective percentage difference (bottom). 

As can be seen in Figure 85 and Figure 86, the disruption lasts for 1 and 5 days, respectively, 

and, when the plant recovers from the disruption, it takes approximately half a day to recover to regular 

production in the scenario in which the event lasted 1 day, and approximately 3 days in the scenario 

where the event lasted 5 days. This recovery can be seen in the above figure when the lines associated 

to the disruption scenarios overlap the line of the normal scenario. However, it should be noted that these 
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results do not consider setup times, thus the production is immediately resumed to its maximum capacity 

after recovering from the disruption in the plant. The percentage differences can be seen in the same 

figure, at the bottom. In its turn, Figure 87 shows the stock level for the considered scenarios. 

 

 

Figure 87: Stock level in the disruption scenarios (top); and the respective percentage difference (bottom). 

As can be seen, as soon as the disruptive event is triggered the stock stops being consumed and 

increases up to 0.35% and 1.4% when the disruptions last 1 and 5 days, respectively. After the respective 

disruptions, the production, which was resumed to its maximum capacity, starts regularly consuming the 

materials in stock. 

5.4.2.  External Risks: Disruptive Event in a Geographic Area 

In this experiment, the performance of the system, when a disruptive event takes place in a 

geographic area, will be assessed. When these events occur, the suppliers located in the targeted 

geographic location are affected for a certain duration. Since the events are incorporated in an interactive 

way, user may choose, in runtime, when to trigger the event, which location to affect, the diameter range 

and its duration. 
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To achieve this, it would not be enough to place a button in the model, as these are not considered 

objects by the software, hence they do not have a physical location, which needs to exist so that the 

epicenter and the radius of the event are specified. The solution for this consisted in creating an object, 

named DisruptiveEvent, which is comprised of a button, 2 nodes and a label displaying information for 

the user. The objects comprising this model can be seen in Figure 88. 

 

Figure 88: Objects that comprise the model created to allow disruptive events to be triggered in any geographic location at 
runtime. 

As can be seen, one of the nodes sets the epicenter of the disruption 

(Epicenter@DisruptiveEvent1 node), while the other (Limit@DisruptiveEvent1 node) sets the radius of said 

event, with the label showing the duration that was defined for the event and the radius defined by the 

location of the two notes. With an object defined this way, it becomes possible to use the benefits of a 

SIMIO button, while, at the same time, being able to read its location, to determine the radius and 

epicenter of the event. Figure 89 shows the instant when a button is clicked during runtime. When the 

button is clicked, an event is fired, which triggers the execution of the process depicted in Figure 90. As 

the below figure shows, the orders change their color to red, when they are disrupted, so that the users 

can visually distinguish between the affected orders and those that were not. 

The process starts by saving the location of the disruptive event, so that when future orders are 

placed it is possible to verify if the supplier in question is operational, which is verified in the previously 

discussed process depicted in Figure 60 (page 144). Thereafter, the process executes the Search “Get 

affected orders”, which searches through all the entities in the system and evaluates if they are within 

the affected geographic zone. When an entity in these condition is found, the Interrupt step is executed, 

which will stop the production of the orders at the supplier location, with the Delay “Interruptible lead 

time” step (see Figure 61 in page 146). Thereafter, it is verified if the order should be delayed or destroyed 

(depending on what the user set before the beginning of the simulation run). If the order is delayed, the 

Delay “Disruption duration” step delays the order for the duration specified by the user and, afterwards, 

executes the previously discussed “Produce and ship” process, which is illustrated in Figure 61 (see page 

146). After searching for the affected orders, the main token proceeds to verify if the plant is also affected 
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by the event. If true, then steps equivalent to the ones contained in the process described in Figure 85 

(see page 176) are triggered, thus halting the production of the plant for a given duration to resume it 

afterwards. 

 

Figure 89: Disruption event being triggered during simulation runtime. 

 

Figure 90: Process executed when a geographic disruption is triggered. 

Figure 91 shows the stock percentage difference and the number of unfilled orders for three 

different tested geographic zones using expression ( 5 ) - see subsection 4.6.2, namely Figure 77, in page 

166 - to set the stock used at the beginning of the simulation run. Figure 92 shows the same content, 

albeit using approach B to set the initial stock. 
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Figure 91: Unfilled orders (top) and stock percentage difference per day (bottom), using expression ( 5 ) (see subsection 
4.6.2) to set the initial stock, and affecting different geographic zones. 

 

Figure 92: Unfilled orders (top) and stock percentage difference (bottom) per day, using approach B (see subsection 4.6.2) 
to set the initial stock, and affecting different geographic zones. 
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As the figures show, regardless of the stock method used to estimate the starting stock, a single 

disruptive event affects the plant during the whole year, albeit with different magnitudes depending on 

the considered location. This is in contrast with the previously analyzed disruption scenarios, in which the 

plant took less than a week to fully recover. Furthermore, while the consequences of the disruptions 

analyzed in the previous subsection were immediately felt, the ones here considered are only felt roughly 

3 days after the disruption event occurs. In addition, the figures also show that, despite the method used 

to set the initial stock, the plant seems to be more vulnerable to disruptions from European suppliers. 

Contrarily to the risks of the previous subsection, here, a recovery from the plant cannot be seen. 

This is related with the lack of suppliers’ data, such as supplier’s capacity. Because of this, when an 

event ended, reactive measures could not be considered, which would lead the system towards its normal 

state. Lastly, by analyzing the results obtained for the two tested approaches to set the initial stock, it can 

be seen that both displayed different patterns and outputs. This, indeed, shows the importance of having 

a data source capable of specifying historical data of the stock. 

 From Big Data to Distributions 

In traditional simulation approaches, distribution fitting approximates data to statistical 

distributions for several processes. However, the grand challenge for this task in the system being 

modeled for this thesis is to achieve a method that establishes distributions for the multiple orders coming 

from hundreds of suppliers with adequate parameters for each one, including the different types of 

production orders required by the production. Such method is explained in this section, culminating with 

the presentation of some plots which allow to illustrate the obtained result. In this regard, the following 

mains steps to achieve this can be identified. 

Step 1 Define the processes to model with statistical distributions 

The following processes were selected to be modeled as random distributions: 

 Supplier orders’ interarrival time: defines the rate at which orders, for each material, are placed 

to suppliers; 

 Quantity received from supplier; 

 Production orders’ interarrival time: similar to the supplier orders, this defines the interarrival 

time between production consumption orders, for each material; 

 Quantity ordered to production; 

 Lead time per supplier: defines the lead time duration per supplier. 
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While other relevant business processes exist, this can be considered the main ones for this 

system. Contrarily to the remaining processes, the lead time cannot be estimated based on other lead 

times of the same material, since materials may be supplied by different suppliers with different 

parameters. For instance, a material’s supplier located in Portugal will probably have a shorter lead time 

than a supplier of the same material located outside Europe. Therefore, the ideal approach would be to 

estimate the lead time based on orders of the same material, to the same supplier. However, this 

approach would result in samples with few observations, hence compromising the distribution fitting 

quality. Therefore, the lead times were estimated based on other orders, to the same supplier, regardless 

of the ordered material. 

Apart from the abovementioned processes, the selection of a supplier for a given order, as well 

as other order parameters also need to be set. On this note, to select the supplier for an order, a Hive 

table was created, which aggregates the data of the Hive table with all orders to suppliers, in order to 

obtain a Hive table with all materials provided by each supplier, as well as other fixed values per material 

and per supplier (e.g., supplier transit time and material’s ABC classification). The HiveQL used to create 

this table is shown in Listing 7. 

1  create table Supplier_RMs as 
2  select ID_MATNR, id_sup, id_country, count(*) FREQ, material, MAABC, KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, 

EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH, supplierid, city_latitude, city_longitude, country, 
continent, continent_alt, transport_mode, forwarder, consignment 

3  from WF_OTD_noID 
4  group by ID_MATNR, id_sup, id_country, material, MAABC, KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, 

MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH, supplierid, city_latitude, city_longitude, country, 
continent, continent_alt, transport_mode, forwarder, consignment 

  

Listing 7: HiveQL script used to create the Supplier_RMs table (HiveQL13 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

As can be seen, the count(*) aggregation function stores the number of orders that were placed 

to each supplier in the “FREQ” column. Thus, it is possible to apply a discrete distribution, which 

considers the values stored in this column, for each supplier, in order to select a supplier for each order. 

Afterwards, its country, travel model, transit duration and other values can be read for the respective row 

of the Hive table. 

Step 2 Define clusters for materials and suppliers 

Defining clusters for suppliers and materials was necessary, in order to select a sample of 

materials and suppliers that can, to the possible degree, represent the complete universe of the SC. The 

view of experts from the company is important to consider in this step, as they have the experience to 

know the most important clusters and those that better represent the SC. The following material clusters 

were defined: 
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 Cluster M1: materials that typically do not originate problems, in terms of quality, supplier 

interaction, or customer demand fluctuation; 

 Cluster M2: high-runners, i.e., fast-moving materials; 

 Cluster M3: materials which regularly originate special freights; 

 Cluster M4: materials that typically present quality issues, high supplier interaction and high 

customer demand fluctuation. 

 

Furthermore, the following clusters were defined for the suppliers: 

 Cluster S1: suppliers located in Portugal that provide different materials; 

 Cluster S2: suppliers located in Portugal that provide 1 type of material; 

 Cluster S3: suppliers located in Europe (not from Portugal) that provide different materials; 

 Cluster S4: suppliers located in Europe (not from Portugal) that provide 1 type of material; 

 Cluster S5: suppliers located outside of Europe that provide different materials; 

 Cluster S6: suppliers located outside of Europe that provide 1 type of material; 

Step 3 Select materials and suppliers for each defined cluster 

For this task, both querying the BDW and interviews with managers was important. In fact, it was 

relevant to complement both approaches, since they allow to complement information not stored in the 

BDW, e.g., high suppliers’ interaction and customers’ demand fluctuation. Table 27 shows the selected 

materials grouped by each cluster and by ABC classification. 

Table 27: Materials selected for distribution fitting grouped by the defined clusters and ABC classification. 

ABC 

classification 
Cluster M1 Cluster M2 Cluster M3 Cluster M4 

A 8613010931 

8618004960 

8638813524 

8638813529 

 

1030100129 8618008424 

B  8613100088 

8618005521 

8637102543 

 

 

C  8928110018   

 

As can be seen, the most represented cluster is M2, as the plant’s managers consider these to 

be one of the main representative materials’ characteristics, which also leads to the materials classified 
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as A being the most representative. Table 28 shows the list of selected materials and the respective 

number of arrivals, total number of production orders and country of the associate supplier. 

Table 28:Total number of arrivals, production orders and suppliers’ countries of the selected materials. 

Material Number of 

arrivals 

Number of 

production orders 

Countries 

1030100129 7 1 300 
USA 

Taiwan 

8613010931 123 4 128 Portugal 

8613100088 112 2 936 Portugal 

8618004960 118 2 180 Portugal 

8618005521 41 2 224 Germany 

8618008424 18 2 941 Spain 

8637102543 20 1 157 Malaysia 

8638813524 51 999 Germany 

8638813529 102 713 Germany 

8928110018 10 28 296 
Netherlands 

Germany 

 

As the table shows, there was some care in selecting materials from a varied spectrum of 

suppliers, with the majority coming from Europe (Germany and Portugal in particular), but also some 

being located in Asia and America, which represents the real system, as addressed in section 4.1 (see 

Figure 29 and Figure 30). As can be seen, two of the selected materials are provided by two different 

suppliers, from different countries, with the remaining having only one supplier, which is the most 

common case, and which is in accordance to the system being modeled. In fact, this is a common 

characteristic of automotive SCs, as suggested by Matsuo [10]. Table 29 shows the set of suppliers 

selected for each defined cluster. 

Table 29: Suppliers selected for the distribution fitting grouped by the defined clusters. 

Cluster Supplier Number of supplied 

materials 

Number of 

arrivals 

Continent Country 

Cluster S1 142517 468 3409 Europe Portugal 

Cluster S2 655099 1 36 Europe Portugal 

Cluster S3 97294419 491 4830 Europe Netherlands 

Cluster S4 87368 1 44 Europe Belgium 

Cluster S5 97198306 48 664 America British Virgin Islands 

Cluster S6 97271956 1 24 Asia Japan 
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Step 4 Using the simulation model to calculate aggregation values 

This step consisted in running the model using the data from the Hive tables, in order to obtain 

results, which are thereafter used to set the parameters of the distributions, in accordance to what had 

been illustrated by the proposed framework for this thesis (see Figure 33 in page 104). Thus, for each 

process described in Step 1 and for each material and supplier selected in Step 3, the average, standard 

deviation, minimum, maximum and number of observations values were calculated using simulation. 

Thereafter, the simulation model may be used to directly create the respective Hive table and load the 

obtained results to it or save the obtained results to an Excel file, which is later used to create a Hive table 

and load it with the simulation results, using Talend jobs. It should be stressed that, although not related 

with setting the model to run based on random distributions, the approach conducted to calculate the 

initial stock of each material (described in subsection 4.6.2) also consisted in running the model with 

data from the BDW, creating an Hive table and load it with the obtained results, which can thereafter be 

used to set the initial stock, in a new simulation run. This way, to a certain extent, it can be stated that 

the simulation model is “learning” the processes’ distribution parameters and the initial stock for all 

materials and suppliers. 

Step 5 Distribution fitting for the selected processes 

The distribution fitting phase comprises the following phases: 

 Use the simulation results obtained for each selected material and supplier (described in Step 3) 

to select the best fitting distribution; 

 Based on the selected distribution, determine the expression to be used to specify the processes 

(described in Step 1) for all materials and suppliers. 

 

In light of this, the software Arena Input Analyzer was used for the distribution fitting. Table 30 

shows the obtained square error (sum over the intervals of the squared difference between the relative 

frequency and the probability associated with each interval) for each supplier and for some tested random 

distributions. 

As the below table shows, the lowest square error values were obtained for the supplier 

97271956 (last supplier from left to right), which had the sample with the lowest number of observations. 

Apart from this supplier, for all the others, the square error was considerable superior (higher than 10%). 

This backs what had been observed by Schmidt et al. [268], indicating that, for considerable sample 

sizes, no distribution can fit the data in a satisfactory manner. Notwithstanding, the Normal distribution 

was used, as it normally is the distribution used for this process, according to the cited authors. 
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Table 30: Square error of each selected supplier and distribution, for the lead time (green-red color scale corresponding to 
the obtained square error). 

 

 

In its turn, Table 31 and Table 32 show the obtained square errors for the distribution fitting of 

the interarrival time between orders and for the quantity ordered, for each selected material, respectively. 

Appendix Y and Appendix Z show the distribution fitting of the interarrival time between consumption 

orders and consumed quantity, for the selected materials, respectively. Thus, for both the interarrival time 

between orders to suppliers and consumption orders, the Weibull, Erlang and Exponential distributions, 

obtained the lower square error values, with considerable sample sizes. On the other hand, for the ordered 

quantity it can be seen that the Beta and Normal distributions obtained the lowest square errors. Finally, 

for the consumed quantity, the Lognormal, Beta and Gamma distributions obtained the lower square 

errors. It was not possible to fit the consumed quantity of the material 8638813524 (8 th material from 

left to right), as it was always consumed in the same quantity. For the material 8638813529 (9th material 

from left to right), all distributions obtained considerably high square errors, with the Beta and Normal 

distributions having the lowest square errors for this material (13,99% and 70%, respectively). 

The selection of the best distribution for each process is, indeed, arguable. On this note, for a 

more rigorous selection, there are statistical methods which can be used, to ensure that the best fitting 

distribution was selected. However, the purpose of this section is simply to propose an approach which 

allows the simulation model to run based on distributions. Thus, a rigorous method to select the best 

statistical distribution for each process was, in fact, not applied. With this in mind, whilst other 

distributions could be selected, in this case, the Normal distribution was selected for the ordered and 

consumed quantity and the Exponential was selected for the interarrival times between orders and 

consumptions. Figure 93 shows examples of the distribution fitting conducted to some materials and 

supplier. 

 

97294419 142517 97198306 87368 655099 97271956

Beta 13,16% 13,16% 18,83% 33,38% 21,20% 3,21%

Erlang 12,78% 12,78% 17,57% 27,87% 26,97% 10,81%

Exponential 12,78% 12,78% 17,57% 27,87% 34,82% 10,81%

Gamma 12,60% 12,60% 17,61% 100,00% 26,87% 8,23%

Lognormal 12,92% 12,92% 18,87% 38,13% 35,45% 4,47%

Normal 14,10% 14,10% 21,01% 15,39% 17,60% 32,02%

Triangular 13,63% 13,63% 21,97% 21,90% 19,11% 28,62%

Uniform 14,72% 14,72% 23,52% 31,68% 30,40% 33,13%

Weibul 12,88% 12,88% 17,81% 26,21% 22,53% 6,89%

sample size 4829 3409 664 44 36 24
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Table 31: Square error of each selected material and distribution, for the orders’ interarrival time (green-red color scale corresponding to the obtained square error). 

 

 

Table 32: Square error of each selected material and distribution, for the ordered quantity (green-red color scale corresponding to the obtained square error). 

 

 

1030100129 8613010931 8613100088 8618004960 8618005521 8618008424 8637102543 8638813524 8638813529 8928110018

Beta 17,56% 2,79% 3,84% 1,97% 7,80% 17,18% 4,67% 0,84% 4,89% 25,50%

Erlang 2,74% 0,04% 0,11% 0,16% 0,29% 3,39% 0,37% 0,21% 0,18% 2,99%

Exponential 2,74% 0,04% 0,11% 0,16% 0,29% 3,39% 0,37% 0,21% 0,18% 2,99%

Gamma 12,85% 56,78% 48,71% 46,27% 52,68% 26,80% 27,77% 36,25% 50,01% 19,74%

Lognormal 29,32% 96,79% 76,15% 74,53% 90,14% 43,01% 45,80% 56,29% 77,97% 32,04%

Normal 29,11% 43,39% 52,54% 45,47% 34,75% 35,81% 34,05% 32,55% 54,86% 23,88%

Triangular 41,67% 81,93% 80,22% 73,06% 64,03% 45,14% 54,80% 55,48% 79,34% 26,32%

Uniform 51,88% 87,70% 85,40% 78,79% 73,93% 54,04% 63,47% 63,45% 84,84% 34,08%

Weibul 0,73% 0,04% 0,04% 0,18% 0,36% 0,36% 0,35% 0,82% 0,05% 4,11%

sample size 32 123 156 143 41 35 49 68 129 14

1030100129 8613010931 8613100088 8618004960 8618005521 8618008424 8637102543 8638813524 8638813529 8928110018

Beta 5,12% 12,64% 12,83% 1,59% 7,43% 5,31% 2,50% 3,76% 6,38% 3,62%

Erlang 6,01% 15,66% 13,72% 2,48% 8,02% 11,02% 0,85% 9,23% 8,06% 5,81%

Exponential 6,01% 15,66% 13,72% 2,48% 8,02% 11,02% 0,85% 9,23% 14,23% 5,81%

Gamma 7,53% 20,08% 15,56% 5,10% 8,60% 10,51% 1,02% 10,69% 7,50% 10,60%

Lognormal 14,01% 25,07% 17,73% 7,13% 16,43% 17,49% 3,61% 17,23% 14,54% 14,65%

Normal 3,47% 12,30% 14,81% 2,79% 5,85% 5,05% 7,51% 1,91% 6,86% 3,43%

Triangular 5,15% 14,00% 18,45% 2,21% 11,20% 5,92% 5,91% 11,58% 7,83% 7,15%

Uniform 8,52% 15,17% 20,11% 5,41% 15,99% 9,31% 13,91% 15,01% 13,13% 6,53%

Weibul 6,32% 18,83% 27,42% 6,42% 7,09% 8,42% 1,58% 8,27% 6,55% 14,86%

sample size 32 123 156 143 41 35 49 68 129 14
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Figure 93: Histograms of the distribution fitting for (bottom) lead time of supplier 142517 (see Table 30); (center) ordered 
quantity of material 8638813524 (see Table 32); and for (top) interarrival time between orders to suppliers of material 
8613010931 (see Table 31). 

Thus, and also by analyzing the obtained results from the Arena Input Analyzer software, the 

following expressions ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) were selected to be applied to all materials, i.e., the expression ( 6 ) 

will model the interarrival time between orders to suppliers and between production consumption orders, 

whilst expression ( 7 ) will model the quantity ordered to suppliers, and quantity consumed by production. 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 +  𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚) ( 6 ) 

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) ( 7 ) 

with 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 and 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, aggregation values (see Step 4). 
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Step 6 Update the simulation model to run based on random distributions 

At this point, it was necessary to update to model, so that it could run with data from the BDW, 

using statistical distributions, or a combination of both. In light of this, Figure 94 shows the process that 

was developed for this purpose. 

The process depicted in the below figure can either be executed at the beginning of the simulation 

run, if the mode is set to run based on random distributions, or run from a given simulation time onwards, 

hence allowing to combine both run modes. The process starts by turning off the Source objects (see 

Figure 58 and Figure 59), so that they do not create more entities based on the Hive tables. The process, 

then, iterates through all materials to calculate the simulation time of their first order (expression ( 6 )) 

and stores it in an array, which has one index for each material. Thereafter, the process selects the next 

entity to be created, using the Find “Get next event” step, to get the minimum simulation time of all the 

simulation times previously calculated. Having selected the next order to create, the Delay “Wait until 

event” step is used to hold the token executing this process until the simulation time retrieved by the Find 

step, i.e., until the time of the next entity arrival. When the time is reached, the value of the next arrival 

of the material in question is updated and the Create “Create order” step is used to create an entity 

referring to the type of material in question. At this point, a new token is created representing the created 

entity, which exits the Create step through the “created” branch. In its turn, the main token continues the 

main process, by executing again the Find step, in order to get the next entity to be created. Finally, the 

new token makes some assignments to the created entity, concerning the order quantity (using expression 

( 7 )), the type of material and others. The created entity is thereafter sent to the model using the Travel 

“Go to model” step. 

With this process, both orders to suppliers and production orders can be created, thus replacing 

the Source objects depicted in Figure 58 and Figure 59. In the case of the orders to suppliers, the process 

depicted in Figure 60 (page 144) was updated so that orders created with random distributions can use 

the table created with the HiveQL shown in Listing 7 (page 183) to select a supplier and to retain other 

order elements. 
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Figure 94: Process used to create entities based on the determined random distributions. 
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Step 7 Run the simulation model based on random distributions 

After performing the steps described in the previous steps, it becomes possible to run the 

simulation model using statistical distributions or combine both the Big Data and the distribution 

approaches and analyze the respective results. In this regard, Figure 95 shows the obtained results for 

running the model using random distributions (top) and for running the model using data from the BDW 

for 2017 and random distributions for 2018, 2019 and 2020. Figure 96 shows the total consumed, 

ordered and arrived quantities per week, when running the model based on statistical distributions. 

 

 

Figure 95: Number of orders and arrivals: per week and using random distributions (top); per month and using data from 
the BDW for 2017 and random distributions from 2018 to 2020 (bottom). 
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Figure 96: Total quantities consumed, ordered and arriving at the plant when running the model based on random 
distributions. 

By comparing the above figure with Figure 70 (page 153), it can be seen, that the average values 

remain slightly the same, while the peaks, namely in the number of placed orders, do not frequently 

occur. This is related with the use of statistical distributions, which attenuate the variation fluctuations. 

To further improve the quality of these simulations, forecast methods could be considered. 

 

When comparing both approaches (simulation with Big Data and with statistical distributions), 

some conclusions can be withdrawn. First, indeed, the approach consisting in using the Big Data provided 

greater detail to the analysis, as the presented related graphs depict. However, this is achieved with high 

computational costs, as can be seen in Table 33. Longo and Mirabelli [171] also reported the high 

computational resources required to run simulations of SC systems. 

Indeed, as the tables show, running the model with Big Data required at least 16 GB memory, 

this despite the fact the data concerning the non-production TOs was excluded, as it was found that it 

was incomplete, and despite the fact that some data sources which would be necessary for this SC 

simulation could not be obtained, for the reasons discussed in subsection 4.6.1. It is expected that with 

this data the required memory would considerably increase. 
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Table 33: Summary of elapsed time, required memory, executed instructions and created entities per replication of several 
executed simulation runs. 

Run9 Simulation 

time 

Replications Created 

entities 

Executed 

instructions 

Memory 

required 

Elapsed time (minutes) 

 Running Loading Saving 

1 1 year 1 ~3.9 M ~ 300 M 20 GB ~20 ~10 ~2 

2 ~2 M ~150 M 16 GB ~6 

3 ~2 M 0.64 GB ~180 <1 <1 

4 4 years ~8 M ~800 M 16 GB ~600 

5 1 year ~2 M ~150 M ~6 ~10 ~2 

6 ~2 M 

7 10 ~2 M ~10 

8 ~3.9 M ~15 

1: Model executed before removing the non-production TOs (see subsection 4.6.2) 

2: Model executed after removing the non-production TOs, without considering disruption scenarios 

3: Run solely based on random distributions 

4: Run based on 1 year of Big Data and 3 years of random distributions 

5: Run considers manufacturing disruptions (see subsection 5.4.1) 

6: Run considers external geographic disruptions (see subsection 5.4.2) 

7: Run considers supply delay disruptions (see subsection 5.3.1) 

8: Run considers demand variation disruptions (see subsection 5.3.2) 

M=1 000 000 entities / GB = Gigabytes  

 

On the other hand, it is also seen that running the model based on random distributions (runs 3 

and 4) decreased the required memory, albeit the elapsed time to run a single simulation replication 

considerably increased from 6 minutes (run 2) to 180 minutes (run 3), when running 1 year based on 

random distributions. Interestingly, when both approaches were combined, using 1 year of Big Data and 

3 years of statistical distributions, the elapsed time to run 1 replication considerably increased to roughly 

600 minutes. The table also shows the observed number of executed simulation instructions per 

replication run, as well as the number of created entities. 

Notwithstanding, to use the distributions approach in a complex and huge-scale process such as 

this one, still required running the model using the data stored in the BDW, in order to reach the statistical 

distributions and their parameters. Furthermore, the distributions approach still requires the use of data 

to make the model coherent, similar to what was achieved by creating the Hive table with Listing 7 (see 

page 183). For instance, when an order is placed to a supplier, it is necessary to get the associated 

                                                 
9 Experiments conducted on a desktop computer with 64 bits Windows Server 2016, Intel® Core™ i7-6950X CPU and 64 GB memory, using 64 bits SIMIO 
simulation software. 
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supplier’s country, to place the order to that geographic location; the same applies for material’s 

characteristics, e.g.: standard price, shelf life, safety stock. Furthermore, one of the major benefits from 

running the simulation based on random distributions comes from its ability to allow the model to estimate 

future scenarios based on data from the past, similar to what was done in Figure 95, hence adding 

predictive features to the simulation model. However, this should be coupled with forecasting methods to 

confer greater realism to the simulation. For instance, there are some periods of the year where the 

number of arrivals decreases, e.g. end of the year (see Figure 70 in page 153). 

 Data Issues Found in this Thesis: A Category Proposal 

The output results obtained from the simulation, ideally, would lead to a reliable results analysis. 

Indeed, the results that were discussed throughout this chapter indicate that this analysis is possible to 

be done with simulation, while also allowing to witness some of the benefits that could have been achieved 

with more and better data. However, rather than admitting that these limitations preclude the 

development of such simulation solution, the approach adopted in this thesis was to find alternative ways 

to bypass the identified data issues. In fact, such approach revealed to be more complex and time-

consuming than simply obtaining the required data and use it. 

Thus, when data issues occur, it is necessary to find alternative approaches, otherwise the 

simulation model cannot run and produce credible results, since part of the data that is necessary is 

missing. For instance, consider the production capacity estimation that was conducted in subsection 

4.6.2. Without such estimation, it would not be possible to test disruption scenarios regarding the 

production of the plant, which is its core functionality. 

The reported data problems were found, even though the organization hosting this research is an 

international reference in its domain. Such problems still occurring in this excellence and pioneering 

environment indicates that the artifact developed in this thesis may be seen as premature, as these 

problems would likely be found in equal or worse terms, in other organizations. Notwithstanding, this 

thesis has shown the type of analysis that can be done with such artifact, as well as stressing the 

associated benefits. Because of this, one valuable result of this thesis is the cataloguing of the data 

problems identified throughout this thesis. 

Categorizing these data issues can be both useful for researchers and practitioners starting to 

work on similar projects, as it is expected that similar projects would experience similar issues. Alluded 

to this, the following is the list of such problems observed in this thesis, which are summarized in Table 

34, which also adds examples of such data issues, per category. 
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 Data not according to a business process 

This category comprises the cases where an analysis of the data showed that a given business 

process is not represented by the data. In this thesis, such example is the case of the TOs, since its 

analysis, as indicated in subsection 4.6.2, showed that the storage strategy followed in the plant’s 

warehouse is not represented in the data. 

 Wrong data 

This category comprises the cases in which the data is not correct. This means that incorporating 

this data in the simulation model would lead to an incoherent one. The best examples to give for this 

issue concern the orders whose arrival date is prior to the order date, which is not possible. Another 

example considers the situations in which the sum of the transit time and the order date would culminate 

in orders arriving after the arrival date stored in the BDW. 

 Missing data source 

This issue can be divided in two sets. First, non-existing data sources and, second, no 

historical data. The first was addressed in subsection 4.6.1 in a detailed way. This lack of data poses 

an interesting problem, as the simulation model, on one hand, requires this data to cover all relevant 

processes of the system; however, on the other hand, even with such lack of data, the model still 

consumed considerable computational resources, as Table 33 showed. The geographic location of the 

suppliers’ countries is an example of this data issue, as these locations had to be created. In its turn, 

historical data ensures that values from the past are retained. For instance, the safety time is updated 

throughout the year. However, only the latest value is accessible, while this thesis mainly used data from 

2017. Historical data of suppliers’ parameters such as travel model and transit time are also not stored. 

Finally, the stock varies along the day as production consumes materials and new arrivals replenish the 

consumed stock, however, the information retrieved from SAP only shows the contents of the warehouse 

at the time of the query, not allowing to display results from the past. 

 Incomplete data 

This category comprises the cases in which the values for certain attributes have empty values. 

For instance, in the case of the date of the special freights, the data source exists, however it does not 

store the date of the actual special freight; only the date in which it is desirable that it arrives to the plant 

is available, leaving the doubt if the freight actually arrived at the desired date. Finally, the OTD report, 

the Pendings DB and the iStar software all comprise forms with open text to introduce materials and their 

respective quantities. This opens the possibility of entering values which cannot be treated in the 

Transformation of the ETL phase, as discussed in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4. 
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 Data poorly maintained 

Some of the attributes which could not be used in this thesis refer to data attributes, which, 

despite being available, are not well maintained, since users insert values which do not correspond to the 

correct ones. For instance, the shelf life or the material’s scrap rate fields are available in SAP, however, 

collaborators use them to insert standard values. Another example consists in the supplier’s cities, since 

this field is available in SAP, however, as discussed in subsection 4.4.2, some of these values are not 

possible to be interpreted. 

 Data conflicts 

Some data sources have attributes in common, leading to situations in which even collaborators 

contradict themselves in determining which should be used. It is, therefore, mandatory to meet with the 

stakeholders to understand which attribute to use. Examples of this issue consist in the materials’ safety 

time and ABC classification; the orders’ scheduled delivery date; the suppliers’ countries; and the orders’ 

transit time. The former is managed in Supplier DB and thereafter inserted in SAP. For the orders’ 

scheduled delivery date, the attribute of the OTD report was used, as it should correspond to the latest 

date, which may not always be the case with the date of the Waterfall transaction. In the case of the 

supplier’s countries, SAP data was used. Finally, for the transit time, the value of Supplier DB was used, 

as it is the value used at the plant. 

Table 34: Data issues identified in this thesis and the corresponding proposed category. 

 Data issue category 

 Data not according to a business process 

  Data poorly maintained 

   Incomplete data 

    Missing data source 

     Wrong data 

Data issues      Data conflicts 

Arrival date prior to order date        

Date of special freights        

Historical data (e.g., stock, material’s price)        

Lack of BOM        

Lack of customer's orders        

Lack of production capacity data        

Lack of production plans        

Lack of production time data        

Lack of supplier data (e.g., lead time, capacity)        
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 Data issue category 

 Data not according to a business process 

  Data poorly maintained 

   Incomplete data 

    Missing data source 

     Wrong data 

Data issues      Data conflicts 

Material quantity in OTD, iStar and Pendings DB        

Material reference in OTD report, iStar and Pendings DB        

Materials’ ABC classification in Supplier DB and in SAP        

Materials’ dimensions and volume        

Materials’ safety time in Supplier DB and in SAP         

Materials’ shelf life        

Materials’ special freight cost        

Materials’ standard price        

Non-existing orders registers        

Order date + transit time > arrival date        

Order scheduled delivery date in Waterfall and OTD report        

Plant's and supplier's scrap rate        

Supplier's city        

Supplier's country in iStar, SAP and Supplier DB        

Supplier's geographic location        

Storage strategy not modeled by the data of the TOs        

Transit time in SAP, Waterfall and Supplier DB        

Transit time in SAP        

 

The issue of data quality problems, or dirty data as referred to by Laranjeiro et al. [269], is not 

new [270]. This issue has also been discussed in the specific case of the simulation community, when 

working with real industrial data, by Bokrantz et al. [271]. The authors presented a multiple-case study 

within the automotive industry to provide empirical descriptions of data quality problems in simulation 

projects. As the authors postulated, simulation requires high-quality data and, often, extensible 

transformations to allow its utilization in simulation models, i.e., data issues must be bypassed, in order 

to produce a coherent simulation model. 
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As Laranjeiro et al. [269] and Bokrantz et al. [271] agree, dirty data may be classified in different 

aspects, including dimensions. On this note, the former cited study analyzed the literature concerning 

data issues and mapped them according to the dimensions they identified in literature. 

Table 35 provides the categories of data issues identified in this thesis, classified by the 

dimensions identified in [269] (see the cited study for the description of such dimensions). The table 

shows the dimensions that were affected by the categories of issues identified in this thesis, in a grey-

black scale, with black referring to those that were identified in [269] and grey referring to the ones not 

identified in such study. 

Table 35: Categories of data issues identified in this thesis, classified by the dimensions of data quality problems identified 
in [269]. 

 Accessibility Accuracy Completeness Consistency Currency 

Data not according to a business 

process 

     

Data poorly maintained      

Incomplete data      

Missing data source       

Wrong data      

Data conflicts      

 

The accuracy dimension was added to the data conflicts problem, since in these situations, 

sometimes, the managers from the plant did not know which data source should be used. Hence, this 

can affect the degree to which data represents such process. In its turn, the dimensions affected by the 

data not according to a business process and missing data source issues were all greyed, because they 

refer issues that were not identified in [269]. As already addressed, not having a data source for a given 

relevant business process implies workarounds to bypass this lack of crucial data, in order to maintain 

the coherence of the simulation model, thus affecting the accuracy dimension. It also affects currency, 

as sometimes the reason for exclusion of a data source concerns the impossibility of using the data for a 

specific time frame. Finally, the category of data not according to a business process, due to the 

impossibility of knowing the exact cause for its occurrence, was considered to affect both the accuracy 

and currency dimensions. 
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 Objectives Overview 

This section aims to specifically answer the ROs and RQs, which were identified in section 1.3 

(page 5), by summarizing the main contributions for each and directing the reader to parts of the 

document where such contributions can be found. Thus, the following provides such discussion. 

 RO1 

The main topics related with this thesis were reviewed and gaps were identified in chapter 3. The 

reviewed topics were not limited to studies related with simulation approaches to analyze the impact of 

risks in SCs, but also included studies concerned with topics subjacent to this thesis, e.g., studies that 

used simulation using data storage structures and studies that used data storage structures in SC 

problems. The gaps identified in literature allowed to identify the contributions of this thesis, which are 

outlined in chapter 6. 

 RO2 

The steps to design and implement a first instance of the BDW were described in section 4.4. 

Such development steps achieved, indeed, a BDW, which can be used at the plant hosting this thesis. 

However, it should be carefully analyzed if the solution can be applied to other plants, due to differences 

that exist in data sources or even in the business processes, e.g. the Pendings warehouse may not be 

considered in other plants of the organization. When developing such solution, the main difficulty 

consisted in the data sources analysis and the posterior data profiling step (subsection 4.4.2). 

Nevertheless, RQ1 can be affirmatively answered. 

 RO3 

The main steps conducted to develop the simulation model were discussed in sections 4.5 and 

4.6; the validation process conducted in subsection 4.5.2 aimed to produce a reliable simulation model, 

while section 4.6 aimed to produce a coherent simulation model, in face of the identified data issues. 

With such valid and coherent model, the outputs provided by it can be seen as accurate, therefore 

answering affirmatively to RQ2. 

In its turn, the simulation model was used in this chapter to test the performance of the SC, 

according to several established performance indicators, when considering several types of disruptions 

and risks. Furthermore, a demonstration of the real-time capability of the simulation model was also 

provided in section 5.1, thereby fulfilling all the targets of RO3. 
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 RO4 

This chapter showed the ways in which it is possible to use the developed artifact. Sections 5.1 

and 5.2 demonstrates the simulation model automatically adapting to the data it received from the BDW 

and the state of the SC, in a given date, being also automatically reflected. Section 5.3 shows the 

simulation model incorporating risks in the simulation in the form of random distributions. These results 

can thereafter be object of statistical analysis. The model can also be used to run the simulation and 

store certain results in the BDW, which can thereafter, be statistically analyzed and incorporated in a new 

simulation run. In fact, such approach was used to estimate the adequate stock level to use in the 

experiments analyzed in this chapter. Section 5.4 shows how interactive simulation can be used to allow 

users to fire disruptions at any simulation time, place and duration. Finally, section 5.5 shows that the 

simulation model can run beyond the data stored in the BDW, hence allowing future scenarios projection. 

The results presented in these sections show some types of information that can be extracted 

from the simulation model that other alternative data analytics approaches could not achieve. The 

possibility of incorporating uncertainty and what-if scenarios is, in fact, one of the main benefits of using 

simulation in these types of problems, therefore these results allow to affirmatively answer to RQ4. 

 RO5 

The proposed approach to allow the simulation model to run based on random distributions while 

still considering the universe of hundreds of suppliers and thousands of different materials, characteristic 

of the studied automotive SC, was addressed in section 5.5. While the statistical distributions and its 

parameters could be object of different types of analysis, the purpose of this objective was simply to 

demonstrate a feasible approach, that would not require data to be clustered or samples of materials and 

suppliers to be selected. Thus, the provided approach allowed the detail of all materials and suppliers to 

be considered by the simulation, along with their characteristics. Hence, this RO was, in fact, achieved. 

Running the simulation based on statistical distributions, rather than on the data stored in the 

BDW, brings, indeed, insights in using simulation to make predictions. On the other hand, the Big Data 

approach allows the accentuated fluctuations that are verified in the real system to be reflected in the 

simulation model. Hence, when running the model based on statistical distributions, a complete mimic 

is not achieved. Thus, both approaches, in fact, complement each other. Therefore, the answer to RQ3 

is that, indeed, a simulation model fed with Big Data can bring benefits over the same model, which runs 

based on statistical distributions. 
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The features of allowing alternative scenarios to be performed, incorporating uncertainties, risks 

(both by using statistical distributions and interactive simulation), adapting in real-time to the provided 

data and allowing analysis of specific time slots, comprise a solid decision support tool that can be used 

to anticipate the consequences in the system that certain events can produce, thereby allowing a proactive 

approach rather than a reactive one, which is the most common approach. Because of this, indeed, RQ5 

can be affirmatively answered. Notwithstanding, the type of results that were analyzed configures a subset 

of the total analysis that can be done with such artifact. Such limited subset is directly related with the 

data issues that were previously analyzed and discussed; a classification proposal for such issues was 

provided in section 5.6. Without these data issues, the diagnosis possibilities would further increase, 

leading to better decision support analysis. Even so, with the provided analysis, it is possible to verify the 

potential of the developed artifact. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS 

Summary  

Having reached the last chapter of this thesis, several conclusions can be withdrawn 
and discussed. Thus, this chapter culminates this work by presenting, in the first 
section, such main conclusions. Thereafter, in the second section, the main achieved 
results and scientific contributions are listed, distinguishing between the results 
achieved for the organization hosting this research, the scientific publications and the 
main scientific results obtained, which are in accordance with the ROs imposed to this 
thesis. In its turn, third section presents the main limitations of the developed work. 
Finally, last section discusses opportunities for future research directions, which would 
further enhance the work presented by this thesis. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 General Conclusions 

Risk management in SCs is among the most relevant research topics of today. Due to the complex 

and dynamic nature of these networks, the consequences of certain types of events may considerably 

affect the performance of the overall SC, possibly spreading to other networks. In light of this, simulation, 

indeed, stands out as an effective approach which allows to mimic the behavior of a system, while also 

allowing alternative scenarios to be tested. 

Notwithstanding, real data is required, so that it is possible to extract useful information. Such 

real data originates from data sources, used to manage or monitor the several business processes that 

comprise an overall SC system, and are generated at increased exponentially volumes and velocities. This 

culminates in a model where multiple entities flow, representing orders required by production and orders 

in transit sent to suppliers. Such entities have their own characteristics and are able to make their own 

decisions, based on the data they get and on their surroundings. To achieve such modeling approach, 

Big Data concepts were crucial, as they allowed the data to be comprised in a single structure which 

provided data to the simulation model. Furthermore, the implemented approach consisted in 

denormalizing the data so that each entity could immediately retrieve the data corresponding to its 

characteristics, actions and other elements, from a single data row, without having to perform join 

operations between tables, which are costlier in Big Data environments. However, this increased the 

memory required to run simulations. In fact, this could be witnessed when comparing the required 

computational resources when running the model based on statistical distributions with the one based 

on the Big Data. 

Despite the great amounts of available data, this thesis showed the many issues that still exist 

with the organization’s data. Simulation was, in fact, used as a data model validation tool, as it allowed 

to verify the semantics of data, to ascertain if the resulting model maintained its coherence. This suggests 

that, despite using many software, spreadsheets, ISs and others, organizations are still lacking data that 

is relevant, in order to allow the creation of accurate simulations of their SCs. While on one hand, these 

issues mean that organizations still need more and better data, it also means that simulation models 

comprising such data would require more computer memory to run the simulations, which was already 

considerably high with the amount of data used in this thesis. These data issues also suggest that the 

adopted methodology was, in fact, applied somewhat too earlier than what was supposed. Furthermore, 
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the identified issues in this thesis also allowed to better understand both the data sources and the 

associated business processes. 

 Results and Scientific Contributions 

This section summarizes the main achieved results and scientific contributions of this thesis, 

which can be divided in three different categories. Thus, the first comprises the results achieved for the 

organization hosting the research. The second comprises the main dissemination results and the third 

consists of the scientific contribution of this thesis. The following provides such discussion. 

 Results for the organization hosting this research 

The following results were achieved for the organization hosting the research. 

 Organization’s internal documentation 

This thesis was integrated in an innovation project being developed at the Bosch Braga plant and 

funded by the organization’s Central Purchasing corporate function. Thus, the initial phase of the project 

was entirely dedicated to study the SC processes of the plant and relevant data sources, while also 

reporting these observations, since the plant lacked any related documentation. The written reports 

include: (1) a summary of the most important issues to tackle at the Logistics Department of the plant, 

which were presented as pilot projects and were the result of the many conducted interviews; (2) an 

analysis of the most relevant Logistics flows, processes and definitions; (3) and a description of the main 

development steps conducted at the project, including an overview of the analysis to the data sources 

that had been conducted, and the main findings from the development of the simulation model. 

 Logistics BDW 

A BDW that can both gather information from multiple data sources and provide a reporting 

environment is of extreme importance to any Logistics Department. This way, it becomes possible to 

visualize data that may be spread across multiple data sources. Before this thesis, this reality was not 

possible; while DALI exists to backup historical data from SAP and provide an analytical environment, this 

DB does not consider data from other sources (e.g., OTD report). Furthermore, there are logistics 

processes which are specific for the Braga plant and, therefore, are not considered by the organization in 

any of its central solutions. For instance, a Pendings warehouse is only used at this plant, hence the 

Pendings DB is not considered by any of the available central solutions. Moreover, the developed BDW 

was developed using Big Data technologies and making use of the Big Data cluster of the organization. 
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 Interactive dashboards 

Before this thesis, the Logistics Department of the plant could not produce visualizations that 

allow to interact with the data. Thus, with the data provided from the BDW, several examples of interactive 

dashboards were developed and presented in this work, which the plant can now use. Furthermore, other 

dashboards can still be created, using the data stored in the BDW 

 Real-time SC simulation model 

Before this thesis, no SC simulation model existed at the plant and now the plant is able to use 

this decision-support tool, albeit with its limitations derived from the identified data issues. In fact, 

simulation models typically operate in two dimensions. The first considers future prediction or scenario 

testing and the other consists in reproducing historical organizational data. Thus, with the developed 

simulation model, the plant is now able to test alternative scenarios (e.g.: what if supplier “S” delays its 

delivery? What if customer “D” increases its demand? What if suppliers from Country “C” fail to deliver?) 

by using the data of the BDW, statistical distributions or a combination of both. This way, additional 

information can be obtained, which alternative data analysis solutions would struggle to achieve. 

 Results Dissemination 

While working on this thesis, the main results were published in international conferences and 

journals. When applicable, these communications had to be validated with the plant’s managers to ensure 

that no sensitive data was being disclosed. The main contributions of each resulting publication include: 

 Commercial simulation software ranking [49]: Analysis of the popularity of the most used 

commercial simulation software, which helped in deciding which simulation tool to use; 

 Open source/freeware simulation software ranking: Analysis of the popularity of the most 

used open source and freeware simulation software; 

 Research directions for simulation in the I4.0 context [123]: SLR of the main themes that 

are related with the use of simulation in I4.0, culminating with an agenda of the most 

relevant research directions, in which the one tackled by this thesis is included; 

 Simulation studies that were used to manage risks in SCs: SLR of studies that used 

simulation to manage risks in SCs, to study the most used simulation tools, approaches, 

types of industry, SC topologies and verify how aligned with the I4.0 are the available 

solutions; 

 BDW data requirements [84]: Description of the requirements elicitation phase 

conducted to develop the BDW, culminating with an illustration of an example of an 

interactive dashboard that is possible to create; 
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 Data model validation for the SC simulation model [272]: Presentation of a prototype of 

the SC simulation model, culminating with a presentation of some preliminary results, 

with the main aim of validating the data attributes that would be required by the 

simulation model; 

 Bypassing data issues to maintain the SC simulation model coherence: Demonstration 

of the main data issues that were faced while developing the simulation model and how 

these were bypassed, in order to maintain the coherence of the simulation model; 

 Using simulation to test geographic disruptions in a Big Data context: Using the 

developed solution to test the impact of geographic disruptions in the SC in a Big Data 

context; 

 Real-time feature of the solution: Exemplification of the development approach that 

allowed the conceived solution to have real-time features; 

 Applying risks with statistical distributions to the SC simulation in a Big Data context: 

Using the developed solution to test risk scenarios by applying statistical distributions in 

a Big Data context; 

 Interactive SC simulation in a Big Data context: Using the developed solution to run 

simulations using the data stored in the BDW, while also allowing users to fire disruptive 

events in runtime. 

 Scientific Contribution 

The following provides a discussion of the scientific contribution of this thesis, which added to the 

current scientific knowledge. 

 Real-time SC simulation in a Big Data context 

The main contributions from this thesis derive from the simulation part of the solution. In fact, 

while some studies exist which reported the use of structures to store and integrate data and provide it 

to a simulation model, no study was found coupling the benefits of Big Data technologies with 

the latter, which this thesis achieved to do. 

The novelty of this solution is even enhanced by its other relevant characteristics, such as its 

ability to automatically retrieve data from the Big Data cluster and adapt to changes or new 

data, matching the main characteristics of a real-time simulation. In fact, none of the suppliers’ locations, 

as well as the entities’ movements, were manually placed, since the model is able to automatically adjust 

its elements to the data it gets from the BDW, i.e., the model is drawn by the data and not by the users. 
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The solution’s animation feature and its integration with a Google Maps view should also be 

stressed because, from the literature review, the lack of studies investing in animation features of their 

SC systems was noteworthy, as the comparison with the reviewed studies suggested. Thus, the simulation 

runs on a 3D world map view, which enriches its visualization, with all the associated benefits. 

Moreover, the solution is also able to load the system’s state from the BDW. This is important, 

because it allows users to analyze different time slots without having to wait for the simulation to 

reach the starting point of the analysis. 

The simulation model also allows certain types of variability (e.g., supplier delays and quantity 

required by production) to be considered and, in addition, specific events to be fired at any time and 

place, with the specified duration. Such events can trigger delays or disruptions, with the simulation model 

assessing their impact on the overall performance of the system. This way, apart from reproducing 

the historical data from the BDW, the simulation model also incorporates disruption scenarios. 

Lastly, regarding the area of applicability, this thesis targeted a SC larger (in number of suppliers 

from different countries and number of materials) than the most commonly analyzed in literature using 

simulation methods. The fact that this is the case of an automotive electronics industry also adds 

complexity to the problem, as these SCs are typically characterized by having single sourced materials, 

with suppliers typically providing multiple materials, thereby exposing the entire SC to risks. 

 From Big Data to distributions 

The most common simulation approach consists in using statistical distributions to model the 

main processes. However, in a system of this dimension using such approach typically would imply 

clustering data so that distribution fitting is feasible. However, the approach followed in this thesis 

consisted in selecting samples of materials and suppliers, with the help of managers from the plant, and 

conducting distribution fitting for each of these. However, rather than maintaining the selected sample of 

materials and suppliers, this thesis used the simulation model to record aggregation values, which can 

thereafter be used to set the distribution parameters for each material, supplier and business process. 

This way, all agents of the system can be considered. The approach of using the model to “teach itself” 

relevant values, which is dependent on a prior run, was also used to test several initial stock methods. 

These calculations were done by the simulation model rather than by the BDW due to the existence of 

data issues, which would result in incoherent values. 

Thereafter, in a universe comprised of thousands of different materials, the simulation model is 

used to create entities that represent each of these types of materials, with each entity selecting a supplier 

based on the historical orders, available in the BDW. The model also generates production orders, thereby 
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allowing the simulation to run past the time horizon of the data stored in the BDW. Hence, the proposed 

approach allows the simulation model to be used for predictive purposes. 

 Data issues classification 

Developing a SC simulation model using Big Data requires enormous amounts of data. However, 

in real industrial environments many issues may occur with data. Such issues directly affect the feasibility 

and quality of the final simulation solution e.g., the method to set the stock at the start of the simulation. 

Being the first to develop a SC simulation model in a Big Data environment, this thesis also provided a 

classification for such data issues, hoping that future similar projects find this contribution useful. The 

model was also used to quantify such data issues (e.g., percentage of TOs that were not coherent with 

the storage strategy). This thesis also showed that, despite provided with the right technological resources, 

e.g., ERP that is a market leader, and reference business processes, these data issues were still verified, 

hence suggesting the novelty of this research and that similar projects may experience equivalent 

problems. 

Furthermore, the simulation model revealed to be the validator of the data coherence. In fact, in 

typical data analysis approaches, this is verified at a syntactic level, being often limited to the verification 

of the availability and quality of data (e.g., null verification). However, while working with simulation, this 

verification is taken to a different level of exigency, since there is an obligation to integrate data, in such 

way that a coherent model must be created. I.e., in order to accurately mimic a process, all its elements 

must be present and coherent. In fact, it was the need to develop a coherent model that allowed these 

problems to be identified and quantified; for instance, it would not be easy to discover the problems 

related with the TOs with alternative data profiling methods, as it was only when implementing them in 

the simulation model that this problem arose. 

 Limitations 

This thesis was developed in one of the nowadays international flagships in the automotive 

electronics industry. Even so, the major difficulty of this thesis was, in fact, in what concerns the collection 

of the required data. A fortiori, this can be seen has the major limitation of this thesis. Such issues 

included data sources which could not be obtained and data that did not reflect a given business strategy 

followed at the plant, indicating that the data was incomplete, or not registered in the correct order or 

with the correct date. A possible justification for these issues is related with organizational data policies 

that, in some situations, may not consider the existence of low-level data (e.g., TOs), which is necessary, 

in order to produce a coherent simulation model. Notwithstanding, it is also a strong conviction that such 
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barrier should be bypassed when the I4.0 revolution is completely materialized, which will allow some of 

this data to be automatically generated, stored and integrated – without eventual errors related with 

manual interactions - to allow analytical methods (e.g., simulation) to be employed. 

Big Data typically entails big organizations with sectorized data among different departments, 

making the access to such data (e.g., production, financial) even more difficult. Such was the case of 

working at this plant. Furthermore, the Logistics Department, where this research was held, is also prone 

to workers constantly hired to replace others leaving their positions. This constituted a considerable 

inhibitor, as process experts would be replaced by someone unfamiliar with the processes. 

The lack of metrics used by the plant was also noteworthy. In fact, service level is arguably the 

most used KPI in SCs. Yet, the fact that this is not measured at the plant shows the lack of solid metrics 

used at the plant. In fact, to somehow reach the most important metrics, multiple meetings were 

scheduled. This culminated in a work in which the raised questions (e.g.: what does the plant want the 

simulation model to answer?) were mostly the initiative of the researchers rather than the plant’s 

managers. 

Ultimately, because of the above discussed issues, the developed simulation model fails to deliver 

a complete mimic of the SC, thus hindering the possibility of retrieving general conclusions from its use. 

Even so, the solution still allows the most relevant subsets of analysis to be diagnosed and exposes the 

main benefits that could be achieved without the above discussed limitations (concerning the lack of data 

and better data, metrics and raised questions by the plant). In fact, this task of exploring the many 

possibilities for a SC simulation model in a Big Data context, comprises one of the main achievements of 

this thesis. I.e., since the plant’s managers did not identify the main metrics and questions to be 

answered, this was something that was done, while also developing the artifact, ensuring that it could 

cover these needs. 

Regardless of the mentioned difficulties, these were no reason to withdraw or rethink the thesis 

theme. Instead, efforts were made to achieve the possible solution and to extract from it the possible 

benefits, which were already discussed. It should also be stressed that the approach that was adopted 

revealed to be far more laborious, as it also required interviews to understand if the workarounds 

maintained the coherence of the system. Thus, the approach that was followed was not limited to extract 

data, clean it, use it in the simulation model and analyze the obtained outputs. 

While the conceived solution has its pros and cons, a strong conviction remains that the artifact 

comprises the solution that was possible to achieve with the available data and the level of involvement 
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of the plant. Furthermore, its contributions constitute a milestone in the path of developing more reliable 

and robust solutions, as long as the limitations here discussed are attenuated. 

 Future Work 

While the solution developed in the scope of this thesis reached a satisfactory conclusion, 

covering the initially established objectives, there is still place for future research directions. In this section, 

some of these directions are identified and discussed. The following is a list of such items. 

 Real-time BDW 

As already discussed, the real-time part of the solution applies to the developed simulation model, 

which can, in fact, automatically adapt to changes, or to new data, in the BDW. However, this is still 

dependent on manually refreshing the BDW, which considers a manual step, related with the extraction 

of data from the sources. Thus, future research should include the efforts to make this BDW also being 

able to operate in real-time; 

 Correct the identified data issues 

With time, the several identified data issues should be corrected. This, however, should be done 

with the commitment and highly involvement of the plant, as it mainly depends on their managerial 

decisions. 

 Use the BDW to store historical data 

A particular case of the identified data issues consists in the lack of historical data for some 

business processes, e.g. stock levels per day, safety stock of materials. Thus, the BDW could be used to 

create such historical data; 

 Include forecast methods in the statistical distributions 

The suggested approach to allow the simulation to run based on random distributions resulted in 

metrics that did not consider the seasonality inherent to the real system. Thus, the system’s performance 

tended to the average values of such processes. However, if forecast methods are included in the 

simulation, the metrics based on random distributions would alike the metrics of the real system, opening 

room for more accurate future scenarios projection. 

 Using simulation for prediction 

With forecast methods implemented in the simulation model, it would also be able to predict 

future events, metrics and others. 
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 Using simulation to fire notifications 

When the entire solution is able to operate in real-time and with the data required, in order to 

produce reliable mimics of the SC system, the simulation model may be used to fire notifications when 

considerable deviations from the known standard patterns are detected. For instance, when a supplier’s 

lead time deviates from its usual standards, a notification could be fired. 

 Mature the metrics and questions to be answered by the simulation model 

The metrics and questions to be answered by the simulation must be aligned with the 

organization’s managers. This should be specially challenging, as the plant does not measure its service 

level, which is arguably the most used Logistics’ KPI. 
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"agility" "resilient" "resiliency" "resilience" "robust" "robustness" "risk" "vulnerability" "vulnerable" 
"procurement" "inventory management" "stock management" "safety stock" "safety inventory" 
"disruption" "supply failures" "demand" "uncertainty" "uncertain" "impact" "orders fulfillment" "orders 
unfulfillment") 
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: List of included papers 

Author(s) [Reference] Year Source 

Sarac, A. et al. [200] 2008 Winter simulation conference 
Longo, F. et al. [171] 2008 Computers and industrial engineering 
Munoz, A. et al. [201] 2008 journal of theoretical and applied electronic commerce 

research 
Walsh, P.M. et al. [202] 2008 IMA journal. of management mathematics 
Cheng, F. et al. [223] 2008 Winter simulation conference 
Rong, Y. et al. [191] 2008 Flexible services and manufacturing journal 
Wang, S.-J. et al. [236] 2008 International. journal of production economics 
Choudhury, B. et al. [237] 2008 INFOR 
Lee, Y.M. et al. [203] 2009 International journal of logistics research and applications 
Martagan, T. G. et al. [218] 2009 Winter simulation conference 
Schwede, C. et al. [224] 2009 International journal of simulation and process modelling 
Schmidt, R. [238] 2009 Journal of manufacturing technology management 
Schmitt, A.J. et al. [188] 2009 Winter simulation conference 
Lee, Y. M. et al. [229] 2009 Winter simulation conference 
Mishra, M. et al. [204] 2009 Winter simulation conference 
Jinhui wu, S. et al. [239] 2009 The international journal of logistics management 
Chan, H.K. et al. [240] 2010 Decision support systems 
Wadhwa, S. et al. [205] 2010 International journal of production research 
Finke, G.R. et al. [241] 2010 Winter simulation conference 
Lee, E. et al. [242] 2010 Winter simulation conference 
Bottani, E. et al. [243] 2010 International journal of production research 
Haouari, L. et al. [206] 2011 Winter simulation conference 
Datta, P.P. et al. [207] 2011 International journal of production research 
Thierry, C. et al. [244] 2011 International journal of simulation and process modelling 
Samvedi, A. et al. [192] 2011 Winter simulation conference 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [245] 2011 Engineering, construction and architectural management 
Blanco, E.E. et al. [189] 2011 Winter simulation conference 
Amini, M. et al. [230] 2012 European journal of operational research 
Dev, N.K. et al. [208] 2012 International journal of services and operations 

management 
Durowoju, O.A. et al. [209] 2012 Journal of manufacturing technology management 
Mishra, M. et al. [210] 2012 International journal of production research 
Chan, F.T.S. et al. [211] 2012 International journal of production research 
Sun, Y. et al. [246] 2012 Decision support systems 
Prasannavenkatesan, S. et al. [193] 2012 International journal of advanced manufacturing technology 
Chen, Y. et al. [172] 2012 Computers and chemical engineering 
Haidari, L.A. et al. [219] 2013 PLOS one 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [173] 2013 Journal of the operational research society 
Assi, T.-M. et al. [220] 2013 Vaccine 
Chatfield, D.C. et al. [247] 2013 Transportation research part e: logistics and transportation 

review 
Dev, N.K. et al. [248] 2013 International journal of logistics research and applications 
Şenyiǧit, E. [174] 2013 Neural computing and applications 
Smew, W. et al. [175] 2013 International journal of simulation modelling 
Wu, T. et al. [231] 2013 IEEE transactions on engineering management 
Vlajic, J.V. et al. [249] 2013 Production planning and control 
Elleuch, H. et al. [190] 2014 Journal of risk research 
Zolfagharinia, H. et al. [176] 2014 Transportation research part e: logistics and transportation 

review 
Chern, C.-C. et al. [250] 2014 Computers and industrial engineering 
Iakovou, E. et al. [232] 2014 Journal of humanitarian logistics and supply chain 

management 
Dev, N.K. et al. [212] 2014 Computers and industrial engineering 
Avegliano, P. et al. [194] 2014 Winter simulation conference 
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Author(s) [Reference] Year Source 
Negahban, A. et al. [233] 2014 International journal of production research 
Xiang, W. et al. [195] 2014 Journal of intelligent manufacturing 
Brandenburg, M. et al. [177] 2014 Logistics research 
Dev, N.K. et al. [251] 2014 Benchmarking 
Dev, N.K. et al. [252] 2014 International Journal of advanced manufacturing 

technology 
Mejjaouli, S. et al. [213] 2014 Winter simulation conference 
Keramydas, C. et al. [196] 2015 International journal of data analysis techniques and 

strategies 
Shahi, S. et al. [225] 2015 Canadian journal of forest research 
Gansterer, M. [178] 2015 International journal of production economics 
Sun, C. et al. [214] 2015 Winter simulation conference 
Iannone, R. et al. [253] 2015 International journal of services and operations 

management 
Tan, W.J. et al. [254] 2015 Winter simulation conference 
Grewal, C.S. et al. [179] 2015 Computers and industrial engineering 
Knoblich, K. et al. [255] 2015 Computers and industrial engineering 
Fornasiero, R. et al. [197] 2015 IFAC papers online 
Sauvageau, G. et al. [215] 2015 European journal of operational research 
Zhang, X. et al. [226] 2016 Energy policy 
Peirleitner, A.J. et al. [180] 2016 Winter simulation conference 
Postacchini, L. et al. [256] 2016 Journal of industrial engineering and management 
Shaltayev, D. et al. [257] 2016 International journal of applied management science 
Sha, M. et al. [181] 2016 Computers and chemical engineering 
Sahoo, K. et al. [234] 2016 Winter simulation conference 
Luo, K. et al. [227] 2016 Sustainability (Switzerland) 
Mueller, L.E. et al. [258] 2016 Vaccine 
Cannella, S. et al. [182] 2016 International journal of simulation modelling 
Meng, Q. et al. [259] 2017 International journal of production economics 
Yu, Y. et al. [216] 2017 International journal of production research 
Dumetz, L. et al. [183] 2017 International journal of production research 
Birim, S. et al. [217] 2017 Journal of business economics and management 
Ponte, B. et al. [184] 2017 Computers and operations research 
Israel, E.F. et al. [221] 2017 IFAC papers online 
Chiadamrong, N. et al. [260] 2017 Journal of industrial engineering international 
Meng, Q.C. et al. [185] 2017 International journal of simulation modelling 
Pacheco, E.D.O. et al. [186] 2017 Computers and industrial engineering 
Ivanov, D. [222] 2017 International journal of production research 
Osorio, A.F. et al. [199] 2017 Health care management science 
Dev, N.K. et al. [261] 2017 International journal of production economics 
Macchion, L. et al. [198] 2017 International journal of production research 
Cruz-Mejia, O. et al. [187] 2018 Journal of ambient intelligence and humanized computing 
Cha-Ume, K. et al. [228] 2018 European journal of industrial engineering 
Wang, Z. et al. [262] 2018 Journal of cleaner production 
Jeong, H. et al. [263] 2018 ICIC express letters 
Rosales, C. et al. [235] 2018 Transportation journal 
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: Analysis of the included papers per year and search phase (SLR 
of section 3.6) 

Figure C-1 shows the distribution of included papers per year and search phase. 

 
Figure C-1: Total obtained papers distributed per year and search phase (see section 3.1). 

The figure shows that the number of papers excluded in each search phase is equivalent 
throughout the years, varying from 5 and 13, whereas the number of retrieved papers from DLs varies 
from 69 to 146. Even so, the total included papers per year represents a slight increasing trend, as Figure 
C-2 illustrates. 

 
Figure C-2: Number of papers included per year and trend line. 

From Figure C-2, a slight increasing trend can be identified. Yet, in some years there were fewer 
included papers than previous years, e.g., there were more included papers in 2014 than in 2015. 
Fahimnia et al. [101], reported similar observations. 
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: Analysis of the included papers per source (SLR of section 3.6) 

Figure D-1 shows the sources (journals and WSC) and the respective number of included papers. 
As can be seen, 47 different sources were identified, with 16 having more than 1 paper. The source with 
more papers was WSC with almost the double of the papers than the second source with more papers, 
which was the International Journal of Production Research. The top 3 ends with the Computers and 
Industrial Engineering. From the journals specifically focused on simulation, the International Journal of 
Simulation Modelling appears in fifth place with 3 papers. Table D-1 shows the list of source’s acronyms 
that was used and Table D-2 shows the number of papers per source, distributed per year. 

 
Figure D-1: Number of included papers per source. 
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Table D-1: List of acronyms used for sources. 

Title Acronym 

Benchmarking bench. 
Canadian journal of forest research CJFR 
Computers & operations research COR 
Computers and chemical engineering CCE 
Computers and industrial engineering CIE 
Decision support systems DSS 
Energy policy EP 
Engineering, construction and architectural management ECAM 
European journal of industrial engineering EJIE 
European journal of operational research EJOR 
Flexible services and manufacturing journal FSMJ 
Health care management science HCMS 
Icic express letters ICIC 
Ieee transactions on engineering management IEEE TEM 
Ifac papers online IFAC 
Ima journal of management mathematics IMA JMM 
Infor INFOR 
International journal of advanced manufacturing technology IJAMT 
International journal of applied management science IJAMS 
International journal of data analysis techniques and strategies IJDATS 
International journal of logistics research and applications IJLRA 
International journal of production economics IJPE 
International journal of production research IJPR 
International journal of services and operations management IJSOM 
International journal of simulation and process modelling IJSPM 
International journal of simulation modelling IJSM 
Journal of ambient intelligence and humanized computing JAIHC 
Journal of business economics and management JBEM 
Journal of cleaner production JCP 
Journal of humanitarian logistics and supply chain management JHLSCM 
Journal of industrial engineering and management JIEM 
Journal of industrial engineering international JIEI 
Journal of intelligent manufacturing JIM 
Journal of manufacturing technology management JMTM 
Journal of risk research JRR 
Journal of the operational research society JORS 
Journal of theoretical and applied electronic commerce research JTAECR 
Logistics research LR 
Neural computing and applications NCA 
Plos one PLOS ONE 
Production planning and control PPC 
Sustainability (Switzerland) Sust 
The international journal of logistics management IJLM 
Transportation journal TJ 
Transportation research part e: logistics and transportation review TR: part E 
Vaccine Vaccine 
Winter simulation conference WSC 
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Table D-2: Number of papers per source distributed per year. 

Source 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 

bench.       1     1 
CCE     1    1   2 
CIE 1      2 2  1  6 
CJFR        1    1 
COR          1  1 
DSS   1  1       2 
ECAM    1        1 
EJIE           1 1 
EJOR     1   1    2 
EP         1   1 
FSMJ 1           1 
HCMS          1  1 
ICIC           1 1 
IEEE 
TEM 

     1      1 

IFAC        1  1  2 
IJAMS         1   1 
IJAMT     1  1     2 
IJDATS        1    1 
IJLM  1          1 
IJLRA  1    1      2 
IJPE 1       1  2  4 
IJPR   2 1 2  1   4  10 
IJSM      1   1 1  3 
IJSOM     1   1    2 
IJSPM  1  1        2 
IMA 
JMM 

1           1 

INFOR 1           1 
JAIHC           1 1 
JBEM          1  1 
JCP           1 1 
JHLSCM       1     1 
JIEI          1  1 
JIEM         1   1 
JIM       1     1 
JMTM  1   1       2 
JORS      1      1 
JRR       1     1 
JTAECR 1           1 
LR       1     1 
NCA      1      1 
PLOS 
ONE 

     1      1 

PPC      1      1 
Sust         1   1 
TJ           1 1 
TR: part 
E 

     1 1     2 

Vaccine      1   1   2 
WSC 2 4 2 3   2 2 2   17 
Total 8 8 5 6 8 9 12 10 9 13 5 93 
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: Analysis of the included papers per institutions and countries (SLR 
of section 3.6) 

Table E-1 and Figure E-1 provide analysis per institution to the set of included papers. As can be 
seen, 6 institutions had more than 2 included papers, with the Indian Institute of Technology being the 
one with more papers, with 8. Also from India, the Dayalbagh Educational Institute recorded 6 papers. 
The top 3 finishes with IBM, with 4 papers, which is also the non-university institution with more included 
papers. 

Figure E-2 shows the geographic location of countries and the color scale refers to the number 
of included papers. There are 29 different countries, with the USA, India, United Kingdom and China 
being the countries with more included papers. 

To analyze if the performance of the countries was related with their GDP (Gross Domestic 
Products), Figure E-3 shows the GDP (values obtained in the World Bank web site10) in a logarithmic scale, 
and the respective number of included papers. As can be seen, China has 9 papers and a GDP of 12,24 
trillion United States Dollars. With five times less GDP, India has more 4 papers. As was observed in the 
analysis per institutions, India was the country with the institutions with more papers. United Kingdom 
and Italy are other examples of countries with high number of included papers and low GDP. The position 
of Germany is also noteworthy, since it is the third country from the list with the highest GDP. Yet, only 6 
papers were published from affiliations of this country. This is especially interesting, since it was in this 
country that the I4.0 movement emerged. 

 
Figure E-1: Analysis of institutions with more than 1 included paper. 

                                                 
10 
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
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Figure E-2: Geographic location of countries and its number of included papers. 

 

Figure E-3: Countries' GDP (source: World Bank site11) and number of included papers. 

                                                 
11  
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
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Table E-1: Number of papers per institution. 

Institution Number of papers Institution Number of papers 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 2 Purdue University 1 
Arizona State University 1 Research Center for Automatic Control of Nancy 1 
Aston University 2 Research Center for Beijing Energy Development 1 
Auburn University 1 Rochester Institute of Technology 1 
Auckland University of Technology 2 Shandong University 1 
Berlin School of Economics and Law 1 Shanghai Jiao Tong University 1 
Carnegie Mellon University 1 Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 1 
Catholic University Eichstatt-Ingolstadt 1 Soongsil University 1 
Chemin de Polytechnique 1 St. Pölten University of Applied Sciences 1 
Christopher Newport University 1 Technische Universitat 1 
Cranfield University 1 Thammasat University 2 
Dayalbagh Educational Institute 6 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 3 
DCR University of Science & Technology 2 The State University of New Jersey 1 
Districon B.V. 1 The University of Hong Kong 1 
Dublin City Univerisity 1 The University of Memphis 1 
École nationale supérieure des mines de Saint-Étienne 2 The University of Sydney 1 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 1 Tsinghua University 1 
Erciyes University 1 Universidad Autónoma del Estado de México 1 
ETH Zurich 1 Universidad Icesi 1 
Federal University of Technology 1 Universidad Panamericana 1 
Fordham University 2 Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 1 
Framingham State University 1 Università Politecnica delle Marche 1 
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology 1 Université Laval 1 
Fraunhofer-Institut für Materialfluss und Logistik 1 Université Toulouse 1 
GE Global Research Center 1 Universiti Teknologi Petronas 1 
Glasgow Caledonian University 2 University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria 1 
Harbin Institute of Technology 1 University of Arkansas at Little Rock 1 
Hemocentro Distrital 1 University of Bern 1 
IBM 4 University of Bordeaux 1 
Indian Institute of Forest Management 1 University of Bristol 1 
Indian Institute of Management 2 University of Calabria 1 
Indian Institute of Public Administration 1 University of Calgary 1 
Indian Institute of Technology 8 University of California 1 
Infineon Technologies AG 2 University of Catania 1 
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Institution Number of papers Institution Number of papers 
Intel Corporation 1 University of East Anglia 2 
Iowa State University 1 University of Georgia 1 
ITIA-CNR 2 University of Houston 2 
Jiangsu University 1 University of Iowa 1 
Johannes Kepler University Linz 1 University of Kassel 1 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 1 University of Limerick 2 
Kingston University 1 University of Lisbon 2 
Korea Electronics Technology Institute 1 University of Massachusetts 1 
Lakehead University 1 University of Münster 1 
Lehigh University 1 University of Oviedo 1 
Libera Università di Bolzano 1 University of Padova 2 
Loughborough University 1 University of Parma 1 
Manisa Celal Bayar University 1 University of Pittsburgh 3 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 3 University of Rhode Island 1 
Michigan State University 2 University of Salerno 1 
Mississippi State University 1 University of Science & Technology of China 1 
Nanjing University 1 University of Seville 2 
Nanyang Technological University 1 University of Sfax 1 
National Chin-Yi University of Technology 1 University of Southampton 1 
National Institute of Technology 1 University of the West of England 2 
National Taiwan University 1 University of Vienna 1 
National University of Singapore 1 University of Wollongong 1 
Nigerian Ministry of Health 1 Vienna University of Economics and Business 1 
Ningbo University 1 Wageningen University 1 
North China Electric Power University 2 Westfälische Wilhelms Universität Münster 1 
North Dakota State University 1 Wilfrid Laurier University 1 
Old Dominion University 1 World Health Organization 1 
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center 2 Wuhan University 1 
Public Health Computational and Operations Research 1 XLRI - Xavier School of Management 1 
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: Analysis of the included papers per authors and citations (SLR of 
section 3.6) 

A total of 250 different authors was identified. The complete list can be consulted in Table F-1, 
sorted by number of papers. As can be seen, Dev, N.K.; Shankar, R. and Chan, F.T.S. are the authors 
with more included papers. 

Table F-1: Number of papers per author. 

Author Number of papers Authors Number of papers 

Dev, N.K. 6 Israel, E.F. 1 
Shankar, R. 5 Ivanov, D. 1 
Chan, F.T.S. 4 Jain, V. 1 
Brown, S.T. 3 Jeong, H. 1 
Connor, D.L. 3 Jinhui wu, S. 1 
Lee, B.Y. 3 Kim, D.-H. 1 
Lee, Y.M. 3 Knoblich, K. 1 
Mishra, M. 3 Kone, S. 1 
Norman, B.A. 3 Kuhn, H. 1 
Wateska, A.R. 3 Kumanan, S. 1 
Zhang, X. 3 Lambiase, A. 1 
Absi, N. 2 Lamothe, J. 1 
Blackhurst, J. 2 Lee, E. 1 
Cannella, S. 2 Lehoux, N. 1 
Chan, H.K. 2 Leonard, J. 1 
Cheng, F. 2 Leung, Y.T. 1 
Chiadamrong, N. 2 Liu, H. 1 
Dey, P.K. 2 Liu, S.-F. 1 
Fornasiero, R. 2 Longo, F. 1 
Haidari, L.A. 2 Lozano, J. 1 
Heavey, C. 2 Lu, T.X. 1 
Hellingrath, B. 2 Lüders, R. 1 
Iakovou, E. 2 Mahmoudi, J. 1 
Keramydas, C. 2 Mani, S. 1 
Li, Z. 2 Marier, P. 1 
Luo, K. 2 Marmolejo, J.A. 1 
Macchion, L. 2 Martagan, T. G. 1 
Meng, Q.C. 2 Mazzuto, G. 1 
Mueller, L.E. 2 Mejjaouli, S. 1 
Rajgopal, J. 2 Mirabelli, G. 1 
Schmitt, A.J. 2 Miranda, S. 1 
Schmitz, M.M. 2 Mockus, L. 1 
Singh, M. 2 Montanari R. 1 
Sommerville, J. 2 Munoz, A. 1 
Tan, Q. 2 Nall, T. 1 
Tookey, J.E. 2 Narayanan, A. 1 
Vidalakis, C. 2 Negahban, A. 1 
Vinelli, A. 2 Nejad, M.G. 1 
Vlachos, D. 2 Nisanci, I. 1 
Wadhwa, S. 2 Orcun, S. 1 
Welling, J.S. 2 Osorio, A.F. 1 
Williams, P.A. 2 Pacheco, E.D.O. 1 
Agarwal, Y.K. 1 Paciarotti, C. 1 
Albrecht, A. 1 Pan, W. 1 
Altendorfer, K. 1 Park, T. 1 
Amini, M. 1 Partsch, D. 1 
Assi, T.-M. 1 Paul, P. 1 
Avegliano, P. 1 Peirleitner, A.J. 1 
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Author Number of papers Authors Number of papers 
Babiceanu, R.F. 1 Phillips, R.J. 1 
Bandyopadhyay, D.K. 1 Piyathanavong, V. 1 
Barbosa-Povoa, A.P. 1 Ponsignon, T. 1 
Bevilacqua, M. 1 Ponte, B. 1 
Birim, S. 1 Postacchini, L. 1 
Blanco, E.E. 1 Prakash, A. 1 
Bottani, E. 1 Prasannavenkatesan, S. 1 
Brailsford, S.C. 1 Pritchard, A.M. 1 
Brandenburg, M. 1 Pulkki, R. 1 
Cai, W. 1 Racer, M. 1 
Camacho-Rodríguez, B.A. 1 Reklaitis, G.V. 1 
Cao, R.Q. 1 Riemma, S. 1 
Caprihan, R. 1 Rodriguez, E. 1 
Cardonha, C. 1 Rogers, P. 1 
Chabchoub, H. 1 Rong, X.X. 1 
Chatfield, D.C. 1 Rong, Y. 1 
Cha-Ume, K. 1 Rosales, C. 1 
Chen, J. 1 Rose, T. 1 
Chen, P.-Y. 1 Sahoo, K. 1 
Chen, S.-I. 1 Samvedi, A. 1 
Chen, Y. 1 Sarac, A. 1 
Chern, C.-C. 1 Sarno, D. 1 
Cho, S. 1 Sauvageau, G. 1 
Choudhary, A. 1 Schilling, R. 1 
Choudhury, B. 1 Schmidt, R. 1 
Christopher, M.G. 1 Schniederjans, D. 1 
Ciarapica, F.E. 1 Schwede, C. 1 
Clements, M.D. 1 Şenyiǧit, E. 1 
Closs, D.J. 1 Seuring, S. 1 
Cruz-Mejia, O. 1 Sha, M. 1 
Datta, P.P. 1 Shahi, S. 1 
Dauzère-Pérès, S. 1 Shaltayev, D. 1 
Debnath, R.M. 1 Shen, Z.-J.M. 1 
Deniz, B. 1 Sieben, B. 1 
Ding, H. W. 1 Sierra, E. 1 
Djibo, A. 1 Singh, K.N. 1 
Dominguez, R. 1 Slayton, R.B. 1 
Ducq, Y. 1 Smew, W. 1 
Dumetz, L. 1 Smith, H.K. 1 
Durowoju, O.A. 1 Snyder, L.V. 1 
Eksioglu, B. 1 Sofyalioglu, C. 1 
Eksioglu, S. D. 1 Song, F. 1 
El-Haouzi, H. 1 Song, Y. 1 
Elleuch, H. 1 Srinivasan, R. 1 
Ettl, M. 1 Stephens, S. 1 
Fahimnia B. 1 Sun, C. 1 
Farahani, R.Z. 1 Sun, Y. 1 
Farahmand K. 1 Swami, S. 1 
Feillet, D. 1 Tan, W.J. 1 
Felberbauer, T. 1 Thierry, C. 1 
Finke, G.R. 1 Thomas, A. 1 
Forero-Matiz, S.P. 1 Tsiolias, D. 1 
Framinan, J.M. 1 Van Der Vorst, J.G.A.J. 1 
Frayret, J.-M. 1 Van L.S.W.M. 1 
Frazzon, E.M. 1 Vasant, P. 1 
Fuente, D. 1 Vlajic, J.V. 1 
Gansterer, M. 1 Wagenitz, A. 1 
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Author Number of papers Authors Number of papers 
Gaudreault, J. 1 Wakolbinger, T. 1 
Geraghty, J. 1 Walsh, P.M. 1 
Ghosh, S. 1 Wan, X.L. 1 
Godding, G. 1 Wang, S. 1 
Gong, J. 1 Wang, S.-J. 1 
Gralla, E. 1 Wang, W. 1 
Greenwood, A. G. 1 Wang, W.-L. 1 
Grewal, C.S., Enns, S.T. 1 Wang, X. 1 
Gunasekaran, A. 1 Wang, Z. 1 
Guo, Y. 1 Whipple, J.M. 1 
Hachicha, W. 1 Wu, T. 1 
Hafezi, M. 1 Xiang, W. 1 
Haijema, R. 1 Xu, X. 1 
Haouari, L. 1 Yang, X. 1 
Hasbrouck, R. 1 Ye, F. 1 
Hu, H. 1 Yilmaz, L. 1 
Hua, Z. 1 Young, P. 1 
Huang K.-L. 1 Yu, Y. 1 
Huang, S. 1 Zhao, P.X. 1 
Iannone, R. 1 Zolfagharinia, H. 1 

 
Using VosViewer software, it is possible to conduct citation analysis. Figure F-1 shows the 

complete citations network, while Figure F-2 illustrates part of it. 
See [101] for an example of a review paper which uses the same software for bibliometric 

analysis. The citations network shows clusters of authors, which are formed by co-authorship and the 
color is a scale that represents the year of publication. By observing the network, it is possible to see that 
the cluster of Dev, N. K. who was the author with more papers, as the previous analysis indicated, was, 
in fact, not in the cluster with more citations, as the illustrated sizes of the clusters represent. Indeed, the 
clusters of Brown, S. T. and Lee, B. Y. have more citations and of more recent years, as the color of the 
network shows. This indicates that, despite being the authors with more publications, there are others 
more recently cited by a wider researchers’ community. It can also be seen that the cluster of 
Chiadamrong, N. is among the citation network with more recent papers. 
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Figure F-1: Full view of citations network analysis. 
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Figure F-2: Citations analysis network. 
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: Year of first release and information source for each simulation 
tool 

Simulation tool Year of first release Source 

AnyLogic 2000 AnyLogic’s official web page12 
Arena 1993 [273] 
AutoMod 1985 [274] 
BaseStockSim 2005 Personal email communication13 
ExtendSim 1988 [275] 
GBSE 2008 [276] 
GPSS 1977 Tool’s web page14 
HERMES 2010 Personal email communication13 
Jadex 2003 Sourceforge web page15 
LogiRisk 2007 [277] 
NetLogo 1999 Wikipedia web page16 
OTD-NET 2013 [278] 
PlantSimulation 1986 Tool vendor’s web page17 
ProModel 1990 [279] 
Repast 2013 Documentation on the GitHub webpage18 
SIMIO 2007 [40] 
Simul8 1994 Tool’s web page19 
Swarm 1995 [280] 
WITNESS 1986 [281] 

 

                                                 
12   
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 
13 Email communication with the official contact of the software. 
14  
Online web site. Accessed on December 2018. 
15  
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 
16  
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 
17   
Online web site. Accessed on December 2018. 
18  
Online web site. Accessed on August 2018. 
19  
Online web site. Accessed on December 2018. 

https://www.anylogic.com/company/timeline/
http://www.wolverinesoftware.com/GPSSHOverview.htm
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jadex/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NetLogo
https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/
https://repast.github.io/docs/repast_hpc.pdf
https://www.simul8.com/partners/oem/oem_bpm
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: Complete view of the relation between parameters and KPIs 
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: Analysis of the parameters and KPIs most used in the experiments 
of the included papers (SLR of section 3.6) 

Table I-1 and Table I-2 provide the complete list of parameters and KPIs, respectively, sorted by 
number of papers that applied each parameter and KPI. These were grouped, to avoid using the same 
parameter/KPI with the different names used by the different authors, e.g.: fill rate, fulfillment rate, 
delivered orders and percentage of delivered orders. Regarding service level, when it was possible to 
identify the elements that comprise it (e.g., fill rate in the required conditions), those were used, otherwise 
the term service level was used. 

Table I-1: List of parameters considered by the included papers. 

Parameters Number 
of papers 

Parameters Number 
of papers 

demand variability 36 demand duration occurrence time 1 
information share 26 forecast error magnitude 1 
inventory management 15 horizontal competition 1 
SC design 12 information delay 1 
production strategy 9 information disruption 1 
production failures 6 initial market share 1 
supply failures 5 inventory capacity 1 
supply lead time 5 market share 1 
forecast method 4 opportunity cost 1 
service level 4 order flexibility 1 
supply variability 4 ordering costs 1 
holding costs 3 probability of bankruptcy 1 
number of transportations 3 product price 1 
supplier capacity 3 production cost 1 
transportation failures 3 production level 1 
transportation lead time 3 production quality 1 
transportation strategy 3 production sale strategy 1 
disruptive external event 2 ramp up time after disruption (recovery time) 1 
inventory level 2 reroute transports 1 
number of transports 2 SC unit profit 1 
order quality 2 shipping distance 1 
orders size 2 special transportation price 1 
production capacity 2 stock covers 1 
production lead time 2 stockout costs 1 
purchasing strategy 2 stockout duration 1 
safety stock 2 stockout probability 1 
shortage costs 2 subsidy 1 
sourcing strategy 2 supply disruptions 1 
stockouts occurrence 2 supply quantity 1 
supplier selection 2 supply transportation lead time 1 
supply order quality 2 target service level 1 
tariff 2 time to react to disruptions 1 
transportation capacity 2 transportation costs 1 
warehouse capacity 2 transportation policies 1 
word of mouth 2 unfilled order cost 1 
brand loyalty 1 weather conditions 1 
consumer response 1   
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Table I-2: List of KPIs considered by the included papers 

KPI Number 
of papers 

KPI Number 
of papers 

fill rate 29 backorder waiting time 1 
holding costs 24 bankruptcy propagation 1 
inventory level 17 budget to mitigate risk 1 
transportation costs 13 capacity acquisition costs 1 
service level 11 delivery time 1 
bullwhip effect 10 disassembly costs 1 
ordering costs 9 disposal costs 1 
SC profit 9 fixed operation costs 1 
backorder costs 8 information share mechanism's costs 1 
inventory costs 7 leftover costs 1 
order delivery date compliance 7 maintenance costs 1 
purchasing costs 7 market changes 1 
SC unit profit 7 market share 1 
costs with lost sales 6 number of lost consumers 1 
production costs 6 number of orders 1 
orders delivered 5 occurrences of bankruptcy 1 
stockout costs 5 opportunity costs 1 
transportation lead time 5 procurement costs 1 
demand variability 4 product price 1 
handling costs 4 production changeover time 1 
number of lost sales 4 production failure duration 1 
factory costs 3 queue lengths of distributor 1 
labor costs 3 recovery time 1 
orders delayed 3 replacement costs 1 
production lead time 3 replenishment lead time 1 
remanufacturing costs 3 reverse bullwhip effect 1 
shortage time 3 safety stock 1 
backlog costs 2 SC pipeline performance 1 
delivery costs 2 scrap rate costs 1 
number of stockouts 2 setup costs 1 
order cycle time 2 shelf life costs 1 
order quantity 2 shortage costs 1 
quantity produced 2 supply order lead time 1 
service time 2 testing costs 1 
stock covers 2 transportation quantity 1 
supply quantity 2 transportation queue 1 
unfilled orders 2 transportation utilization 1 
backlog inventory level 1   

 
Some of the experiments’ elements can be considered as both parameters and KPIs, because 

depending on the problem, such elements may be used as either one. For instance, some studies may 
set the desired service level and record the obtained performance of the SC, whilst other studies may use 
the service level to quantify the performance of a SC. 
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: List of SC topologies considered by the included papers 

Author(s) [Reference] SC topology 

Sarac, A. et al. [200] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 retailer 
Longo, F. et al. [171] 3 manufacturers, 4 distributors, 9 retailers 
Munoz, A. et al. [201] 1 retailer, consumers 
Walsh, P.M. et al. [202] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 1 OEM, 1 customer 
Cheng, F. et al. [223] 6 suppliers, 3 manufacturers, 3 customers 
Rong, Y. et al. [191] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer 
Wang, S.-J. et al. [236] 6 suppliers, 5 local manufacturers, 4 OEMs, 3 distributors, 3 retailers 
Choudhury, B. et al. [237] 1 manufacturer, 16 retailers 
Lee, Y.M. et al. [203] 1 manufacturer, 1 retailer 
Martagan, T. G. et al. [218] 3 sources, 7 ports, 4 destinations  
Schwede, C. et al. [224] 3 suppliers, 1 OEM 
Schmidt, R. [238] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 retailer 
Schmitt, A.J. et al. [188] 2 manufacturers, 1 manufacturer, 3 distributors 
Lee, Y. M. et al. [229] 2 suppliers, 2 distributors, 22 customers 
Mishra, M. et al. [204] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
Jinhui wu, S. et al. [239] suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 1 customer 
Chan, H.K. et al. [240] 4 manufacturers, 3 customers 
Wadhwa, S. et al. [205] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 2 distributors, 2 customers 
Finke, G.R. et al. [241] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer 
Lee, E. et al. [242] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor 
Bottani, E. et al. [243] 2 manufacturers, 1 distributor, 1 retailer 
Haouari, L. et al. [206] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor 
Datta, P.P. et al. [207] 1 manufacturer, 4 distributors, 2 customers 
Thierry, C. et al. [244] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 1 OEM, 1 customer 
Samvedi, A. et al. [192] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [245] 1 supplier, 1 customer 
Blanco, E.E. et al. [189] 1 manufacturer, 1 OEM 
Amini, M. et al. [230] 1 manufacturer, 3000 consumers 
Dev, N.K. et al. [208] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
Durowoju, O.A. et al. [209] 1 manufacturer, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer 
Mishra, M. et al. [210] 3 manufacturers, 1 OEM, 4 retailers 
Chan, F.T.S. et al. [211] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 1 distributer, 1 retailer 
Sun, Y. et al. [246] 6 manufacturers, 12 retailers 
Prasannavenkatesan et al. [193] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 1 retailer 
Chen, Y. et al. [172] 3 manufacturers, 1 distributor, 75 customers 
Haidari, L.A. et al. [219] [NA] manufacturers, [NA] health centers 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [173] 1 supplier, [NA] customers 
Assi, T.-M. et al. [220] 2 manufacturers, 695 clinics 
Chatfield, D.C. et al. [247] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer 
Dev, N.K. et al. [248] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
Şenyiǧit, E. [174] 6 suppliers, 3 manufacturers, 4 distributors, 4 customers 
Smew, W. et al. [175] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 retailer 
Wu, T. et al. [231] 2 manufacturers, 2 retailers, [NA] consumers 
Vlajic, J.V. et al. [249] 4 suppliers, 2 distributors, 1 manufacturer, 1 customer, 1 retailer 
Elleuch, H. et al. [190] 1 supplier, 1 distributor, 16 customers 
Zolfagharinia, H. et al. [176] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor 
Chern, C.-C. et al. [250] 3 collectors, 8 disassemblers, 5 remanufacturers, 2 redistributors 
Iakovou, E. et al. [232] 2 suppliers, 1 distributor 
Dev, N.K. et al. [212] 1 manufacturer (plus 3 outsourced manufacturing units), 3 retailers 
Avegliano, P. et al. [194] 3 producers, 1 retailer, 100 customers 
Negahban, A. et al. [233] 1 manufacturer, 3600 consumers 
Xiang, W. et al. [195] 5 suppliers, 3 manufacturers 
Brandenburg, M. et al. [177] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 3 distributors 
Dev, N.K. et al. [251] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
Dev, N.K. et al. [252] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
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Author(s) [Reference] SC topology 
Mejjaouli, S. et al. [213] 1 producer, 2 customers 
Keramydas, C. et al. [196] 4 manufacturers, 1 retailer 
Shahi, S. et al. [225] 1 supplier, 1 customer 
Gansterer, M. [178] 1 supplier, 5 manufacturers, 1 customer 
Sun, C. et al. [214] 1 supplier, 1 factory, 1 distributor, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer 
Iannone, R. et al. [253] 19 suppliers, 1 hospital pharmacy 
Tan, W.J. et al. [254] 4 suppliers, 4 distributors, 4 retailers 
Grewal, C.S. et al. [179] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturing, 1 distributor, 1 customer 
Knoblich, K. et al. [255] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer, 1 customer 
Fornasiero, R. et al. [197] 60 suppliers, 1 manufacturer 
Sauvageau, G. et al. [215] 3 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 1 customer 
Zhang, X. et al. [226] 500 farmers, 10 brokers (others), 1 plant 
Peirleitner, A.J. et al. [180] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 3 retailers 
Postacchini, L. et al. [256] [NA] suppliers, 3 hospitals 
Shaltayev, D. et al. [257] 5 suppliers, 9 retailers 
Sha, M. et al. [181] 6 plants, 8 customers 
Sahoo, K. et al. [234] 1 supplier, 1 distributor, 1 customer 
Luo, K. et al. [227] 1 farmer, 1 broker, 1 village committee, 1 plant 
Mueller, L.E. et al. [258] 1 manufacturer, 644 health clinics 
Cannella, S. et al. [182] 1 factory, 1 distributor, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer, 1 customer 
Meng, Q. et al. [259] 4 manufacturers, 4 distributors, 4 retailers 
Yu, Y. et al. [216] 2 manufacturers, 2 wholesalers, 3 distributors, 4 retailers 
Dumetz, L. et al. [183] 1 manufacturer, 1 customer 
Birim, S. et al. [217] 1 retailer, 10 customers 
Ponte, B. et al. [184] 1 factory, 1 wholesaler, 1 retailer, 1 customer 
Israel, E.F. et al. [221] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 3 retailers 
Chiadamrong, N. et al. [260] 3 production plants, 4 distributors, 4 retailers 
Meng, Q.C. et al. [185] 1 supplier, 1 airport 
Pacheco, E.D.O. et al. [186] 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 1 retailer 
Ivanov, D. [222] 1 manufacturer, 1 central distributor, 2 regional distributors, 10 customers 
Osorio, A.F. et al. [199] 1 production unit, 1 distributor, 18 hospitals 
Dev, N.K. et al. [261] 1 manufacturer, 1 customer 
Macchion, L. et al. [198] 60 suppliers, 1 manufacturer, 1 distributor, 2 customers 
Cruz-Mejia, O. et al. [187] 3 suppliers, 1 distributor, 1 customer 
Cha-Ume, K. et al. [228] 1 manufacturer, 4 retailers 
Wang, Z. et al. [262] 1 supplier, 1 manufacturer 
Jeong, H. et al. [263] 2 suppliers, 2 manufacturers, 1 distributor 
Rosales, C. et al. [235] 2 manufacturers, 2 retailers, 1000 consumers 
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: List of the number of RMs and FGs considered in the included 
papers 

Author(s) [reference] 
Total 
RMs 

Total 
FGs 

Author(s) [reference] 
Total 
RMs 

Total 
FGs 

Sarac, A. et al. [200]  3 Iakovou, E. et al. [232] NA 
Longo, F. et al. [171]  20 Dev, N.K. et al. [212]  3 
Munoz, A. et al. [201]  1 Avegliano, P. et al. [194]  3 
Walsh, P.M. et al. [202] 1 1 Negahban, A. et al. [233] NA 
Cheng, F. et al. [223] NA Xiang, W. et al. [195] NA 
Rong, Y. et al. [191]  1 Brandenburg, M. et al. [177] NA 
Wang, S.-J. et al. [236] 6 1 Dev, N.K. et al. [251] 3 1 
Choudhury, B. et al. [237] NA Dev, N.K. et al. [252] 3 1 
Lee, Y.M. et al. [203] NA Mejjaouli, S. et al. [213] NA 
Martagan, T. G. et al. [218]  1 Keramydas, C. et al. [196] 2 1 
Schwede, C. et al. [224] NA Shahi, S. et al. [225] 1 1 
Schmidt, R. [238] NA Gansterer, M. [178] 16 12 
Schmitt, A.J. et al. [188] 2 2 Sun, C. et al. [214] 1 1 
Lee, Y. M. et al. [229]  2 Iannone, R. et al. [253]  19 
Mishra, M. et al. [204] 6 3 Tan, W.J. et al. [254] NA 
Jinhui wu, S. et al. [239] NA Grewal, C.S. et al. [179]  2 
Chan, H.K. et al. [240]  3 Knoblich, K. et al. [255]  2 
Wadhwa, S. et al. [205] 5 3 Fornasiero, R. et al. [197] NA 
Finke, G.R. et al. [241]  1 Sauvageau, G. et al. [215] 3 3 
Lee, E. et al. [242] NA Zhang, X. et al. [226] 1 1 
Bottani, E. et al. [243]  1 Peirleitner, A.J. et al. [180]  30 
Haouari, L. et al. [206]  3 Postacchini, L. et al. [256]  3 
Datta, P.P. et al. [207]  12 Shaltayev, D. et al. [257]  1 
Thierry, C. et al. [244]  1 Sha, M. et al. [181]  1 
Samvedi, A. et al. [192]  1 Sahoo, K. et al. [234] 1 1 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [245]  1 Luo, K. et al. [227] 1 1 
Blanco, E.E. et al. [189] 1 4 Mueller, L.E. et al. [258]  6 
Amini, M. et al. [230] NA Cannella, S. et al. [182]  1 
Dev, N.K. et al. [208] 3 1 Meng, Q. et al. [259] NA 
Durowoju, O.A. et al. [209] NA Yu, Y. et al. [216]  1 
Mishra, M. et al. [210] 3 1 Dumetz, L. et al. [183]  1 
Chan, F.T.S. et al. [211] NA Birim, S. et al. [217] NA 
Sun, Y. et al. [246] NA Ponte, B. et al. [184]  1 
Prasannavenkatesan, S. et al. [193] NA Israel, E.F. et al. [221]  3 
Chen, Y. et al. [172]  4 Chiadamrong, N. et al. [260] NA 
Haidari, L.A. et al. [219]  6 Meng, Q.C. et al. [185] NA 
Vidalakis, C. et al. [173]  1 Pacheco, E.D.O. et al. [186]  1 
Assi, T.-M. et al. [220] NA Ivanov, D. [222] NA 
Chatfield, D.C. et al. [247] NA Osorio, A.F. et al. [199]  4 
Dev, N.K. et al. [248] 3 1 Dev, N.K. et al. [261]  1 
Şenyiǧit, E. [174] 8 1 Macchion, L. et al. [198] NA 
Smew, W. et al. [175] 1 1 Cruz-Mejia, O. et al. [187]  3 
Wu, T. et al. [231]  5 Cha-Ume, K. et al. [228] NA 
Vlajic, J.V. et al. [249] 1 1 Wang, Z. et al. [262]  1 
Elleuch, H. et al. [190] NA Jeong, H. et al. [263] NA 
Zolfagharinia, H. et al. [176] 1 1 Rosales, C. et al. [235]  2 
Chern, C.-C. et al. [250] 10 2    
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: Number of TOs from origin (rows) to destination (columns) storage location 

 

MO1 MO2 922 108 102 DEV 903 E08 817 SMD 998 916 503 DEP 902 105 107 ENG MOE 203 911 818 831 826 921 923 D8S 821 P13 MOX 832 P09 910 SEG P06 824 999 LED P08 901 P12 P10 827 P11 P04 P01 828 103 P02 QUA P07 914 SG4 113 P05 833 SG3 P03 P14 EMS ASA 603 SG1 904 981 825 815 104 816 819 822

108 1289056 20 78358 15497 444 12 203 523 8456 30905 1 185 8 7 653 47 3 450 3 25 23 347 26 2 8 1

102 5304 839536 31543 180180 2726 2 25 4228 21502 1565 3929 1139 895 736 1058 6273 2135 77 1447 600 31 12 564 7 2 29 89 1 5 115 91 3 19 19 4 20 2 2 29 6 1

MO1 32 842 566235 474 161 344349 3 5 2 902 786 1 1 38563 14 6 515 1819 545 126 2 1 1 3 1 391 6 1 13 4 1 1 1 2 32 1 1

922 566234 73122 893 78352 31585 12 1362 42985 9878 1784 1 2 1097 3992 2496 5878 1678 27 15 3319 18 1819 313 329 843 196 560 606 436 602 654 358 106 102 508 960 450 344 94 187 201 61 56 29 166 136 134 1 131 16 28 106 94 58 71 2 7 10 7 4 1

902 973 6219 1093 1349 193383 202459 188426 44763 25457 49 10 179 3186 15427 16803 3577 17 7189 32 2 7667 20 1 3808 5 6 177 719 168 885 47 1 155 103 1 1 1

SMD 329947 1 9876 5947 2961 5 49 1377 9184 2468 154 39 21 67 2 16 109 13 7 5 1

DEV 339644 12 1 282 179 6

E08 17 4 1362 162902 36 88 47 74 22852 11 1013 1 3 46 3 77 9 300 25 1 1

MO2 946 5603 73050 5 20141 3 37 1 1513 302 201 7 6 3217 509 143 7193 1983 641 33 19 16 1015 63 24 607 5 6 734 6 103 253 5 235 316 7 147 95 17 5 10 1 12 93 79 6 2 1 1 2 12 49

817 11 60 43054 6206 28155 108 1554 2490 120 193 203 323 21 5 204 23 39 2056 1931 22 137 960 42 50 18 742 1 80 31 16 25 403 18 5 303 354 17 31 5 4 197 4 99 6 6 1

831 3 7496 15 49008 48 251 53 1 82 4 1 1 2

ENG 6355 32090 5965 1 19 8 85 1 4873 3 1610 581 3 554 1 5 2 1 1 6 45 1 1 137

903 2 7 1 4 39622 1631 116 3 1 42

998 901 52 1772 22461 413 12 2 2029 163 8 32 5 10 11 6 3 30 161 1 1 670 16 22 1 4 1 1 1 1

503 1 1 4 471 13 26958 31 4

105 1 39 3993 6 15177 533 126 312 691 13 8 49 16 209 25 16 25 1 6 99 2 2

107 4 2494 13 16399 2 185 29 66 239 5 820 29 34 62 9 11 3

DEP 15996 2 2 1 9 49

203 6 7770 26 1892 622 809 26 1636 2 23 3 182 48 50 7 4 3 1 4 1 1

826 2 241 1819 10 7621 4 164 8 35 17 1 3 259 261 2186 14 11 47 5 6 4 10 9 1 1 1 31 13 1

818 2 15 3322 543 2204 8 80 66 90 2 26 1 181 262 63 150 108 132 264 1 7 91 22 1 5 119 112 58 37 64 137 426 41 199 1 65 2 173 5 75 30

821 184 320 6129 96 34 5 6 2 6 101 83 14 1060 6 4 7 3 1 2 4 3 1

901 15 1155 968 1 895 14 3495 9 1 138

MOE 50 32 1678 10 53 3 4 3379 4 1 7 1 8 22 1 1 1 1 1

832 96 561 2795 41 1 5 1 65 167 1 2 504 11 1 2 1 15 1

910 2165 2 436 83 63 560 6 10 741 14 1 5 36 3 116 5 5 3 1 2 1

923 1 4053

D8S 3673 16

824 1 51 356 2060 16 37 2 8 2 4 26 10 4 14 1 207 48 1

103 1166 1133 28 1 65 1 7 74 41 6 18 12 1 1 2 1 48 2

P13 27 845 26 4 251 1 268 130 807 101 10 4 4 10 1 12

LED 11 101 86 9 2082 56 1 5 3 8 1 1 9

SEG 2 1 602 13 138 434 4 381 10 1 9 4 2 4 8 5 1 2 194 2 8 1 192 96 15

P09 16 606 45 1 157 1 1 1 42 29 3 253 44 714 1 29 4 1

P06 24 654 20 1 165 1 1 120 1 1 307 12 443 3 1

MOX 2 196 1 4 14 1095 2 1 3 4 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

827 15 94 689 24 1 6 4 12 75 13 8 4 9 5 9 7 2 3 11 113 2 11 1 28 7

P08 5 508 52 1 211 4 23 7 2 46 2 1 1 208 5 8 4 2

113 1 454 16 19 124 1 1 6 395 2 1 6 9

P12 3 451 15 2 137 2 55 3 69 1 5 163 1 1

P10 4 344 28 1 117 1 1 1 69 8 73 4 8 1 6 197

999 34 33 103 336 124 7 9 43 34 1 3 5 1 3 3 3 1 23 12 1 1

828 7 55 1 376 5 3 2 3 10 42 48 11 1 4 11 1 5 1 4 15 92 1 1

P01 1 3 60 1 447 22 77 1

P04 2 201 2 35 27 1 148 20 124

P11 2 3 187 7 11 2 87 1 1 16 39 1 2 1 174 4 2

921 1 3 313 4 109 95 3 1

916 1 2 11 1 7 2 7 372 5 2 23 74 5

P02 18 166 7 5 11 76 1 1 84 1 4 4 1 44

QUA 1 4 136 9 48 7 35 4 33 29 16 1 12 20 9 16 19 19 1

833 2 106 101 80 23 6 5 57 1 9

P07 14 134 5 52 20 33 1 1 1 4 100

SG4 131 44 7 1 1 152 2 2

911 15 173 14 12 1 2 37 2 40 1 2 3 1 2 6

P05 1 35 28 1 2 1 103 34 74

SG3 94 43 3 89 4 5

P03 1 29 58 4 1 2 72 1 6 1 2

P14 71 7 1 12 18 13 22

981 1 9 81 4 29 1

ASA 43 9 4

EMS 7 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 33

914 1 1 12 3 4 8

SG1 7 5 9 3 4

904 8 10 3

603 1 8 5 3

825 4 1 1

815 1 1 1 1

UMZ 3

104 1

816 1

819 1

822 1
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: Added measures to the fact tables 

Data 
source 

Operation Description 

TOs SourceQuantityDifference = VSOLA – VISTA Difference between the ordered quantity and the one that was actually left the source bin. 

DestinationQuantityDifference = NSOLA – NISTA Difference between the ordered quantity and the one that was actually arrived to the destination bin. 

QuantityDifference = VISTA – NISTA Difference between the quantity that left the source bin and the one that arrived to the destination 
bin. 

OTD DaysDateDifference = DatePartOrder – DatePartArrival Difference between the order date and the arrival date of the material. 

Pendings TimeToBeginPending = BeginPending – CreationDate Total time to start treating a Pendings DB register, after creating it. 

TimeToTreatPending = EndPendingDate – BeginPendingDate Total time to treat a Pendings DB register. 

TimeToClosePending = CloseSystemDate – BeginPendingDate Total time to close the Pendings DB register on the system. 

TotalDaysPending = EnterPredictedProcurementDate – CreationDate Difference between the expected arrival date of the material and the date on which the Pendings DB 
register was created. 

TimeToCloseAfterEndPending = CloseSystemDate – EndPendingDate Difference between the data on which the Pendings DB register was closed on the system and the 
date on which the arrival that originated the Pendings DB register is treated. 

DaysToArrivalAfterEndPending = EnterPredictedProcurementDate – 
CloseSystemDate 

Difference between the expected arrival date and the date on which the Pendings DB register was 
closed on the system. 

TotalTimeToFinishPending = EndPendingDate – CreationDate Difference between the date on which the Pendings DB register ended and the date on which it was 
created on the system. 

TimeToCloseAfterBeginPending = CloseSystemDate – 
BeginPendingDate 

Difference between the date on which the Pendings DB register was closed on the system and the 
date on which the Pendings DB register started to be managed. 

DaysToArrivalAfterBeginPending = EnterPredictedProcurementDate – 
BeginPendingDate 

Difference between the expected arrival date and the date on which the Pendings DB register started 
to be managed 

DaysToArrivalAfterFinishPending = EnterPredictedProcurementDate – 
EndPendingDate 

Difference between the expected arrival date and the date on which the Pendings DB register was 
ended. 

Special 
Freights 

FulfillmentTime = ActualDate – CreationDate Difference between the date on which the special freight register was closed and when it was created. 

TimeDifferenceTargetToActual = ActualDate – TargetDate Difference between the date on which the special freight register was closed on the system and the 
estimated data of arrival of the special freight to the plant. 

TimeDifferenceCreationToTarget = TargetDate – CreationDate Difference between the estimated data of arrival of the special freight to the plant and the date on 
which the register was created on the system. 
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: Components used to connect to Hive and to HDFS 
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: ETL jobs to extract raw data from Cities, Countries, Pendings and 
iStar data sources, respectively from up to down order 

Figure O-1, Figure O-2, Figure O-3 and Figure O-4 show the ETL jobs used to extract raw data 
from the Cities, Countries, Pendings DB and iStar data sources, respectively. 

 
Figure O-1: ETL job to extract raw data from the Cities data source. 

 
Figure O-2: ETL job to extract raw data from the Countries data source. 

 
Figure O-3: ETL job to extract raw data from the Pendings DB data source. 

 
Figure O-4: ETL job to extract raw data from the iStar data source. 
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: ETL jobs used to make extractions of TOs to separate CSV files 
and to unite all TOs and send them to HDFS 

Figure P-1 shows the ETL job used to make extractions of TOs to separate CSV files and Figure 
P-2 shows the ETL job used to unite all TOs and send them to HDFS. 

 
Figure P-1: ETL job used to make extractions of TOs to separate CSV files. 

 
Figure P-2: ETL job used to unite all TOs and send them to HDFS. 
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: ETL jobs to create the Special freights, Pendings, TOs and 
Waterfall denormalized data files, respectively from up to down 
order, and send it to the HDFS 

Figure Q-1, Figure Q-2, Figure Q-3 and Figure Q-4 respectively show the ETL jobs used to create 
the Special freights, Pendings, TOs and Waterfall denormalized data files that were sent to HDFS. 

 

Figure Q-1: ETL job used to create the Special freights denormalized data file that was sent to HDFS. 

 
Figure Q-2: ETL job used to create the Pendings denormalized data file that was sent to HDFS. 

 
Figure Q-3: ETL job used to create the TOs denormalized data file that was sent to HDFS. 
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Figure Q-4: ETL job used to create the Waterfall denormalized data file that was sent to HDFS. 
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: Interactive dashboard related with special freights 

Figure R-1 depicts an interactive dashboard used to visualize data related with special freights. 
The top section of the dashboard shows the geographic location of suppliers that originated special 
freights. On the bottom left section, a treemap displays the country, ID and name of each supplier, with 
the color of each rectangle associated to a country and the size being proportional to the total cost with 
special freights. On the right side of the dashboard the total number of special freights per supplier is 
displayed. Figure R-2 shows the result of selecting China from the world map. 

 
Figure R-1: Interactive dashboard with the geographic distribution of the occurrence of special freights per country and 
supplier. 

 
Figure R-2: Interactive dashboard with the geographic distribution of the occurrence of special freights per country and 
supplier (filtered by country). 
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: Interactive dashboard related with special freights and OTD score 
per materials’ ABC classification 

Figure S-1 shows an interactive dashboard to visualize data related with the average OTD score 
and total costs with special freights. 

 
Figure S-1: Interactive dashboard with the geographic distribution of the average special freights and OTD score per country, 
and the associated materials’ safety time and ABC classification. 

In the top section the geographic location of the respective suppliers is displayed. In the bottom 
section, the dashboard shows the OTD score and total costs with special freights, distinguished by safety 
time of the associated materials and the respective ABC classification. Figure S-2 shows the result on the 
dashboard, when a country is selected to filter the data. Finally, Figure S-3 shows the result of highlighting 
one of the elements displayed in the dashboard, in this case, the B-classified materials. 
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Figure S-2: Interactive dashboard with the geographic distribution of the average special freights and OTD score, and the 
associated materials’ safety time and ABC classification (filtered by country). 

 
Figure S-3: Interactive dashboard with the geographic distribution of the average special freights and OTD score per country, 
and the associated materials’ safety time and ABC classification (filtered by country, and highlighting the B-classified 
materials). 
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: HiveQL scripts used to aggregate Pendings DB, the OTD and the 
Waterfall registers 

Listing T-1, Listing T-2 and Listing T-3 show the HiveQL scripts used to aggregate the Pendings 
DB, the OTD and the Waterfall registers, respectively. 

1  CREATE TABLE P_AGG AS 
2  SELECT RES.precopendente, RES.time_datacriacao, RES.material, RES.fornecedor, 

RES.dataprevistaentradaprocurement 
3  FROM ( 
4        select pending.* from ( 
5              select precopendente, time_datacriacao, material, fornecedor,  

            dataprevistaentradaprocurement, time_datafechoincoming, statusprocurement 
6              from pendings 
7              group by precopendente, time_datacriacao, material, fornecedor,  

            dataprevistaentradaprocurement, time_datafechoincoming, statusprocurement 
8        ) pending 
9        inner join ( 
10              select  material, fornecedor, dataprevistaentradaprocurement,  

            max(time_datafechoincoming) alvo 
11              from pendings 
12              WHERE statusprocurement!='sucatar' and statusprocurement != 'devolver' 
13              group by dataprevistaentradaprocurement, fornecedor, material 
14        ) groups 
15        on pending.material = groups.material and pending.fornecedor = groups.fornecedor  

      and pending.dataprevistaentradaprocurement = groups.dataprevistaentradaprocurement  
      and pending.time_datafechoincoming = groups.alvo 

16        WHERE pending.statusprocurement!='sucatar' and  
      pending.statusprocurement != 'devolver' 

17  ) RES 
  

Listing T-1: HiveQL script used to aggregate the Pendings DB registers (HiveQL4 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

1  Create table OTD_agg as 
2  select otd.supplierid, otd.transport_mode, otd.forwarder__s_ forwarder, otd.consignment, 

otd.country, otd.continent, otd.continent_alt, otd.latitude, otd.longitude, otd.ort01 
city, otd.latitude__generated_ city_latitude, otd.longitude__generated_ city_longitude, 
otd.materialnumber, sum(otd.quantity) quantity, otd.arrivaldate, otd.orderdate, 
otd.MAABC, otd.KZKRI, otd.SHFLG, otd.SHZET, otd.EISBE, otd.MATKL, otd.MHDHB, otd.STPRS, 
otd.PEINH 

3  from otd 
4  group by OTd.supplierid, otd.transport_mode, otd.forwarder__s_, otd.consignment, 

otd.country, otd.continent, otd.continent_alt, otd.latitude, otd.longitude, otd.ort01, 
otd.latitude__generated_, otd.longitude__generated_, otd.materialnumber, otd.arrivaldate, 
otd.orderdate, otd.MAABC, otd.KZKRI, otd.SHFLG, otd.SHZET, otd.EISBE, otd.MATKL, 
otd.MHDHB, otd.STPRS, otd.PEINH 

  

Listing T-2: HiveQL script used to aggregate the OTD registers (HiveQL2 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

1  create table WF_agg as  
2  select vendor, transport_mode, forwarder__s_ forwarder, consignment, country, latitude, 

longitude, ort01 city, latitude__generated_ city_latitude, longitude__generated_ 
city_longitude, continent, continent_alt, release_transmission_date, material, MAABC, 
KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH, planning_time_fence__wd_ 
delivery_transit_time, delivery_date, sum(scheduled_quantity) scheduled_quantity 

3  from WATERFALL 
4  group by vendor, transport_mode, forwarder__s_, consignment, country, latitude, 

longitude, ort01, latitude__generated_, longitude__generated_, continent, continent_alt, 
release_transmission_date, material, MAABC, KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, 
STPRS, PEINH, delivery_transit_time, delivery_date 

  

Listing T-3: HiveQL script used to aggregate the Waterfall registers (HiveQL1 from Figure 56, in page 133). 
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: HiveQL scripts used to create an ID number for each bin, material 
and supplier and all the ID numbers to the “WF_OTD_SF_P_final” 
table 

Listing U-1, Listing U-2, Listing U-3 and Listing U-4 show the HiveQL scripts used to create an ID 
for each bin of the 102 storage location, each bin of the 108 storage location, each material and each 
supplier, respectively. Listing U-5 shows the HiveQL script used to add the respective ID numbers to the 
“WF_OTD_SF_P_final” table. 

1  create table Bins_102 as 
2  select row_number() over() id_bin, * 
3  from ( 
4        select distinct uniao.bins 
5        from ( 
6              select distinct nlpla bins 
7              from TOs 
8              WHERE NLTYP = '102' AND VLTYP != '922' 
9              union all 
10              select distinct vlpla bins from TOs 
11              from TOs 
12              WHERE NLTYP != '922' AND VLTYP = '102' 
13        ) union_all 
14  ) res 

  

Listing U-1: HiveQL script used to create an ID for each bin of the 102 storage location (HiveQL7 from Figure 56, in page 
133). 

1  create table Bins_108 as 
2  select row_number() over() id_bin, * 
3  from ( 
4        select distinct uniao.bins 
5        from ( 
6              select distinct nlpla bins 
7              from TOs 
8              WHERE NLTYP = '108' AND VLTYP != '922' 
9              union all 
10              select distinct vlpla bins 
11              from TOs 
12              WHERE NLTYP != '922' AND VLTYP = '108' 
13        ) uniao 
14  ) res 

  

Listing U-2: HiveQL script used to create an ID for each bin of the 108 storage location (HiveQL8 from Figure 56, in page 
133). 

1  create table RMs as 
2  select row_number() over() id_matnr, * 
3  from ( 
4        select distinct uniao.rm 
5        from ( 
6              select distinct matnr rm 
7              from phd_star_tos_2017 
8              WHERE (NLTYP = '108' AND VLTYP != '922') OR (NLTYP != '922' AND VLTYP =  

            '108') OR (NLTYP = '102' AND VLTYP != '922') OR (NLTYP != '922' AND VLTYP =  
            '102') 

9              union all 
10              select distinct material rm 
11              from phd_sim_waterfall_join_otd_no_ids 
12        ) uniao 
13  ) res 

  

Listing U-3: HiveQL script used to create an ID for each material (HiveQL9 from Figure 56, in page 133). 
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1  create table suppliers as 
2  select row_number() over() id_sup, * 
3  from ( 
4        select distinct supplierid 
5        from WF_OTD_noID 
6  ) ids 

  

Listing U-4: HiveQL script used to create an ID for each supplier (HiveQL10 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

1  create table WF_OTD_SF_P_final as 
2  select rms.id_matnr, sups.id_sup, countries.id_country, fj.* 
3  from WF_OTD_noID fj 
4  left join  rms 
5  on rms.rm = fj.material 
6  left join suppliers sups 
7  on sups.supplierid = fj.supplierid 
8  left join countries countries 
9  on countries.country = fj.country 

  

Listing U-5: HiveQL script used to add the ID numbers to the “WF_OTD_noID” table (HiveQL12 from Figure 56, in page 
133). 
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: HiveQL scripts used to filter all movements to the 108 storage 
location, out of the 102 and 108 storage locations and from the 
108 storage location to production 

Listing V-1, Listing V-2 and Listing V-3 show the HiveQL scripts used to filter all movements to the 
108 storage location, out of the 102 storage location and out of the 108 storage location, respectively. 
Listing V-4 shows the HiveQL script used to filter all movements from the 108 storage location to 
production. 

1  create table To108 as 
2  select bins.id_bin, nlpla, MATNR, rms.id_matnr, NISTM, toconfirmation, MAABC, KZKRI, 

SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH 
3  from TOs108 
4  left join Bins_108 bins 
5  on bins.bins = TOs108.nlpla 
6  left join rms 
7  on rms.rm=matnr 
8  WHERE NLTYP = '108' 

  

Listing V-1: HiveQL script used to filter all movements to the 108 storage location (HiveQL15 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

1  create table OutOf102 as 
2  select BINS.ID_BIN, VLPLA, NLTYP, MATNR, RMS.ID_MATNR, NISTM, toconfirmation, MAABC, 

KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH 
3  from TOs102 
4  LEFT JOIN Bins_102 bins 
5  ON BINS.BINS = TOs102.VLPLA 
6  LEFT JOIN rms 
7  on rms.rm=matnr 
8  WHERE VLTYP = '102' 

  

Listing V-2: HiveQL script used to filter all movements out of the 102 storage location (HiveQL16 from Figure 56, in page 133). 

1  create table OutOf108 as 
2  select BINS.ID_BIN, VLPLA, NLTYP, MATNR, RMS.ID_MATNR, NISTM, toconfirmation, MAABC, 

KZKRI, SHFLG, SHZET, EISBE, MATKL, MHDHB, STPRS, PEINH 
3  from TOs108 
4  LEFT JOIN Bins_108 bins 
5  ON BINS.BINS = TOs108.VLPLA 
6  LEFT JOIN rms 
7  on rms.rm=matnr 
8  WHERE VLTYP = '108' 

  

Listing V-3: HiveQL script used to filter all movements out of the 108 storage location (HiveQL17 from Figure 56, in page 
133). 

1  create table 108_toProduction as 
2  select * from outof108 where nltyp = 'MO1' or nltyp = 'MO2' 

  

Listing V-4: HiveQL script used to filter the movements from the 108 storage location to production (HiveQL19 from Figure 
56, in page 133). 
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: Process executed when TOs to (left) and out of (right) the 108 storage location occur  
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: Box plot showing the variance between replication simulation 
outputs 
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: Square error of each selected material and distribution, for the consumptions’ interarrival time and 
distribution fitting for material 8618004960 

Table Y-1 shows the square error of each selected material and distribution for their interarrival time between consumptions and Figure Y-1 shows the 
histogram of the distribution fitting of material 8618004960. 

Table Y-1: Square error for the consumptions’ interarrival time (green-red color scale corresponding to the obtained square error). 

 
 

 
Figure Y-1: Histogram of the distribution fitting for material 8618004960. 

1030100129 8613010931 8613100088 8618004960 8618005521 8618008424 8637102543 8638813524 8638813529 8928110018

Beta 7,70% 1,51% 4,37% 6,01% 1,83% 0,62% 0,23% 1,64% 13,90% 12,57%

Erlang 0,04% 1,86% 5,60% 1,57% 1,38% 1,91% 1,28% 3,32% 5,50% 0,0001%

Exponential 0,04% 1,86% 5,60% 7,22% 1,38% 1,91% 1,28% 3,32% 5,50% 0,0001%

Gamma 22,35% 6,22% 8,11% 2,30% 11,78% 7,29% 2,64% 1,72% 5,10% 49,28%

Lognormal 37,54% 6,82% 4,53% 4,32% 17,62% 9,91% 3,99% 1,10% 5,81% 70,62%

Normal 52,52% 43,69% 52,27% 9,80% 39,42% 35,38% 29,68% 10,51% 14,66% 23,49%

Triangular 87,95% 62,45% 71,21% 30,67% 64,16% 50,51% 50,59% 22,47% 22,70% 95,64%

Uniform 89,86% 64,48% 73,08% 32,18% 66,16% 52,70% 53,16% 24,40% 25,00% 97,30%

Weibul 0,16% 0,36% 0,10% 2,13% 0,20% 0,86% 1,04% 0,86% 5,75% 0,01%

sample size 1300 4128 2936 2180 2224 2941 1157 999 713 28296
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: Square error of each selected material and distribution, for the materials’ consumed quantity and 
distribution fitting for material 1030100129 

Table Z-1 shows the square error of each selected material and distribution for their consumed quantities and Figure Z-1 shows the histogram of the 
distribution fitting of material 1030100129. 

Table Z-1: Square error for the consumptions’ quantities (green-red color scale corresponding to the obtained square error). 

 
 

 
Figure Z-1: Histogram of the distribution fitting for material 1030100129.

1030100129 8613010931 8613100088 8618004960 8618005521 8618008424 8637102543 8638813524 8638813529 8928110018

Beta 11,46% 50,54% 36,39% 15,44% 44,00% 35,80% 40,86% 13,99% 39,65%

Erlang 11,24% 55,57% 38,25% 91,18% 1,45% 18,24% 39,91% 89,67% 38,95%

Exponential 14,31% 55,57% 41,02% 97,02% 8,67% 88,16% 64,63% 95,42% 53,97%

Gamma 11,49% 58,52% 37,98% 91,25% 1,36% 18,44% 40,54% 89,48% 38,31%

Lognormal 14,64% 63,71% 39,70% 95,38% 1,11% 22,62% 48,70% 94,16% 30,09%

Normal 12,68% 45,83% 34,47% 73,25% 46,37% 39,60% 36,55% 70,00% 49,29%

Triangular 33,27% 57,15% 40,23% 93,67% 95,03% 92,99% 65,77% 90,36% 64,16%

Uniform 34,07% 59,46% 42,45% 95,31% 96,69% 96,62% 69,43% 92,82% 67,44%

Weibul 11,75% 56,92% 38,81% 86,28% 3,54% 68,73% 20,47% 100,00% 64,39%

sample size 1300 4128 2936 2180 2224 2941 1157 999 713 28296
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